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The Effect of Usingash Residues of Olive Fruits on the Properties of Cement Mortar
1

Mukhtar M. Aburawi1,, Hamza Mohammed Al-Madani2,
Civil Engineering Department, El-mergib University, AlKhoms - Libya.
2 Civil Engineering Department, Azzaytuna University, Tarhuna - Libya

ABSTRACT
This research aims at studying the effect of the use of the burnt olive oil waste ash (OWA) resulting from
olive plantwastes as a partial cement replacement (5%, 7% and 10%) on the properties of cement mortar.
The ash burning temperature varies as 600, 700, 800 and 900˚C, and time as 6, 7, 8 hours. The mortar
cured in air and water were prepared with 0.42 w/c ratio and sand to water ratio of 1.5 by mass.
The results showed that the 600˚C was efficient in terms of contribution to strength, specific gravity
while 7% cement-OWA replacement mixture was found to favour flow ability of the mortar compared to
5 and 10% substitution. Extending OWA burning time temperature to 900˚C and 8hrs increased its
porosity and water absorption of the resulting mortar. The OWA slowed down the setting time which
made it suitable in the hot weather concreting practice.
Keyword—
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Introduction

Large quantities of solid olive waste which contains organic minerals accumulate every year in the countries
(Palestine. Tunisia and Libya) producing olive oil[1].This causes great harm to the environment due to its
interaction with heat and humidity thereby resulting in chemical hazards. For instance, the carbolic acid, and
other strong life-threatening smell emanates from the decomposition[1]. There is increase in such waste
accumulation at an alarming rate due to the lack of waste management techniques, such as recycling or re-use
in a positive or productive environmental friendly manner with a view to reducing the environmental
pollution risks and problems[1].
Concrete industry has seen significant development in the utilization of waste materials as partial replacement
for ordinary Portland cement[1]. This research aims at exploring the performance of olive waste as alternative
materials in concrete production for structures. Therefore, it is expected that such utilization could provide
additional safety and longer service life to concrete structures.
Recently, a number of researchers focused on the use of agricultural material waste, as a partial replacement
for cement mixtures so as to improve several properties of concrete and cement mortar. A significant
breakthrough was recorded especially on palm oil fuel ash, rice husk ash and date palm ash as regards their
performances in OPC based concrete and geopolvmer or alkaline activated binder[25].In this study, the burnt
out and ground waste of olive fruits will be used as a partial replacement for OPC cement to see the effect of
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different replacement ratios on the properties of cement mortar in terms of the workability grade, absorption
and compressive strength, and setting time of cement paste.
2.

Experimental program

2.1.

Materials

2.1.1

Ordinary Portland Cement and sand

The ordinary Portland cement, of specific weight of 3.15 and surface area of 273 m2/kg,in compliance with
Libyan specifications No.340/1997m[2] was used in this study. The fine aggregate used was of specific weight
2.57, which is within the limit of fine aggregate in compliance with the British specifications (BS882-1992)[3].
2.1.2

Olive Oil waste treatment

The olive waste ash (OWA) was obtained through burning large quantities of olive fruit wastes at constant
burning time of 6 hrs at temperatures of 600˚C, 700˚C,800˚C and 900˚C, and in different burning times,6 hrs
and 8 hrs at the specific temperature of 900˚C. The rate of raising temperature inside the oven was
20˚C/Min. The a shwas left for 24 hours in the air for cooling, and then ground in the grinding machine for
10 mins before sieving through sieve No. 200 (0.075mm). The surface area of the resultant ash was measured
by Blaine device in accordance with the US standards (ASTM C204-92)[4].
2.2.

Mix design and sample processing

The mixture of the samples was composed of cement of 0.42:1.5:1.0 by mass of cement, sand and water,
respectively while OWA was used as a partial replacement for cement with 0wt.% (control), 5wt.%, 7wt.%
and 10wt.% of cement. Mixing was done with an electric mixer for 5 mins while two-layer compaction was
done in metal cube mould of dimension 50×50×50 mm in size with surface dressing and leveling using 16
tamping-rod blows, according to the approved US specifications steps (ASTM C109-92)[5]. Table 1 shows the
details of percentages composition of materials in the prepared mortar. For each mix 21 cubes has been
treated, as 9 cubes in the air at a temperature ranging from 20 to 24˚C, and 12 cubes in Jerry water according
to US specifications (ASTM C109-92)[5] at a temperature ranging from 18 to 22˚C, and to maintain the purity
of the water used, the treatment water was changed every 15 days.
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Table 1: Details of cement mortar mixing quantities

Batch
No.

Sample code

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16

OPC
OWA60085
OWA60087
OWA600810
OWA70085
OWA70087
OWA700810
OWA80085
OWA80087
OWA800810
OWA90085
OWA90087
OWA900810
OWA90065
OWA90067
OWA900610

Cement
weight (gm.)

Ash
percentage (%)

Ash weight
(gm.)

Fine aggregate
weight
(gm.)

Water
weight
(gm.)

2500

0

0

3750

1050

2375

5
7
10
5
7
10
5
7
10
5
7
10
5
7
10

125
175
250
125
175
250
125
175
250
125
175
250
125
175
250

3750
3750
3750
3750
3750
3750
3750
3750
3750
3750
3750
3750
3750
3750
3570

1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050

2325
2250
2375
2325
2250
2375
2325
2250
2375
2325
2250
2375
2325
2250

3.

Results and discussion

3.1.

Physical analysis of olive waste ash

With increase in burning temperature and time of olives waste, the specific weight and the surface are as of
ash resulting from the burning process decreases as shown in Table 2. The decreases could be due to
volatility of the amorphous fine particles like carbon or other debris there by leading volume and surface area
reduction as temperature or duration increases. The physical properties and chemical composition of OWA
are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Physical properties of olive waste ash samples

Sample code
OWA6008
OWA7008
OWA8008
OWA9006
OWA9008

Surface area (cm2/gm)

Specific weight

7461

2.28

5779

2.18

4439

2.12

4751

2.21

3310

2.09
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The surface area and specific gravity (Table 2) reduced by 40.5% and 7.1%, respectively as the temperature
increased from 600-800˚C whereas at 900˚C increasing the burning duration from 6-8hrs caused the
reduction of 30.3% and 5.4%, respectively from original values of 4751 cm2/gm 2.21.
3.2.

Oxide composition of olive wastes ash

Through the results of the chemical composition of olive wastes ash (OWA)samples by (XRF) device, shown
in Table 3, it can be seen that temperature and burning hours have impacton the oxide composition of
OWA. The sample burnt at 900˚C has more calcium and alumina contents while more burning duration
favours the formation of silica at the same temperature. Besides, the increase in silica content from 18.22 to
31.98% (75.5% increment) as the temperature increases from 600 to 900˚C while potassium depleted
significantly at that latter temperature.
Table 3: Oxide composition of olive waste ash samples

Chemical element

Sample code
OWA6008 OWA7008 OWA8008 OWA9006 OWA9008

(CaO%) Calcium

21.09

19.62

20.74

23.39

20.82

(SiO2%) Silica

18.39

23.6

22.94

18.22

31.98

(Al2O3%) Aluminum

1.23

1.27

1.26

1.21

1.44

(Fe2O3%) Iron

1.88

3.01

4.32

2.21

5.90

(K2O%) Potassium

44.96

42.24

40.99

42.2

31.25

(MgO%) Magnesium

0.64

0.75

0

0.79

0.53

(SO3%) Cobalt

5.45

3.88

3.95

4.93

2.78

(P2O5%) Phosphorus

6.19

5.46

5.6

6.87

4.99

(TiO2%) Titanium

0.18

0.17

0.2

0.17

0.26

(Cl%) Chlorides

1.42

2.15

1.81

1.03

0.55

3.3.

Properties of fresh mortar and cement paste

1.3.1

Flow ability and workability

From the results of the flow table for the workability values of the samples burnt at 600 deg C for 5, 7 and
10% shown in Figure 1. It is clear that 5% cement replacement percentage samples (OWA60085C) and 10%
(OWA600810C)recorded a decline in workability values while OWA60087C (7%) were more homogeneous with
high workability values, very close to the result of the reference sample (OWA0C). This suggests that less the
presence of CaO, SiO2 and Al2O3 in the mortar with 10% OWA will definitely reduce the workability as seen
in Figure 1. When the quantity of OWA was too low (5%) in concrete mixture, there could be excessive
voids in the resultant mortar thereby increasing the inter particle sand grains friction which resulted in low
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workability as shown in the figure. The closeness of 7% OWA flow ability to the control sample indicates
that effective parking that ensured the control over voids distribution. The quantity of CaO, SiO2 and Al2O3
is less than that of 10%OWA thereby causing the reduction in water demand in the mixture.
Flow table percentage (%)

120
110

107

104

100

89.6

90

87.5

80
70
OPC

OWA60085

OWA60087

OWA600810

Figure 1: Effect of replacement percentage on flow

It was also observed in Figure 2 that the inclusion of OWA change the range of initial and final setting time
which decreased from 135 mins of the control to 130.9 and 15 mins for 5.7 and 10% OWA additions,
respectively as shown in Figure 2. This suggests that the more the quantity of OWA the more the delay of
initial setting of the sample due to pozzolanic reaction and dilution of tricalcium aluminate portion of OPC
that precede hydration reaction or the initial formation of forming calcium aluminium hydrate (CAH). The
C3A in the composition increases with OWA content and reacted with gypsum to from calcium-sulfoaluminate hydrate (CSAH) – a retarding product. CSAH deposits and forms a protection film on the cement
particles to hinder the hydration of C3A and therefore delay the setting time of cement as noted in OWA
10% cement replacement. The hydration of a lite and be lite follows the initial setting spontaneously to form
calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) in higher OWA content compared to low cement-OWA substitution.

Setting time (minute)

800
700
600

Initial setting time

Final setting time

500
400
300

375
240

465

470

560

545

600

335

200
100
0

OPC

OWA80085

OWA80087

OWA800810

Figure 2: Effect of replacement percentage on setting time
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Setting time (minute)

Figure 3 shows the effect of burning time on setting time for the ash burned at temperature 900˚C and with
replacement percentage 10%. The initial and final setting time of cement mortar decreased significantly, with
increasing in burning time from 6 to 8 hours. The reason for this is due to increase in OWA particle surface
area that resulted in more coating paste and enhanced particle reactivity as evidenced in earlier initial (485
mins) and final (540 mins) setting time in 8 hrs compared to 6 hrs of burning time of 555 and 675 mins,
respectively.

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Initial setting time
Final setting time

675
555

485

540

375
240

OPC

OWA900610

OWA900810

Figure 3: Effect of burning time on setting time for 10% replacement percentage

1.4

Compressive strength of mortar

Figure 4 shows the effect of burning temperature on the compressive strength for 5% cement replacement
cured in the air. The OWA burnet at 600˚C appeared to perform better in compressive strength in
comparison to those processed at higher temperatures. The rate of strength development was very close to
the reference or control sample. However, the pozzolanic reactivity began to take effect at 28 days which
indicates that about 20% of strength was gained as can be seen in Figure 4. However, there was no significant
strength gained beyond 28 days in all the tested samples. This suggested that OWA underwent a limited
pozzolanic reaction. This is more evident upon closely observing the OWA burnt at 700-900˚C for 8 hrs in
Figure 4. Burning OWA beyond 600˚C appeared to have converted silica from amorphous phase to
crystalline phase thereby affecting its reactivity.
With 100˚C margin from 600˚C, the 7, 28 and 90-day strengths were reduced by 40.1, 35.6 and 34.4%,
respectively. The increment is closed to that observe at 900˚C when the difference becomes 38.5%, 26.1%
and 35.1%. These values reduced to 13.9, 32 and 13.4% when the temperature margin is 200˚C that is at
800˚C, which signifies better performance compared to 700˚C and 900˚C. This suggests that the proportion
of amorphous and crystalline silica at that temperature (800˚C) is at optimum and since the samples burnt at
600˚C contains more amorphous silica, the strength was noted to be the highest observed within the blended
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Compressive Strength (Mpa)

and the reference or control samples at 28 and 90 days. The burnt ash samples at 600˚C recorded 90-day
compressive strength of 18.8 MPa, which was higher than the reference sample value by 27.8%.
From Table 2, the higher strength recorded in the 600˚C burnt sample could be attributed to its higher
specific gravity compared to others samples whose specific gravity decreased with increasing burning
temperature.

Replacement percentage (5%) - Air processing

30

7 days

25
20
15

15.1

28 days

90 days

18.1318.8

17.15

16.29

14.71 15.1
9.04

10

11.6612.32

13 12.33
9.29

13.4 12.2

5
0
OPC

OWA60085

OWA70085

OWA80085

OWA90085

Figure 4: Effect of burning temperature on compressive strength

Figure 5 shows the effect of burning time on the absorption rate of replacement percentage of 7%. At 6 hrs
duration at operating temperature of 900˚C, the absorption is found to be less than at 8 hrs by 15.4%. It
implies that excessive exposure of the same leads to formation of more voids or pores with the interstices of
the ash. The values recorded at 6 hrs is 4.5% higher than the control.
water absorption (%)

12
10

10

10.45

11.61

OPC

OWA90067

OWA90087

8
6
4
2
0

Figure 5: Effect of burning time on absorption at replacement percentage 7%

Figure 6 shows the effect of burning temperature on porosity at replacement of 10%. After 28 days of
treatment in the water, it was noticed that the addition of burned ash at temperatures 600˚C, 700˚C and
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Porosity (%)

800˚C led to decrease in porosity less than that of the reference sample, while adding the burnt ash at 900˚C
led to increased porosity, that is increasing the proportion of air spaces inside the cement mortar, therefore
leading to weakness in the compressive strength of the cement mortar.

24
20
16
12
8
4
0

20.3

19.64

19.43

19.66

OPC

OWA600810

OWA700810

OWA800810

22.04

OWA900810

Figure 6: Effect of burning temperature on porosity at replacement percentage 10%

After 28 days of treatment in the water as shown in Figure 7, the effect of the burning temperature on the
permeability at replacement percentage of 5%, was noticed to reduce at600˚C(1.26×10'() m/s) and it is
37% of the control sample (2.01×10'() m/s). However, increment in permeability of the ash burnt at
700˚C(2.83x10-14 m/s) increased by 41% compared to the control and 124% with reference to that of 600˚C.
It appears the porosity of the sample treated at the temperatures of 800 and 900˚C are equally distributed.

Permeability×(10-14)m/s

4
3.5

2.83

3
2.5
2

2.01

2

2.1

OWA80085

OWA90085

1.26

1.5
1
0.5
0
OPC

OWA60085

OWA70085

Figure 7: Effect of burning temperature on permeability coefficient at replacement percentage 5%
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4.

Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results obtained from the treatment of olive waste ash
(OWA) as partial cement replacement in blended mortar in terms of specific gravity, transport properties,
workability and setting time:
§ Burning temperature and burning time of OWA had an impact on the chemical composition and
physical properties of the resulting ash most evidently, the specific gravity.
§ With the increase in the replacement percentage of OWA, initial and final setting time of cement
paste increased significantly due to prolonged or delayed pozzolanic reaction.
§ Burning temperature had significant effect on the compressive strength of OWA blended cement
mortar cured in the air. The ash was observed to perform better in terms of strength and
permeability coefficient when it was treated at the 600˚C.
§ Even at maximum treatment temperature of 900˚C, 6 hrs period of burning of OWA favored water
absorption performance of OWA blended mortar than 8 hrs when the porosity was also noted to be
worsened compared to lower treatment temperature and the control samples.
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ABSTRACT
The performance of a certain type of solar heater was studied by install, assemble solar heater and the
installation of different measuring devices, such as water flow meter and temperature meters for water
inside, outside, and measuring the temperature of the atmosphere and a measure of the amount of solar
radiation, all of these devices connected to a device that stores this data every 5 minutes In the form of
averages or totals.
The first tests were carried out by consumption of the water in the early morning (immediately after
sunrise). In the second period, the consumption of water was at the end of the day (before sunset). The
third period was at noon (midday)
TRNSYS, a specialized program in simulating solar thermal processes, TRNSYS can used to connect
thermal system components in any form, solving differential equations and facilitating the output of
information.
TRNSYS works to compensate the practical experience with a fully simulated theory that saves time and
effort and gives us the desired results of the practical experiment. The program data is the solar heater
characteristics of the experiment, the period to be tested and the amount of water to be consumed.
The study explains that the best time to increase the amount of energy extracted the water must drained at
the afternoon period.
Keyword— solar heater, solar energy, simulation system, consumed period, change of loads, alternative energies

1.

Introduction

A field study was conducted for a complex heater at the Solar Energy Research and Studies Centre in
Tajoura, where integrated measuring devices were used to study and analyse the solar thermal performance of
the solar heater. The study period lasted more than two months and was divided into three stages. The water
was withdrawn in the first stage in the morning, the second stage just before sunset and then in the final
stage, the drawn were during the afternoon.
It will discuss the specifications of the solar heater, the measuring instruments and the methods of testing
approved for the solar heater. In this study, it was based on the international standard for testing solar
heaters, referred as ISO 9459-2 for the evaluation of solar heater under study, issued by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO).
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2.

Specifications

For data that helps to obtain the thermal performance of the heater, the solar heater is provided with
measurement sensors connected to the Data Acquisition System, which can sensor data from sensors every
10 seconds and store it at the end of every five minutes in the form of cumulative or average values by The
nature and characteristics of this data.
In this study, a range of variables were measured: the temperature of the water inlet to the reservoir Ti, the
outlet temperature To, the temperature of the air surrounding the heater Tamp, the amount of hot water
consumed M, and the intensity of the total solar radiation falling on the surface of the complex Gsol, For each
five minutes throughout the day in the form of temperature averages and cumulative values of the radiation
falling on the surface of the collector and water consumed. The data device calculates the amount of total
thermal energy acquired for hot water Qt.
3.

Solar heaters

The heater consists of a compound with an assembly area of 3.024 m2 and a reservoir of horizontal type,
with an auxiliary electric coil installed manually to meet the shortage of thermal energy resulting from the
absence of the sun at night or in the days when the clouds are abundant. The collector and the reservoir are
connected to each other by connecting pipes to suit the natural flow system. The system was directed to the
true south at an angle of 40° from the horizontal
Table1: Specifications of solar heater

Solar heater
Type of heater

Natural flow closed circuit

The total capacity

200 liters

The solar collector area

3.024 m2

Collector pipe

15 mm diameter copper tube

Collector glass surface

glass thermally treated thickness of 3 mm

Absorption Surface Coating

Selective Coating (Black Chrome)

Collector insulation

glass wool thickness of 30 mm

Hot water tank

horizontal ring type

Hot water tank insulator

Polyurethane foam 45 mm thick
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Figure 1.a: Cross section of the solar heater (from catalog)

Figure 1.b: a synthesis of the solar heater(the right figure from catalog)

Figure 1 (a, b) shows the solar heater diagram used in the experiment
4.

Range of test conditions

The test results are prepared in this system using a special model. The input / output graph and the
temperature increase are also explained and presented.
Test results are not used to report on the performance of the heater under test. It is represented an
intermediate stage in the test and is only used as entries for calculations.
Test results include daily system productivity for different values of H and (Ta (day) - Tc). Therefore the
performance of the solar water heating system can be represented by the following equation[2]
Q = a1H + a2 [Ta (av) -Tc] + a3 ....................................................................................................................................... (1)
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The coefficient (a1, a2, a3) of the system is determined from the test results’ using the linear correlation model,
whereas (Q) means or refers to the net solar energy obtained by the thermal tank during the day, (Q) is
calculated by total hot water drawn or extracted according to the test defined.
In addition, the results of the test containing the temperature (Ta (day) - Tc) for water for different values of
(H) and (Ta (day) - Tc) by the following equation [2]:
Td (max) -Tc = b1H + b2 [Ta (day) - Tc] + b3 .................................................................................................................... (2)
The coefficients (b1, b2, b3) are determined from the test results using the linear correlation model, while Td
(max) in the equation refers to the maximum temperature of the extracted water. And the results and curves
were as follows:
It was in the withdrawn curves for the morning period for three days as shown in Figure 2 (A, B, C):

Tamp
Tout
Tin
Wflow

Time

(c)
Figure 2.a,b,c: withdrawn curves for the morning period
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Then in the evening curves for three days as shown in Figure 3 (a, b, c):
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Figure 3.a,b,c: Draw curves during the evening

In the afternoon for three days , as shown in Figure 4 (a, b, c):
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Figure 4.a,b: Draw curves during the afternoon
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Wflow

Figure 4.c: Draw curves during the afternoon

5.

Representing the simulation program results

After introducing the specifications of the solar heater used in the experiment and determining the required
temperature, as the temperature at which the draw water should come out, and give all the data to the
program, the results are in curves as follows:
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Figure 5: Comparison between the temperature of the withdrawn water and the rate of heat transfer and the simulation time over a
whole year

Figure 5 shows that the higher the rate of heat transfer, the higher the temperature of the withdrawn water,
that mean the relationship between the rate of heat transfer and the temperature of the withdrawn water is a
direct relationship.

Figure 6: The relation between the draw water temperature and the water flow rate (the drag rate) and the simulation time which is a
full month

In Figure (6), where the rate of drawn water was constant in the morning period over a whole month, but
note that the temperature of withdrawn water increases by the end of the month, due to the fact that the
solar radiation increases at the end of this month and based on the increase in The radiation increases the
temperature of the drawn water.
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Figure 7.a: The relationship between the temperature of the withdrawn water and the drag rate and the time that represents a full
month and the draw were in the evening, ie before sunset

Figure 7.b: The relationship between the temperature of the drawn water and the flow rate and the simulation time, which is two full
days

In Figure 7a,b, the draw here is a complete withdrawal of the load, i.e., a draw along the day from 11 am to 6
pm

Figure 8: The relationship between the temperature of the drawn water and the flow rate at afternoon and the simulation time which
is equivalent to one year

Figure 8 shows that at the afternoon there are increase of temperature of drawn water
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6.

Conclusion

This study explains the best time to drained the hot water from the solar collectors as shown in Figures 2,3,4
the experiment for three days for each period and the simulation program as shown in figure 7,8.This study
shows the variation of results when the consumption of water is changed from morning, afternoon and
evening. The best time to increase the amount of energy extracted and the temperature is at the afternoon
period.
Reference
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ABSTRACT
Global warming and climate change are major challenges facing the nation and the world. More than two
thirds of the electric energy and one third of the total energy are used to heat, cool, and operate buildings,
representing majority of all CO2 emissions. A reduction in building energy consumption will help to
mitigate the energy security and climate change effects on buildings. The reduction in energy consumption
is accomplished through the development of new technologies (for the building's envelope, mechanical,
and lighting systems) that save energy and reduce CO2 emissions. However, an alternative approach is the
use of passive systems that employ renewable energy sources. Passive systems avoid the need for heating
or cooling through better design, construction, and operation. They utilize solar or wind energy to heat,
cool, or light buildings. This study analyzes the sensitivity of energy demanded to build to code building’s
envelops. In other words, investigating whether building that meets the need of enveloping code can take
advantage of the weather surrounding the building, in terms of cooling, or heating (comfort) the building
as needed. Four high-rise office buildings (glazed curtain wall) with four different aspect ratios (1:1, 1:2,
1:3, and 1:4) are thermally analyzed in four climate zones: cool, temperate, arid, and tropical. The envelope
of these high-rise buildings is modeled to meet International Energy Conservation Code (IECC)
requirements, which references several American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE) standards. As a result, the energy performance of high-rise office buildings is not
sensitive to the passive solar gain as long as the exterior envelopes are built to IECC 2009 requirements,
which does not allow the use of the ambient climate condition of the building to get comfort. This is not
appropriate from the concept of sustainability of buildings as referred to above.
Keyword— Sustainability, High-Rise Building, Energy performance, Global warming

1.

Introduction

One of the criteria for the development of countries is the urban renewal, especially the high-rise buildings in
their cities. Thousands of years, tall buildings and towers have fascinated human beings; they have been built
primarily for defensive or religious purposes as evidenced by the Pharaonic temples (pyramids) of Giza,
Egypt, the Mayan temples of Tikal, Guatemala, and the Kutub Minar of Delhi, India. In the modern era,
high-rise buildings are a reality of contemporary life in cities and there are several reasons for this. Urban real
estate is a premium due to the lack of available land; secondly, high-rise buildings (vertical construction)
present an effective way to reduce traffic congestion in cities; thirdly, rapid population growth of urban
communities, lastly, the limitations and the conditions of the terrain and topography [1, 2]. However meeting
operational performance requirements and maintaining occupant comfort in high-rise buildings is a
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challenging design problem. The energy demands for large-scale HVAC system (Heating, Ventilating, and Air
Conditioning) load is significant. Not only are the site energy costs are high, the attendant environmental
consequences of using non-renewable energy sources are great. Improving the energy efficiency of high-rise
buildings is a key component in increasing the sustainability of the environment. More than one-third of the
world’s energy consumption is attributed to the construction and building industry [3]. As a case, more than
two thirds of the electric energy and one third of the total energy in the US are used to heat, cool, and
operate buildings [4], representing roughly 18% of all U.S. CO2 emissions in one year. Given the current
global energy crisis, there is a critical need to design and construct buildings that are more sustainable. Energy
efficient buildings minimize building resource consumption, operations and life cycle costs, and can improve
occupant health and comfort [5]. High-rise buildings should be designed in a manner to reduce the need for
fossil fuels (oil, gas and coal) and promote greater reliance on renewable energy. This concept is reflected in
what is known these days as sustainable architecture or green building. A green building is one that focuses
on reducing the impact of buildings on the environment. In general, a green building is one that meets the
needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs as
well [1]. For designers and architects such as William Reed, green buildings are designed, implemented, and
managed in a manner that places the environment first[6]. In the state of Libya, the architectural renaissance
will be an urgent necessity for the follow-up to the developed nations in this world; as the state of Libya
adopts building specifications, which may not be compatible with the requirements of sustainability in terms
of temperate climate. Moreover, the current standards of architectural systems do not adopt fully sustainable
methods, since the concept of sustainability is a newborn concept and its implementation is economically
expensive because of the cost of the techniques used. States are in a race to lay the foundations for
sustainable construction. In keeping with the demand for the current architectural development, nations
cannot wait for complete and integrated system to be built in sustainable ways. Thus, the idea of this research
is to study if these specifications meet the requirements of sustainably performance of high building that are
built according to these codes and standards (IECC code and ASHRAE standards) of the buildings envelope
[7]. The study analyzes the sensitivity of energy demanded to build to code buildings envelopes. In other
words, investigating whether a building that meets the need of envelop code can take advantage of the
weather surrounding the building, in terms of cooling, or heating (comfort) the building as needed. Four
high-rise office buildings (glazed curtain wall) with four different aspect ratios (1:1, 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4) are
thermally analyzed in four climate zones: cool, temperate, arid, and tropical. Energy demand is calculated for
each model with respect to two opposing orientations (Figure1). The four high-rise buildings are modeled to
meet IECC 2009 code requirements, which reference several ASHRAE standards, including Std. 90.1 for
commercial building construction [7, 8]. The following sections describe the analytical method and the
primary variables that will be measured against energy use in the four-modeled buildings. Then summarize
the results and present the conclusion.
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2.

Building Materials and Basic Data

Four models of high-rise office buildings are considered in this study to evaluate the sensitivity of energy
demands to variations in: (1) footprint aspect ratio (1:1, 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4), and (2) building orientation. Since
the goal is to isolate the influence of built to code building’s on energy demand, all other buildings
descriptors such as the square footage, number of stories, building height(Figure 2), and occupancy for the
four buildings are held constant across all four buildings. Specifically, the thermostat range, internal design
conditions, occupancy, infiltration rate, and hours of operation as fixed control variables.

N

ϴ =90

ϴ =0; N-S Orientation

ϴ =90; E-W Orientation

Figure 1: Building orientation considered in this study

The four buildings are 200 meters in height, 50 stories that are 4.0 m floor-to-floor height, with a total
conditioned floor area of 135,000 square meters. The primary material for the meet the R-value specified for
a climate according IECC 2009. To simplify the thermal analysis, the effect of surrounding buildings have
been neglected assuming that the buildings were erected on flat open ground and are aligned with the
cardinal directions.
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3.

Thermal analysis

Autodesk’s Ecotect energy simulation package was used for the thermal analysis. The thermal analysis
involves examining each of the four models (1:1, 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4) in each of the four climatic zones (cool,
temperate, arid, and tropical). That is, the only difference among the four runs for the same climate zone are
the building width to length ratio (aspect ratio) for one orientation at a time. Ecotect calculates the overall
heat gain/loss (Sun-path diagram Figure 3); and then with choose the way the comfort zones is calculated of
each day of the year using the Flat Comfort Bands method, which sets upper and lower limits for comfort
temperatures. If the internal zone temperature is either above or below the temperature limits for the
prescribed comfort zone, then thermal environmental conditions are unacceptable to the majority of the
occupants within that space. Factors that determine thermal environmental conditions are temperature,
thermal radiation, humidity, air speed, and personal factors such as activity and clothing. Environmental
factors are influenced by: (1) Direct solar gain, or radiant flow through transparent surfaces. (2) Internal
(sensible) heat gain from lights, people, and equipment. (3) Conductive heat flow through opaque (envelope)
elements. (4) Radiant flow through opaque (envelope) elements. (5) Ventilation and infiltration heat flow
through cracks and openings. (6) Inter-zonal heat flow between adjacent zones, which for this analysis is
negligible. Conductive and radiant flows through opaque elements are treated together and described as
“Fabric” in Ecotect. Personal factors such as activity (metabolic rate) and clothing (insulation of clothing) are
treated as constant for all building occupants.

Figure 3: Sun-Path Diagram
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In this study, there are two main steps of the thermal analysis. The first step is to find the sensitivity of the
energy demand (heating and cooling loads) to the change of the surface area ratio (SAR), which relates to
floor-plan aspect ratio:
𝑆𝐴𝑅 =

(𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟×𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡)
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

(1)

This analysis consists of thirty-two different simulation runs (of four models in two orientations in four
climate zones), where annual cool and heating loads are calculated for each model. The results corresponding
to the N-S orientation are provided in Table 1; and the difference in total energy demands between the N-S
and E-W orientations is not significant.
Table 1: Energy demand verses SAR (N-S orientation)

Width to length ratio - increase in SAR
1:1
Climate

.

1:2

1:3

1:4

Heating Cooling EUI Heating Cooling EUI Heating Cooling EUI Heating Cooling EUI

Cool

49.8

Temperate

7.9

Arid

5.8

Tropical

kwh/m

0.0

2

kwh/m

2

kwh/m2

kwh/m2

9.4

59.2

51.9

9

60.9

53.6

8.7

62.3

55.9

8.4

64.3

30.7 38.5

8.4

30.7

39.1

8.9

30.8

39.8

9.7

31

40.6

62.8

6.1

57.9

64.0

6.5

59

65.5

7

60.4

67.4

62.5 62.5

0.0

62.75

62.6

0.0

63.4

63.4

0.0

64.1

64.1

57

Via the model of 1:4 aspect ratio as an example, the monthly and yearly energy demand ratios (EDR) for each
of the four climate zones are shown in Table 2.
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𝐸𝐷𝑅 =

𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑎𝑠𝑡 − 𝑊𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ − 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(2)

In addition, the passive solar heat gains ratio (PSHGR) of the model of 1:4 aspect ratio displayed in Figure 4.
Moreover, the total heat gain and heat to gain ratio (HGR) of the month of July are broken down into
individual sources of direct (solar) gain, internal gain, fabric, and ventilation.
Table 2: Energy demand ratio, EDR, (model of 1:4 aspect ratio)

Months

Energy demand
Template
1.01
1.02
0.99
1.02
1.04
1.04

ratio (EDR)
Arid
1.03
0.97
0.99
1.04
1.05
1.03

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun

Cool
1.01
1.01
1.01
0.99
0.97
0.99

Tropical
0.96
0.99
1.05
1.07
1.06
1.05

Jul

1.011

1.034

1.026

1.055

Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
yearly

1.02
1.00
1.01
1.02
1.02
1.01

1.02
0.99
0.98
1.00
1.02
1.02

1.02
1.01
0.99
0.99
1.03
1.02

1.05
1.03
1.01
0.99
0.97
1.03

Table 3, presents the percentage of each of these heat sources and how they vary by orientation. The total
energy demand for each orientation is not significantly different, even though the E-W oriented models has a
much higher potential for passive solar heat gain
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Cool

Temperate

Arid

Tropical

PSHGR

1.80
1.60
1.40
1.20
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Cool

0.76

0.86

0.95

1.05

1.15

1.15

1.16

1.13

0.99

0.90

0.80

0.72

Temperate

0.80

0.90

0.99

1.17

1.31

1.42

1.40

1.27

1.04

0.90

0.80

0.77

Arid

0.81

0.91

1.04

1.27

1.44

1.53

1.51

1.37

1.13

0.95

0.82

0.77

Tropical

0.94

1.02

1.19

1.42

1.49

1.45

1.49

1.56

1.33

1.11

0.98

0.91

Months
Figure 4: Monthly passive solar heat gain ratio (model of 1:4 aspect ratio)

The next stage of the thermal analysis investigates why the differences in the energy demand are negligible.
One possible reason maybe because of the thermal properties of the IECC 2009 envelope. In the initial
analysis, the glazing walls were modeled with U-factors and SHGC set according to the regional climate.
These walls were subsequently modeled using single-pane glazing, which has inferior thermal properties
(U=6.0 W/m2K & SHGC=0.94). The simulation was run again to evaluate the total energy demand for each
of the two orientations. The results of the new simulation runs show that buildings oriented E-W require
12% more energy than those oriented N-S, and that the passive solar heat gain in July is significantly
increased.
Table 3: Sources of heat gain (Wh) in July- built to code envelope (model of 1:4 aspect ratio)

Orientation

Climate

Cool

ϴ=0

Temperate
July
HGR

ϴ=90

ϴ=0

July
HGR

ϴ=90

Direct

1.1E+8

17%

1.3E+8

20%

1.16

1.1E+8

8%

1.5E+8

11%

1.40

Internal

5.1E+8

78%

5.1E+8

75%

1.00

5.1E+8

40%

5.1E+8

38%

1.00

Fabric

2.1E+7

3%

2.3E+7

3%

1.11

2.8E+8

22%

2.9E+8

22%

1.02
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Ventilation

1.3E+7

Total

6.6E+8

2%

2%

6.8E+8

Climate
Orientation

1.3E+7

1.00

3.8E+8

1.032

1.3E+9

30%

29%

1.3E+9

Arid

ϴ=0

3.8E+8

1.00
1.038

Tropical
July
HGR

ϴ=90

ϴ=0

July
HGR

ϴ=90

Direct

1.1E+8

5%

1.6E+8

8%

1.51

9.9E+7

10%

1.5E+8

14%

1.49

Internal

5.1E+8

25%

5.1E+8

24%

1.00

5.1E+8

50%

5.1E+8

47%

1.00

Fabric

6.1E+8

30%

6.2E+8

29%

1.01

2.2E+8

21%

2.3E+8

21%

1.05

Ventilation

8.3E+8

40%

8.3E+8

39%

1.00

2.0E+8

19%

2.0E+8

18%

1.00

Total

2.1E+9

1.03

1.1 E+9

2.1E+9

4.

Results:

4.1.

Demand sensitivity ̶ glazing walls built to code.

1.1E+9

1.057

For each building in the climate zones of Cool, Temperate, and Arid, the change in energy demand is slightly
significant, where by increasing the surface area (up to 20%), energy demand is increased by 5.1-7.9% (Table
1) depending on the climate zone. In the tropical climate, however, the energy demands is insensitive to the
variations in SAR, where the average increment percent is 0.4% and the total increase is 0.84%. Of course, an
increase in the surface area (SAR) is likely to lead to an increase in the materials used, may influence
construction costs and embodied energy. Furthermore, increases in the surface area may result in an increase
in the area exposed to wind pressure, which might lead to the need of a larger size of structural element,
which also influence construction costs and embodied energy. The differences in the total energy demand for
two building orientations (N-S & E-W) in each climate zone are nearly negligible. Figure 4, demonstrating
monthly breakdown solar heat gains and losses resulting from building oriented E-W are much greater than
those if the building was oriented N-S. Table 3, clarifies that the influence of solar loads is small compared to
internal, fabric, or ventilation loads. The amount of heat gain from passive sources represents 5-20% of the
total heat gain. This is consistent for both orientations, and the effect is trivial compared to the total heat
gain.
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4.2.

Demand sensitivity with non-code-compliant glazing on walls

The second stage of thermal analysis is an investigation of the sensitivity of built- to-code glazing systems on
passive solar heat gain, compared to single-pane glazing, which has poorer thermal properties. The outcome
demonstrates that code requirements for glazing systems results in reductions in direct heat gain to become
to represent 5% rather than 24% of total heat gain(N-S),while become to represent 8% rather than 34% of
total heat gain(E-W), (Table 3 & Table 4 for arid climate). Code-built glazing also reduces total energy
demands by 12%, which also explains why there is such a small effect of varying building orientation on
monthlies and yearly energy demand.
Table 4: Breakdown heat gain (Wh) in July in Arid climate – regular glass envelope (model of 1:4 aspect ratio)

Heat gain (Wh)
ϴ=0

5.

July HGR

Direct

7.4E+08

24%

ϴ=90
1.2E+09

Internal

5.1E+08

16%

5.1E+08

14%

1.00

Fabric

1.0E+09

33%

1.0E+09

29%

1.01

Ventilation

8.3E+08

27%

8.3E+08

23%

1.00

Total

3.099E+09

3.564E+09

34%

1.62

1.15

Conclusions

By simulating each building configuration using Autodesk’s Ecotect, two major conclusions regarding
building energy demand can be drawn: (1) For the buildings in Cool, Arid, and Temperate climate zones, the
energy demand may be considered marginally sensitive to changes in surface area ratio (SAR). Increasing the
envelope surface area by 20% leads to energy demand increases of 5.1-7.9% depending on the climate zone.
The energy demand for buildings in the Tropical climate zone is insensitive to variations in SAR. (2) The
energy performance of high-rise office buildings is not sensitive to the passive solar gain as long as the
exterior envelopes are built to IECC 2009 requirements for thermal performance. Finally, high quality
thermal properties of code-built envelope systems offer more flexibility to designers with regard to the
building site planning (geometry, layout, and orientation) without creating negative impacts on total energy
demand. On the other hand, this limits the possibility of maximizing the advantages of passive heat gain. In
addition, because built to code buildings are not significantly sensitive to direct solar gain; it leaves little room
for other passive design strategies for energy conservation such as shading devices, landscaping, and thermal
mass.
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ABSTRACT

The energy required producing the structural elements such as concrete, steel; wood, etc. have serious
environmental and financial consequences. The energy analysis, therefore, must take into consideration
the added cost of embodied energy, which is the energy consumed by all of the processes associated with
the production of a building. Generally, highly processed material, the higher embodied energy is. Hence,
concrete has the lowest re-use capability that makes it a less sustainable material. Thus, wisely, use
construction material leads to avoid the use of materials that are associated with high-embodied energy.
Moreover, choosing the optimal construction system is one of the elementary bases of sustainability
through the possibility of recycling the materials used for building construction. This study presents
guidance of the sustainable constipates based on the performance of building construction using masonry
barring walls system against frame concrete structure system of residential buildings, Where finite element
method was used to analyze the stresses on the masonry bearing walls, and structural analysis for the
frame structure. Algebra calculation of the construction materials quantities, and known sources of
embodied energy estimation. As a result, this comparison turns out that the masonry barring walls system
procedure is offering good distribution of stresses, more economical, require lesser time to build, and
highly recyclable, which making it more contributing to sustainability.
Keyword— Embodied energy, Sustainability, Masonry, Recycling, Construction

1.

Introduction

The cost of structural elements of concrete construction work and materials used in the traditional methods
of construction in the State of Libya may be high; some of it is not environmentally friendly. Moreover, the
lack of natural resources for these materials and the high-embodied energy in their production and taking
into account the non-use of sustainability methodology in construction makes us think more careful and
thoughtful about the techniques used in construction in the State of Libya. In the construction of simple
residential buildings, there is known two major structural systems: concrete rigid frame structure system; and
masonry wall bearing system and there is great differences in the characteristics of each system [1]. Each has
its advantages and disadvantages [2, 3]. Nevertheless, the concern is the technique and performance of
building that built according to these systems in the State of Libya at current era. Because of the method of
implementation, where in realty construction is a mixed system between these two systems due to the
embodied the concrete masonry into the rigid concrete frame. This method of construction might
accidentally give very large capacity of the structural system compared to the capacity required, which leads to
a non-economic building and is not sustainable for its more embodied energy and the effort of recycling
materials used by the end of building’s life span. On the other words, the presence and implementation of
concrete masonry within the concrete rigid frame makes it an effective factor to carry forces and even change
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the behaviour of loads path. As result of mixing these two systems is a complex system that capable of
resisting more than is required to resist. Nevertheless, unfortunately there is no need here to increase the
capacity because the frame system designed to bear the whole loads alone. However, the main difference
between the two systems is the mechanism of carrying loads safely through itself to the ground soil. Standers
and cods commends that the characteristics of each of these structural systems individually and do not see
the need to mix these two systems together because each of them is well alone [4, 5]. However, the reality of
the situation in the State of Libya in the construction of simple private housing buildings, which mix these
two systems made it important to know the advantages and disadvantages of this system to help the Libyan
citizen to choose the optimal system to build his house in economic and sustainable way. Hence, the idea of
this study evaluates the structural performance, and sustainability efficiency of each system then examines the
effect mixing them [6]. Moreover, this study illustrates the behaviour of each of these known structural
systems and simulate the system used extensively in the construction in the state of Libya, also compared
between different systems in terms of stresses distribution, the amount of materials used, embodied energy,
then evaluating these systems in terms of sustainability principle. The following sections demonstrate the
method and the primary variables, then evaluates the results and present the conclusion.
2.

Material and Research Methodology

The research studies a typical residential concrete building with components in line with the tradition and
housing requirements of a middle-income family in Libyan society. It is single-story building of 165-squaremeter footage print; Figure 1 shows the plan and 3D views of the house. 3D models of structural analysis
were prepared for three structural systems. The first model is concrete rigid frame model and analyzed as line
element by structural analysis method, the second model is masonry wall bearing and analyzed as surface
element by finite element methods; the third is the mixed system model (concrete rigid frame and masonry
wall bearing). Modeling and analysis are carried out using SAP 2000, Figure 2 shows the models as it appears
on SAP 2000. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the materials used, and Table 2 shows the loads were
applied [7]. Where these values simulate the properties of the materials used in practice and the application of
standards and specifications in the Libyan state.
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.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) house plan view, (b) house 3D view

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) Concrete rigid frame model, (b) Masonry wall bearing model, (c) Mixed model
Table 1: Characteristics of materials for analysis and design

Material property
Concrete (fc')
Rebar (fy)
Reinforced concrete density
Masonry concrete density

The value
28 MPa
280 MPa
24 kn/m3
20 kn/m3

Table 2: Applied loads, dead and live

Model
Load type
Self-weight of
structural elements
Finishes loads on roof
Wall loads
Live load on roof

http://cest2018.elmergib.edu.ly/

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

SAP Calculated

SAP Calculated

SAP Calculated

2.50 kn/m2
12 kn/m
3 kn/m2

2.50 kn/m2
SAP Calculated
3 kn/m2

2.50 kn/m2
SAP Calculated
3 kn/m2
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3.

Modeling

3.1.

Concrete Rigid Frame Structure System

This system is used in the design of most residential buildings, so the loads carries by the slab, which is
supported by beams (or beamless) on the columns then to the foundations. Walls here are partitions to
separates building's components where its weight calculated, and it is applied as a distributed load on the
beams, this allows mainly concentration loads on columns, moment and shear forces on the beams. The
analysis results of the axial force were varied on the columns according to their share of loads, so the
columns designed to have cross section of (20 x 20 cm) with 4 Ø 12 mm. Note that, the reinforcing
percentage is the minimum value allowed by the code [5]. On the other hand, the concrete required for the
columns is 3.0 m3 while all beams designed to have cross section of (40x20 cm) and required concrete is 9.2
m 3.
3.2.

Masonry Wall Bearing System

In this model, no columns or beams have been modeled on the fact that the concrete masonry walls alone
carry and support the roof load and other loads to the soil safely [8]. The values of the stresses on the walls
have changed slightly through wall’s height and the stress distribution has become more uniformly in the
absence of columns and beams, where concentration of stress was occurred at interfaces between walls and
columns or beams. Note that in the presence of openings, the stresses in the corners of the openings were
slightly larger. Generally, concrete masonry wall bearing as structural system showed good behavior of
carrying loads and stress distribution. Figure 3 illustrates the stresses in some of the selected wall’s surfaces in
the building.

Max stress =1.5 Mpa

Figure 3: (a) Stresses in some of the selected wall’s surfaces of the masonry wall-bearing model
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3.3.

Composite (Mixed) model

This model combines the first two models. The traditional way of building in the Libyan state is to embed
walls in the concrete frames, where the walls are built then casting the columns and the roof. This method
makes the wall an effective structural part (unintentionally) of carrying most of the load to the soil directly,
resulting in a very large shortage of supporting forces through columns. As a result of the analysis, the axial
force decreased from the column with the largest forces (comparing with first model) to become a load 40.58
kn which is 10% of the designed load, while the other percentages of decrease in load on the rest of the other
columns depending on the place in the building. Therefore, the 20 x 20 section is used with a minimum
reinforce of 4Ø12 mm, which is more than enough compared to loads on all columns. So the reinforced
concrete required for the columns and beams as seam as in rigid frame structure system. Thus, masonry wall
that embedded in the rigid frame carried 90% of the loads that is supposed to be carried by the columns.
4.

Results and Discussion

The performance of the three systems was good for supporting and carrying the loads applied to them. The
concrete rigid frame system is very effective if the implementation methodology is followed as provided for
standards and codes. Nevertheless, because of the embedded of the masonry walls during the implementation
made the structural elements in this system is highly inefficient and thus non-economic and non-sustainable
due to waste of energy and materials in the construction and energy and the cost of recycling Table 3
summarizes the results.

Masonry Wall
Bearing System

Composite
System

cos
t

1.57

1

Stress at top of
footing level

8

Embodie
d energy

Table 3: Normalized results of structural analysis and energy, cost estimations
Concrete
Rigid Frame
System

1.5
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Extreme differences (%)
Min

Max

1.57

-

36

1

0.69

31

87.5

1

1.5

-

33
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The evaluations normalized with respect to the values of masonry wall bearing system
Masonry wall system is respectable from an engineering field, and because the use of masonry walls is a basic
concept in the housing of the Libyan state, where these walls used as partitions in the building, thus, it can
use as structural elements as well. Hence that the wall capacity well demonstrated, so that the maximum
stress did not exceed at the interface with soil 1.5 MPa and gave a uniform and proportional distribution of
loads to the entire building. The openings in the walls are somewhat in different form of the distribution of
stress in the wall and caused a high concentration of stresses at the corners of these openings, whether for
the doors or windows of the building. Concentrated stresses at the openings did not exceed 1.70 MPa. Thus,
it is economy system compared to the other two systems. On the one hand, since building and construction,
costs are determined mainly by the cost of materials, labor, framing, and placing or erection, and since the
structural normal weight concrete cost is varying among countries and all over the world. However, for the
Libya state it might be estimated 400/m3 Libyan dinar including 100 kg rebar [9].Moreover, the embodied
energy of normal-weight reinforced concrete with 100Kg rebar per cubic meter is 2.12 MJ/Kg (0.56
kwh/Kg) [10]. Therefore, using masonry wall bearing System leads to total saving resulting in cost non-use of
normal-weight reinforced concrete (12.2 m3) is 4900 Libyan dinars, in addition to 26 Mwh of the embodied
energy. These values may be small at first sight, but it is represented cost of completely house in every 100
houses and is essentially important economically and environmentally if it is taken on an international scale.
5.

Conclusions

Structural analysis and design using SAP200 and embodied energy, and cost estimation are performed to
investigate the structural and energy performance. The results of the structural analysis showed good and
effective performance for all studied systems. However, taking into consideration the economic and
environmental aspects, the masonry wall bearing system model is the best performance. Where the maximum
stress at the foundation level is small 1.5 MPa, which makes it possible to build on the lowest bearing
capacity of acceptable foundation soils types. In addition, uniformly distribution of the load on the walls is
desirable from an engineering point of view to ensure that uniform behavior occurs because of compressing
the foundation soil within the permissible limits. Furthermore, this system is economically good and can save
36% of the cost of building structural elements. This system requires less time and labor than other
construction systems; also, this system is environmentally friendly. It uses as little construction material as
possible. It can save 26 Mwh of the embodied energy, as well as the possibility of recycling at the end
building life span, because it is made of masonry that much easier in the grinding and recycle process
compared to the reinforced concrete. Finally, the adoption of this system at an international level will achieve
a perfect economic and environmental return.
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ABSTRACT
The use of Heat pipes, for a variety of applications, has increased worldwide due to them achieving high
thermal efficiencies. Heat pipes in evacuated tube solar collector systems, in modern domestic water
heating, comprise of a sealed envelope of a copper pipe, which contain a small quantity of working fluid.
The Heat pipe transfers energy by the latent heat of the evaporation of the working fluid in a heating
section. This vapor travels to the cold portion of the heat pipe and condenses. The circulation is
completed with the condensate flowing back through the container’s inner wall to the heating section by
gravity. Tests were conducted using a test apparatus specifically made for the purpose of comparing the
relevant attribute of thermal performance of Heat pipes containing different working fluids. A
commercially available heat pipe, with its proprietary working fluid, was used as a reference in comparing
its thermal performance efficiency (57.1%) with those of identical heat pipes containing distilled water,
methanol, acetone and ethanol as working fluids. The results from the experiments achieved thermal
efficiencies of 63.1%, 60.5%, 57.6%, and 42.1% respectively.
Keywords:

Heat pipe technology; working fluid; efficiency; solar energy; evacuated glass heat pipe

collector

1. Introduction
The evacuated tube consists of an outer and inner glass tube with a vacuum trapped between these glass
sections. This allows for radiation to penetrate into a centrally located heat pipe, but prevents heat loss via
dissipation. The heat pipe is located centrally inside the inner tube. The heat pipe normally consists of a long
copper tube containing a very small quantity of the working fluid (e.g., water, acetone, methanol, ethanol,
etc.) which forms the vehicle for moving heat to the cooler section of the copper tube. Each collector is
made up of a frame, a manifold and a set of tubes –either 8, 12, 18 or 24 tubes, depending upon the geyser
size.
There are various forms of heat pipes, which are commercially used in the solar collector panels. As shown in
Figure 1, the structure is basically very similar with variations in the shape and size of the (upper portion)
condenser [1, 2].
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Figure 1: Various geometrical forms of heat pipes [1]

2. Heat Pipe Structure and Operation
The design of the heat pipe includes a long copper pipe with a larger diameter condenser at the top and
welded at the other end. A small amount of working fluid is added into the heat pipe and then heated to high
temperature, or a vacuum pump is used to remove the air from within the space. The result of either method
is a vacuum in the copper pipe [3]. The vacuum inside the heat pipe allows the phase change of the fluid to a
gas to occur at a lower temperature. The reason for this is to expedite the heat transfer process and create the
continuous heat transfer cycle [4, 5&6]
The evacuated tube heat pipes typically found in solar collectors containing a small amount of working fluid
have a boiling point of around 25 degrees Celsius as a result of the induced vacuum, so when heating the heat
pipe above this temperature the working fluid begins to evaporate. The vapour rises to the condenser at the
top of the heat pipe, where it condenses (giving off heat to the desired spot) and returns to the evaporation
section at the bottom of the heat pipe. This process is repeated as a cycle [4, 5&7].
2.1 The Working Fluid

As stated before, the heat pipes can utilise various liquids as a working medium. Table 1 refers to the relevant
properties of typical fluids that could be used.
Table 1: Physical properties of Some Heat pipe working fluids [8, 9].
Fluid
NBP (ºC) ρ(kg/m3) Psat*(kPa) µ**(kg/ms)
Water
100
1.79 x10-3
1000
2.33
Ethanol
Methanol
Acetone

78
65
56
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789
792
784

5.95
13.02
30

x10-3

1.77
8.17 x10-3
4.1 x10-4

σ**(N/m)
7.56

λ (kJ/kg)

x10-2

2256

x10-2

846
1100
518

2.41
2.45x10-3
2.4 x10-2
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* The vapor pressure data are at 293 ºK., 20 ºC
** Surface tension and viscosity data are at 273 ºK., 0 ºC

Some working fluids need a compatible vessel material to prevent and avoid chemical reactions or corrosion
between the fluid used and the vessel. Chemical effects such as corrosion reduce the efficiency of the vessel,
as a non-condensable gas can be produced by chemical reactions. For example, using ammonia as a working
fluid in the heat pipe provides a temperature range from –70 to +60 ºC and is compatible with several vessel
materials such as aluminum, nickel and stainless steel, but not copper [10]. In selecting a working fluid for use
in a heat pipe application, the prime requirements are as follows, [11].
•

Good thermal stability.

•

Vapor pressures not too high or low over the operating temperature range.

•

High latent heat.

•

High thermal conductivity.

•

Low liquid and vapor viscosities.

• Acceptable freezing or pour point.
The viscosity, sonic, capillary, entrainment and nucleate boiling limitations play important roles when
selecting the working fluid [4, 5&6]. However, in the context of this research, the choice of the working fluid
in the heat pipe will rest solely on the level of temperature achieved in the condenser part of the heat pipe.
The reason adopted here is that this factor will govern the amount of heat that the heat pipe could transfer.
In other words, the higher temperatures at the condenser will inherently be able to transfer more heat
(comparatively speaking among heat pipes containing different working fluids) to the bulk of the fluid that is
being heated. Therefore, internal heat pipe criteria such as the viscous limit, the sonic limit, the entrainment
limit affecting the maximum heat flux, the capillary limit, etc., will be ignored and, the recommendation of
which working fluid will best enhance the performance of the commercial evacuated heat pipe solar collector
will depend entirely on calorific results [11, 12&13].
2.2 Energy Performance Analysis in the Heat Pipe Testing Apparatus

The energy performance indices to be obtained using a specially designed and constructed apparatus in this
part of the study, will entail the energy collected from the sun simulator via the heat (using different working
fluids) to equal the energy transferred by the heat pipe to the water in the apparatus’s tank. In other words
the efficiency of the heat pipe can be calculated in terms of heat transfer associated with the change of the
internal energy of the water in the system. The heat input will be controlled using a solar simulator and the
ambient temperature is not expected to change appreciably since the testing will be done in a laboratory.
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2.3 Efficiency of Heat Pipe in Terms of Heat Transfer to Tank’s Water

The efficiency of the heat pipe is calculated using the following formula, which involves the change of the
internal energy of the water contained in the system’s tank.

Where

is the heat pipe’s efficiency

the internal energy of the water in
system,

in terms of heat transfer to the tank’s water,
which is dependent on the temperature

is the solar irradiance time in hours,

is the mass in

is the change in

and pressure

of water in the tank and

total solar radiation on the surface of the evacuated tube heat pipe, which is the irradiance
solar simulator multiplied by the heat pipe’s actual receiving area of (0.08084

of the

is the actual
from the

).

3. A Ring for Testing the Performance of the Heat Pipe with Various Working Fluids
In order to test the performance of the heat pipe with various working fluids, an apparatus was designed and
constructed consisting of a small geyser tank mounted on a frame. A heat pipe with its evacuated glass tube
could easily be inserted and removed in a short turnaround time (see Figures 2 and 3). A single evacuated
heat pipe assembly could be inserted in a dry bay attached to a tank which could accommodate four litters of
water. Halogen floodlights mounted on a frame over the heat pipe assembly provided the heat source.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the testing apparatus for the heat pipes.
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Figure 3: The heat pipe’s testing apparatus
3.1 Tank Description

The cylindrical tank was made of 1.2 mm thick stainless steel sheet; with dimensions of 200 dia. and 150 mm
long. An outer casing was built around the tank to cover the polyurethane insulation.
A brass heat pipe sleeve (14 mm internal diameter) was welded into the tank at a 45 degree angle to line up
with the mounting frame of the heat pipe, tank and simulator.
In addition, two wells were built into the top of the tank to place thermo-couple sensors in order to record
the temperature of the top and bottom fluid levels in the tank respectively. On the side of the tank a valve
drain pipe was fitted with a 15 mm filling pipe fitted at the top. The halogen lights were controlled via a
variable transformer thus regulating the simulated radiation on the heat pipe.
3.2 The Sun Simulator for the Heat Pipe Tester

The solar radiation simulator was used to heat the evacuated heat pipe. It consisted of an array of five
halogen floodlights of 500 W each. The halogen lamps were distributed evenly over the length of the
evacuated tube heat pipe, at a distance of 225
above it. The solar simulator’s irradiance level was set to a
level consistent with an average 800 watts per square metre, as measured over the evacuated heat pipe
surface. The output of the sun simulator could be controlled by means of a variac (variable transformer)
which controlled voltage supplied to the array of halogen lamps.
3.3 FRAME

The frame was built using L shape mild carbon steel sections set for testing at a fixed angle of 45 degree.
4. Instrumentation for the Heat Pipe Tests
Two J-type thermocouples, one of them at the bottom and another at the top of the “geyser”, were fitted to
measure the water temperature in the storage tank, and, together with the ambient temperature, were
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recorded during the test period. A digital display data logger (Agilent-34972A) was used to record the
temperature scale. All experiments were carried out for seven hours.
5. Testing the Heat Pipe Performance with Different Working Fluids.
The relatively elevated temperatures which are obtainable when using evacuated tube heat pipes in the field
of water heating is the reason for the attempt to use them in the desalination of seawater.
The method followed in testing a set of working fluids in the heat pipe is described below:
Testing of the heat pipe’s performance with various working fluids required a benchmark. This benchmark
was obtained by first testing the commercial heat pipe (as it came from the manufacturer) with the original
working fluid. Attempts to obtain information about the constitution of the working fluid, from the
manufacturer in China, were unsuccessful. It was assumed that the liquid was water, but it had an
orange/yellowish colour possibly because of some kind of additive. The fluid was drained and the heat pipe
was charged with new fluid, after which the performance test was undertaken over the seven-hour period. It
is worth mentioning here that the quantity of working fluid encountered in the commercial heat pipes varied
considerably in the range of 5 to 10 ml; however this did not seem to affect their performance.
The raw data that was collected during each heat pipe experiment with the four working fluids consisted of
recording the temperatures of the water at two locations in the tank’s water, the irradiance from the solar
simulator and the ambient temperature . The duration of the individual tests was seven consecutive hours
&

daily. The data displayed in Appendix A is a typical sample, where

are the tank’s water temperatures

(in degrees centigrade) recorded every 15 minutes via two thermocouples located at the top and bottom
levels in the tank’s water, using a data-logger.
,
and
(Ambient temperature readings): these
temperature readings, represented with their average value

, were also recorded each 15 minutes via

three thermocouples located around the heat pipe testing apparatus.
5.1 Results of the Heat Pipe Performance with Different Working Fluids

The purpose made testing apparatus was used in testing the performance of the heat pipes with four different
working fluids. As already mentioned, the results from a test using one of the commercially available heat
pipes was used as a benchmark in comparing their performance. The working fluids chosen were distilled
water, methanol, acetone and ethanol.
The experiments were conducted for the purpose of improving or better discovering the effect on the
thermal performance and efficiency of the heat pipe, which was recharged with various working fluids at the
same filling ratio by infusing always the same amount of working fluid (10 ml).
5.1.1 Results from the Experiments with the Testing Apparatus for the Heat Pipes

A summary of the results from testing the performance of the heat pipes with different working fluids
appears in Table 2.
Figure 4 displays the behaviour of the temperature rise of the water in the tank of the heat pipe testing
apparatus when testing each individual heat pipe, each containing a different fluid. Thus a direct comparison
of their performance can be made.
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Table 2: The initial and final temperatures of the water, ambient temperature and the efficiency% of each heat pipe
containing a particular working fluid
Description of the test

The
1
2
3
4
5

Original heat pipe (Commercial)
Heat pipe with Pure water (Working fluid)
Heat pipe with Methanol (Working fluid)
Heat pipe with Acetone (Working fluid)
Heat pipe with Ethanol (Working fluid)

Initial& final
temp. °C
16.2-71.8
16.3-77.7
16.4-75.3
16.4-72.5
16.5-57.7

Ambient temp. avg.
°C
21.8
19.3
19.3
19.3
21.9

Efficiency%
57.1
63.1
60.5
57.6
42.1

efficiency of each heat pipe, characterised by the working fluid that it contains, is presented for comparison
purposes in Figure 5. The addition of the average ambient temperature data during each test enables an
enhanced or more informed comparison on the performance of the heat pipes. The ambient temperature
plays a major role in the heat loss from the tank of the testing apparatus. This fact affects the heat loss from
the water tank and hence affects the water’s peak average temperature, reflecting in the heat pipe’s efficiency
calculation.

Figure 4: Average water temperature in the tank of the testing apparatus for each heat pipe tested
containing a different working fluid
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Figure 5: Efficiencies of the heat pipe, bulk water temperatures in the heat pipe testing apparatus tank and
average ambient temperatures
5.1.2 Discussion of results with the testing apparatus for the heat pipes

The results of the experiments on different working fluids used in the evacuated tube heat pipe have shown
that, of all the working fluids chosen in this study, i.e. pure water, methanol, acetone and ethanol, the former
three performed well compared to the commercial working fluid.
In terms of ranking their performance, the pure water appeared superior to the others, with a thermal
efficiency of 63.1%, followed by Methanol 60.5%, Acetone 57.6%, commercial working fluid 57.1% and
Ethanol 42.1%. For a sample calculation of the heat pipe’s efficiency in terms of heat transfer to the tank’s
water see Appendix B.
The averages of ambient temperatures during the tests when using methanol, water and acetone, as working
fluids, were equal (19.3 ℃), which was colder/.lower than the average of ambient temperatures when testing
with the commercial working fluid and ethanol in the heat pipe (21.8 ℃), as shown in figure 5.
It is not expected that such a small change in the ambient temperature would have affected the results
significantly because the heat pipe’s testing apparatus had a well-insulated tank. The additional heat losses to
the environment (had all experiments been performed at the lower ambient temperature of 19.3 ℃), would
be minimal and would have resulted in slightly lowering the efficiencies of the two heat pipes containing the
commercial fluid and acetone respectively.
6. Conclusions
A totally separate, newly designed and constructed apparatus was used to test the performance of a heat pipe
with various “working” fluids. The “commercial working fluid” inside the heat pipe was replaced each time
with a different “working” fluid and individual experiments were performed. The results of these
experiments in terms of the thermal efficiency of the heat pipe were compared as follows:
The heat pipe containing the:
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• “Commercial” working fluid – thermal efficiency 57.1%
• “Pure water” – thermal efficiency 63.1%
• “Methanol” – thermal efficiency 60.5%
• “Acetone” – thermal efficiency 57.6%
• “Ethanol” – thermal efficiency 42.1%
From these experiments it is concluded that the thermal efficiency of the heat pipe was improved by 6%
when distilled water was used, as opposed to the commercial working fluid. In the context of the heat pipe
being used in an evacuated tube solar energy collector it is expected that such a system will improve its
thermal efficiency (compared to the currently commercially available units), with heat pipes containing pure
water, methanol or acetone (in this order) as working fluids.
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Appendixes
Appendix A
Typical data collected during the heat pipe tests for the various working fluids.
Testing the heat pipe containing pure water as a working fluid

1
2
3
4

09/09/2015 09:01:20:061
09/09/2015 09:16:20:046
09/09/2015 09:31:20:046
09/09/2015 09:46:20:046

T1 at
top of
the
tank
(°C)
16.4
17.9
20.5
23.3

5
6
7
8

09/09/2015 10:01:20:046
09/09/2015 10:16:20:046
09/09/2015 10:31:20:046
09/09/2015 10:46:20:046

26.3
29.1
31.9
34.5

22.0
24.8
27.7
30.4

24.1
27.0
29.8
32.5

24.8
24.9
24.8
24.9

20.9
21.1
21.1
21.1

20.2
20.4
20.4
20.4

22.0
22.1
22.1
22.2

9
10
11
12

09/09/2015 11:01:20:046
09/09/2015 11:16:20:046
09/09/2015 11:31:20:046
09/09/2015 11:46:20:046

37.2
39.8
42.3
44.8

33.2
35.9
38.5
41.0

35.2
37.8
40.4
42.9

24.8
24.8
24.8
24.8

21.1
21.2
21.2
21.2

20.5
20.4
20.4
20.4

22.1
22.2
22.2
22.1

13
14
15
16

09/09/2015 12:01:20:046
09/09/2015 12:16:20:046
09/09/2015 12:31:20:046
09/09/2015 12:46:20:046

47.2
49.7
52.1
54.4

43.4
45.9
48.2
50.5

45.3
47.8
50.1
52.4

24.7
24.7
24.7
24.9

21.1
21.1
21.1
21.0

20.4
20.3
20.3
20.3

22.1
22.1
22.0
22.1

17
18
19
20

09/09/2015 13:01:20:046
09/09/2015 13:16:20:046
09/09/2015 13:31:20:046
09/09/2015 13:46:20:046

56.8
58.8
61.2
63.2

52.7
54.9
57.0
59.1

54.8
56.9
59.1
61.1

25.0
25.0
24.9
25.0

21.0
21.0
20.9
20.9

20.2
20.2
20.2
20.2

22.1
22.1
22.0
22.0

21
22
23
24

09/09/2015 14:01:20:046
09/09/2015 14:16:20:046
09/09/2015 14:31:20:046
09/09/2015 14:46:20:046

65.3
67.2
69.2
71.2

61.1
63.1
64.9
66.8

63.2
65.2
67.1
69.0

24.9
25.0
25.2
25.5

20.9
20.9
21.0
21.0

20.2
20.2
20.3
20.3

22.0
22.1
22.2
22.3

25
26
27
28
29

09/09/2015 15:01:20:046
09/09/2015 15:16:20:046
09/09/2015 15:31:20:046
09/09/2015 15:46:20:046
09/09/2015 16:01:20:046

73.1
74.9
76.7
78.4
80.1

68.6
70.4
72.1
73.7
75.4

70.8
72.6
74.4
76.1
77.7

25.4
25.4
25.5
25.4
25.4

21.1
21.1
21.1
21.1
21.1

20.3
20.4
20.4
20.4
20.4

22.3
22.3
22.3
22.3
22.3

Date &Time
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T2 at
Bottom
of the
tank
(°C)
16.1
16.2
17.3
19.4

Ta

Tavg.

Ta1

Ta2

Ta3

(°C)
16.3
17.1
18.9
21.3

(°C)
17.6
23.4
24.0
24.4

(°C)
18.1
19.7
20.3
20.6

(°C)
17.9
19.0
19.6
19.9

(°C)
17.9
20.7
21.3
21.7

avg.
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Appendix B
Sample calculation of the heat pipe efficiency in terms of heat transfer to the tank’s water when the heat pipe
containing pure water as the working fluid
The efficiency of the heat pipe is calculated using the following formula, which involves the change of the
internal energy of the water contained in the system’s tank.

Where

is the heat pipe’s efficiency (

) in terms of heat transfer to the tank’s water.

, is the change in the internal energy of the water in the tester’s tank that depends on the
temperature T and pressure P of the system.
is the duration of the time for the test (7 h x 3600 h/s);

is the mass of the water in the tank and

is the total solar radiation on the evacuated tube heat pipe, which is the irradiance R, kW/m2 from the
solar simulator multiplied by the heat pipe’s receiving area of (

).

1. Output

This sample calculation refers to the case of the heat pipe containing pure water as the working fluid; the
initial and final temperatures obtained were
and
respectively.
Linear interpolation was used to find the energy transferred between the temperatures from a standard table
of saturated water.

2. Input
Assumed surface area of the evacuated tube heat pipe
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ABSTRACT
Conventional Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) has been the primary material used in pavement in past decades.
Recently, compared to conventional HMA, Warm Mix Asphalt (WMA) has shown great potential and
offers benefits not given by HMA, since the WMA can be produced at lower temperatures without
affecting pavement performance. The WMA technologies allow a significant reduction in construction
temperatures of asphalt mixtures through lowering the viscosity of binders. In WMA, different types of
additives are added to the binder depending on the technology used and such addition of these materials
brings down the viscosity drastically thus reducing the temperature to which the aggregates and binders
have to be heated during mixing and compaction. This study was limited to the effects of construction
temperature on the workability performance of WMA incorporating RH-WMA additive. Binder namely
80/100 was used for preparation of all asphalt mixtures and RH-WMA used as warm mix asphalt additive.
Asphalt mixtures were prepared using crushed granite aggregate for AC14 wearing course and compacted
by using Servopac Gyratory Compactor (SGC). The Leeds Workability Method used to determine the
workability index. The results show that increase in construction temperature improves the workability of
both WMA and HMA. Workability Index (WI) of mixtures incorporating 3% RH-WMA is slightly higher
than mixtures incorporating 2% RH-WMA. The increase in WI is more pronounced at higher RH-WMA
contents.
Keyword— Warm Mix Asphalt, RH-WMA, Servopac Gyratory Compactor, The Leeds Workability Method, Workability

Index.

1.

Introduction

Asphalt is a pavement material that is brittle and hard in cold environments and soft at elevated temperatures.
It has been historically employed as the most popular paving material for roadways [1]. Traditionally, Hot
Mix Asphalt (HMA) has been widely used for road construction. The HMA production process requires a
high temperature application. This requires the aggregates to be heated to very high temperature. The major
disadvantage associated with this process is that it consumes a lot of energy and discharges a large volume of
toxic gasses and dust during its production and paving process. This has adverse effects on the health of the
construction workers as well as the environment in particular.
Since Warm Mix Asphalt (WMA) additives can reduce the binder viscosity, the production temperatures can
be lowered, compared to conventional HMA. It was reported that the mixing temperatures of WMA ranged
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from 100°C to 140°C compared to the mixing temperatures of 150°C to 180°C for conventional HMA [2].
Compared with HMA, WMA technology can significantly reduce mixing temperatures of asphalt mixture by
20°C to 30°C [3]. One of the additives used to produce WMA is a type of wax named RH-WMA. The
additives improved asphalt binder coating, mixture workability and compactability at lower temperatures.
Hesami [4] defined the workability of asphalt as the ease of handling, paving and compacting the mixture.
Asphalt mixtures with higher workability are known to have higher compactability.
1.1.

Warm Mix Asphalt Technology

To overcome the disadvantages associated with HMA, the WMA technology was introduced. WMA
improves the energy efficiency by reducing the construction temperature. WMA uses additives that help
reduce the viscosity of the asphalt binder, which in turn causes the asphalt mixing and construction to be
carried out at relatively low temperatures while maintaining its performance similar to HMA [5]. Figure 1
shows different types of WMA additives and Figure 2 shows the other advantages of using WMA.

Sasobit®

Rediset

Cecabase RT

Evotherm®

Figure 1: Types of WMA Additives

Longer Haulage Distance

Reduce Operating Cost

Reduce Harmful Emissions

Increase Recycling Rate

Increase Compaction

Increase Production Rate

Figure 2: Advantages of WMA

One of the major advantages of WMA is the increased workability at conventional and lower compaction
temperatures. Bennert. [6] defined the workability as the property of the asphalt mixture that describes the
ease with which asphalt mixture can be placed and compacted to the desired mat density. Abdelgalil et al. [7]
used a device that employed an electric transducer and heat regulator for evaluating mixing temperature in
mixture workability and compatibility by determining the correlation between workability and compatibility.
Zhao and Guo [8] developed a test instrument to measure asphalt mixture workability. From the torque, the
workability of the mixture can be judged and at lower mixing temperature, WMA exhibits similar workability
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with HMA [9]. Foaming materials can be used to produce WMA to increase the workability and
compactibility of the mixture at lower temperatures [10]. Xiao. [11] reported that chemical additives improve
asphalt binder coating, mixture workability and compactibility at lower temperatures. To lower the mixing
temperature, organic or wax additives are utilised for reducing the viscosity of binder [12].
2.

Materials and Methods

1.

Materials

The conventional virgin 80/100 asphalt binder used was obtained from Shell Bitumen Company, Singapore
and used as the control binder. Granite aggregate used in the preparation of all the mixtures were supplied by
Kuad Kuari in Penang. The crushed granite was used in the mix design for Asphaltic Concrete mixture AC14
wearing course mix according to the Malaysian Public Works Department local specifications [13].
Aggregates and asphalt binder with properties similar to those used by Hamzah et al. [14] were also utilized
for this study.
Pavement Modifier (PMD) was the filler used in this study. The PMD modifier was supplied by NSL
Chemicals Ltd, Ipoh, Perak, Malaysia [15]. Figure 3 shows the PMD filler used. The RH-WMA warm mix
modification technology was used to prepare WMA. RH-WMA is an organic based additive like wax
developed in China. It can be utilized as an additive to be blended with reclaimed asphalt binder [16]. Figure
4 shows the RH-WMA that exists in the form of small white particles. The mixtures were compacted using
the Servopac gyratory compactor (SGC) as shown in Figure 5 at 30 gyrations per minute at a compaction
angle of 1.25° for 100 gyrations.

Figure 3: PMD as Filler

1.2.

Figure 4 : RH-WMA as
Additive for WMA

Figure 5: Servopac Gyratory Compactor

Leeds Workability Method

Asphalt mixtures must be workable so that it can be easily handled, spread and compacted to the required
density. Unworkable mixtures will be difficult to compact without tearing under the paving machine screed
and hence adequate compaction will not be achieved.
The Leeds Workability Method was developed by Cabrera and Dixon [17]. It was based on the relationship
between mixture porosity and the associated compaction energy input applied by the Gyratory Testing
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Machine (GTM). Under the same field compaction effort, mixes with higher Workability Index (WI) shall
lead to easy compaction and higher density compared to those with low workability. Mixes that achieve
higher WI (workability) and lower CEI (compactability) are desirable. Higher WI is associated with easier and
faster mat compaction during construction and lower CEI is associated with higher stability during
trafficking. The WI can be used effectively to assess the influence of compaction temperature or mix
composition, particularly binder content, coarse aggregate content, sand morphology and filler type [17].
Field experience has shown that mixes with a WI equal to or smaller than 6 are difficult to handle and
compact. The mixtures were compacted at their OBC using the SGC. This compaction type is expected to
realistically simulate the compaction in the field as compared to the impact compactor like Marshall
compaction. Height changes and the number of its gyrations can be automatically recorded.
A high WI indicates a more workable mixture or mixture that is easier to compact. From the semilogarithmic plot, air voids reduce with the number of gyrations. The straight line equation is defined in
Equation (1).
Y = A – Bx
(1)
Where:
Y
= Air voids, (%)
A, B = Constant
x
= Log10, number of gyration
From Equation (2), the constant A is obtained by extrapolating the straight line to intersect with the Y-axis at
zero gyration. The WI is defined as in Equation (2).
WI = 100/A
3.

Results and Discussion

3.1.

Effects of Compaction Temperature on Workability Index

(2)

The results show that increase in compaction temperature improves the workability of both WMA and
HMA. This is true for all WMAs which demonstrate better workability than HMA. The compaction
temperature of 125°C has a significant influence on the workability of WMA. It can be seen from Figure 7
that, as the number of gyrations increase, there is difference in the air voids of all mixtures. From Figure 7 (a)
and (b), the air voids are highest for HMA and is more pronounced at 100 gyrations. This also infers that at
125°C and 110°C compaction temperatures, the increase in the number gyrations can result in lower air
voids. This is not true for other temperatures as shows by no significant difference in Figure 7 (c) at 95°C
compaction temperature. According to Figure 7 (c), there is no major changes in the air voids between HMA
and WMA. The use of WMA additives has shown no significant benefit at 95°C compaction temperature.
The WMA 2%, WMA 3% and HMA curves follow similar trend.
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Figure 7 : Air Voids for WMA Compacted at Various Temperatures (HMA Compacted at 150°C)

All straight lines are plotted for every sample to determine the average WI. The regression value, R2 for the
straight line is above 0.90, implying good accuracy regression equations.
The effect of compaction temperature on WI can be seen by comparing WI in Figure 8. The WI increases as
compaction temperature increases. The increase in WI with the increase in compaction temperature is due to
the lubricating effects of asphalt mixture keeping the viscosity of the binder suitable for compaction. Higher
WI values are preferred and are indicative of better mix workability.
Mixture compacted at 125°C exhibited better workability than HMA. WMA has better workability
characteristics than HMA. The WI reduces by 3-16%, for mixtures incorporating 2% RH-WMA when
compaction temperature reduces to 110°C and 95°C, respectively.
3-19% for mixtures incorporating 3% RH-WMA when compaction temperature reduces to 110°C and 95°C,
respectively.
3.2.

Effects of RH-WMA Content on Workability

From Figure 8, the average WI of mixtures incorporating 3% RH-WMA is slightly higher than mixtures
incorporating 2% RH-WMA. The increase in WI is more pronounced at higher RH-WMA contents.
3.3.

Correlation between CEI and WI

Figure 9 shows the relationship between CEI and WI for different mixtures. Mixtures with high WI reflects
low CEI and have better workability. Figure 9 shows linear relationships between CEI and WI. The WI is
inversely proportional to CEI. High WI and low CEI are desirable.
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Figure 9: Correlation between CEI and WI

Conclusions

The RH-WMA additive would either reduce the viscosity of the binder or allow better workability of the mix
at lower binder content. For this case, the OBC of WMA is slightly lower than the OBC for HMA. The WI
can be used effectively to assess the influence of production temperature.
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ABSTRACT
It has been observed that there is a considerable interest in recent years regarding materials which have
high crushing ability particularly in energy absorption in relation to car and allied industries . An
important aspect of the crushing ability of materials is its specific energy absorption value which is much
greater for polymer composite than conventional metallic material. In this research, series experiments
were conducted including testing of the capabilities of composite material as an energy absorber with
comparison to metallic materials. The method used in the current research is to fabricate and test a series
of composite plate specimens with different corrugation profile, these are: sinusoidal, triangle and square.
All these specimens were fabricated from glass fibers with hand layup technique. Each profile has three
different types of specimens: single plate, double plates and triple plates. The corrugated plates are fixed
over each other and subjected to the same kind of compression load. All these models have been
exposed to lateral crushing load and then the collapse of these models have been observed and the results
have been recorded. Finally; all the results obtained in this research were recorded and discussed. It is
found that the highest value of specific energy absorption was (2.472Kj/Kg ) recorded for level three
square profile specimen. However, the lowest value (0.878Kj/Kg) was recorded for level two triangle
profile specimen.
Keyword— knitted fabrics, energy absorption, crash worthiness, axial crushing

1.

Introduction

The performance of composite materials that have incurred damage has long been a topic of great interest
and study. Today the use of composite materials in different kinds of applications is accelerating rapidly.
Composite materials have become common engineering materials and are designed and manufactured for
various application including automotive components, sporting goods, aerospace parts, consumer, and in the
marine and oil industries[1].
The crashworthiness performance of automobile components to perform remarkably under crash conditions
is very important to vehicle occupants. As stated by Reid [2] design of crashworthy structure requires both
knowledge of structural geometry and understanding of the properties and deformation mechanism of the
materials and components used. Work on crushing behaviour of metal shell has advanced and well
understood. Research groups have, since 1960s, carried out research, toward crashworthiness of metallic
devices using empty thin-walled tube with different cross-sections[3–5]. The previous works on the axial
crushing of fiber reinforced plastic composite tubes has indicated that significant specific energy absorption
can be obtained from these materials, under some circumstances exceeding the ones that can be obtained
from metal tubes [6-7].
In recent years there is an increasing demand in the use of composite materials for the automotive and
aerospace industry. Composite material and in particular their anisotropy offers vast potential for optimally
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tailoring a design to meet crashworthiness performance requirements. Therefore, intensive research has been
carried out to examine the failure mechanism of no hybrid and hybrid composite structure [8–13]. Looking
back implementation of composite materials in the field of crashworthiness is attributed to Hull, who in
1980s and 1990s has studied extensively the crushing behaviour of fiber reinforced composite material. He
found that the composite materials absorb high energy in the face of the fracture surface energy mechanism
rather than plastic deformation as observed for metals[14,15]. Composite materials are playing a key role in
the development of lightweight integral armor for military vehicles such as tanks or armoured personnel
carriers. For future applications, revolutionary approaches are required to significantly reduce (up to 50%) the
mass of these systems and improve their mobility and trans- portability without sacrificing survivability or
main- trainability[16].
This paper experimentally investigating the effect of Corrugation geometry and shape on energy absorption
of composite plates. Three different corrugation profile are tested which are sinusoidal, triangle and square.
subjected to quasi-static compression load. All kind has three types of specimens referred to as level one,
level two and level three. These tested models have been fabricated and tested under the same conditions.
2.

Profiles Manufacturing

The corrugated profile are manufactured using metallic dies, Specifically iron. Hand lay-up process was
used to fabricate all composite specimens. The material used for fabricating composite specimens are
woven roving glass fiber and epoxy. The specification of the material used are given in table (1) the
specimens were fabricated by placing the woven roving fiber glass in fabrication model as layers on each
other . The woven roving fiber is passed through a resin bath, causing resin impregnation. The fabricated
specimens were cured at room temperature for 24 hours to provide good hardness and shrinkage. Then
the cured specimens were extracted from fabrication model to prepare them for the crushing test.
Figure(1)-a shows the three metallic dies used for the fabrication of corrugated composite specimens
using hand layup process and Some of tested specimens are show in figure(1) b,c, and d.

Table 1: Types of used constituents
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Epoxy resin

UK Epoxy Resins UKH 137 Epoxy

Hardener

UK Epoxy Resins UKH 136 Hardener

Woven roving E-glass fiber

Synthetic fiber: 500g/m²

No. of layers of each specimens

Four layers

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure1.(a) different metallic dies used for specimens fabrication(b)square specimens(c)sinusoidal specimens
and(d) triangular specimens

3.

Test Procedure

●●

●

The specimens were tested in quasi-static axial compression between two flat plates. ASTMD1621 standards,
with full-scale load range of 4000kN was used. Three replicate tests were conducted for each type of models.
All models were compressed at a rate of 2.5mm/min until limited crush, which implies complete compaction
of tested specimen and load records increases sharply is reached. Load and displacement were recorded by
automatic data acquisition system.
4.

Results and Discussion

The tested specimens collapsed following the failure mode described by Hull[15]. As illustrated in figure (2).
The load-displacement curve can be divided into three distinct regions. In region I the load P increases
rapidly and reaches a maximum PIJK before dropping. In region II the load oscillates about an average P¯
and a series of folds form successively in the corrugated plate so that a folded zone grows progressively. For
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the last stage (region III), the load increases rapidly representing the end of the test. The detailed discussion
of the results are presented in the proceeding section ,that involves crush stages and load displacement curve
of composite specimens.

Stroke length

Figure 2: Schematic representation of a typical load-displacement curve of a corrugated
composite with its main parameters

In this study, 27 specimens were made and tested under the same conditions. These types of specimens are
divided to three levels. Level one has single corrugated plate, level two has two plates, and level three has
three corrugated plates. Each level has three different profiles: Sinusoidal, triangular, and square profiles.
The specimens that recorded the highest value and the lowest value of the specific energy absorption will be
explained.
4.1.

Three corrugated composite plate with square profile:

Typical load displacement curve for square under quasi-static compression load are shown in figure (3a). As
it can be seen curve, the load increases gradually with the increase in the displacement up to initial failure
where maximum load achieved 41KN at a displacement of 20 mm. Subsequently load drops down to 22KN
at a displacement of 25mm. As compression load increases, it was observed that lateral split was formed (see
figure 3b ), and propagate causing fall down of load displacement curve. This case of crushing progress
continues until the end of the test, where the specimen was completely crushed.
4.2.

Two corrugated composite plate with triangular profile:

In general two triangular specimen crushed in the same manner as composed specimen except that no
fracture occurred for two triangular specimen. As shown in Figure (4a) , the crushing load increases until the
compression is about 14mm when full resistance is developed with 52KN load. Immediately after this stage
start (plastic deformation) the load slow down until the compression is about 21mm when full resistance is
developed with 16KN,after that increase resistance
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the loading until compression 58KN at 25mm after that droop slow until the compression 20KN.
Consequently load increases during this crushing stage followed by slight fluctuation the dramatic increase at
the end of crushing test (see figure (4b).
Variable
three square
three triangular
three sinusoidal
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load (KN)

150

v ertical line describes
end of co mpaction, lo ad
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end
crushing zone

100

50

0
0
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(a)

(b)
Figure3. (a) load-displacement curve of level three of composite specimens,(b)deformation history of three level plate with square
profile
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Figure4. (a) load-displacement curve of level two of composite specimens, (b)deformation history of two level plate with triangular
profile
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5.

Crush in Energy Absorption

The energy absorption capability can be estimated by knowing different parameter. These parameters are
illustrated in the following section.
5.1

Total Energy Absorption (E):

The total energy absorbed or the total work done, Wt, in crushing of composite specimens is the area under
the load-displacement curve. It can be obtained by numerical integration of the load displacement curve.
Scr

Wt =

òP

av

dS = Pav ( S cr - S i

(1)

Si

P

where, as they are indicated in figure 3, Si and Scr are the initial and final useful crush stroke and av is the
mean crush load which obtained by averaging the applied loads during post crush stage. The loaddeformation characteristic is a measure of the energy absorption capacity. It differs from one structure to
another, and it depends on the mechanism of deformation involved and the material used.
5.2

Specific Energy Absorption (Esp):

To compare different materials or different geometry of specimens, it is necessary to consider the specific
energy. The specific energy is defined as the amount of energy absorbed per unit mass crushed material (m).
Therefore, the specific energy (Esp) that is dependent on the structure material was used for comparing the
energy absorption of all specimen kinds. Specific energy absorption (Esp) can be calculated as;

Esp =

Wt
m

(2)

After all the lateral cracking tests are completed, the results obtained from these tests can be seen in Table 2,
and represented by the curve in Figure (5). Looking carefully to the results obtained with a specific
absorption from the third-level samples, the square sample still has the highest values of initial failure load of
(2,472 kj/kg). From the table, it can be seen that the triangular samples recorded the lowest value of
(0.878kj/kg).
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Table 2: Crash worthiness parameters of lateral tests for all specimens

(CFE* ) Crush Force Efficiency

3

( SE**) Stroke Efficiency

Total enrgy (Kj)

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
One sinusoidal
One triangular
one square two sinusoidal
two triangular
two square three sinusoidal
three triangular
three square
Figure 5. Total energy and specific energy of all specimens

6.

Conclusion

A series of composite plates with different corrugation profile (sinusoidal, square, and triangular) has been
subjected to quasi-static compression load. The difference of the specimens' shape offer a compare between
them in terms of the effect of the corrugation profile in energy absorption capability. Based on the results
obtained, it can be noted that, the specimen geometry has a considerable affect on energy absorption
capability and load carrying capacity; it has been observed that the change in corrugation profile has
important affect on energy absorption capability, where the specimens of square profile recorded the highest
values of energy absorption capability comparing to specimens with sinusoidal and triangular profile; the
specific energy absorption and load carrying capacity increased with the increase of the number of corrugated
plates and the relationship between the two factors is directly proportional; the highest value of specific
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energy absorption of group A specimens has been recorded by the level three square specimens to be
(2.472KJ/Kg).However, triangular specimens come second with (1.812KJ/Kg), and specimens of two
triangular recorded the lowest value of (0.878 KJ/Kg).
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ABSTRACT
As most of the Libyan population live in the north side of the country; mainly in the western coastal zone;
the sea water intrusion is a vital phenomena that need to be studied to locate, measure its diffusion rate,
and take a remediation actions [1]. Conventionally, water sampling of ground water wells is used to
evaluate sea water intrusion in coastal areas [2]. Nevertheless, excessive use and cost of drilling should be
avoided by relaying on advanced technologies [2]. Geo-electrical methods such as electrical resistivity and
electromagnetic can be used for studying sub surface geophysics from the earth surface with no need for
drilling, and can give a trusted results [3]. The huge contrast in resistivity between saline and fresh water
makes measurement of the resistivity in the ground a useful technique for detecting and delineate the
saline interface, consequently, using the electrical resistivity method is a successful technology for
studying sea water intrusion [3]. Mapping sea water intrusion in a selected area located in the western coast
of Libya is reported by this study, it covers about 120 Km² from Algrabouli to Elallus by 16 profiles
perpendicular to shoreline with total number of 53 vertical electric sounding (VES). This study is
considered as a case study to insure the need to cover the whole Libyan coast with more detailed studies,
furthermore, it concluded that the sea water intrusion in Libya is truly a serious issue that will lead to
pollute the groundwater in the coastal areas with salt and costal contaminated water in the case of not
correcting the situation.
Keyword— Seawater intrusion in the western Libyan coast; Geo-electrical method to study sea water
intrusion; Case study of sea water intrusion by electrical resistivity method.

1.

Introduction

The phenomenon of sea water Intrusion occurs in coastal areas where the different densities of both the
saltwater and freshwater allow the seawater to intrude into the freshwater aquifer. Equally important to the
salinization of fresh water, the intruded seawater may be contaminated with sewage water [2].
For countries like Libya, that have coasts and their main resource of freshwater is the groundwater, a high
potential of seawater intrusion exist in the coastal areas threatening the freshwater aquifer with salinization
and contamination [1].
Before the improvements of geophysical methods to be used for geo-environmental investigations, water
sampling was the only way to locate seawater intrusion. The need for a sufficient geo-environmental
investigation techniques was high for areas where no wells exist. Drilling new wells to study seawater
intrusion was not always applicable, economic and friendly to the environment [3]. Today, many geophysical
methods such as geo-electrical are used to investigate seawater intrusion. These techniques deals with the
electrical condition of earth and it investigate electrical properties of rocks and minerals under different
geological circumstances.
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Many studies world wide used electrical resistivity method for mapping the seawater intrusion for coastal
areas [4], some of these studies in Europe are: Oteri [5] has delineated saline water intrusion in England since
1983. Antonio Satriani et al [6] have studied on Characterization of the Coastal Saltwater Intrusion in
Metapontum Reserve Forest in Southern Italy. Soldal et al [7] have done Seawater in western Norway.
Nowroozi et al [8] have carried out a study on saltwater intrusion into the freshwater aquifer in the eastern
shore of Virginia (USA) by electrical resistivity survey using Schlumberger configuration. Abdul Nassir et al
[9] have delineated and mapped the intrusion boundary between fresh water and saline water in northwest of
Malaysia by geoelectrical imaging surveys. Shaaban F.F[10] has employed Vertical electrical soundings (VES)
in a coastal area of north western Egypt. Sheriff et al [11] have carried out Geoelectrical studies for
delineating seawater intrusion in UAE. Abdulaziz M. et al [12] have conducted seawater intrusion in
southwest of Saudi Arabia. This study aims to map the seawater intrusion in around 120 Km² area between
Algarboulli and Elallus at the western Libyan coast.
2.

Study Methodology

2.1.

The Scientific Theory

There are a high distinguish between saline and fresh water in resistivity, this difference made the
measurement of the resistivity for the ground water a useful technique for detecting and delineating the saline
interface. Knowing the formation resistivity will directly lead to appoint the total dissolved salt of ground
water. The relation between formation resistivity and groundwater quality is demonstrated in Table1. [2].
2.2.

Data Acquisition

One of most used geophysical techniques for studying formation resistivity is the electrical resistivity method
[2]. The main frequent used types of measurement are Vertical Electric Sounding (VES) and resistivity
profiling [3]. A proper number of VES should be carried out in the survey area along on profiles
perpendicular to shoreline. In this study, schlumberger configuration has been adapted with maximum
current electrode spacing of 400 m as illustrated in Figure 1. In this technique the electrical current by two
electrodes AB is stepwise made to flow through deeper and deeper parts of the ground, otherwise the
distances between the potential electrodes MN almost fixed. To measure apparent resistivity to subsurface
layers, a resistivity meter (Saris) is used with equation (1).

(1)
Where: ρa = apparent resistivity, ohm-m; a = MN distance, m; s = AB distance, m; v = Voltage, volt; i =
current, amp.
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Table 1: Relation between formation resistivity and groundwater quality

Ground water quality
group
Very fresh (VF)
Fresh ( F)
Moderately Fresh (MF)
Weakly Fresh (WF)
Moderately Brackish (MB)
Brackish (B)
Very Brackish (VB )
Moderately salt (MS)
Salt (S)

Total Dissolved Salt TDS (mg
/L)
< 200

Formation
meter)

(ohm

>200

200 - 400

200 – 100

400 - 800

100 -50

800 - 1600

50 – 25

1600 -3200

25 – 12.5

3200- 6400

12.5 – 6.25

6400 -12800

6.25 – 3.12

12800 - 25600

3.12 – 1.56

> 25600

resistivityρ

1.56<

Figure 1: Schlumberger array.

2.3.

Data Processing and Interpretation

The VES curves were analyzed using the available software program (IpI2Win+ip) to generate pseudo cross
sections, these sections shows distribution of resistivity with the depth. A resistivity values of less than 10
Ohm meter appears as dark blue and black color in the figures which means, depending on “Tab. 1”, they
were affected by sea water intrusion into ground water aquifer.
Iso- apparent resistivity maps were plotted by the help of the software (Oasis Montaj). These maps indicate
distribution of apparent resistivity in the area against distance of current electrodes (AB) at a fixed depth. The
depth was practically almost between (AB/3, AB/4).
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3.

The Case Study

3.1.

Location of the Study Area

The study area is located approximately 60 km East of Tripoli. The site covers an area of about 120 km². It is
bounded on the north by the Mediterranean Sea, and situated between Algarboulli and Elallus Figure 2. It lies
between latitudes (32°46'57.10"N, 32°43'38.99"N), and longitudes (13°41'32.70"E, 14° 0'20.17"E).

Figure 2: Location of the study area.

3.2.

Distribution of the Vertical Electrical Soundings and Profiles on the Study Area

The survey was accomplished with Fifty three VES configuration with a maximum current electrode spacing
(AB) of four hundred meters. A sixteen pseudo cross sections perpendicular to the shore line were selected
as illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the VES's and profiles on the study area.

4.

Results and Discussions

4.1.

Results Gained by (Ip I2wint +Ip) Software

As mentioned before, all sixteen pseudo cross sections have been processed using (Ip I2wint +Ip) software
to show the distribution of resistivity with depth. Only three pseudo cross sections (referred to as A, B and
C in Figure 3) have been selected as examples for these results in this paper. For cross section A Figure 4,
the resistivity values ranged between (18 – 60 Ohm meter) at almost 75 meter depth which means there is no
present of seawater intrusion according to Table 1. For resistivity obtained in Profile B, the lowest values
ranged between (10 - 16 Ohm meter) at VESs (21, 22) to clearly indicate it was slightly effect by Sea water
intrusion Figure 5. In cross section C, The lowest resistivity was located at VES 36 with (0-10 Ohm meter)
value to declare the area as a highly effected by seawater intrusion Figure 6.

Figure 4: Profile A (VES's: 17, 18, 19).
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Figure 5: Profile B (VES's: 20, 21, 22)

Figure 6: Profile C (VES's: 36, 37, 38)

4.2.

Results Gained by Oasis Montaj Software

Three Iso-apparent resistivity maps have been generated to reflect lateral variation of apparent resistivity at a
certain depth using the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system, these maps indicate
distribution of apparent resistivity in the area against distance of current electrodes (AB). The used AB values
were: 200, 300 and 400 meters. In all three maps, the lowest resistivity values of less than (10 Ohm meter)
were gained in certain VES's to specify the presence of seawater intrusion.
The iso-apparent resistivity map for AB = 200 meter at about (50 to 70 meters depth) are shown in Figure 7.
, the lowest resistivity values were obtained at VESs (6, 7, 11, 30, 36, 51, 52).
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Figure 7: Iso-apparent resistivity map for AB = 200 m.

Figure 8 illustrated the iso-apparent resistivity map for AB = 300 meter at an approximate depth of (75 to
100) meters. the lowest resistivity values presented at VES's (3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 23, 24, 30, 31, 33, 36).

Figure 8: Iso-apparent resistivity map for AB = 300 m.

The map in Figure 9 shows iso-apparent resistivity for AB = 400 meter with almost ( 100 to 130) meters
depth. the lowest resistivity values were considered at VES's (2, 7, 8, 11, 14, 23, 25, 27, 28, 30, 33, 34, 36, 51,
52).
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Figure 9: Iso-apparent resistivity map for AB = 400 m.

4.3.

Mapping Seawater Intrusion in Western Libyan Coast

The interface between salt and fresh water is identified in the study area approximately as a red line in Figure
10. This map is evidently demonstrate and prove the occurrence of seawater intrusion in the area.

Figure 10: Mapping seawater intrusion in Western Libyan Coast.

5.

Controlling and Minimizing Seawater Intrusion

Methods for controlling intrusion vary widely depending on the source of the saline water, the extent of
intrusion, local geology, water use and economic factors. There are several methods for controlling seawater
intrusion demonstrated with its advantages and disadvantages as follows: [13]
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1-

Reduction of pumping rates: needs public awareness with recycling and reuse of water. Advantages:
reduction of abstraction rate. Disadvantages: private stockholders, temporary solution.
2- Relocation of pumping wells: movement of wells in more inland position. Advantages: decrease the
occurrence of up coning of salt water. Disadvantages: costly, temporary solution, obstruction in
relocation
3- Use of Sub surface Barriers: Reduce the permeability of aquifer; Sheet piling, Cement grout, or Chemical
grout. Advantages: Reduce the intrusion of saline water. Disadvantages: Not efficient for deep aquifers,
and costly.
4- Natural Recharge: Constructing dams and weirs to prevent the runoff from flowing to the sea.
Advantages: Prevent the runoff to flow directly to the sea. Disadvantages: Depends on the soil
properties , Take Long time, Unsuitable for confined and deep aquifers.
5- Artificial Recharge: Increase the ground water levels, using surface spread for unconfined aquifers and
recharge wells for confined aquifers. Advantages: Increase the groundwater storage. Disadvantages:
Ineffective in the areas where excessive ground water pumping occurs, Occupies a large area.
6- Abstraction of Saline Water: Reduce the volume of saltwater by extracting brackish water from the
aquifer and returning to the sea. Advantages: Decreases the volume of saline water, Protects pumping
wells from upconing. Disadvantages: private stockholders, temporary solution.
The best methodology to reduce the seawater intrusion in coastal aquifers is: Abstraction, Desalination and
Recharge (ADR) [14]. This methodology aims to overcome all or at least most of the limitations of the
previous methods. ADR consists of three steps; abstraction of brackish water from the saline zone,
desalination of the abstracted brackish water using reverse osmosis (RO) treatment process and recharge of
the treated water into the aquifer as shown in Figure 11.The reason of ranking this method as the best to

control seawater intrusion is its unique ability to produce freshwater by using the saline groundwater
which will directly lead to push the intrusion line back to the sea. The main disadvantage of this
technique is the bad environmental effect resulted by using traditional energy sources.

Figure 11: Diagram of the ADR Methodology.
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6.
-

-

Conclusion and Recommendations
This paperwas accomplished with Fifty three VES configuration with a maximum current electrode
spacing (AB) of four hundred meters and sixteen pseudo cross sections perpendicular to the shore line
were selected. The study evidently indicated the existence of seawater intrusion in the study area that
covers about 120 Km² between Algrabouli and Elallus, moreover, highly express the need to map the
whole country to precisely locate this phenomena.
Establishing a national project to map ground water contamination for the whole shore line in Libya by
using the electrical resistivity method to investigate the seawater intrusion.
Using Abstraction, Desalination and Recharge (ADR methodology) to solve the problem of seawater
intrusion in Libya depending on the national map for coastal ground water contamination.
Using clean energy in desalination plants used for ADR methodology.
Nuclear energy should be considered as one of the best choices when selecting the most proper energy
technology for ADR and seawater desalination in Libya.
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ABSTRACT
Cavitation, which is the formation and collapse of vaporous cavities in flowing liquids, can degrade the
performance of pumps and other hydraulic equipment. The aims of the present research are to investigate
the effect of different fluids properties on pump cavitation performance. Consideration is given to
examine the effect of liquid viscosity and density on cavitation behavior. Experimental results are
presented for a centrifugal pump operating in water, kerosene and diesel fuel with different disposal rates
of flow. With references to the results, the water has affected by the cavitation at less Net Positive Suction
Head (NPSH) than other liquids, also it can be conducted that the kerosene shares the closest cavitation
behavior with diesel fuel. Therefore, the stress produced by cavitation bubbles decreases with increase of
viscosity of the liquid.
Keyword— Water, kerosene, diesel fuel, cavitation performance, centrifugal pump, Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH)

1.

Introduction

When a centrifugal pump handles liquids with different viscosity and specifications, there Net Positive
Suction Head (NPSH) normally will be different. The simple definition of the NPSHA is the difference
between pressure at the suction of the pump and the vapour pressure for the liquid being pumped[1]. An
increase or decrease of NPSH will result in cavitation taking place in the pump. In result, the pump will be
subject to abnormal operations, such as loud noise, violent vibration, performance degradation, impeller or
other components damage. In fact, measuring or predicting NPSH of a centrifugal pump at various operating
conditions is quite important for the hydraulic design optimization and engineering application when the
pump handles different viscous liquids and it’s important to know the situation of operating with this
phenomena and how to avoid the problem of cavitation [2].
In almost of petroleum industries and chemical operations pumps will deal with liquids which have such
different specifications, there are two sorts of liquid products, which need to be transported by centrifugal
pumps. One kind of liquid is with a higher vapour pressure but with nearly the same viscosity of water, and
the other kind of liquid is with a lower vapour pressure but a higher viscosity than water [3].
Many researchers [4][5] have discussed the inception of cavitation through the experiments and numerical
simulations. The phenomena of cavitation are usually determined by the value of (NPSH). The physical
properties of the liquid, its vapour and the flow conditions can affect the cavitation process and thus the
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cavitation performance of hydraulic equipment as well. The effects of the fluid properties, flow conditions,
and heat transfer can improve cavitation performance for certain liquids and/or liquid temperatures, the net
positive suction head (NPSH) requirements can be significantly less than that obtained for room-temperature
water.
As mentioned above NPSH is defined as the total pressure above vapour pressure at the inlet to a pump This
improvement (decrease) in inlet pressure requirements is attributed to the varying degrees of evaporative
cooling associated with the cavitation process. Because of the evaporative cooling, the cavity pressure and the
vapour pressure of the liquid adjacent to the cavity are decreased relative to the vapour pressure of the bulk
liquid. This decrease in cavity pressure retards the rate of further vapour formation, thereby allowing the
pump to operate at lower values of NPSH than would otherwise be possible.
The NPSH requirement for a pump operating at a given head rise and flow condition is reduced by the
amount corresponding to the decrease in cavity pressure. The accurate prediction of thermodynamic effects
of cavitation is therefore essential to an optimum flow system that is designed to operate with cavitation.
2.

Experimental Work

To determine the effect of fluid viscosity on the performance of centrifugal pumps and the phenomenon of
cavitation which usually occur and negatively affect the performance of these pumps as explained previously.
Laboratory experiments were carried out on a centrifugal pump using different liquids (water, kerosene and
diesel fuel)
2.1.

Test Rig Facilities

There are various ways to design the test rig to study the cavitation. The most important feature of any testrig is the means of introducing cavitation into the pump system. In this research, the closed loop
configuration was chosen for this testing as indicated in a schematic diagram shown in Figure 1. The flow
system consists of 1 hp centrifugal pump using DC current motor, the flow orifice meter, pressure measuring
devices, suction and delivery pipelines, speed control unit, and valves. Connecting pipes and control valves
are assembled with (1 in) diameter plastic connections.
The suction line consists of a tube connected to a valve that controls the flow rate and a pressure gauge
connection, at the end there is a nozzle valve. The discharge line contains a valve that controls the flow rate
and a connection pressure gauge and the orifice meter to measure the flow rate.
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1. Pump
2. Orifice meter
3. Pressure gauges
4. Tank
5. Power gauges
6. Manometer
7. Suction valve
8. Suction valve
9. Pipes

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of test rig [6].

Measuring devices are divided into, pressure gauge for the suction line and is used to measure the pressure of
the water in the suction line from the type of tube Borden range from (0 to bar1) and the rate of (0.2 bar), the
pressure gauge of the discharge line is also used to calculate the pressure of the water in the line using the
Borden tube, measured from (0 to 6 bar). The other measuring devices are power measuring device; the
capacity of the pump can be measured by a Watt meter where it is connected to the pump. This device is
read from 0 to 1000 W and is rated at 2 W.
2.2.

Test Procedures

The test procedure was conducted by assembling the system and connecting all the measuring devices, the
driving pump is firstly operated with the water to carry out the pump performance test and cavitation test,
and then the same steps of test had repeated with the kerosene and the diesel, each test has been carried out
at different values of flow rate ratios.
The cavitation test on the pump has been carried out by keeping the pump running at the required speed,
and flow rate ratio, and then reducing the inlet pressure step by step until the inception condition occurred.
At each step, the flow rate was adjusted through the delivery valve, then the inlet pressure further reduced
until developed cavitation and fall off head and efficiency was noticed. At each setting of inlet pressure and
inception condition, the measurements of suction and discharge pressures and flow rate were recorded.
The NPSH at each condition was calculated using the following equation:𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻 =
head of the pump was calculated by the following equation: =
calculated by η =
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where 𝜌 is density of the water, Q water flow rate, H head of the pump and P

power[5].
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3.

Results and Discussion

In order to study the performance of the pump and also to examine the cavitation in the tested pump, three
tests have been done, each test was conducted with different liquid, the first test the pump used the water
and all the measurements have been taken with different flow rates, then the same procedures have been
done for Kerosene and diesel.
3.1.

Water Test

Firstly the performance of the pump was studied experimentally at different flow rates, the first test was
conducted using the water, in this test the flow rate has been changed from 0.389 L/s to 1.4555 L/s,
suction valve was totally opened and the level of the water in the tank was 40 cm from the centre of the
pump.
Figure 2 presents the performance curves for the pump include power, head, efficiency and the NPSH.
From Figure 2 it can be seen that the head of the pump starts decreasing with the increases of the flow
rate, on the other hand the efficiency curve increase with increasing the flow rate until reached the maximum
value of 26.1505 % then the efficiency start to drop, the NPSH was decreased with increasing of the flow
rate and finally the power has risen with dropping the flow rate.

Figure 2: The performance curves for the pump for water test

Figure 3 shows the curves of NPSH at different flow rates. It can be noted that NPSH reach the
collapse state, the point at which the lifting mark drops suddenly. It can be seen that, in the case of flow
rate (Q = 0.30 L / s) the collapse occurs at the tenth point of the suction valve gradient when the net
positive clouds (2.8693 m) and in the case of flow rate (Q = 0.60 L / s), the collapse occurs at the eighth
point of the pull valve gradient when the net positive clouds (3.4282) m), as well as in the case of flow
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rate (Q = 0.90 L / s), these means the drops of the cavitation may occurs at different points with
different flow rates.

Figure 3: NPSH with different flow rate for water test

3.2.

Kerosene Test

In this test the liquid in the test tank was changed to the kerosene, in order to study the performances of the
pump and the cavitation. Figure 4 shows the performance curve of the centrifugal pump, it can be noted that,
fluid starts to decrease as the flow rate and efficiency curve increases at a flow rate of (1.167 L / s). After
that, the efficiency begins to decrease.

Figure 4: Performance curves for the pump for Kerosene test

Figure 5 shows the curves of NPSH at different flow rates. It can be noted that NPSH reach the collapse
state, the point at which the lifting mark drops suddenly. It can be seen that, in the case of flow rate (Q =
0.30 L / s) the collapse occurs at the tenth point of the suction valve gradient when the net positive clouds
(2.8693 m) and in the case of flow rate (Q = 0.60 L / s), the collapse occurs at the eighth point of the pull
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valve gradient when the net positive clouds (3.4282) m), as well as in the case of flow rate (Q = 0.90 L / s),
these means the drops of the cavitation may occurs at different points with different flow rates.

Figure 5: NPSH curves for the pump in Kerosene test

3.3.

Diesel Test

In this test the liquid in the test tank was changed to diesel, in order to examine the effect of different
viscosity on the pump performance and the cavitation. Figure 6 shows the performance curve of the
centrifugal pump, it can be noted that the lifting properties begin to decrease as the flow rate and efficiency
the higher the flow rate, the higher the flow rate, until it reaches its highest value (23.0136%) at a flow rate of
1.2301 L / s.

Figure 6: Performance curves of the pump for diesel with different flow rates

Figure 7 shows the curves of NPSH at different flow rates for the pump using diesel. It can be noted that
NPSH reach the collapse state, the point at which the lifting mark drops suddenly. It can be seen that, in the
case of flow rate (Q = 0.30 L / s) the collapse occurs at the tenth point of the suction valve gradient when
the net positive clouds (2.8693 m) and in the case of flow rate (Q = 0.60 L / s), the collapse occurs at the
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eighth point of the pull valve gradient when the net positive clouds (3.4282) m), as well as in the case of flow
rate (Q = 0.90 L / s), these means the drops of the cavitation may occurs at different points with different
flow rates.

Figure 7: NPSH curves of the pump for diesel test with different flow rates

4.

Comparison of the Performance of the Pump for the Liquids Used With Different Viscosity

The efficiency of the pump when operated with water is higher than its efficiency when operated with
kerosene and diesel as shown in the Figure 8, so it is the highest efficiency in the case of water (26.1505%) at
a flow rate equal to the maximum efficiency of kerosene (23.2624%) at a flow rate of (1.167 L / s) and the
maximum efficiency of diesel (23.0136%) at a flow rate equal to 1.2301 L / s. The state of the water is
different from the efficiency of the pump in the cases of kerosene and diesel where their efficiency is close to
each other, and also finds that the difference between the efficiency of the pump at the small flow rates are
close and increases as the flow rate is increased.
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Figure 8: Efficiency curves of the pump for water, Kerosene and Diesel

Figure 9 shows the NPSH of the pump in the case of water, kerosene and diesel. It can be seen from the
figure that the NPSH for the pump in the case of water is lower than in the case of kerosene and diesel to
start in water from (8.9964 m) and then gradually decrease to (2.4208) m), as well as in the case of kerosene
and diesel from (11,019 m), (10.9479 m) respectively, and then start to decrease to (4.9136 m), (4.3899 m),
respectively.

Figure 9: NPSH curves of the pump for water, Kerosene and Diesel
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5.

Conclusions

Experimental was conducted for different flow rates, and with different liquids, these results are presented
for a centrifugal pump operating in water, kerosene and diesel fuel with different disposal rates of flow, to
examine the effect of liquid viscosity and density on cavitation behaviour. Based on the experimental results,
the water has affected by the cavitation at less Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) than other liquids, also it
can be conducted that the kerosene shares the closest cavitation behaviour with diesel fuel. Therefore, the
stress produced by cavitation bubbles decreases with increase of viscosity of the liquid.
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ABSTRACT
Suspension system has significant influence on the passenger safety, providing comfortable ride, stability,
and handling of the vehicle. The aims of the present research are to investigate and quantify the effect of
spring weakness on suspension performance. This is based on a MATLAB simulation analysis of a seven
degree-of-freedom (7-DOF) model for a full vehicle. In the simulation, the suspension faults were seeded
by reducing the spring stiffness by 25%, 50% and 80%. The model was validated using experimental data,
collected by driving the vehicle across bumps.
The simulation results for varying degrees of spring stiffness indicated that the ride comfort was decreased
as the spring stiffness was increased for excitation frequencies close to resonant frequencies of the vehicle
body (approximately 1 Hz). As spring stiffness was increased at excitation frequencies below 1 Hz, the
suspension travel was reduced. Within the zone of resonant frequency of sprung mass, the deformation
amplitudes were increased as the spring stiffness increased. Moreover, Frequency Response Functions
analysis has been used for fault detection of reduction of spring’s stiffness by 25%, 50% and 80%.
Keyword— Ride comfort; Road handling; vehicle stability; Vibration measurement; spring stiffness.

1.

Introduction

The main function of suspension system is to support and carry the vehicle weight, to protect drivers and
passengers from vibrations, and to maintain significant contacts between the tyre and the road surface [1].
For vehicles, it is a difficult challenge to consistently maintain a high standard of ride comfort and vehicle
handling under a range of driving conditions. Between October 2010 and September 2011, the Ministry of
Transport (M.O.T) collected data [2] in the UK in respect of MOT tests for approximately 24.2 million
vehicles. These data was illustrates that lighting and signalling problems accounted for the highest number of
re-tests (19.79%), followed by suspension faults (13.18%) and 8.75% (the fourth most common fault) were
tyre faults. Early detections of abnormal events in automotive suspension systems can reduce the damage
caused to the vehicle in driving situations, in addition to improving passenger comfort and security. The
performance of a vehicle is often downgraded due to the appearance of faults with the suspension [3]. The
common faults associated with suspension components are damaged or leaking shock absorbers, spring
weakness, wearing down of the pivot and bushing and damage to the main support member assembly, as
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: common faults in suspension systems

Faults occurring in the damping system can be as a result of one or more of the following factors: worn seals,
a reduction in the oil volume due to leakages, broken mounts and extruded or worn bushings. All of the
aforementioned causes can lead to a decline in the performance of the shock absorber, resulting in longer
braking distances. This then causes the tyres to wear away reducing the car handling during cornering [4].
In order to study the performance of the suspension in terms of ride quality, handling and stability of the
vehicle, some important parameters must be considered. These parameters are: wheel deflection, suspension
travel and the vehicle body acceleration, with the aim of achieving a small amplitude value for each of the
same [3]. Road handling is associated with the relative displacement between the suspension and the road
input (Zu - Zr). This is represented as wheel deflection. Suspension travel is defined as the relative
displacement between the vehicle body and the wheel (Zs – Zu). This can be used for assessing the space
required to accommodate the suspension spring. Ride comfort is related to the vehicle body motion sensed
by the passenger. This requires the acceleration of the vehicle body (sprung mass) to be relatively small.
According to ISO: 2631-1-1997[5] proper road handling must be in the region of 0.0508 m, whilst the
standard value for suspension travel must be in the region of 0.127m (as a minimum value). The passenger is
thought to feel highly comfortable if the RMS acceleration is below 0.315 m/s2.
A number of researchers have investigated suspension performance using modelling/simulation and
experimental investigation. Faheem [6] investigated a mathematical model for a quarter car with 2-DOF and a
half car with 4-DOF. Rao[7] developed a mathematical model of a 3-DOF quarter car with a semi-active
suspension system. This model was used for the testing of skyhook and other strategies involving semi active
suspension systems. Esslaminasa et al [8] developed a semi-active twin-tube shock via the modelling of one
and two DOF, for a quarter car design. Darus [9] adopted a state space approach in developing a
mathematical model for both a quarter car and a full car using MATLAB packages. Metallidis [10], applied a
statistical system identification technique to perform parametric identification and fault detection of
nonlinear vehicle suspension systems. Kashi [11] applied model-based fault detection on a vehicle control
system, which relied on mathematical descriptions of the system, yielding robust fault detection and an
isolation of faults affecting the system. Agharkakli et al [12] presented a mathematical model for passive and
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active quarter car suspension systems. Ikenaga et al [13]conducted a research study to improve road handling
and ride comfort. An active suspension control system was presented based on a full vehicle model which
included the performance of the suspension system. Lu et al [14]discussed the effect of truck speed on shock
and vibration levels indicating that the effect of truck speed on the root mean square acceleration of the
vibrations, were strong at a lower speed but weak at a higher speed.
Sekulic et al[15] present a research to study the effects of spring stiffness and shock absorber damping on the
vertical acceleration of the driver’s body, suspension deformation and dynamic wheel load, with the purpose to
define recommendations for selecting oscillation parameters while designing the suspension system of a
(intercity) bus. Results of this research indicated that, the parameters which ensured good rid comfort of the
driver were conflicting with the parameters which ensured the greatest stability of the bus and the
corresponding wheel travel. Breytenbach [16] discussed the ride comfort versus handling argument for offroad vehicles. This research investigated a new approach of a semi-active suspension mode called “4 State
Semi-active Suspensions”, allowing a switch between low and high damping.
The objective of the present research is to investigate the effect of spring weakness on suspension
performance, in addition to developing suspension condition monitoring based on a full vehicle mathematical
model
2.

Suspension System Model and Dynamics

Development of the vehicle model operates under the assumptions that the vehicle is a rigid body, represented
as sprung mass (ms), and the suspension axles are represented as unsprung mass (mu) as shown in Figure 2.
The suspension between the vehicle body and wheels are modelled by linear spring and damper elements and
each tyre is modelled by a single linear spring and damper.
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Figure 2: Full vehicle models

The equations of all motions are derived separately resulting in the equations of the body motions [8].
Equation of motion for bouncing of sprung mass:
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..
m s z s = k f ( z u1 - z s1) + k f ( z u 2 - z s 2) + k r ( z u3 - z s3) + k r ( z u 4 - z s 4) +
×
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
c f ( z u1 - z s1) + c f ( z u 2 - z s 2) + c r ( z u3 - z s3) + c r ( z u 4 - z s 4)

(1)

For pitching of sprung mass
..
×
.
I P q = k f l1( z u1 - z s1) + k f l1( z u 2 - z s 2) - k r l 2 ( z u 3 - z s3) - k r l 2 ( z u 4 - z s 4) + c f l1( z u1 - z s1) +
.
.
.
.
.
.
c f l1( z u 2 - z s 2) - c r l 2 ( z u 3 - z s3) - c r l 2 ( z u 4 - z s 4)

(2)

For rolling motion of sprung mass

..
wf
wf
wf
wr
wr
I Rj = k f 2 ( zu1 - zs1) - k f 2 ( zu2 - zs2) + kl 2 ( zu3 - zs3) - kr 2 ( zu4 - zs4) + c f 2 ( z×u1 - z.s1) w f ( . - . ) + wr ( . - . ) - wr ( . - . )
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2 u 4 s4
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For each wheel motion in vertical direction
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)
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m z = -k ( z - z ) - c ( z - z
+ c (z - z )
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z
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)

(7)

The equation variables are defined and summarized in Table 1 (adopted from [9]), along with the
parameters of the suspension system. This is with the exception of the damping coefficient of the tyres for
different pressures, which were adopted from [17]. Amendments were also made to some of the variables
in order to meet the specifications of the vehicle used in the experiment. The road profile was calculated
and created according to vehicle speeds and the height and width of the bumps by the following equation:

u ( p ) = 1 / 2a sin( 2p

f

p

t)

(8)

The road profile was also assumed to be a single bump with a sin wave shape. Where a is the bump height (50)
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Table 1: Defines the equation variables and parameters of suspension

Variables
ms= 1200
mf=90
kf=36279

Definition
Sprung mass
Unsprang mass
Front spring stiffness

Units
Kg
kg
N/m

variables
wf=90
wr=1.70
Zs≤0.06

kr=19620

Rear spring stiffness

N/m

cf=3924

Front damper
coefficient
Rear damper
coefficient

Nm/sec

zu1zu4≈0.0508
Ir=5340

Nm/sec

Ip =6430

cr =2943

3.

Definition
Front vehicle width
Rear vehicle width
Displacement of the
vehicle body
Displacement of
each wheel
Roll and pitch of
moment of inertia
Pitch of moment

Units
m
m
m
m
Kg.m2
Kg.m2

Experimental Set up and Test Procedure

To validate the theoretical model, a front wheel drive Vauxhall ZAFIRA (2001) car, equipped with two
different sensors was used. The sensors mounted on the car include: (1) a vibration sensor with a sensitivity of
(3.770 pc/ms-2) mounted on the upper mounting point of the front left shock absorber, and (2) a dynamic
tyre pressure sensor (DTPS) with a sensitivity of (11.43 Pc/0.1Mpa) connected to the valve stem of the front
left wheel. The pressure sensor was situated in the centre rim of the front left wheel and the vibration sensor
on the inside of the car. They were placed in these positions after being assembled and connected to the
wireless sensor nodes (transmitters).The gateway (receiver) was equipped with a laptop inside the car. In order
to ensure a sound installation of the sensors, two different adapters were designed and manufactured at the
University of Huddersfield. In addition to this, a wireless measurement system was also designed and installed
on the car, to offer a complete remote measurement for the vibration and pressure data being extracted.
The most fundamental aim of the test was to obtain the acceleration (vibration) response of the suspension
system to validate the model and also to enable a thorough analysis of the effects that different spring rates
have on the performance of the suspension system. The test was conducted with the standard tyre pressure
(2.3bar) and a vehicle speed of 8km/h.
4.

Results and Discussion

The model was validated using experimental data collected when the vehicle was being driven, at a speed of
8km/h, over Bump 1 (located within the premises of The University of Huddersfield. The bump profile was
5.80 m width, 0.50 m length and 0.050 m height and this was assumed to be the input for the system.
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MATLAB software was used to analyze the vehicle response. Figure 3 depicts the acceleration of the vehicle
body in the time domain based on the model simulation and experiments. Upon a comparison of the
experimental results, it can be noted that the model fairly predicts the suspension performance.
Acceleration (m/s 2)

5
Simulation
Measured
0

-5
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
1.2
Time(Sec)

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Figure 3: Vibration (acceleration) of suspension simulation and experimental

Figure 4(a) shows the plots of the road profile in the time domain for both the front and rear wheels of the
vehicle. For the simulation study, road disturbance is assumed to be the input for the system. Figure 4(b)
shows the effect of varying the spring rates on the vehicle body response. From these results, it was observed
that decreases in spring stiffness causes a resultant decrease in the amplitude of the relative displacement of the
car body. Figure 5 depicts the displacement of four wheels (unsprung mass) with different spring stiffness in
the time domain. The results show that the amplitude/peak value of the wheels decreases with a
corresponding decrease in the stiffness value. This indicates that the performance of the suspension may be
affected by the changes made to the spring stiffness.

Figure 4 (a): Road profile excitation and Figure 4 (b): Displacement of vehicle body for different spring stiffness.
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An analysis of different parameters such as: wheel deflection, suspension travel and acceleration of the vehicle
body was carried out in order to consider the different effects the spring stiffness level has on the performance
of the suspension, which includes, the ride quality and handling and stability of the vehicle. The road handling
profile (wheel deflection) for a vehicle is associated with the contact forces between the road surface and the
vehicle tyre (zu – zr).

Figure 5: Vehicle wheel’s displacement with different spring stiffness

For this simulation, the wheel deflections were approximately 0.015 m, 0.012 m, 0.008 m and 0.006 m for a
healthy, 25%, 50%, 80% faulty spring respectively, as presented in Figure 6. From this figure, a noticeable
change in the peak value of the wheel deflection can be observed. However, it can be noted that the vertical
deflection does not decay quickly with the healthy spring, in particular, those with healthy and 25% faults.
When compared with proper road handling as per ISO: 2631-1-1997 [4] (which must be in the range of m)
this range is acceptable.
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Figure 6: Wheel deflections for different spring stiffness

The suspension travel can be defined as a relative displacement between the vehicle body and the wheel (zs –
zu) as shown in Figure 7. From this figure, it can be observed that lower spring stiffness provides for a lower
suspension travel therefore to reduce the suspension travel a soft spring is required. In accordance with ISO:
2631-1-1997 [4] the passenger is thought to feel highly comfortable if the RMS acceleration is below 0.315
m/s2.

Figure 7: Suspension travel for different spring stiffness

In Figure 8 the amplitudes of the vertical acceleration were increased within the domain of the vehicle body
(sprung mass) as the spring stiffness was increased. Lower values for the spring stiffness provided better
oscillatory comfort for the passenger at excitation frequencies approximating the resonant frequency of the
vehicle body. However, the vertical acceleration decays quickly with the reduction of the stiffness.
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Figure 8: Acceleration of the vehicle body for different spring stiffness

To develop conditioned monitoring tools for suspension faults, detect the level of spring stiffness and also to
predict potential suspension faults which may arise in the future, the Frequency Response Function (FRF)
technique was used. The FRF is a fundamental measurement that isolates the inherent dynamic properties of a
mechanical structure and also describes the input-output relationship between two points on a structure as a
function of frequency. Figure 9 shows the amplitude-frequency characteristic curves for the changes to the
spring stiffness of the suspension in four different output cases (vehicle body vertical displacement, vehicle
body velocity, displacement of front and rear wheel) and the front left road input. The results show that
decreasing the stiffness affects and reduces the value of the suspension displacement at the sprung mass
natural frequency. A change in the amplitudes of displacement was more significant within the domain of
resonant frequency of sprung mass (around 1Hz). A change of spring stiffness did not produce any effect on
the change of the displacement and velocity of the vehicle body within the domain of resonant frequency of
unsprang mass of the vehicle (around 10 Hz). However, the area under the curve does not necessarily decrease
with a reduced peak value of the suspension displacement. From this, it can be concluded that in the frequency
range close to the natural frequency of the vehicle body, a soft stiffness is required. However, lower stiffness
also affects and produce vibrations in the mid- to high frequency range as shown in the front wheel responses.
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Figure 9: Transfer function response for the vehicle body and vehicle wheels

5.

Conclusions

After collecting the relevant data using the full vehicle model, an analysis of the findings illustrates the effects
on suspension performance when applying a range of spring stiffness. MATLAB was used to develop the full
vehicle model with 7-DOF. Following this, analyses were carried out on the time and the frequency response
of the vehicle. The analyses focus on the performances of the suspension in terms of ride comfort, road
handling and stability of the vehicle. This study considered the faults of spring stiffness which were
simulated by reducing the spring stiffness by 25%, 50% and 80%.
The simulation results indicated that the various parameters of suspension performance such as, ride
comfort, road handling and vehicle stability need a design optimization due to the need to balance their
conflicting requirements. For instance, the simulation results for varying of spring stiffness indicated that the
ride comfort was decreased as the spring stiffness was increased for excitation frequencies close to resonant
frequencies of the vehicle body (approximately 1 Hz).
FRF results show that, decreasing the stiffness affects and reduces the value of the suspension displacement at
the sprung mass natural frequency. A change in the amplitudes of displacement was more significant within
the domain of resonant frequency of sprung mass (around 1Hz). A change of spring stiffness did not produce
any effect on the change of the displacement and velocity of the vehicle body within the domain of resonant
frequency of unsprang mass of the vehicle (around 10 Hz). It can be concluded that, FRF methods can be
effectively used for fault detection of suspension system.
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ABSTRACT
During recent years, considerable attention has been paid to the during turning operations, to improve
forming the outer layer, such as surface cooling which enhances some of the surface characteristics and
producing a good surface finish. In this experimental work, the effect of cutting fluid concentrations on
surface roughness has been studied because of its importance in the cutting process. The general aim of
the work in this paper was to investigate the surface roughness of the work piece when machining high
carbon steel with tungsten inserts during wet machining conditions. In the experimentation, five different
velocities, five feeds, five depths of cut and five coolant-oil content percentages were used to evaluate the
surface roughness with these parameters. Design of experiments is a very efficient method for developing
valuable research while saving time in the process. The technique used in this study for designing
experiments was introduced by Box and Hunter. A rotatable factorial design of experiments with a central
composite of second order can be used to enhance the reliability of investigation work. The package of
design of experiments and analysis of variance used in this study has been used widely in experimentation
work. The tests were performed using a traditional lathe machine. The results of this process were
obtained, analyzed, and discussed using three-dimensional relationships between roughness and the
cutting parameters mentioned above. The conclusions from this work show a general trend for a decrease
in surface roughness as the percentage of oil in the coolant increases.
Keyword— Turning, surface roughness, cutting fluids.

1.

Introduction

The nature of the surface region generated in metal machining may be quite different from that of bulk
material. The surface may contain topographical features such as surface roughness. The subsurface may
contain other features in the form of residual stress, plastic deformation and variation in micro structural
characteristics such as hardening tempering over tempering, chemical composition and grain size [1]. Metal
cutting is one of the vital processes and widely used manufacturing processes in engineering industries.
Highly competitive market requires high quality products at minimum cost. Improvement of productivity
with good quality of the machined parts is the main challenges of metal industry; there has been more
concern about monitoring all aspects of the machining process. Surface finish is an important parameter in
manufacturing engineering and it can influence the performance of mechanical parts and the production
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costs[2]. During recent years, considerable attention has been paid to the turning operations, to
improvesforming the outer layer, such as surface cooling which enhances some of the surface characteristics
and producing a good surface finish[1]. Cooling and lubrication are important in reducing the severity of the
contact processes at the cutting tool-workpiece interfaces. Historically, more than 100 years ago, water was
used mainly as a coolant due to its high thermal capacity and availability. Corrosion of parts and machines
and poor lubrication were the drawbacks of such a coolant. Oils were also used at this time as these have
much higher lubricity, but the lower cooling ability and high costs restricted this use to low cutting speed
machining operations. Finally, it was found that oil added to the water gives good lubrication properties with
the good cooling and these became known as the soluble oils[3, 4]. The main objective of this work is to
study the effect of coolant concentration on the surface roughness of Carbon-Steel (C60) during the turning
process, with other operating variables such as cutting speed, feed rate, and cutting depth, to determine the
most suitable operating conditions to achieve the best surface smoothness. Even when considering the
current trend towards research into minimum quantity lubrication processes, in many cases a flood of liquid
is still directed over the tool with the aim of preventing the tool and workpiece from overheating, increasing
tool life, and improving surface finish [5]. Selecting a suitable fluid for a particular application among the
large number of commercially available fluids is an issue, and a significant challenge due to the fact it is often
an empirical process.
2.

Experimental work

In this study carbon steel alloy C60 was used as workpiece material. The chemical analyses, in weight percent,
of this material is shown in Table (1). The material was received in the form of cylindrical bars with diameter
of 60 mm and length of 70 mm.
Table 2: Chemical composition of the C60[6]

2.1.

Element

Si

Mo

Cu

Mn

Ni

Weight%

max. 0.40

max. 0.10

0.61

0.75

max. 0.40

Cutting Conditions

In this work, all of cutting tests are performed under lubricated conditions on (Al-pin 180N) type model of
the lathe machine. In order to study in depth the effects of each parameter on the surface characteristics of
workpiece, four cutting parameters were chosen namely; oil concentration, cutting speed, feed and cutting
depth. The values of the actual and coded variables of the testing condition are listed in the following table
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Table 3: Coding of cutting test Parameters

Parameters

2.2.

Symbol

Levels
-2

-1

0

1

2

Coolant composition (%)

X1

3

6

9

12

15

Speed, (m/min)

X2

56

120

150

412

840

Feed (mm/rev)

X3

0.055

0.09

0.18

0.3

0.4

Depth of cut (mm)

X4

0.2

0.6

1

1.4

1.8

Design of Experiments

Traditional experimentation involves considerable effort and time, particularly when a wide range of
investigation work is needed. Design of experiments is a very efficient method for developing valuable
research while saving time in the process and for achieving results in a much more economical manner. As a
rule, an experiment designed to find the optimum condition of a process is described adequately by a second
order polynomial. The technique used in this study for designing experiments was introduced by box and
Hunter.
Experimental work involves the study of the relationships between different factors at different levels and a
certain response and this is where the design of experiments technique is helpful. There is a big opportunity
to study the individual effects of each parameter and their interactions using the factorial design of
experiments.
The package of design of experiments and analysis of variance used in this study has been used widely in
experimentation work[7, 8].The spherical variance function designs are preferable since these designs provide
a constant variance for the response at all points of the experiment since they are at the same radius from the
centre of the design. These kinds of designs are known as rotatable designs.
2.3.

Postulation of Mathematical Model:

A functional relationship between the response surface roughness of the workpiece produced by turning
process in dependent variable (oil concentration, cutting speed, cutting feed and depth of cutting) can be
fitted into the following polynomial response equation of second-order.
𝑌𝑢 = 𝑏f + 𝑏( 𝑥( + 𝑏X 𝑥X + 𝑏h 𝑥h + 𝑏) 𝑥) + 𝑏(( ijW + 𝑏XX 𝑥XX + 𝑏hh 𝑥hX + 𝑏)) 𝑥)X + 𝑏(X 𝑥( 𝑥X + 𝑏(h 𝑥( 𝑥h +
𝑏() 𝑥( 𝑥) + 𝑏Xh 𝑥X 𝑥h +𝑏X) 𝑥X 𝑥) + 𝑏h) 𝑥h 𝑥)
where; 𝑥( , 𝑥X , 𝑥h 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥) are the coded values of the variables. These variables are coded for convenient
identification and for easy calculation.
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The regression coefficients 𝑏f ,𝑏( , 𝑏h , …etc can be calculated by the method of least squares using the related
equations.
2.4.

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA):

The relationship between the response and the cutting process parameters were quantitatively determined
using empirical equations (the proposed model). The evaluation and the analysis of the experimental data
were made by adopting polynomial response of second-order equations in terms of the process variables by
establishing their interactions.
In the present work the variance for each of the regression coefficient is given by the related equations. The
F-ratio for each term can then be determined from the variance analysis. In such an analysis, it is of interest
to partition the sum of squares of the Y’s into the contribution due to the first-order (Linear) term. An
additional contribution due to the second-order (quadratic and interaction) terms, lack-of-fit terms (which
measure the deviations of the response from the fitted surface), and the experimental error obtained from the
replicated points at the center.
3.

Results and Discussion

The model is developed in terms of Coolant concentration (%) cutting speed, cutting depth and cutting feed
by utilizing Response Surface Methodology. As it was mentioned above, the variables are investigated using
the experimental design matrix instead of the conventional one-variable at a time method. The evaluation and
the analysis of the experimental data is made by adopting a polynomial response surface of second-order in
terms of the process variables by establishing their interaction. The results are tested statistically using the
ANOVA technique presented previously. The F-ratio test as a tool of the analysis of variance is used to
check the adequacy of the model. To determine whether the final equations are a good fit to the experimental
observations, the F-ratio test is carried out. The standard valued of F-ratio for the significance level a = 0.05
and degrees of freedom 4 and 6 isF0.05(4,6) = 4.53 and at degrees of freedom 10and 6 is F0.05(10,6) = 4.06.
Ra = 0.619 + 0.708x( − 0.882xX + 0.98x3 − 0.08x4 + 2.14x( X + 2.06xX X + 0.317xh X + 0.32x) X
− 0.42x( xX + 0.57x( xh − 0.11x( x) − 0.54xX xh − 0.38xX x) + 0.49xh x)
3.1.

Relation between roughness, oil content and speed

Cutting speed and oil content are important parameters that effect on the roughness in cutting process. The
figure (1) shows the result of the effect of oil content and speed on the roughness based on the empirical
equation shown up. From the figure it is noticed that there is a change in the roughness value whenever the
speed and the concentration of the oil change. It was noted that when the concentration of oil and speed is at
the lowest levels, the roughness is the highest levels. When the concentration of oil increased to about 9%
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and the speed to about 150 m/min, it was noticed a decrease in the value of roughness until it reached its
lowest value.

15
10

840

5

150

0
3

6

9

56

12

15

Oil Content (%)

Speed (m/min)

Roughness (μm)

20

Figure 3: Relationship between roughness, oil content and cutting speed

3.2.

Effect of oil content and feed on roughness

20
15
10
5
0

0.4
0.18
3

6

9

12

Oil Content (%)

0.055

Feed (mm/rev)

Roughness (μm)

Figure (2) show the results of roughness versus different oil concentrations and cutting feed. The roughness
is influenced by feed and oil concentration change. The best result of the number of smoothness is obtained
at the minimum of the cutting feed and at concentration of oil about 9% used in this work.

15

Figure 4: Relationship between roughness, oil content and cutting feed

3.3.

Relationship between roughness, oil content and depth

Figure (3) shows the roughness versus different of oil content and depth of cut. The change in depth of
cutting and oil content leads to change in roughness, low values of roughness is observed when oil
concentrations are between 6% and 12% and the lowest value is at 9% and low depth of cut.
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15

Figure 5: Relationship between roughness, oil content and depth of cutting

4.

Conclusions

In this study 31 tests were made with different variables (oil concentration, cutting speed, cutting depth and
feed) to reach the best value for surface smoothness. All these processes were applied to a group of samples
of (C60). The following can be concluded; the results obtained from this work have shown that oil
concentration has different effect on the response studied. An increase in oil concentration leads to
improvement in surface finish up to a certain level. The recommended cutting feeds that result in good
surface finish are from 0.055 to 0.18 mm/rev when concentration of oil is 9%.At speed of medium range 150
m/min and concentration oil of 6 to 9%, good surface finish can be obtained.
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ABSTRACT
The draft of suggested Libyan Standard (DSLS-1977) is the only code of practice for designing and
construction of earthquake resistant buildings in Libya, was first proposed by the Ministry of Housing in
1977, it is still used by Libyan engineers and several other foreign firms operating in Libya. The draft is
suffering from many limitations and shortcomings, it has not been subjected to any development for a
long period to be consistent with modern codes. DSLS-1977 divided Libya into 5 hazard zones and
suggested a basic model for seismic analysis for regular buildings limited to 40 m high, suggesting linear
elastic behavior of the building, and adopting the equivalent lateral force procedure associated with the
fundamental mode of vibration for the determination of the resulting base shear force. The assessment
and examination of the ability of DSLS-1977 for predicting an appropriate seismic forces for reinforced
concrete building system was made by conducting a comparison study with the international building
code IBC-2009. Special attention was made to the effect of soil structure interaction involved in the
analysis when using IBC-2009 model on the resulting base shear.
Keyword— Earthquakes in Libya, seismic analysis, equivalent lateral force procedure soil structure interaction

1.

Introduction

Following the earthquake of Al-Marj(1963), Dr. Minaml, the UNESCO expert in anti-seismic engineering
was invited to study the damage and to submit a report on the relocation and reconstruction of the town.
In that report, Minaml also presented certain recommendations regarding the earthquake resistant regulations
for design and construction of buildings and other structures in the Al-Marj region of Cyrenaica and other
seismic parts of the country [1]. In 1973, a research programme was started in the civil engineering
department of the faculty of engineering university of Tripoli supervised by Professor Mallick to make a
seismic study of Libya and to prepare seismic zoning map. Based on the available data on the geology and
tectonic structure of the country, fault location, past earthquake history and economic important of the
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region, Libya has been divided into four earthquake zones, The panel of experts in the Ministry of Housing in
1977 slightly modified Mallick proposed zoning map of Libya to five zones as shown in figure.1 [2].
And producing, a first draft of a code of practice for designing
and construction of earthquake resistant buildings entitled
"Criterion and practice for design and construction of
earthquake resistant buildings". denoted here as
(DSLS-1977). Most of the contents of the proposed standard
have been extracted from the Indian Standard Code of
Practice, IS-1893-1975 [3].
Al-Geroushi & Ben Amir (1992) proposed a model for the
development a Libyan specification for the calculation of
seismic loads on the buildings named as (Garyounis model-1).
They made a comparison with the proposed Libyan

Zone
Seismic
coefficient

I
0.01

II
0.02

III
0.04

IV
0.05

V
0.06

Figure.1: Seismic zoning map adopted proposed by
Ministry of Housing [2].

Specification (DSLS) , the forces obtained from the (Garyounis model-1) were found to be larger than the
(DSLS) [4].
By mid -1999, a complete final first draft of IBC was assembled and ready to processed through the new
procedures of the International Committee Council ICC, the first edition introduced in 2000. Subsequent
IBC code editions were introduced in 2003,2006,2009 and 2012.In the IBC ,the seismic zones of the Unified
Building Code UBC1997 were replaced by contour maps giving Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE)
spectral response accelerations at short period (Ss) and 1-second (S1)for class B soil. The probabilistic MCE
spectral response accelerations shall be taken as the spectral response acceleration represented by a 5%
damping acceleration response spectrum having a 2% probability of ecceedance within a 50 year period.
It is aimed in this work to use the DSLS-1977 model for seismic analysis of building of reinforced concrete
moment resisting frame assembly, illustrate the shortcoming in DSLS-1977 using IBC-2009 as a base code,
show suitable conditions in order to use Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure of IBC-2009 applied for the
Libyan case, and discuss the effect of soil condition and soil structure interaction (SSI).
2.

Static analysis procedures in DSLS -1977 and IBC-2009

The several analytical methods usually adapted for earthquake analysis are mentioned in DSLS-1977, however
only detailed steps of, the coefficient method employing equivalent static method ESLF is available. [2],
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In the IBC-2009, the American Society of Civil Engineering (ASCE7-2005) remains the primary reference
for determining earthquake, snow and wind loads [5], hence the “equivalent lateral force” analysis (ELF)
according to ASCE7-2005 may be applied to all structures with SDs less than 0.33g and SD1 less than 0.133g.
as well as structures subjected to higher design Spectral response accelerations. If the structures do not meet
certain requirement, more sophisticated dynamic analysis procedures must be used otherwise. Table.1
contains the required parameters to be evaluated for the application of the two codes related to the
calculated steps for the evaluation of base shear in each case .
Table 1: Basic requirements of DSLS -1977 and IBC-2009 (Static Analysis )

Code

DSLS

IBC

Method

ESLF

ELF

Main equation

V = C α hW

V = SDS /(R/I)W

Seismic
Coefficient

α0 (one value)

Ss & S1 (contour lines)

Site class

3 Classes (TI,TII&TIII)

5 Classes (SA, SB, SC, SD & SE)

Soil coefficient

𝛽t

Important factor
I
Time period
fundamental
period

I
T=

t.tw a
x

H: height of the structure.

Fa & Fv : site coefficient Table 11-4-1& Table 11-4-1
I
T = Ct hKv h:height ,Ct & x: coefficient Table 12-8-2

D: dimension parallel to the applied seismic
force

Ductility

flexibility of the structure
t.yt
C = j/|

response modification factor (R)
Table 12-2-1

Limitations of
base shear
equation

-

Cs max = SDS /(R/I) for T £ TL
Cs max = SDS /(R/I) for T > TL
Cs min = 0.01

Building Height

Not exceeding 40 m

Seismic weight

W: Total dead load + portion from
live load to the frame defined as
follow: if (L.L £ 3 KN/m2) portion of L.L
=25%
if (L.L > 3 KN/m2) portion of L.L =
50%.

SDs < 0.33g
SD1 < 0.133g
W: Total dead load + portion from live load to the frame
defined as follow: in areas used for storage, a minimum of 25 % of the floor
live load
where provisions for partitions is required in the floor
load design, the actual partition weight or a minimum
weight of 10 psf(0.48 KN/m2) of floor area,
whichever is greater

z
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3.

Application of DSLS-1977 and IBC-2009.

The assessment of Draft of Suggested Libyan Standard (DSLS-1977) is suggested to be carried out by
testing its adequacy to produce comparable results with a well known code such as IBC-2009. Prior to IBC
code, the Uniform Building Code (UBC 1997) was used in many countries as a code for calculating seismic
forces, and Section 1653 Division III Volume II in UBC 1997 used to determine seismic zone for areas
outside USA, values for seismic zone for Libya were illustrated in appendix(C) in UBC 1977 [6].
3.1.

Considered spectral response acceleration

The most important factors in the use of IBC code was Ss and S1. In this work , for the sake of comparison
and since there are no mapped values available for Libya in the (IBC-2009). After searching, two methods
were found to evaluate SDs and SD1 for the regional map of Libya [7].
Method 1
In this method the design spectral response acceleration SDs and SD1 can be calculated using the following
equivalency relationships:SDs = 2.5 Ca
SD1= Cv
Table 2: Values of SDs and SD1 calculated by Method 1
Where : Ca and Cv = Seismic coefficients

Seismic Zone

According to appendix of chapter16 in
UBC-1997 Libya and Tripoli are classified
as 2A, and according to Table 16-I the
seismic coefficient Z equal (0.15) from Tables

Seismic
Zone
Factor Z

Soil
Type

Ca

Cv

SDs
2.5Ca

SA
SB

0.12
0.15

0.12
0.15

0.300
0.375

0.12
0.15

SC

0.18

0.25

0.450

0.25

SD

0.22

0.32

0.550

0.32

SE

0.30

0.50

0.750

O.50

=

SD1= Cv

TRIPOLI
2A
Section
1653
Division III
Volume II
UBC 1997

16-Q and 16-R Ca and Cv can be calculated

0.15

for each soil type and then calculate SDs and SD1using
the equivalency relationships, the values of SDs and SD1 are presented in Table.2.
Method 2
In this method the values of maximum considered earthquake Ss and S1 can be obtained from those
references which given values of Ss and S1 for the location outside USA. Table G-1 in reference [8] gives
values of Ss and S1 for Tripoli illustrated in Table.3.
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Table 3: Earthquake loading data at additional locations outside of the united states
Continent/Region

Country

Base/ City

Africa

Libya

Tripoli

Ss(%g)

S1 (%g)

57.1

22.9

10/50* Ss(%g)
28.6

10/50* S1(%g)
11.4

*10/50 it means ground motions with 10% chance of exceedance in 50 years, and the corresponding mean return period (the average number
of years between events of similar severity is 500 year.

these values were used to calculate SDs and SD1 the results are tabulated in Table.4. The comparison between
Method 1 and Method 2 are illustrated in Table .5 , it is noticed that the values calculated by method 1 are
generally higher and range from 65% to 97% .
Table 4: Values of SDs and SD1 evaluated by method 2

3.2.

0.114

0.286

10/50 Ss 10/50 S1
(%g)
(%g)

Site
clas
s
SA

Fa
0.8

SB

Table 5: Comparison between Method 1
and Method 2 values.

SDs=
2/3 SMs

SD1=
2/3 SM1

0.091

0.152

0.060

0.286

0.114

0.190

0.076

1.69

0.343

0.192

0.228

2.34

0.449

0.266

0.299

2.38

0.680

0.394

0.453

Fv

SMs=
Fv Ss

SM1=
Fv S1

0.8

0.229

1.0

1.0

SC

1.2

SD

1.57

SE

2.38

Method 1
Site
class

Method 2

SDs = 2.5 Ca

SD1= Cv

SDs=
2/3 SMs

SD1=
2/3 SM1

SA

0.300

0.12

0.152

0.060

SB

0.375

0.15

0.190

0.076

0.128

SC

0.450

0.25

0.228

0.128

0.177

SD

0.550

0.32

0.299

0.177

0.262

SE

0.750

0.50

0.453

0.262

Proposed values

In this work the values evaluated by (Method 2) are adopted. However, based on the values proposed for
Tripoli and correlating them with that based on seismic zoning map adopted by Ministry of Housing 1977,
using linear interpretation between the zones it became possible to propose an approximate values for the
whole zones of Libya as shown in table.6.
The values proposed in this work for Libya was compatible with classification of Ss and S1 for Region of
Seismicity illustrating in reference [9] .Take into consideration Libya classifying as region of low to moderate
seismic activity. Housing and Infrastructure Board and its consulting American company referred as
(ACEOM) prepare a guidance document and they suggested a zoning map of Libya illustrated in figure 2.,
and propose a values for Ss and S1 in each zone [10]. Table .6 showing the comparison of the proposed
values in this work and those proposed (ACEOM).
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Table 6: Proposed values of Ss and S1 and comparison

with AECOM values.
LIBYAN
MAP
ZONE

Values proposed in
this work

Values Proposed
by AECOM

1
2

Ss
0.0715
0.143

S1
0.0285
0.057

Ss
0.06
0.125

S1
0.02
0.04

3
4

0.286
0.3575

0.114
0.1425

0.25
0.31

0.08
0.09

5

0.4290

0.171

0.37

0.11

Figure 2: Libyan map and seismic zones[10].

4.

Case Study

The investigated buildings are located in Tripoli and consist of a multistory reinforced concrete moment
resisting frame structure, with an area 7 bays in X-direction 5m center to center and 3 bays in Y-direction 6m
center to center. The plan is shown in figure. 3 and elevation heights of 5, 9 and 13 floors are shown in
figure.4. The problem analyzed using both Draft of suggested Libyan standard (DSLS-1977) and the
International Building Code (IBC-2009) .

Figure. 3 : Plan configuration
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Figure .4: Elevation configuration (all dimension in mm)

4.1.

Problem description

Element dimensions and planer aspect ratio are selected to satisfy the requirement of both codes for
equivalent static analysis, The structures are regular in both vertical and horizontal directions consist of
frame system of beams and columns supporting reinforced concrete hollow block slabs of (30 to 35cm) thick
and column dimensions (25x60cm) ,(30x70cm) & (40x80cm) for 5,9 and 13 floors respectively ,the frame
spacing is 5m and the type of the foundation condition adopted as raft foundation.
4.2.

Site class consideration

The three types of soil in the Draft of suggested Libyan standard (DSLS- 1977), are corresponding to five
types of soil in the International Building Code (IBC-2009) and presented in Table.7 and fairly matching
them to allow reasonable comparison between the two codes.
Table 7: Soil type in DSLS -1977 and corresponding type in IBC-2009
DSLS- 1977
SOIL TYPE

5.

IBC -2009

SOIL DESCRIPTION

SOIL TYPE

SOIL DESCRIPTION

-

-

SA

Hard rock

TYPE (I)
TYPE (I)

Rock or Hard Soils.
Rock or Hard Soils.

SB
SC

Rock
Very dense soil and soft rock

TYPE (II)

Medium Soils.

SD

Stiff soil profile

TYPE (III)

Soft Soils.

SE

Soft soil profile

Base shear calculations

The ground motion parameters required by the two codes for the calculation of base shear using static
procedure were derived according to the governing equations previously explained. The calculations are
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presented in two spread sheets, Table.8 illustrating the base shear evaluated by Equivalent Static Lateral
Force (ESLF) stated in (DSLS-1977), the results indicate that the resulting base shear is directly function of
height of the building and no effect by the foundation soil. Table.9 illustrating the base shear evaluated by
(ELF) and it can be clearly shown that the resulting base shear magnitude is a function of both building
height and also significantly affected by foundation soil. A general overview of the results show that the base
shear produced by IBC-2009 in all cases of greater magnitude than that predicted by DSLS-1977
Table 8: Base shear calculated by ESLF

Table 9:
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5.1.

Consideration of soil structure interaction (SSI) by IBC code.

Buildings are subjected to different earthquake loading and behave differently with diversification in the types
of soil condition. The process in which the response of the soil influences the motion of the structure and
the motion of the structure influences the response of the soil is termed as SSI. In the IBC-2009, and the
American Society of Civil Engineering (ASCE7-2005) a methodology for the design of building structure
including the effect of soil structure interaction (SSI). The application of this methodology in sequence steps
for considering the effect of SSI on base shear values using the equivalent lateral procedure (ELF), are
illustrating in Table.10.
Table 10: Steps for calculating reduction in base shear

Step
1
2

Description
Previous parameters
Effective building height and weight

3
4

Shear wave velocity
average unit weight of the soils and the
average shear wave velocity
relative weight density of the structure and
soil
dynamic foundation stiffness modifier for
rocking
the effective period of the structure

5
6
7
8

Formula
SD1, T ,Cs

source
Table 9

h: the effective height 0.7 h
W:the effective seismic weight= 0.7 W.
(Vs / Vso),
Calculated or assumed
α = W / (g AO h)
αq
T=T

Cs using the fundamental natural period of
the flexibility supported structure(T)

1+

Xy∝ €• ‚
ƒRW „ W

Cs =

(1 +

(.(X€• ‚W

9

effective damping factor for the structurefoundation system

10

reduction in the base shear

0.05
T
( )h
T
t.ty
ΔV = CŽ − CŽ ( )t.) W ≤ 0.3W

11

Reduced Base shear

V = V – ΔV

5.2.

β = βt

ASCE 7-05

Table 19-2-1
Table 19-2-1

ASCE 7-05
ASCE 7-05

Eqs 19-2-6

ASCE 7-05

Table 19-2-2.

ASCE 7-05

Eqs 19-2-5

ASCE 7-05

Eqs 12.8-3

ASCE 7-05

Eqs 19-2-9

ASCE 7-05

Eqs 19-2-2

ASCE 7-05

Eqs 19-2-1

ASCE 7-05

|
∝… €†

‰Šj
‹
„
Œ

Section 19.2

•

Overview of the Results and the effect of SSI.

The general overview of the resulting base shear presented in Table.11 indicate that the values of base shear
calculated by IBC-2009 is mostly higher than that which is calculated by DSLS-1977. However, when SSI is
considered in IBC-2009, the reduced base shear sometimes becoming lower than DSLS-1977 specifically
when soil condition is hard. The values of base shear calculated by IBC-2009 increase when the type of the
soil generally change from hard to soft, whereas the values of base shear calculated by DSLS-1977 are not
affected by the change of ground condition, this related to the dependency only on the height of structure
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(Number of floors). However, by taking the base shear values produced by DSLS-1977 as a base for
comparing the difference in percent between the results of the two codes, the equation will be in the
following form: 𝐈𝐁𝐂𝐯𝐚𝐥𝐮𝐞 '𝐃𝐒𝐋𝐒𝐯𝐚𝐥𝐮𝐞
𝐃𝐒𝐋𝐒𝐯𝐚𝐥𝐮𝐞

The results are presented in Table 11, they indicate wider range of differences between IBC-2009 and
DSLS-1977 as soil becoming weaker. The percent differences are getting lesser with increasing building
height.
For 5-stories case as in Table 11a the percent difference is (9.89) corresponding to soil type T(I)&SB, and
gradually increases to reach (259.2) corresponding to soil type T(III)&SE. For 9-stories case as in Table 11b
the percent difference is (-19.64) corresponding to soil type T(I)&SB and gradually increases to reach (177.95)
corresponding to soil type T(III)&SE. For 13-stories case as in Table 11c the percent difference is (-34.42)
corresponding to soil type T(I)&SB, and gradually increases to reach (126.85) corresponding to soil type
T(III)&SE. However, by considering the effect of SSI the base shear reduced by considerable amount as
shown in Table.11 . For 5-storey case as in Table 11a the percent difference is (-14.88) corresponding to soil
type T(I)&SB and gradually increases to reach (152.24) corresponding to soil type T(III)&SE. For 9-storey
case as in Table 11b the percent difference is (-34.75) corresponding to soil type T(I)&SB, and gradually
increases to reach (94.57) corresponding to soil type T(III)&SE. For 13-storey case as in Table 11c the percent
difference is (-54.1) corresponding to soil type T(I)&SB, and gradually increases to reach (58.79)
corresponding to soil type T(III)&SE, but still keeping higher values than DSLS-1977, except for hard ground
condition.
Table 11a: Comparison of base shear values (DSLS-1977&IBC-2009) for 5-storey
DSLS SOIL
TYPE

T(I) ROCK OR
HARD SOIL
T(I) ROCK OR
HARD SOIL
T(II) MEDIUM
SOIL
T(III) SOFT
SOIL

BASE SHEAR

DSLS-1977

IBC SOIL TYPE

BASE SHEAR
without SSI
IBC-2009 (KN)

SA
HARD
ROCK
SB HARD
ROCK
SC VERY
DENSE SOIL
SD STIFF SOIL
PROFIL
SE SOFT SOIL
PROFIL

765

(KN)

870
870
870
870
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BASE
SHEAR
with SSI
IBC587
2009(KN)

Percent
difference
without
SSI%

956

741

9.89

-14.88

1581

1132

81.72

30.12

2068

1448

137.70

66.39

3125

2195

259.20

152.24
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difference
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Table 11b: Comparison of base shear values (DSLS-1977&IBC-2009) for 9- storey
SA HARD
828
580
ROCK
T(I) ROCK OR
SB HARD
1288
1035
725
-19.64
HARD SOIL
ROCK
T(I) ROCK OR
SC VERY
1288
1749
1224
35.79
HARD SOIL
DENSE SOIL
T(II) MEDIUM
SD STIFF SOIL
1288
2421
1695
87.97
SOIL
PROFIL
T(III) SOFT SOIL
SE SOFT SOIL
1288
3580
2506
177.95
PROFIL
Table 11c: Comparison of base shear values (DSLS-1977&IBC-2009) for 13- storey

T(I) ROCK OR
HARD SOIL
T(I) ROCK OR
HARD SOIL
T(II) MEDIUM
SOIL
T(III) SOFT SOIL

1650
1650
1650
1650

SA HARD
ROCK
SB HARD
ROCK
SC VERY
DENSE SOIL
SD STIFF SOIL
PROFIL
SE SOFT SOIL
PROFIL

-43.75
-4.95
31.58
94.57

865

606

1082

757

-34.42

-54.10

1828

1280

10.79

-22.45

2532

1772

53.45

7.42

3743

2620

126.85

58.79

The image part with relationship ID rId211 was not found in the file.

.

Figure .5: Base shear calculation by DSLS-1977&IBC-2009
(5,9 and 13 storey)
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The results are also illustrated in graphical form in figure.5 (a,b &,c). It is clearly shown that the values of
base shear calculated by IBC-2009 are generally higher, and is increasing as ground condition getting softer,
this is more pronounced in the cases without consideration of SSI.
6.

General Discussion

The present study does not consider many factors related to structural aspects such as irregularity, ductility,
structure system etc., It is essentially focused more on building height, soil condition and SSI, nevertheless,
the application procedure experienced in this work for both code requirement allow us to encounter several
shortcomings in DSLS-1977 that many modern codes have already overcome, such limitations could be
responsible for the differences in the obtained results. The study indicate that for all the investigated cases
the resulting base shear, calculated by IBC-2009 is generally higher than the values produced by DSLS1977. Furthermore, the consideration of soil structure interaction (SSI) by the IBC-2009 has a significant
effect on the reduction of base shear even though, it is limited to a maximum base shear reduction due to SSI
to only 30% in order to guarantee conservative solution. Current codes and seismic provisions recognize the
important rule that the soil structure interaction (SSI) can play on the seismic response of building structures
[11], while in DSLS-1977 there is no addressing of SSI and the foundation soil system under the structure is
rigid and hence represents a fixed base condition. The type of the soil in IBC-2009 has great influence in base
shear values, while in DSLS-1977 the base shear values are not affected by the change of the soil type.
This is due to the soil condition is expressed by DSLS-1977 in terms of the factor βo which is constant in
case of raft foundation and depends only on the type of foundation rather than the type of soil.
7.

Conclusion

This study investigates some aspects of the seismic response of reinforced concrete buildings, with
emphasize to the effect of soil structure interaction. Special focus is made to local Libyan situation with the
aim of evaluating the results obtained from the application of the proposed Libyan specification DSLS-1977,
by conducting a comparison with one of the well-known specifications which widely used, specifically the
International Building Code IBC-2009. The proposed Libyan specification DSLS-1977 containing many
shortcomings and deficiencies, it is not considering many conditions and important factors which are
necessary for conducting seismic analysis. It is not including a clear criteria of structural resisting system ,
structural aspect , structural configuration and soil condition. Furthermore, no consideration by DSLS-1977
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for the effect of soil structure interaction SSI which regarded by the present study as very significant and
having an important impact in reducing the base shear especially with low strength foundation soil.
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ABSTRACT
A study of earthquakes in the world is performed, and also a study of methods of dynamic analysis
suitable for use with linear and nonlinear systems is made with a stress on the nonlinear response of
buildings due to moderate or high seismic loading.
The response of a building to a seismic load severe enough may induce inelastic deformations and the
building behavior is expected to be nonlinear. Consequently, it is necessary to develop a method of
analysis suitable for use with nonlinear systems. A step-by-step method is well suited to the analysis of
nonlinear systems rather than using the method of superposition. The total structural response is due to
each response contribution within the step. The Wilson-θ method is the step- by- step unconditionally
stable method which is used for this aspect of nonlinear dynamic analysis and it is introduced in the
present work.
Keyword— Large earthquake; nonlinear system; unconditionally stable.

1.

Introduction

About 50,000 earthquakes occur annually over the entire earth, approximately 100 are of sufficient size to
produce substantial damage if their centers are near areas of habitation. When a large earthquake occurs it
may induce inelastic deformations and the building behavior is expected to be nonlinear. It is important to
note that linear response analysis, whether formulated in the time domain or in the frequency domain
involves the evaluation of many independent response contributions that are combined to obtain the total
response. Hence, superposition technique is employed.
These methods employed only superposition method for linear systems. Neither one of them is suited for
use in the analysis of nonlinear systems.
The step-by-step method is only conditionally stable and for numerical stability of the solution may require
such an extremely small time step as to make the method impractical if not impossible. The Wilson-θ method
serves to assure the numerical stability of the solution process regardless of the magnitude selected for the
time step. For this reason, such a method is unconditionally stable. [1] [4] [6]
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2 Linear and Nonlinear Behavior of Materials
Linear behavior is always elastic while nonlinear material behavior may be elastic or inelastic. If
the spring is elastic then its force-displacement line or curve will follow the same curve, in unloading
case as shown in Figures 1 and 2.

F
Loading and Unloading
State(1)
Initial
condition

State(3)
Final
condition

State(2)

d
State(2)

F

F

State(1)
Statte(3)

Loading
Spring

d

d

Force-Displacement Relation

Figure 1: Linear spring: Elastic behavior

F
Loading and Unloading
State(1)
Initial
condition

State(3)
Final
condition

State(2)

d
F
Loading
Spring

F
State(1)
Statte(3)

d

d

Force-Displacement Relation

Figure 2: Nonlinear spring: Elastic behavior

If the material is inelastic and nonlinear as shown in Figure 3. Then in case of unloading, it does not
follow the loading curve but follows a line parallel to the initial tangent of the loading curve. Permanent
deformation d * will result.
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State(1)
Initial condition

d *State(3)

d
State (2)

F

Unloading
Spring

Loading
Spring

F
Proportional Limit Loading
State(2)

Initial
tangen
t
State(1)

Unloading parallel to initial
tangent

d*

State(3)

d

d
d * = Displacement at State(3)

Force-Displacement Relation

Figure 3: Nonlinear spring: Inelastic behavior

3

Linear and Nonlinear Behavior of Structures

Linear and nonlinear behavior of springs, under loading conditions are shown in the following two
examples:
A. Linear Springs
Linear spring behaves linearly under loading conditions. Loading sequence is not important in case
of linear material as shown in Figure 4. The resulting displacement is the same.
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=
Unrestrained
Spring

+
d1

d1

d2

F1

d2

F2

F1

F2

F
F1 + F2

F

=

F2

F1

d1

d2

d1 + d 2

d

F1

F

+
d1

d

F2

d2

d

d total = d 1 + d 2

Figure 4: Superposition method applies to linear systems

Loading history is not relevant to the effect of a particular force. For example, force F2 will always cause
the same displacement d 2 , no matter what loads are placed on the spring before it is applied.
B. Nonlinear Springs
Nonlinear spring is shown in Figure 5 the addition of loading does not result in the same effect in
terms of displacements. Here, the effect of the forces F1 and F2 when applied together is not the same as
the sum of the effects of these forces when each of them is applied separately.
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+

¹
Unrestrained
Spring

d 2*

d1

d1

F2

F1

d2
F1

F2

¹

F
F1 + F2

+

F

F

F2

F1

d1

d2

d1 + d 2

d

F1

d1

d 1 + d 2 ¹ d 1 + d 2*

d F2

d

d 2*

d 2* ¹ d 2

Figure 5: Superposition method does not apply for nonlinear systems

Therefore, superposition is not applicable to nonlinear springs. Loading history is relevant to the effect of
a particular loading. The displacement due to a given load depends on the total force that is presently
acting on a structure system or spring. Hence, superposition does not apply to nonlinear springs, which
have the nonlinear force-displacement relationship.
There are many important classes of structural dynamic problems which cannot be assumed to be linear.
The response of a building to a seismic load severe enough to induce inelastic deformations makes the
building behavior nonlinear.
The step-by-step linear acceleration method is well suited to the analysis of nonlinear systems. The
response for each time step is an independent analysis problem, and there is no need to combine response
contributions within the step. This method is an explicit solution which is only conditionally stable and
for numerical stability of the solution may require such an extremely small time step. The modification
introduced to the method by Wilson serves to assure the numerical stability of the solution process
regardless of the magnitude selected for the time step. For this reason, such a method is unconditionally
stable and is suitable for this aspect for nonlinear dynamic analysis. [1] [4] [6]

4

Wilson-θ Method

The basic assumption of the Wilson- q method is that the acceleration varies linearly over the time
interval from t to t + qDt where q ³ 1.0 . The value of the factor q is determined to obtain optimum
stability of the numerical process and accuracy of the solution. It has been shown by Wilson that for
q ³ 1.38 , the method becomes unconditionally stable. [6] [7]
Using the difference between dynamic equilibrium conditions defined at time t i and t i + t , where t = qDt
, we obtain the incremental equations
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MDˆ u!!i + C(u!)Dˆ u!i + K (u)Dˆ ui = Dˆ Pi

(1)

In which the circumflex over D indicates that the increments are associated with the extended step t = qDt
. Thus
(2)
Dˆ ui = u(ti + t ) - u(ti )

Dˆ u! i = u!(t i + t ) - u! (t i )
Dˆ u!!i = u!!(t i + t ) - u!!(t i )
Dˆ P = P(t + t ) - P(t )
i

i

(3)
(4)
(5)

i

The stiffness coefficient and damping coefficient are obtained for each time step
K ij = dFSi du j

(6)

Cij = dFDi du! j

(7)

u!!(t )

D̂u!!i

Du!!i

u!!(ti )

Dt
ti

u!!(ti + qDt )

u!!(ti + Dt )

ti + Dt

ti + qDt

t

t = qDt

Figure 6: Linear acceleration assumption in the extended time interval.

From Figure 6, we can write the linear expression for the acceleration during the extended time step as
u!!(t ) = u!!i +

Dˆ u!!i

t

(t - ti )

(8)

In which D̂u!!i is given by (4), integrating (8) twice yields
1 Dˆ u!!i
(t - t i ) 2
2 t
1
1 Dˆ u!!i
u (t ) = u i + u! i (t - t i ) + u!!i (t - t i ) 2 +
(t - t i ) 3
2
6 t
u! (t ) = u! i + u!!i (t - t i ) +

(9)
(10)

Evaluation of (9) and (10) at the end of the extended interval t = t i + t gives
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1
Dˆ u!i = u!!it + Dˆ u!!it
2

(11)

1
1
Dˆ ui = u!it + u!!it 2 + Dˆ u!!it 2
2
6
Equation (12) is solved for the incremental acceleration D̂u!!i and substituted in (11), we obtain
6
6
Dˆ u!!i = 2 Dˆ ui - u!i - 3u!!i

t

t

(12)

(13)

3
t
(14)
Dˆ u!i = Dˆ ui - 3u!i - u!!i
t
2
Substituting (13) and (14) into (1), results in an equation for the incremental displacement D̂u i which may
be conveniently written as
(15)
Ki Dˆ ui = Dˆ Pi
where
6
3
(16)
K i = K i + 2 M + Ci
t
t
6
t
(17)
Dˆ Pi = Dˆ Pi + M ( u!i + 3u!!i ) + Ci (3u!i + u!!i )
t
2

To obtain the incremental acceleration D̂u!!i for the extended interval, the value of D̂u i obtained from the
solution of (15) is substituted into (13). The incremental acceleration Du!!i for the normal time interval Dt
is then obtained by a simple linear interpolation
Du!! = Dˆ u!! q

(18)

To calculate the incremental velocity Du!i and incremental displacement Dui corresponding to the normal
interval Dt use is made of (11) and (12) with the extended time interval parameter t substituted for Dt ,
that is
1
(19)
Du! = u!! Dt + Du!! Dt
i

i

2

i

1
1
Dui = u!i Dt + u!!i Dt 2 + Du!!i Dt 2
2
6

(20)

The displacement ui +1 and velocity u!i +1 at the end of the normal time interval are calculated by

ui +1 = ui + Dui
u! i +1 = u! i + Du! i

(21)
(22)

The initial acceleration for the next step should be calculated from the condition of dynamic equilibrium
at time t + Dt , thus
(23)
u!!i +1 = M -1 {Pi +1 - C i +1u! i +1 - K i +1u i +1 }
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5

Earthquake Applications

El Centro of 1940 Earthquake Excitation Cases of Study
The excitation data were obtained from the acceleration original record of the first second for El Centro
earthquake of 1940 shown in Table 1. And the plot of this record is shown in Figure 7. Note that the
ground acceleration is varies with time in units of g, where g is the gravitational acceleration
(g = 386in sec2 ). [6]
Table 1: The acceleration record for El Centro earthquake of 1940. [6]
t,sec
t,sec
t,sec
u!!g (t ), g
u!!g (t ), g
u!!g (t ), g
0.000

0.1080

0.429

-0.0237

0.872

-0.0232

0.221

0.0189

0.665

0.0138

0.997

-0.0789

0.374

0.020

0.794

-0.0568

0.161

-0.0001

0.623

0.0094

0.946

-0.0603

0.332

-0.0012

0.789

-0.0387

0.097

0.0159

0.581

0.0425

0.941

-0.0402

0.291

0.0059

0.725

-0.0256

0.042

0.0010

0.471

0.0076

0.877

-0.0343

0.263

0.0001

0.72

-0.0088

1.066

-0.0666

Figure 7: The acceleration record for El Centro earthquake of 1940.

Application 1: Elastic Multi Degree of Freedom System
The analysis of a two-story building system shown in Figure 8. under the effect of the same
earthquake. The excitation data were scaled down from the acceleration record for El Centro earthquake
of 1940 by a factor of a half, as shown in Table 1. The plastic moment for the columns on the first or
second story is M P = 154 .942 kip.in .
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m2 = 0.066 k sec 2 / in

120 in

k 2 = 44.3 k in

m1 = 0.136 k sec 2 / in

180 in

k1 = 30.7 k in

u!!g (t )

Figure 8: Two-story shear building under earthquake load.

Application 2: Elastoplastic Multi Degree of Freedom System
The analysis of a multi-story building system shown in Figure 8 with elastoplastic behavior. The
input data for application (2) is the same as the input data for application (1), but the excitation data for
El Centro earthquake of 1940, is used without reduction as listed in Table1.
The Wilson- θ method was used as the method of analysis for applications (1) and (2).
The results for application (1) are plotted in Figures 9 and 10 for stories (1) and (2) respectively. And for
application (2) are plotted in Figures 11 and 12 for story 1 and story 2 respectively.
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Figure 9: Displacement for earthquake application (1), elastic behavior for Story 1.
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Figure 10: Displacement for earthquake application (1), elastic behavior for Story 2.
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Figure 11: Displacement for earthquake application (2), elastoplastic behavior for Story 1.
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Figure 12: Displacement for earthquake application (2), elastoplastic behavior for Story 2.
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Comparison between elastic and elastoplastic displacement response for story (1) and (2) are given in
Figures 13 and 14 respectively.

Figure 13: Comparison of elastoplastic behavior with elastic displacement
response, story 1 for El Centro earthquake (applications 1 and 2).

Figure 14: Comparison of elastoplastic behavior with elastic displacement
response , story 2 for El Centro earthquake (application 1 and 2).

6

Conclusion

Nonlinear behavior of structures may be due to the inherent nonlinear stress-strain relationship of
the material which is called material nonlinearity or due to the changes to geometry (dimensions and
configuration) caused by the load, which is called geometrical nonlinearity.
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The Wilson-θ method as an unconditionally stable method, serves to assure the numerical stability
of the nonlinear solution process regardless of the magnitude selected for the time step. For this reason,
Wilson-θ method was chosen as unconditionally stable method for this aspect of nonlinear dynamic
analysis. The basic assumption of the Wilson-θ method is that the acceleration varies linearly over
the extended interval τ = θΔt in which θ ≥ 1.38 for unconditional stability.
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ABSTRACT
Geotechnical engineers face serious problems when construction sites contain collapsible soils, which are
known by their strength when dry and experience sudden excessive settlement when inundated.
Response-to-wetting oedometer tests can be used to obtain estimates of collapse settlements of structures
founded on collapsible soil deposits. Generally, the collapsibility of soils is governed by the amount of
water within the sample and the magnitude of the applied pressure. In this paper, an experimental study
was performed, by using the one-dimensional compression test (single and double oedometer tests), to
investigate the effect of the change in initial water content (IWC) and void ratio on the collapse potential
of kaolin clays upon wetting. The test results confirmed that, the collapse potential value decreases with
the decrease of initial void ration at a low vertical load increment. However, for the samples with different
initial water content, the increase of initial water content leads to a decrease of the collapse potential
values.
Keyword— Collapse potential, Kaolin clay, Water content, Void ratio, Oedometer test.

1.

Introduction

When the soil has a collapsible grain structure, it can be defined as a soil that can resist moderately large
applied stresses with a low value of settlement at a small amount of water content. However, a significant
reduction in volume can be observed with the increase of water content, as the applied stresses remain
constant. Collapsibility is limited not only to cohesive soils, but also to some cohesionless soils and
constructed fills, where the collapse can occur suddenly as a result of the increase of moisture content, as the
total vertical stress remains constant (M. Reznik, 2007). As is known, the density of soil plays a main role in
the effect of soil collapsibility; i.e. porous fills and soils collapse once it is subjected to loads smaller than the
denser fills or soils. However, in many countries, it appears, according to some official documents such as
that of Rookovodstvo (1977), that the engineers and designers focus only on the effect of moisture content
on soil collapsibility. The document (Rookovodstvo, 1977) designates the value of moisture content and
vertical loads at which the loaded soil starts collapsing, as initial collapse moisture content and initial collapse
pressure respectively. Once the applied load exceeds the initial collapsible pressure specified for particular
values of water content and void ratio, the collapse of soil can be noticed. (Vilaret al., 1998) studied the
collapse behaviour of a compacted lateritic soil by using the conventional loading−wetting oedometer tests
and suction-controlled tests. The influence of dry unit weight, moulding water content and overburden stress
on collapse strains is analyzed, and it is shown that the drier samples were the most susceptible to collapse
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upon wetting. The bearing capacity of collapsible soils decreased to about 50% due to soaking process,
hence, the author recommends using twice the factor of safety stated in different codes to account the
soaking effect in collapsible soils. The bearing capacity of collapsible soils when compacted to 95% of its dry
density is larger than that of natural soil by about 24–30%. For both undisturbed and compacted soil samples,
as the initial water content increases the collapse potential of soil decreases (K.E.Gaaver 2012). For the same
moisture content, the collapse potential decreases when increasing the degree of compaction. Conversely, it
increases in the case of soils where the percentage in fine particles is high. Also, with the same energy of
compaction, the collapse decreases when increasing the moisture content and this is valid for water, and oil.
Conversely, it grows in the case of soils containing more fines. The collapse by water flooding is the fastest
and the most accentuated more than that oil. This is valid for all energies of compaction and moisture
contents and at any moment (Rachid et al., 2010). Pre-wetting with applying the dynamic compaction at the
same time will result in higher efficiency for the compaction. The determination of the most favourable
moisture content is required, because the compaction of soils at upper moisture contents can lead to
liquefaction, which can cause stopping of volume reduction (Kenneth et al., 1993).
2.

Experimental Programe

Nine one-dimensional oedometer tests were performed on compacted soil specimens in order to study the
influence of initial water content (IWC) and the initial void ratio on collapsibility of kaolin clay. In addition,
specimens were saturated at different applied stresses and the amount of collapse deformation was measured.
Table 1. Laboratory testing program

Test type

Double Oedometer test

Single Oedometer test

2.1.

Test

Initial Water Content w

Number

(%)

1

Saturated at

Void Ratio (e)

10

-

2

2

10

5KPa

2

3

10

-

1.7

4

10

5KPa

1.7

5

20

-

2

6

20

5KPa

2

7

10

100KPa

2

8

10

100KPa

1.7

9

20

100KPa

2

Physical properties of soil

Tests were performed on specimens of kaolin clay to determine its physical properties. The kaolin clay was
supplied by Whitfield & Son Ltd., England. Properties of the material were obtained according to (BS)
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standard. Compaction tests on the soil samples were carried out in accordance with the Standard Proctor test
procedure, BS 1377. The maximum dry unit weight of kaolin clay was found to be 15.58 kN/m3 and the
corresponding optimum moisture content was about 23.8%. Determination of the distribution of the silt/clay
particles was achieved using a hydrometer test, BS 1377. Table 2. summarizes the recorded geotechnical
properties obtained from liquid limit, plastic limit, hydrometer, specific gravity and compaction tests. Also,
the tested soil sample was classified as (MH) according to the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS).
Table 2. Physical properties of kaolin clay:

Liquid limit: %

Plastic
limit: %

Specific
gravity

Silt fraction:
%

Clay fraction:
%

Soil
classification

Maximum
dry density,
𝜸𝒅𝒎𝒂𝒙
(kN/m3)

Optimum
watercontent: %

0.08855.0

31.4

2.64

58

42

MH

15.57

23.8

100

15.7

90
70

Dry unit weight (kN/m3)

Percentage finer (%)

Ziro-airvoids line

15.6

80

Clay

60
50
40

Silte

30
20

15.5
15.4

Sr=90%

15.3

Sr=80%

15.2

10
0
0.0001

15.1
0.001

0.01

Particle diameter (mm)

Figure 1. Kaolin clay particle size distribution curve

2.2.

0.1

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

Water content (%)

Figure 2. Standard Proctor compaction curve

Sample preparation

Soil specimens of kaolin clay were prepared by compacting moist soil, having a predetermined water content
of (10 and 20 %) and an initial void ratio of (1.7 and 2), into an oedometer apparatus metal ring as shown in
Figure 3. The soil was compacted into the metal ring using a small hammer. Change in the specimen initial
water content, when the test is running, was prevented by cealing the odometer cell with a plastic sheet as
illustrated in Figure 4. For the present investigation four groups of soil specimens were prepared, each group
has a certain initial water content and void ratio. Table 1 shows the initial condition of the soil specimens.
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Figure 3. Soil sample placement within Oedometer

2.3.

Figure 4. Isolation of sample from surrounding humidity

Oedometer Test Procedure:

A mass of kaolin clay is placed in the oedometer ring and allowed to reach equilibrium under a small hunger
load. A series of load increments (5, 25, 50, 100 and 200 KPa) were applied and the dial gauge reading is
recorded at the beginning and after equilibrium is reached for each loadincrement. The next load is applied
and the changing of dial gauge reading is recorded once the entire consolidation is achieved. Inundation of
the tested samples is taken place at 5 and 100 kPa load increment for double and single oedometer tests
respectively. In this paper, the determination of collapse potential was calculated by taking the difference in
volumetric strain (%) between the as-compacted and inundated specimens using Equation (1), by conducting
the double and single oedometer tests considering different soil conditions in terms of the moisture content
and void ratio, (BS 1377: Part 5: 1990).

æ ei - e f ö
÷
ç 1 + eo ÷
è
ø

CP = ç

(1)

Where 𝐶𝑃 = the collapse potential, 𝑒f = the initial void ratio, 𝑒£ = the void ratio caused by the applied load at
constant water content and 𝑒¤ = the void ratio caused by the applied load after saturation.
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3.

Results and Discussion

3.1.

Influence of initial water content

Figure 5 compares the compression curves of double oedometer tests at different initial water contents (IWC)
of (10 and 20%). Soil specimen inundated at 5 kPa and subsequently loaded in the soaked condition up to
200 kPa. The magnitude of collapse in the specimen when (IWC = 10%) is higher than that when (IWC =
20%). Where, the reduction in void ratio at vertical stress of 100 kPa was about 39 % higher when the initial
water content increases from 10 to 20%. Figure 6 shows a similar comparison between compression curves
using a single oedometer test for two moist kaolin clay specimens inundated at 100 kPa. On wetting, the
specimens collapse would increase approximately (28%) as the initial water content decreased from 20 to
10% at a vertical stress of 100 kPa. This could beattributed to, a portion of the fine-grained fraction of the
soil exists as bonding material for the larger-grained particles. These bonds undergo local compression in the
small gaps between adjacent grains. Therefore, these soils compress slightly at low moisture contents due to
increase of pressures.

2.2
2
1.8

VOID RATIO

1.6
1.4
Inundation point

1.2
1

Initial water content 10 %
Initial water content of 10% (Inundated)

0.8

Initial waer content of 20 %
Initial water content 20 % (inundated)

0.6
1

10

100

1000

VERTICAL SRESS KPa

Figure 5. Void ratio versus vertical stress curves for double oedometer test
with initial void ratio (e¦ = 2)
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2.2
Inundation point
2

VOID RATIO

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2

Initial water content 10%
Initial water content 20%

1
0.8
1

10

100

1000

VERTICAL STRESS Kpa

Figure 6. Void ratio versus vertical stress curves for single
oedometer test with initial void ratio (e¦ = 2)

When a collapsible soil is allowed to moisture, the fine binder that is providing the bonding mechanism
between the large-grained particles will soften, weaken, and/or dissolve to some extent. Therefore, increasing
the value of initial water content leads to the bonding materials start to gradually deteriorate. Consequently, a
part of these bonds will undergo an earlier destruction prior to inundation. Figure 7 presents the relation
between collapse potential (CP) and initial water content (IWC) of kaolin clay sample. At higher values of
vertical stress, the magnitude of collapse potential, would record a significant decreasing when the initial
water content is increased. Considering a double oedometer test, at a vertical stress of 100 KPa, the collapse
potential decreases from20.65% to 12.47% as the initial water content increases from 10 to 20%. According
to (Jennings et al 1975), the severity of the problem changes from severe trouble to very severe trouble based
on the decrease in initial water content. Furthermore, results of variation of collapse potential versus vertical
stress are expressed in Figure 8.
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COLLAPSE POTENTIAL %
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Single test (Vertical stress 100 Kpa)

5

Double test (Vertical stress 100 Kpa)
Double test (Vertical stress 200 Kpa)

0
0.00

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00

INITIAL WATER CONTENT %

Figure 7. Initial water content versus collapse potential with constant
initial void ratio of 2

25

COLLAPSE POTENTIAL %

20

15

10
Double test (Initial water content 10%)
5

Single test (Initial water content 10 %)
Double test (Initial water content 20 %)
Single test (Initial water content 20 %)

0
0

50

100

150

200

250

VERTICAL STRESS Kpa

Figure 8. Collapse potential versus vertical stress with constant
initial void ratio of 2
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Compressing the specimens under constant initial void ratio of 2 and various initial water contents of (10 and
20%) will result in different values of (CP) as the magnitude of compression force varies.The curve
representing the double oedometer test with initialwater content of 10% shows that, the highest
collapsepotential value was observed at 50KPa load increment (CP=22.025). The collapse potential starts
increasing with the increase of loads until it reaches its maximum value at a critical pressure (preconsolidation pressure): "pressure at which collapse of a soil begins and the soil changes its response from
low to high compressibility" (Phien-wej's et al., 1992) of 50KPa; then it begins to decrease with the increase
of the loads being continued. Comparing this curve to the curve obtained from a similar test, having the value
of initial water content increased to 20%, a significant reduction of collapse potential is observed. Also, the
influence of test type, (single and double oedometer tests), was investigated to compare the results of collapse
potential at a certain loadincrement. Figure 8 shows that, the value of collapse potential, obtained from single
oedometer test, was always lower than that obtained from double oedometer test. Where, (CP = 15.73%) for
single oedometer test and (CP=20.66%) for double oedometer test under the same nominal stress of 100
KPa and initial water content of 10%. This could be attributed to that, friction forces acting along the
interfaces between soil specimens and oedometer ring may not decrease to the same degree during single
oedometer testing as it could happen if soil specimens were inundated prior to stress application in double
oedometer test. Furthermore, it is easier to inundate the unloaded soil specimens (Y.M.Reznik 2000). In
addition, the difference between the results obtained from single oedometer test and double oedometer test
decreases as the initial water content increases.
3.2.

Influence of initial void ratio

Figures 9 and 10 show that, the decrease in void ratio upon wetting is quite small at the beginning of the
loading process; however, it starts increasing rapidly with the increase of vertical loads being continued. The
collapse potential values also increase with the increase of vertical loads upon wetting, where it starts from
(CP=6.7%), which means trouble, at (5KPa) vertical stress, to end up with (CP=27.10%) which means a very
severe trouble, at (200KPa) vertical stress as shown in Figure 11. Also the single oedometer test results show
that, the value of collapse potential, at a certain point of a 100 KPa load increment, increases from
(CP=15.73%) to (CP=18.89%) by reducing the value of void ratio from 2 to 1.7. This proves the fact that,
the collapse potential, for kaolin clay soil, increases with the decrease of the initial void ratio at later stages of
load increment.Thiswas observed when the same sample subjected to a double oedometer test show in Table
(1) [tests (1 and 2) and (3 and 4)], where (CP=20.65%) from tests (1 and 2) at 100KPa vertical stress and
(CP=25.91%) from tests(3 and 4) at the same vertical stress.
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Double test (Inundated at 5 Kpa)
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Figure 9. Void ratio versus vertical stress curves with initial water
content of (10%) and initial void ratio (e¦ = 1.7)
1.8
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VOID RATIO
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0.8

Double test (Inundated at 5 Kpa)
Single test (Inundated at 100 Kpa)

0.6
1

10

100

1000

VERTICAL STRESS Kpa

Figure 10. Void ratio versus vertical stress curves with initial water
content of (10%) and initial void ratio (e° =2)

In Figure 11 and 12, a comparison, between the results obtained from double and single oedometer tests, is
drawn in order to investigate the effect of the change in void ratio, from 2 to 1.7 with constant initial
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moisture content of about 10%, on the collapse potential of kaolin clay. It is observed that, the collapse
potential values obtained when considering a void ratio of 2 are higher than those obtained using a void ratio
of 1.7 at vertical loads of (5 and 25KPa) and constant water content of 10%. However, a further increase in
the vertical stress results in the opposite of that, where the values of collapse, potentialobtained from both
tests, become bigger for higher vertical stresses of (50, 100, and 200KPa) as shown in Figure 12. The reason
for that might be that the rearrangement of kaolin clay particles for a specimen with a high initial void ratio is
fasterthan a specimen with lower initial void ratio, under loads being increasingly added, for the same
specimen volume and initial water content. Therefore, from Figure 11, the sample with an initial void ratio of
(2) becomes more compacted and stable than the sample with an initial void ratio of (1.7) after load
increment of (50KPa). This leads to the collapse potential for the sample with an initial void ratio of (2),
starting to decrease after exceeding this point, because a high percentage of compaction occurred in earlier
stages of load increment as shown in Figure 10. Whereas, the other sample, a low percentage of compaction
has occurred in earlier stages of load increment Figure 9, so that the (CP) value keeps increasing after
exceeding the point of 50KPa vertical load. Accordingly, the outcome of this comparison is that the collapse
potential value decreasing with the decrease of theinitial void ratio under low values of vertical stress (earlier
stages of load increment).
30

COLLAPSE POTENTIAL (%)

25
20
15
10
Double test (Initial void ratio 2)
Single test (Initial void tatio 2)
Double test (Initial void ratio 1.7)
Single test (Initial void ratio 1.7)

5
0
0

50

100

150

200

250

VERTICAL STRESS (KPa)

Figure 11. Collapse potential versus vertical stress with
constant initial water content of 10 %
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4.

Conclusions
1. Under a low in situ water content (w.c. =10%) and void ratio of 2 the kaolin clay soil will pose a very
severe trouble upon wetting (the collapse potential index at 50 kPa is as high as 22.03%). However,
rising the initial water content (IWC) as high as 20%, resulting in a reduction in the collapse potential
index to 14.49%.
2. At an initial water content of 10% and constant void ratio of 2, a considerable difference between
the collapse potential index obtained from double and single oedometer tests is observed when
subjected to a vertical load increment of 100 KPa. However, this difference will decrease as the initial
water content increases at the same vertical load increment and void ratio.
3. the collapse potential values obtained when considering a void ratio of 2 are higher than those
obtained using a void ratio of 1.7 at vertical loads of (5 and 25KPa) and constant water content of
10%. However, a further increase in the vertical stress results in the opposite of that, where the
values of collapse potential index obtained from both tests, become bigger for higher vertical stresses
of (50, 100, and 200KPa).
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ABSTRACT
Swirl stabilised combustion is one of the most successful technologies for flame stabilisation in gas
turbine combustors. Lean premixed combustion systems allow the reduction of NOx coupled with fair
flame stability. The swirl mechanism produces an aerodynamic region known as central recirculation zone
(CRZ) providing a low velocity region where the flame speed matches the flow velocity, thus anchoring
the flame whilst serving to recycle heat and active chemical species to the root of the former. Another
beneficial feature of the CRZ is the enhancement of the mixing in and around this region. However, the
mixing and stabilisation processes inside of this zone have shown to be extremely complex. The level of
swirl, burner outlet configuration and combustor expansion are very important variables that define the
features of the CRZ. The complex fluid dynamics and lean conditions pose a problem for stabilization of
the flame. The problem is even more acute when alternative fuels are used for flexible operation.
Therefore, in this paper swirling flame dynamics are investigated using computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) with commercial software (ANSYS). A new generic swirl burner operated under lean-premixed
conditions was modelled. A variety of nozzles were analysed using isothermal case to recognize the
behavers of swirl . The investigation was based on recognising the size and strength of the central
recirculation zones. The dimensions and turbulence of the Central Recirculation Zone were measured and
correlated to previous experiments. The results show how the strength and size of the recirculation zone
are highly influenced by both the shear layer surrounding the Central Recirculation Zones (CRZ) and
outlet configurations
Keyword— Central Recirculation Zone, swirling flow, CFD, turbulent.

1.

Introduction

A proved technology to reduce the impact of NOx is the use of lean premixing with swirl-stabilized
combustion. Swirling flow technologies have shown to give high flame stability taking advantage of coherent
structures such as corner and central recirculation zones which anchor the flame, recirculating hot products
and active chemical species whilst also increasing their residence time, allowing the use of low equivalence
ratios thus giving lower flame temperatures and NOx emissions [1].
However, premixed combustion is not perfect because fuel and air mix just before entering the combustion
chamber, thus leading to a significant degree of un-mixedness. These create complex instabilities that would
feedback into the mixing-reaction combustion process. Combustion instabilities remain a critical issue
limiting the development of low emission, lean premixed gas turbine combustion systems. Strong efforts are
currently undertaken for the numerical simulation of swirl-stabilized flames with the intention of designing
improved gas turbine combustors [2-3]. The biggest challenge to fuel-flexibility of most combustors is the
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large differences between natural gas and the proposed replacement fuels. Moreover, gas turbines must meet
the current emissions regulations, which often mean running very near lean blowoff. However, blowoff
continues to be a phenomenon that is difficult to predict across reactor types and fuel compositions. To
describe the lean blowoffbehaviour of swirl combustors under various fuel compositions, correlations have to
be determined and simplified models developed to allow the implementation of fuel flexible technologies [4].
The crucial feature of swirl burners is the formation of a central recirculation zone (CRZ) which extends blow
off limits by recycling heat and active chemical species to the root of the flame in the burner exit [5-6]. Thus,
the CRZ is one of the mechanisms for flame stabilization that through an aerodynamically decelerated region
creates a point where the local flame speed and flow velocity match [7]. A vast amount of literature exists on
measuring, correlating and predicting blow off limits for bluff body and swirl stabilized combustors. There
are three basic characterizations of the physical phenomena responsible for blow off. Long well et al. [8]
suggested that blow off occurs when it is not possible to balance the rate of entrainment of reactants into the
recirculation zone, viewed as a well stirred reactor, and the rate of burning of these gases. A different view is
that the contact time between the combustible mixture and hot gases in the shear layer must exceed a
chemical ignition time. This leads to scaling the characteristic dimension by the recirculation zone length,
leading to a similar Da criterion [9]. Current theories are based on a flamelet based description upon local
extinction by excessive flame stretch [10]. Flame stretching starts blow off with the initiation of holes in the
flame, that are healed by the same flame creating stretching in areas that otherwise would have been
unaffected. Flame will extinguish when flame stretch rate exceeds a critical value. However, it is also
recognized that this mechanism is not the one causing the final blow off, as it is clear from data that the flame
can withstand some extinction [11]. Therefore, it is considered that the “critical extinction level” must be
somehow influenced by other mechanisms [8-9]. Regarding the central recirculation zone, the use of different
configurations has demonstrated that the shape and strength of the CRZ can change drastically depending on
these alterations [12-13]. Valera-Medina et al. [13] have observed how the change of the combustor nozzle
can produce different central recirculation zones under the same injection conditions.
2.

Numerical Methodology

CFD modelling was used to simulate the isothermal of swirl burner. A 100kW swirl burner constructed from
stainless steel was used to examine the flow behave limits at atmospheric conditions (1 bar, 293 K) based to
the previous experiments conducted
at Cardiff University’s Gas Turbine Research Centre (GTRC).
Different nozzles were used with various angles: 15°, 25°, 35°, 45°, with swirl numbers of 1.05 . A single
tangential inlet (a) feeds the premixed air and fuel to an outer plenum chamber (b) which uniformly
distributes the gas to the slot type radial tangential inlets (c). Swirling unburned fuel then passes into the
burner body (d), then into the burner exhaust (e) where the gases pass around the flame stabilizing central
recirculation zone. The central diffusion fuel injector (f) (which was not used for fuel during the course of
this study) extends centrally through the combustor body to the exhaust, Figure1.
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Figure 1: Swirl burner and schematic diagram, respectively.

CFD modelling is initially performed to simulate at the isothermal and atmospheric pressures conditions with
300 K . Isothermal conditions with no combustion were used to calibrate the system and indicate the flow
pattern, although it is well known that there are also 3D time, dependant coherent structures, thus the results
are of an indicative nature. During the simulation, various types of solvers were investigated and conclusions
drawn as to which were the most effective. Based on the experimental results obtained the best turbulent
option for the present work was the κ-ω SST model [11, 14-16].
Swirl combustor and burners are usually characterized by the degree of swirl, via a swirl number (S). For this
particular project, the swirl element of 1.05 has four tangential inlets symmetrically distributed. The swirl
burner produces a CRZ that extends back over the central fuel injector, allowing the flame to propagate into
this region. This effect can be reduced by fitting a divergent of the exhaust nozzle of the burner, as shown in
Figure 2, producing a different CRZ.

Figure 2: Geometrical swirl number 1.05 and various divergent angles nozzles, respectively.

3.

Turbulence modelling

The turbulence model used was the shear-stress transport (SST) k-𝜔model, so named because the definition
of the turbulent viscosity is modified to account for transport of the principal turbulent shear stress. It has
features that give the SST k- 𝜔model an advantage in terms of performance over both the standard K𝜔model and standard k-є model. Other modifications include the addition of a cross-diffusion term in the
𝜔equation and a blending function to ensure that the model equations behave appropriately in both the near-
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wall and far field zones. The turbulence kinetic energy, k, and the specific dissipation rate, 𝜔, are obtained
from the following transport equations:
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕
𝜌𝑘 +
𝜌𝑘𝑢£ =
Γ
+ 𝐺« − 𝑌® + 𝑆®
𝜕𝑡
𝜕i£
𝜕𝑥£ « 𝜕𝑥¬
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕𝜔
𝜌𝜔 +
𝜌𝜔𝑢£ =
Γ
+ 𝐺¯ − 𝑌®¯ + 𝐷¯ +𝑆¯
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥£
𝜕𝑥£ ¯ 𝜕𝑥¬

Calculations for all previous terms have been fully described in [17].

4.

Mesh distribution and Boundary Conditions

A fresh air at normal conditions was used to simulate the behaviours of the flow pattern based on previous
works [18-19]. The air flow mass flow rate and the operating conditions of the burner are given in Table 1,
Table 1: Inlet boundary conditions forall nozzles.

Test
1
2

Pressure
1 bar
1 bar

Temperature
300K
300K

Inlet velocity
2.5 m/s
5 m/s

FLUENT 15.0 was used to achieve the modelling and simulation [20]. The pre-processor used to construct
the model grid was ICEM 15.0The computational mesh consists of 1700162 elements, with a structured grid
created with a higher density of nodes in areas where the fluid flow was expected to considerably change and
where a finer grid resolution was assumed to be beneficial for achieving an accurate resolution.
This was essentially done close to the burner exit and around the fuel nozzles, Figure 3.

Figure 3. Mesh distribution swirl numbers 1.05 and 1.50, respectively

5.

Results and Discussions

The comparison of the CFD simulation presented in Figure 4(a) and (b) reveals the effects of outlet
configurations on the flow pattern. The predicted and measured boundaries of the CRZ for isothermal flows
show a longer CRZ extending up to the combustor exit, as expected. However, the usage of different nozzles
showed the reduction of both the size and the strength of the CRZ, Table 2.
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Table 2. Comparison of isothermal patters of the CRZ using different nozzle angles.

Inlet velocity
2.5 m/s

Width
length

5 m/s

Width
length

15°

25°

35°

45°

1.15
D
2.58
D
1.37
D
3.24
D

1.20
D
2.60
D
1.38
D
3.24
D

1.26
D
2.63
D
1.40D

1.31
D
2.80
D
1.37
D
3.62
D

3.29
D

The flow rate increases with the intensity of the shear layer. This will converge into a new structure called
High Momentum Flow Region (HMFR), highly correlated to the CRZ [19]. This will increase the strength of
the CRZ but reduce its dimensions, as observed in table 2. The changing of nozzle angles affects the velocity
of the flow, thus showing slower profiles than with nozzle 45°. At the same time, it seems that the
dimensions of the CRZ with 45° angle have increased to a width of 1.37D and height of 3.62D, compared to
a width of 1.15D and a height of 2.58D with nozzles of 15°, 45° under similar conditions, Figure 5. show the
progression of the CRZ and its boundaries, defined as a region of greater turbulence compared to the low
velocity case. It is clear that the CRZ using high velocity has increased the turbulent intensity with both
nozzles 35° , 45° while the observed reduction with the 25° nozzles at the same conditions as shown in table
3.
Table 3: Comparison of turbulent intensity of all cases.

Turbulent intenisity
2.5 m/s
5 m/s

15°
60.3%
129%
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25°
61.8%
66%

35°
63.5%
135%

45°
63.8%
135%
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Figure 4. Comparison of CRZ size of all nozzles A at 2.5 m/s and B at 5 m/s

The usage of deferent nozzles alters the size and inner turbulence of the structure; in Table 3 and Figures 5
it is clear that the turbulence intensity inside the CRZ with high velocity blends is higher than with low
velocity . The increase of the nozzle divergence from the 15 degree up to 45 degree will increases in almost 710% the turbulence of the structure, whilst augmenting its width and length in ~10% for all cases, Figure 4.
The length of the recirculation zone increases due to the reduced reaction time of the blend and the higher
turbulence inside of the structure.

Figure 5: Comparison of turbulence intensity of different velocity 2.5m/s and 5 m/s.
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The flow rate increases with the intensity of the shear layer. This will converge into a new structure called
High Momentum Flow Region (HMFR), highly correlated to the CRZ [19]. This will increase the strength of
the CRZ but reduce its dimensions, as observed in table 2. At the same time, it seems that the dimensions of
the CRZ with 35° have increased to a width of 1.40D and height of 3.29D, compared to a width of 1.37D
and a height of 3.62D with 45° nozzle under similar conditions, Figure 4-5. show the progression of the CRZ
and its boundaries, defined as a region of greater turbulence compared to the low flow rate.
Figure 6 illustrates the axial velocity using different nozzle angles at a constant mass flow rate. The smallest
CRZ width size was observed using the 15⁰geometry, as expected. Also the 45⁰nozzle produces higher outlet
velocities than the 25° and 35° divergent angles due to the sharp sudden expansion. The 45° nozzle generates
axial velocities 25% slower than the straight 15° geometry, thus allowing a better recuperation of the CRZ.
This causes an increase in size of CRZ, Figure 6.

Figure 6: comparison of two velocities A 2.5 m/s and B 5 m/s

The high momentum shearing flow region illustrated in Figure 7 with swirl numbers of 1.05 shows the
divergence of the flow at the outlet of the nozzle. It is clear that the increase in the velocity will produce
higher stretch in the radial and tangential direction with a faster decay of velocity in a zimuthal direction and
wider CRZs.
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Figure 7: comparison of HMFR using all nozzles

6.

Conclusion

The CFD predictions of swirl burner aerodynamics show how variable outlet configurations change the CRZ
patterns. The changing of the geometry could be have the important factor of great importance to the change
of the CRZ. It is clear that the CRZ is increased with the usage of 45° compared with another outlet nozzles
angles. Changing the angle of the nozzle will control the direction of shear layer. This in return could be
beneficial for new blends and the increase of the residence time of the products/reactants of the fuels/diluent
compositions.
The results showed that for all nozzles produced different central recirculation zones under the same

power loads. Measurements indicate that the 45° nozzle produced the largest, and shorter CRZ
structure, while the nozzle with the 25° nozzle produced the narrowest CRZ.
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ABSTRACT
In this work, the effects of sweep applied to rotor of axial flow turbomachines were investigated by
means of applying computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools. Low-aspect-ratio rotors of positive sweep
(PSW) have been studied and compared to unswept datum (USW) rotors, at one flow rate and different
span wise locations.
Comparative studies have been carried out on positive sweep and upswept rotors at the design flow rate,
by means of developing structured fully hexahedral mesh of the entire computational domain. The
structured meshing technique offers the moderation of cell number and skewness, and makes possible
cost-effective CFD investigations. Investigations of inlet and outlet flows field were carried out at the
design flow rate.
It was pointed out that the efficiency for the positive sweep rotor is deteriorated near the tip and near
the hub at the design point.

Keyword— Three-dimensional turbomachinery flow, blade sweep, structure meshing.

1.

Introduction

In the turbomachinery manner, blade positive sweep may possibly give opportunity to control the flow and
to demonstrate the impact of blade positivity on rotor aerodynamics, thus contributing to a more
comprehensive understanding of the effects of consequences. This paper presents an investigation using
computer codes for studying the blade sweep positivity effects on the Three-Dimensional (3-D) flow of axial
fan.
A comparative investigation using a computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tool for Positive Sweep (PSW)
and Unswept (USW) blades is carried out. Figure 1 shows the front views of these blades.
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USW rotor

PSW rotor
Fig. 1. Front views of USWand PSW rotors

Low-aspect-ratio rotor of PSW sweep has been studied and compared to unswept datum rotor, at the design
flow rate and different spanwise locations.
Sweep is a non-radial blade stacking technique. Sweep is forward or backward if a blade section at a given
radius is upstream or downstream of the adjacent blade section at lower radius respectively, and termed
positive or negative if a blade section under consideration is upstream or downstream of the adjacent inboard
blade section, respectively [1].
In the literature, several studies have been carried out for axial flow turbo machinery in order to investigate
the effect of backward or forward sweep on the 3-D flow of axial fan. These studies have focused on the
inter blade and downstream flow phenomena e. g. Yamaguchi et al. [2]. Others report negligible effects of
pure positive sweep on the upstream flow field, as in Clemen et al. [3]. Few researches focused on the pure
positive sweep of the turbo machinery rotors. Therefore, lack of information appears in the literature
concerning positive sweep rotor designs. This has made some difficulty to compare with the results of other
research projects. According to Braembussche and Vad [1], no generally valid concept for aerodynamically
optimum prescription of blade sweep angle along the span has been published in the open literature.
The study presented here contributes to a more comprehensive understanding of the positive sweep effects.
The aim is to provide some answers not presented by the available literature. This study provides a
comparative study between USW and PSW rotors using CFD tools. The numerical simulation was carried
out using ANSYS Student Release 17.2, the code is a state-of-the-art computer programs for modelling fluid
flow in complex geometries, using Finite Volume Method (FVM).
Someφ

=

νx
uref

ν

= ux

assumption used in this work such as: the flow is considered steady state,
t
incompressible, with swirl-free inlet, no entrance guide vane and negligible heat transfer.
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2.

Blade positive sweep geometry

The stacking line (SL) is the line passing through the centres of gravity of the blade airfoil sections enclosed
in cylindrical stream tubes. The chord line is the straight line connecting the two points of leading edge (LE)
and trailing edge (TE) of each blade section. Blade sweep is known as technique of non-radial blade stacking.
Sweep can be provided if the blade sections of a datum blade of radial stacking line (RS) are displaced parallel
to the chord [4] as sketched in Figure 2a. A blade is swept forward (FSW) or backward (BSW) at a given
radius if the blade sections of a radially stacked datum blade are shifted parallel to their chord in such a way
that a blade section under consideration is upstream or downstream of the neighbouring blade section at
lower radius, respectively [5], Sweep is said to be positive near an endwall when a blade section under
consideration is upstream of the adjacent inboard section, as shown in Figure2.

(+)FSW
(+)FSW

(+)BSW
(+)BSW

r

a) Direction of sweep

b) Schematic drawing for PSW

Fig. 2. Sweep direction and schematic drawing for PSW

In this case study, reference [6] is taking as preliminary reference. The rotor blade sections has C4 (10%)
profile along the entire span, with circular arc camber lines. The Reynolds number (Re) determined using
speed of blade tip, characteristic length of chord tip and the kinematical viscosity of air at 20 °C is approx.
1.074x106.
Taking the reference velocity (uref) as the tangential velocity of the blade tip (ut), the global flow coefficient
(FD) is defined as the area-averaged axial velocity in the annulus divided by uref. Hub-to-tip ratio (ѵ) is
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defined as the ratio of blade hub diameter to the blade tip diameter, while the tip clearance (t) is defined as
the ratio of rotor tip clearance to the blade span. The main fan characteristics are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1. Main fan characteristics[6]

Casing diameter

2000 mm

Hub-to-tip ratio ѵ

0.6

Rotor blade count N

12

tip clearance t τ(%span)

5

flow coefficient FD

0.33

The rotor blades are arranged in such a way that, the blades are assembled in an annular cascade with
cylindrical and part of spherical as well as cylindrical casing, as shown in Figure3.

Fig. 3. Virtual isometric of USW rotor

In this study, to create positive sweep the blade sections are swept upstreamlly from the middle of the blade
span to the both end walls by 3.5 degree.
3.

CFD technique

The CFD investigations were carried out by using the commercial available finite-volume ANSYS-17.2 code.
3-D geometry was constructed by split volumes and meshed using multi blocks structured grids. This
technique used to provide hexahedral meshes for the whole geometry of both rotors. It must be noted as
Wenneker stated that, discretization of the flow equations on unstructured grids is considered to be more
difficult than on structured grids [7]. 2-D structured meshes take place in two essential forms H-grids and Cgrids. With consideration of periodicity, one computation domain instead of all geometry has been created to
avoid the mesh size and time consuming. Typical computational domain for USW rotor is presented in
Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Typical computational domain for USW rotor

The domains extend to approx. 7 and 4 midspan axial chord lengths in the axial direction upstream and
downstream of the rotor blading, respectively. The coordinates of domain in x-axis started from (-×=

-1750 to 2000 mm). Sector shape is inlet face with 30 degree central angle. Cone and hub sectors with one
blade in the middle of the domain are provided next to the downstream of inlet face.
3.1.

Boundary Conditions

• Inlet boundary condition: the inlet is set as a velocity inlet with magnitude of 9.2 [m/s]. The flow
direction is parallel to the rotational x-axis.
• Wall boundary condition: the blade, hub and outer cassing have been defined as wall.
• Outlet boundary condition: outflow is used for the condition of outlet boundary.
• Interior boundary condition: the remaining part of the domain is set as default interior and the air
fluid is applied with density of 1.225 kg/m3.

•

Periodic condition: all the side surfaces of the domain are defined as rotational periodic.

The standard k-e model with enhanced wall treatment has been used as the turbulence model. The non
dimensional wall normal cell size y+ values mostly fell within the range of 30 to 100, which agreeable with
the requirements of the applied law of the wall. The discretisation of the convective momentum and
turbulent quantity fluxes were carried out for both rotors by the second Order Upwind method. Typical
computations required approximately 5000 iterations. The solutions were considered converged when the
scaled residuals reached to 10-8 .
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3.2.

Meshing

To provide hexahedral meshes, the domain has been spitted to 31 volumes for both rotors and meshed using
multiblocks structured grids. Biswas and Strawn stated that, hexahedral meshes provide a more accurate
solution than their tetrahedral counterparts for the same number of edges [8], in this work; all the volumes
have been meshed by the method of “Cooper”. The most of the domain was meshed with “Hexahedral”
structured meshing. Before starting with 3-D meshing, two types of grid meshing are applied in 2-D
topology, C- type meshing applied for the vicinity of blade LE and TE, whereas H-type applied in most of
the left. Dense meshing near the blade LE and TE as well as near the hub and tip is applied as in work of
Kamenik et al [9]. The structured grid is usually applied to a relatively simple configuration. However, the
swept blade geometry is being considered as a relatively complex design, in which a result of applying 3-D
annular cascade instead of linear cascade. The total number of cells for USW and PSW rotor are 498889 and
469410 hexahedral cells, respectively. To develop annular cascade configuration and to take advantages of the
periodicity, boundary condition of periodicity for one domain was applied, so that each meshing points and
arrangement of each periodic face were created just identical with corresponding matching face.
Acceptable equiangle skewness of cell volume was achieved; the maximum skewness values are 0.82 and 0.75
for USW and PSW rotors, respectively.
4.

Results and Discussion

4.1.

Comparative flow survey of PSW and USW rotors at design flow rate

Results of valuable analysis by means of CFD technique for a comparison between PSW and USW rotors
can be achieved, which is the purpose of this section.
Pitchwise averaged data
The inlet and outlet planes have positioned closely to the blade at the axial direction of -20% and 113%
midspan axial chord, respectively, where the zero axial position indicates the LE at midspan as shown in
Figure 5a. Another investigations located at the spanwise locations of 20%, 50% and 90% measured from
the hub are shown in Figure 5b. The flow field will be surveyed at these five locations where significant 3-D
results of the fluid mechanical behaviour can be achieved.

a) input and output planes
b) 20% ,50% and 90 % span
Fig. 5. Location of results
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The reference velocity (uref) or (ut) in [m/s] can be defined as blade tip speed = (dt p n) where, dt is the blade
tip diameter and n is the rotor speed (in revolutions per second). The definition of local flow coefficient (j) is
the ratio of axial velocity (vx ) to ut
Figure 6a shows the distribution of local inlet axial velocity at the inlet plane and Figure 6b presents the
spanwise distribution of pitchwise-averaged values for outlet axial velocity. Figure 6b indicates the two
rotors having nearly similar pitch-averaged outlet axial velocity performance; which is possibly due to the
small sweep angle. It was observed, that in Figure 6a, PSW decreases inlet axial velocity near the tip at PS,
this acts to reduce the axial velocity downstream of the inlet especially at pressure side (PS) and blade LE as it
is visible on the Figure 7.

a) distribution of inlet j
b) pitchwise-averaged outlet j
Fig. 6. Inlet and outlet of axial velocity coefficients.

at 20% span
at 90% span
Fig. 7. Distribution of local axial velocity coefficient

The definition of ideal total pressure rise coefficient (yid ) is yid =Dpt id / (r uref 2/2). Where, Dpt id = r r ω vu2 ,
vu2 is the tangential pitchwise mass-averaged tangential velocity, r is radial coordinate, ω is rotor angular speed
and r is the air density. For inviscid flow, the ideal total pressure rise (yid ) of turbomachines is assumed
swirl-free inlet flow according to the Euler equation. Also according to effects of the so called “controlled
vortex design (CVD)” in both rotors, the ideal total pressure rises gradually increased along the blade
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spanwise especially above midspan, the ideal total pressure rise increases significantly at TE of the PSW
which is due to the blade positivity, as visibly shown in Figure 8a. As zhang et al.[10] concluded that, the
pressure fluctuation of forward sweep blade is decreased while the pressure fluctuation of backward sweep
blade is increased, likewise to our case that, PSW blade tip acts to increase ideal total pressure rise near the
cassing compared to USW as shown in Figure 8b, this is due to decreasing the axial velocity at higher radii
especially at the blade pressure side. However, PSW reduces ideal total pressure compared to USW along the
spanwise except near the blade tip.

.
a) at 90% span
b) at span wise distributions
Fig. 8. Ideal total pressure rise coefficient

The definition of the local total pressure rise coefficient (y) is Dpt / (r uref 2/2), where Dpt is the pitchwise massaveraged local total pressure rise. The local total efficiency (h ) and total pressure loss coefficient (w) can be defined
as h = y /yid and w = yid - y, respectively. Figure 9b shows the local total efficiency (h ) profiles along the

span. By employing the positivity of sweep, the total local efficiency is observed to be decreased compared to
the unswept rotor. PSW blade sweep showed reduced local efficiency especially at lower the midspan and
close to the blade tip, this is due to the increased ideal total pressure rise and increased losses where the
aerodynamic benefits of blade positivity would be expected on the basis of Clemen and Stark[4].
Furthermore, the local total efficiency is found almost similar to USW within the range of 70% to 85% of the
spanwise otherwise. PSW exhibits the worst local total efficiency, especially at the part of the blade tip in
suction side (SS) as shown in Figure9a.
It is pointed out that the local efficiency for PSW rotor is deteriorated near the tip which considered as a
disadvantage of applying positive blade rotor at the case of design flow rate.
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a) at outlet plane

b) at span wise distributions

Fig. 9. Local total efficiency.

Increased total pressure loss for both rotors was found for both rotors above 80 percent span due to the
existing tip clearance. At the blade tip, developing the local losses can be exist, the reason is that due to the
combined effects of endwall tip-clearance, re-arrangement of the axial velocity and increased ideal total
pressure rise, and can further increase by existing of positive sweep near the endwalls especially at SS, as
shown in Figure 10. Clemen and Stark mentioned that, increased losses can be expected near the endwall in
the case of negative sweep, due to opposite tendencies. By this means negative sweep and positive sweep can
cause the shift of blade load toward the LE and toward the TE near the endwall, respectively [4]. By applying
the positivity of sweep, the local total pressure loss observed to be increased at the blade tip, this causes to
increase losses and decrease local total efficiency at the endwall.

a) at outlet plane
b) at span wise distributions
Fig. 10. Total pressure loss coefficient

5.

Conclusions

The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of positive sweep applied to rotor of axial flow
turbomachines using CFD tools. In this work, it is concluded that, the PSW rotor exhibits the lowest local
total efficiency along the entire span, especially near the blade tip and near the hub at the design point, where
as USW exhibits the highest local total efficiency along the entire span. It is pointed out generally that
positive sweep gives a potential near-tip to increase of losses.
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These results, therefore, demonstrate that the PSW rotor is considered as a disadvantage of applying positive
blade rotor at the design flow rate.
Since, there is a deterioration of efficiency by using positive sweep near the tip and near the hub. It is
recommended that, other investigations on a negative sweep should be carried out.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper an indirect evaporative cooler theoretically investigated. Because of its low cost and low
environment pollution, the indirect evaporative coolers have great potential as an alternative to
conventional air conditioning in an arid hot climates such as southern of Libya where the temperature and
relative humidity reach 45ºC and 20 % respectively. The present investigated system consists of cooling
tower, cross unmixed heat exchanger, air blower, circulating pump, air filter, humidifier, and air duct. The
main factors that affect on the temperature output of the system are presented. The affect of air
conditions input to the cooling tower and air duct were clarified by solving the control equations using
Matlab program. The results show that the air dry bulb temperature directly proportion to the outlet dry
bulb temperature, and air input relative humidity notable proportion to the outlet dry bulb temperature.
The water flow rate in the cooling tower affect on the outlet air temperature, were as it increases the
outlet air temperature decreases. Also the air flow rate through the cooling tower contributes in the outlet
air temperature, while the increasing in the air flow rate leads to decreasing in the outlet air temperature.
Furthermore as the flow rate of the air inside the air duct increases, the outlet temperature decreases.
Moreover investigation proves that the indirect evaporative cooling successfully can be used in the
southern of Libya.
Keyword— Indirect evaporative cooling, Cooling tower, Arid hot climates

1.

Introduction

An indirect evaporative air cooler (IEC) is one of the promising solution for air conditioning specially in the
arid hot climates, which encouraging the researchers to taken up different studies concerning of this subject.
The analysis for theoretical and experimental works takes place over a wide world locations even in the cold
weather State, such as European countries where the experimental analysis of (IEC) system studied [1]. The
components of the (IEC) have factors effecting on the system performance, [2] investigated the conductivity
of metal, fibers, ceramics and how they impact on the (IEC) system. The (IEC) acts as an energy recovery
device in air conditioning systems which called a semi-indirect evaporative cooler [3]. The outdoor
conditions have a most effect on the (IEC) availability applications that provide a comfort conditions, [4].
The review of (IEC) [5] technology was undertaken from a variety of aspects including background, history,
current status, concept, standardization, system configuration,
operational mode, research and
industrialization, market prospect and barriers, as well as the future focuses on commercialization indicated
that (IEC) technology has potential to take up the air conditioning duty for buildings. The (IEC) systems has
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been modified to increase its cooling performance one of modification is an effectiveness- number of
transfer unit (Ɛ-NTU) method analysis using an indirectly pre-cooling the working air before it inters the wet
passage that could be based on (Ɛ-NTU) heat exchanger by redefining the potential gradients, transfer
coefficient, heat capacity rate parameters[6]. The thermodynamic characteristics of (IEC) experimentally and
theoretically research works on feasibility studies, performance test and optimization as well as transfer
analysis reviewed [7]. The advantages of the (IEC) is the low energy consumption and the environmental
friendly and very low warming impact, the disadvantage is the water consumption [8]. For the (IEC) system,
the main equipment is the cooling tower where the cold water produced. The principle of the cooling tower
is the process of heat and mass transfer by direct contact between air and water in the tower packed by
means of the coefficient of both heat and mass transfer. The simultaneous heat and mass transfer between
water and air experimentally investigated [9] where the effect of air and water flow rates on the global heat
and mass transfer coefficient clarified. In this paper the effect of the air conditions and the flow rates of both
air and water on the air out of (IEC) that mainly consists of cooling tower, cross unmixed heat exchanger, air
blower, circulating pump, humidifier, and air duct is investigated by solving the control equations using
Matlab computer program.
2.

System Description

The investigated (IEC) system is shown in Figure 1,and it can be described as following.

Air Blower: It is a centrifugal fan type that supply the air from an ambient air to the conditioning duct where
the processing equipments of the system assembled.
Heat Exchanger :The heat exchanger is the equipment where heat transfer between the water from the
cooling tower and the air inlet to the system is taken place. The heat exchanger type is staggered order find
tube unmixed cross flow and its effectiveness is 75%.
Humidifier :The humidifier is a bank of atomizer nozzles that spry the cooled water from the cooling tower
into the stream of the cooled air that is outlet from the heat exchanger.
Duct System: Duct is a passage where the ambient air flows onto the equipments of blower, filter, heat
exchanger, humidifier, and eliminator. Duct cross section area, and length are 64×64 cm2, and 1.3 m
respectively.
Cooling Tower :The cooling tower is the equipment where the heat and mass transfer occurring by direct
contacting between the air and to produce the cold water. The cooling tower type is the forced counter flow.
The tower consists of a draft axial fan mounted at the top of the tower. The nozzles spray water on the dick
for enlarging the contacting area between the air and water to maximize the heat and mass transfer rate. The
bottom of the tower body is a water sump which collects the cold water. The tower height is 2 m, cross
section is area, 1×1 m2.
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Cooling Water Circulating System :The cooling water is circulated by means of a centrifugal pump and
water flow rate is controlled by three valves.

Figure1: Indirect evaporative air cooler system.

3.

Theory

The main processes are occurred first in the cooling tower where the mass and heat transfer takes place to
produce the cold water, next the heat transfer between the air and cold water through the heat exchanger for
air cooling, then the air humidified by the cold water. For the cooling tower, from Figure 2, ignore water
loosing and heat transfer through the tower walls, the energy balance equation for the process of direct
contact of heat and mass transfer in cooling tower is[10]
Air out

Water in

G
h+dh

L+G(wi+w)+Gdw

w+dw

hf,w
dV

L, h, w

L, G(wo+wi )
hf,w

Air in

+

dhf,w

Water out

Figure2: Counter flow cooling tower diagram.

𝐺𝑑ℎ = − 𝐿 − 𝐺 𝑤X − 𝑤 𝑑ℎ¤,» + 𝐺𝑑𝑤𝑑ℎ¤,»
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Where G is the air flow rate, (kg/s), h is the moist air enthalpy, (kJ/kg),L is the water flow rate, (kg/s), w, is
humidity ratio of moist air, (kgw/kga), hf,w is water enthalpy at its temperature, (kJ/kg).
(w2-w ) is small and it can be ignored so,
𝐺𝑑ℎ = −𝐿𝑑ℎ¤,» + 𝐺𝑑𝑤𝑑ℎ¤,»

(2)

For water energy balance in terms of the heat and mass transfer coefficients, KC

(kw/m2oC)

and, KD(kg/s.m2)

respectively
−𝐿𝑑ℎ¤,» = 𝐾½ 𝐴V 𝑑𝑉 𝑡» − 𝑡 + 𝐾¿ 𝐴V 𝑑𝑉 𝑤Ž,» − 𝑤 ℎ¤Y,»
where, AV, is water surface area per unit volume,

(m2/m3),

(3)

tw , water temperature (ºC), t, moist air dry-bulb

temperature, (ºC), ws,w , humidity ratio of saturated air at tw, (kgw/kga), hfg,w= hg,w- hf,w.
hg,w, is the enthalpy of saturated water vapor at tw(kJ/kg).
The air side water vapor mass balance is
−𝐺𝑑𝑤 = 𝐾¿ 𝐴V 𝑑𝑉 𝑤Ž,» − 𝑤

(4)

Introducing Lewis number 𝐿𝑒 =

®À
®Š ÁÂ•

in equation (3) gives,

−𝐿𝑑ℎ¤,» = 𝐾¿ 𝐴V 𝑑𝑉 𝐿𝑒𝑐ÄÅ 𝑡» − 𝑡 + 𝑤Ž,» − 𝑤 ℎ¤Y,»

(5)

Combining equs. (2), (4),and (5)
Æ‚
Æ»

= 𝐿𝑒𝑐ÄÅ

ÇÈ 'Ç
»R,È '»

+ ℎY,»

(6)

The enthalpy of moist air for constant Cpa,
ℎ = 𝑐ÄÅ 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑤ℎY
𝑑ℎ = 𝑐ÄÅ 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑑𝑤ℎY
ℎŽ,» − ℎ = 𝑐ÄÅ 𝑡» − 𝑡 + ℎYf 𝑤Ž,» − 𝑤
o

Where hs,w , is the enthalpy of saturated air at tw, ℎYf is the enthalpy of saturated water vapor at0 C.
From equ. (6)
Æ‚
Æ»

= 𝐿𝑒

‚R,È '‚
»R,È '»

+ ℎY,» − ℎYf 𝐿𝑒

(7)

For𝐿𝑑ℎ¤,» = 𝐿𝐶» 𝑑𝑡» so by equs. (5)and (7), we have
−

ÆÇÈ
‚R,È '‚

=

É
Ê½È

𝐿𝑒 +

Ì ÊÍ
‚ËS,È '‚S

‚R,È '‚

»R,È '»

Æ»
»R,È '»

For the Heat exchanger the effectiveness is𝜀 =

ÇÌ 'ÇÏ
ÇÏ 'ÇÈ,Ï

(8)
(9)

The humidifier control equations are.
ℎ£‚ = 𝑡f + 𝑤£ 2501 − 1.805𝑡£‚
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ℎ¤,» = 0.204266 + 4.18609𝑡»

(11)

𝑙 = 𝑔 𝑤f − 𝑤£

(12)

ℎf =
𝑡f =

Ð
YÑÐ

×ℎ¤,» +

Y
YÑÐ

×ℎ£‚

(13)

‚Ì 'Xyt(»Ì

(14)

(Ñ(.Òty»Ì

hih,tih,wi, enthalpy, temperature, and humidity ratio of air input to the humidifier respectively,𝑡f , isthe air
temperature out of the heat exchanger, l,g, water, and air flow rates through the humidifier respectively
(kg/s), to,wo , temperature, and humidity ratio of the air output.
4.

Results and Discussion

The above control equations (8) through (14) solved using Matlab computer program for steady state and
assuming no heat and water loss from the cooling tower and air duct. Input the system specifications, and G,
L, input tw, for Le =1, the solution is starting with the initial conditions and applying trial and error procedure
to get the air outlet conditions. The process bath of the air through the air duct is shown in Figure 3where,
the air sensible temperature dropping in heat exchanger by the cold water from the cooling tower. The
temperature dropping takes place as a result of the operation conditions. Finally the cold air is humidified by
the humidifier which increases the air humidity as well as slightly deceases its temperature.

Saturation line

Ø

to, wo, ho
to', wi, ho'

w
ti , wi, hi

i

, to'
, tto'

Figure 3:Processes bath of the air through the air duct.

The effect of the conditions of the inlet air to the system for a constant air relative humidity(RH)Ø, and
water, air flow rates in the cooling tower are L= 0.65 kg/s, G= 2.6, respectively, and air flow in condition
duct g=1.5 kg/s is shown in Figure 4 which reveals that as inlet dry bulb air temperature t increases, its outlet
temperature increases to. But as (RH) decreases for constant air dry bulb temperature, the outlet air
temperature deceases, that because, for the low (RH)which means low wet bulb temperature more amount of
water evaporated in the cooling tower due to the high mass an heat transfer coefficient and as a result the
water heat capacity between inlet and out let lowered hence, the water temperature from the cooling tower
that flow to the heat exchanger and the humidifier causing air temperature drop.
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Figure 4: Effect of inlet air conditions on the outlet air at L= 0.65 kg/s, G=2.6kg/s, and g=1.5kg/s.

The water flow rate plays noticeable effect on the water temperature outlet from the cooling tower which
then supplied to the heat exchanger. The effect of cold water flow rate from the cooling tower on the air
temperature exit from the duct is shown in Figure 5 which illustrates that as the flow rate of water increases,
the exit temperature from the duct decreases that because higher water flow rate enables heat and mass
transfer between the air and water to increase as well as the increasing of the water flow rate into the heat
exchanger, increases the heat transfer rate.
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Figure 5: Effect of the water flow rate in the cooling tower on the outlet air at G= 2.6kg/s,g=1.5kg/s, and Ø=25%.

From Figure 6, it's clear that when the air flow rate increases into the cooling tower the air out let of the duct
decreases due to water temperature drop in the tower and consequently in the heat exchanger as a result of
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enlargement of heat and mass transfer area between air and water that gives big chance of the transferring
process to take place.
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Figure 6: Effect of the air flow rate in the cooling tower on the outlet air at L= 0.65 kg/s, g=1.5 kg/s, and Ø=25%.

The air velocity in the air duct has a manifest effect on the outlet air temperature as shown in Figure 7, from
which it can be deduced that as the air velocity increases the air temperature outlet decreases due to the
increasing in the NTU of the air-water heat exchanger.
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Figure 7: Effect of the air velocity in the air duct on the outlet air at L= 0.65 kg/s, G= 2.6kg/s, and Ø=25%.

5.

Conclusion
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The (IEC) system have been investigated which reveals that the main principles of the (IEC) system depends
on the direct contact between the air and water where both heat and mass transfer between the air and water
takes place in the cooling tower. The factors that effect on the performance of the (IEC) system are the inlet
air conditions mainly inlet air wet bulb temperature or (air relative humidity) as its decreases the air
temperature outlet decreases for constant water and air flow rates, also the flow rates of both the air and
water in the cooling tower have highly impact on the (IEC) system and whenever these flows increases the air
temperature out of the system decreases due the simultaneous of heat and mass transfer raising up. Likewise
as air velocity in the duct increases the outlet of air temperature decreases due the heat exchanger
effectiveness improvement. The (IEC) systems may successfully used as air cold conditioners at the arid
climates such as Libya particularly southern regions. more studies on the (IEC) systems required to be done
to improve their performance.
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ABSTRACT
Journal bearings are widely used to undertake a wide range of operating conditions. Under high radial
load, low rotating speed and thin lubrication films, asperity collisions between the journal and the bearing
surfaces may occur. These self-excitations can create wideband random vibrations due to asperity contact
and asperity churn. On the other hand, under low radial load and high rotating speed they can have
instable operations due to oil whirls and shaft fluctuations. In addition, because of high lubricant viscosity,
fluid shearing forces can be dominant, which may also result in wideband vibrations. These types of
excitations together with structural responses can be coupled to produce nonlinear modulation
phenomena. In this paper, modulation signal bispectrum (MSB) is used to analyses the vibration responses
in order to identify the vibration signals values under different operating conditions and hence achieve
condition monitoring of journal bearings. Furthermore, MSB coherences display clear regular modulating
components in the high carrying frequency range due to coupling between shaft frequencies and the
wideband compounds. In associating MSB-Coh. with normalising of MSB magnitude makes possibility to
differentiate responses between asperity collision vibration and instability vibration. Thereby, it is possible
to identify optimal operating conditions and detect abnormal operations caused by degraded lubrications
or worn surfaces.
Keyword—

1.

Journal bearings, vibration condition monitoring, MSB, optimal operating conditions.

Introduction

A self-aligning spherical journal bearing has been designed for applications such as high speed fans and other
similar applications. One usage of the journal bearing is to support radial load under high speed. It also
designed to work at hydrodynamic lubricant regime in which thick oil film formed between the shaft and the
bearing. Because of lubricant stiffness and damping coefficients, journal bearings are considered the best
element for absorbing vibration, resisting shock, quietness and long life. In contrast, high radial load, low
rotating speed, and weak of oil film may lead the journal bearing to work at boundary lubricant regime which
causes metal-to-metal contact.
The idea of condition monitoring is monitoring the asset behaviour to detect, diagnose and prognoses faults
and mis-operating conditions that have reached a certain symptomatic level to provide system breakdown.
Vibration monitoring analysis is one of the main techniques used to diagnose and predict various defects [1].
Vibration monitoring is to break down a composite signal which generated from different vibration sources
in which each source has a unique signal characteristic. Therefore, when the analyses of the journal bearing
vibration signals carried out, many different sources of vibrations should be considered. The most well know
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external excited vibration sources of journal bearing are mechanical unbalance and misalignment.
Furthermore, oil coefficients and asperity collisions also causes self-excited vibrations of journal bearing [2].
In this paper, vibration monitoring analysis is used to detect mis-operating conditions. When the machine
operating conditions changes, the vibration signal changes accordingly. Modulation Signal Bispectrum (MSB)
is a technique used to analyse the vibration of the composite signal which is a combination of the
information and the carrier signals. This research found that MSB magnitude and MSB coherence are useful
to identify vibration caused by internal and external excitations. MSB magnitude directed to vibration caused
by self-excitation forces, in contrast, MSB coherence indicated to vibration caused by external-excitation
forces. Finally, optimal operating conditions have been identified by coupling mean values of both MSB-Mag.
and MSB-Coh. spectrums. Because the journal bearing does not contain any rotating element as a rolling
bearing, vibration signals correlated to shaft rational speed and random asperity collisions.
2.

The Lubrication Regimes

In 1846, Stribeck reported that the friction coefficient was inversely proportional to speed. Thus, he
presented the characteristic curve of the coefficient of friction versus speed. Figure 6 illustrations the Stribeck
curve, this shows the relationship between the coefficient of friction and bearing parameter or modulus
ηN/p, where η is the absolute viscosity of the lubricant in kg/m.s, N is the shaft speed in rpm and p is the
pressure on the projected area in Pa. The Stribeck curve shows how the coefficient of friction changes with
lubrication regime: boundary lubrication, mixed-film lubrication and hydrodynamic lubrication. The optimum
point of the curve is when the coefficient of friction passed through a minimum point from mixed to
hydrodynamic lubrication [4]. Many parameters influence the friction coefficient such as the operating
condition (speed and pressure), the material properties (roughness of surface) and the viscosity of the
lubricant. Later, the Stribeck curve application extended to a number of tribology component besides journal
bearing. For example, ball bearing, seals and wet clutches have applied the Stribeck curve idea.

Figure 6: Lubrication regimes of a journal bearing [3]
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3.

Vibration of Journal Bearing

Vibration responses of a self-aligning journal bearing directly linked to the radial load, rotating speed,
lubricant viscosity, oil film thickness, eccentricity, surface asperity characteristics and material of the bearing.
Different forces placed on journal bearing affect the vibration responses and produce both low and high
frequency vibrations. For example, the low journal whirling frequency is influenced by shaft fluctuating.
Likewise, high random frequency bands of the vibration signals are occurred by asperity collisions and churns
[5]. At hydrodynamic regime, journal bearing vibration sources often are generated by mechanical contact
between the rotating shaft and stationary bearing [6]. High clearance causes looseness of bearing which
generates more of a square wave than a sinusoid wave [7] and, many harmonics are generated from these
signals. In the case of severe looseness, it is stretched all the way across the spectrum and half-harmonics are
even generated in extreme cases (one time, double times, three times, four times, five times, six times, etc.)
rpm [7]. Another type of excitations is mechanical unbalance which causes a pure sinusoid and therefore
generates a peak at one time rpm [8]. Journal bearing is often generate vibration peaks at frequencies lower
than one time rpm. Another problem of the journal bearing is oil whirl. In which oil whirl is a phenomenon
that vibrations are excited by oil film between frequency from 0.38 time rpm to 0.48 time rpm. Changes in
viscosity and pressure of the oil and related loads can affect oil whirl [9]. Asperity collisions and churns
interactions are sources of self-excitation, which result in high responses at structure resonances. The random
high frequency of vibration responses is mainly related to two frictional effects. High frequency bands
around 10kHz of the bearing are related with both asperity contacts and fluid friction through the method of
clustering spectrum of vibration signals, [10]. The response frequency of self-excited vibration is very close to
one of the system’s natural frequencies [11]. Finally, the interaction between periodic responses and resonant
responses produce modulation signals. The equation bellow presents different sources of vibration in a
journal bearing [12].
Asperity churns
Hydrodynamic

Asperity collisions

n

n

i =1

i =1

ms x + k[ p(x), w , µ ]x + å k i G [ p(x), w , µ ]x + å k iY [ p(x), w , µ ] x
Unbalance + misalignment
Static radial load

=

Fr

(1)

n

+ å A i cos(iwt + a i )
i

where

ms is the mass of the shaft; k denotes the bending stiffness of an arbitrary micro asperity; k is the
i

stiffness coefficients due to hydrodynamic pressure effect which includes inherent surface defects and journal
elastic deformations of micro asperities and main load zones.
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4.

Modulation Signal Bispectrum

Understandably, high forces of external and internal excitation will generate massive vibration responses. Any
mechanical problem will produce vibration with low frequency correlated to shaft rotational speed. Contrast,
random asperity collisions will produce high band frequency. Due to a low frequency (information signal) is
superimposed on a high frequency (carrier signal) modulation signal of vibration will be generated in journal
bearing. Bispectrum is a non-linearity signal generated by interact two waves. MSB is used to detect coupling
signal between shaft frequencies and the wideband compounds. The modulation signal of vibration is formed
by nonlinear of two components, periodic and random signal. Thus, it is anticipated that bispectrum can give
a more accurate representation of the vibration signal for mis-operating diagnosis [13]. The Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) X( f ) of a vibration signal x( t ) is defined in the form of Modulation Signal Bispectrum
(MSB),

BMS ( f x , fc ) = E X ( fc + f x ) X ( fc - f x ) X * ( f c ) X * ( f c )

(2)

The phase relationship of MSB is

jMS ( f x , fc ) = j ( fc + f x ) + j ( fc - f x ) - j ( fc ) - j ( fc )
= j ( f x ) + j (- f x )

(3)

where f x is information frequency; f c is the carrier frequency, f c + f x and f c - f x are the higher and
lower sideband frequencies respectively. It takes into account both

fc + f x

and

fc - f x

simultaneously in

Equation above for quantifying the nonlinear effects of modulation signals. If they are due to the modulation
effect between

f c and f x , a bispectral peak will be at bifrequency BMS ( f x , fc ) . On the other hand, if these

components such as various noises are not coupled but have random distribution, their magnitude of MSB
will be close to zeros. In this way, the wideband noise and aperiodic components of vibration signals can be
suppressed effectively so that the discrete components relating modulation effects can be represented
sparsely and characterised more accurately.
A normalized form of MSB, also named as modulated signal bicoherence, is introduced as,

b2 MS ( f x , fc ) =

| BMS ( f x , fc ) |2

E | X ( f c ) X ( f c ) X * ( f c ) X * ( f c ) |2 E | X ( f c + f x ) X ( f c - f x ) |2

(4)

It is to measure the degree of coupling between three components against noise influences, in the same way
as the conventional bicoherence [14, 15].
5.

Experimental Procedure

A self-aligning spherical journal bearing, SA35M shown in Figure 7, has been tested. In this experimental,
three types of lubrication are used to generate different operating conditions denoted as lube 22, 37 and 46
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VG. Also, three different speed 1500, 1200 and 900 rpm are used. Furthermore, four different radial loads 1,
5, 10 and 20 bar are exerted on the shaft supported between two bearings. These different viscosities,
rotation speed and radial load will lead journal bearing to work under different lubricant regimes. Figure 7
shows the journal bearing test rig. An accelerometer sensor is fixed horizontally to collect the vibration
signals. Also, an encoder and a pressure sensor are placed to measure the output rotating speed and radial
load, respectively.

Pressure sensor
Radial load system
DE-Journal bearing
Accelerometer
sensor

Figure 7: Self-aligning journal bearing components and test rig [12]

6.

Experimental Results

RMS values are proportional to speeds, loads but do not show any significant difference between lubrication
types because of instability distribution of the oil by oil ring and non-linearity distribution of the temperature.
In theory, low speed causes more friction especially at high load but in the RMS results,
Figure 8, show that the high speed always has high vibration and high load conditions generate high vibration
energy. Also, different viscosities generate nonlinear RMS values of the vibration signals Thus in this study;
the RMS values do not provide any good indication to present the bearing condition at different lubricant
regimes. Therefore, these values do not consider to be a good indicator to obtain optimum operating
conditions because they are always proportional to loads and speeds.
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1500rpm
1200rpm
900rpm
200

200
150

RMS (m/s 2 )

RMS (m/s 2 )

150

Lube 22VG
Lube 37VG
Lube 46VG

100
50

0
20bar

100
50

0
20bar

Lube 46VG
Lube 37VG

10bar
5bar
Load

1500rpm

10bar
5bar

1bar

Lube 22VG

Oil

Load

1200rpm
1bar

900rpm

Speed

Figure 8: RMS values of vibration signals under different operating conditions

6.1.

MSB Magnitude and MSB Coherence Results

Modulation signal bispectrum is dealing with coupled signals. In this manner, the wideband noise and
periodic components of vibration signals can be suppressed effectively so that the discrete components
relating modulation effects can be represented sparsely and characterised more accurately. MSB-Mag. and
MSB-Coh. can provide a more clear representation of the journal bearing operation under different operating
conditions. From Figure 10, it can be found that there is a high frequency band sensitive to changing radial
load in MSB-Mag. These bands might be correlated with the friction of asperity collision caused by increasing
the radial loads, which decrease the contact point at hmin and leads to metal-to-metal contact. In MSB-Coh.
Figure 12, there is clear frequency band related to shaft speed. As a result of that, the small wedge may
decrease fluctuating of the shaft and make it rotates more stable. High viscosity lubricant has high damper
coefficient to absorb more vibration than low viscosity, but it loses its ability to move easily into the gap
between surfaces. Moreover, high viscosity might cause asperity churns at high radial clearance in load zone.
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Figure 9: MSB-Mag. at 900rpm under different loads and viscosities

Figure 10: MSB-Coh. at 900rpm under different loads and viscosities

6.2.

Mean Values of MSB Magnitude and MSB Coherence Results

MSB-Mag. manly presents asperity collision. In contrast, MSB-Coh. presents stability of the shaft. By
calculating mean values of both MSB-Mag. and Coh. It can be found that the low load has the lowest mean
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of MSB-Mag., and at the same time has a higher mean value of MSB-Coh. In contrast, high load has less
value of MSB-Coh. and high value of MSB Mag. as can be seen in Figure 11 That means, high load makes
shaft more stable but causes asperity collision.
3
2.5

1500rpm
1200rpm
900rpm

2

Lube.:
Line Color

0.1
0.09

MSB Coh.

MSB Mag. (m/s2 )

0.11

Speed:
Line style

1.5
1

Lube 22VG
Lube 37VG
Lube 46VG

0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05

0.5
0

0.04
0

5

10
15
Radial Load (bar)

20

0.03

0

5
10
15
Radial Load (bar)

20

Figure 11: Mean values of MSB-Mag. and MSB-Coh.

Figure 12 shows gathering results of mean values of normalized MSB-Mag. and mean values of MSB-Coh.
Examine the Figure representation; this operating condition could be considered as an acceptable operating
conditions of the journal bearing compared with Stribeck curve in Figure 6. So, less mean value of MSB-Mag.
and less value of MSB-Coh can be identified as an optimum operating condition.
Normalising MSB Mag. + MSB Coh
Load:
Marker Size

1

1 bar
5 bar
10 bar
20 bar

MSB Coh+MSB Mag

0.8

Speed:
Line style

0.6

1500rpm
1200rpm
900rpm

0.4

Lube.:
Line Color

Lube 22VG
Lube 37VG
Lube 46VG

0.2

0

0

0.5

1

1.5
2
2.5
Bearing Modulus ( µU/p)

3

3.5
x 10

-5

Figure 12: Representative Stribeck curve by coupling MSB-Mag. and MSB-Coh.
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The optimum operating conditions in this experiment is at speed 1200 rpm and under 5 bar load of oil 37.
The worst operating condition at hydrodynamic regime is at speed 1500rpm under load 1 bar and oil 46. The
worst operating condition at boundary regime is at speed 900 rpm under load 20 bar and oil 22. These results
prove the theory of Stribeck curve.
7.

Conclusion

When the shaft rotates under a different operating condition, vibration signals manifests rich frequency
components due to various vibration excitations such as mechanical problem, asperity collisions and asperityfluid interactions. The mechanical problem, unbalance, occurs when the radial clearance is too large. To avoid
this instability, a small radial load should be applied, or radial clearance should be decreased. However, if the
radial load exceeds a certain level, metal-to-metal contacts will occur and generate more unneeded frictions,
so the radial load should be carefully chosen.
RMS values of raw data are not convenient to obtain optimum operating conditions and do not differentiate
between speeds and oil viscosities under different loads. On the other hand, mean values of MSB-Mag. and
MSB-Coh. are found to be effective to determine the optimum operating condition. Abnormal conditions
such as high loads, low viscosities and low speeds have high mean values of MSB-Mag. In the meantime, unwanted operating conditions such as low load, high viscosity and high speed have high means value of MSBCoh. Finally the mis-operating conditions have been found by analysing vibration signals based on coupling
MSB-Mag. and MSB-Coh.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, reinforced concrete beams are designed using traditional specification, such as BS8110 and
Eurocode2 based on truss action. In this research BS8110 and Eurocode2 specification of designing a
beam for flexure and shear are studied and compared with each other, to provide an in depth
understanding of the two approaches. Two beams are designed, the first beam using BS8110 and the
second beam using Eurocode2. The designs based on BS8110 and Eurocode2 at the ultimate and
serviceability limit states are discussed and the approach used to predict deflections is described and
checked using standard relationship based on statics. Secondly the BS8110 and Eurocode2 approaches
to designing a beam for shear and deflection are compared with each other. the two test beams are
tested and the test results are compared with predicted results. The results from the laboratory tests
have shown that the Eurocode2 beam carried a higher load and gave a higher central deflection compared
to BS8110.
Keyword— Reinforced Concrete, Beam analysis, shear and deflection.

1.

Introduction

Concrete is the most important construction material in the construction industry [1, 2]. There are
approximately 2,000,000 billion tonnes of concrete being produced yearly [2]. Although concrete is good in
compression and a durable material, it is weak in tension, where its tensile strength is approximately 10% of
its compressive strength [3]. Concrete fails in tension when it is exposed to tensile stresses that are greater
than its tensile strength capacity. So concrete on its own cannot resist these tensile stresses and it needs to be
reinforced with another material that is good in tension, such as steel bars, to prevent failure of concrete in
tensile region.
Current design approaches for structural concrete beams are based on truss action [4]. In these design
approaches the beam is designed firstly for flexure and then for shear independently of each other.
2.

Comparison Between Provisions for Shear in BS8110 And Eurocode2

2.1

Shear:

In the design for shear the basic principles behind the approaches in BS8110 and Eurocode2 are the same [5],
and they are as follows
If the applied shear is less than the shear resistance of the concrete, minimum shear reinforcement
should be provided, If the applied shear is higher than the concrete shear strength and less than the
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maximum design shear, designed shear reinforcement should be provided and if the applied shear is
higher than the maximum design shear then a larger section must be chosen.
2.1.1

Shear Strength of Concrete

𝑣𝑐 in BS8110 is equivalent to

VÔÆ
ÕÆ

in Eurocode2, where 𝑣𝑐 is design shear stress for concrete, 𝑉𝑅𝑑 is the

shear stress in concrete, b is the width of the section, and d is the effective depth of tension reinforcement
In BS8110 and Eurocode2 the strength of the concrete without shear links is dependent on the percentage
of tensile reinforcement steel, the concrete grade and the effective depth of section and any axial forces are
ignored [5, 6, 7].
Expression In BS8110
vc =

t.Øw[ (tt

j
j
j
ÚÛ |
Þßß Þ
àáâ |
×
×
]
Ü.Ý
Ý
Wã

åæ

(1)
where vc is Shear stress in concrete, As is Area of tensile reinforcement, fcu is Characteristic strength of
concrete, and γI is Factor of safety
Expression In Eurocode2
𝑣ÔÆ,Á = 0.18× 1 + 200 𝑑 ×(100𝜌( ×𝑓𝑐𝑘)(

h

𝛾é

(2)

where ρ( is Longitudinal reinforcement ratio, and fckis Characteristic of concrete
The limitations associated with each of these equations are as follows:
Expression In BS8110:
The percentage of tensile reinforcement should not be greater than 3% [BS8110]
The effective depth 𝑑 should not be greater than 400 mm [8]. According to BS8110 the concrete shear
capacity increase with depth less than 400 mm.
The ultimate concrete strength 𝑓Áì should not be greater than 40𝑁/𝑚𝑚 X [BS8110, 8]
The factor of safety is 1.25 [BS8110, 8]
Expression In Eurocode2:
The percentage of tensile reinforcement should not be greater than 2% [7, 8]
The effective depth 𝑑 should not be greater than 600 mm
There is no limit placed on the concrete strength (𝑓Á« ) [8]
The factor of safety is 1.5 [7, 8]
Tables 1 and 2 show the shear stresses for a concrete with a cube strength of 30 𝑁/𝑚𝑚 X using BS8110 and
Eurocode2
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Table 1: Shear Strength of Concrete BS8110 [8]

100As/bd
0.15%
0.3%
1%
3%

d (mm)
150 250
0.46 0.4
0.57 0.51
0.86 0.76
1.24 1.09

300
0.38
0.48
0.72
1.04

400
0.36
0.45
0.67
0.97

600
0.36
0.45
0.67
0.97

Table 2: Shear Strength of Concrete Eurocode2 [8]

100As/bd
0.15%
0.3%
1%
3%
2.1.2

d (mm)
150 250
0.40 0.35
0.51 0.44
0.75 0.66
1.09 0.96

300
0.34
0.43
0.63
0.92

400
0.32
0.40
0.60
0.86

600
0.29
0.37
0.55
0.80

Strength of Concrete Section With Shear Links

Designing concrete beam in shear using Eurocode2 can lead to significant economies in shear links
compared to a beam designed using BS8110 [5, 7]
BS8110 – Assumptions:
- The angle between the notional compressive struts and the axis of the beam is constant and
fixed at an angle 45° [5]
- The lever arm is assumed to be equal to the effective depth of the section [5]
Eurocode2 – Assumptions:
-

The angle 𝜃° between the notional compressive struts and the axis of the beam has a value within the
range of 22° to 45° [5, 7].
The lever arm is assumed to be equal to 0.9𝑑 [5, 7].

The resulting equations are as follows:
BS8110
ïðñ
ò×óñ

=

(ñ'ñô)
õöñ/åæ

(3)

where Asv is the area of shear reinforcement, v is the Shear stress, Sv is the Spacing between links and fyv is
Characteristic strength of links
Eurocode2
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where v!" =

t.w.õöü.ô¦ýþ

#ûÝ
ò."

(4)
where v!" is the Shear forces at the ultimate limit state, fyk is the Characteristic strength of reinforcement
and S is the Spacing between links
it should be noted that in BS8110 the shear reinforcement does not resist the total applied shear but
only resists the shear in excess of that which can be resisted by the concrete (𝑣 − 𝑣𝑐) [7], where 𝑣 is
the design shear stress and 𝑣𝑐 is the design concrete shear stress. In Eurocode2 all the shear must be
carried by the shear links, when shear links are required [5, 7]
2.1.3

Maximum Shear Strength of Section

The maximum allowable shear force is limited by placing a limit on the crushing strength of the
diagonal compression member to prevent excessive stress from occurring in the diagonal compressive
strut and hence prevent compressive strut failure of the concrete.
In BS8110 the maximum allowable shear is dependent on the strut angle and concrete strength, and
since the angle of inclination of the strut has a constant value, the maximum shear is dependent only on
the concrete strength [7].
𝑣éÅi = 0.8 𝑓𝑐 ≤ 5𝑁/𝑚𝑚 X 𝐵𝑆8110 . where fc is the Compression stress of concrete

(5)

In Eurocode2 the angle 𝜃° has a value within the range of 22° to 45° , and hence the maximum shear is
a function of the angle 𝜃° and the concrete strength [7].
𝑣ÔÆ,éÅi =

t.h%(('

¤Á«

Xyt)×¤Á«
[7]
ô¦ý &'ýJv &

(6)

A comparison of the maximum shear stress permitted within BS8110 and Eurocode2 is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Maximum Shear Stress Limitation in BS8110 and Eurocode2 [5].

Eurocode2
X

𝜃°

Cube strength (𝑁/𝑚𝑚 )
25
30
40
50
60
2.1.4

27°
2.91
3.38
4.19
4.85
5.36

BS8110
35°
3.38
3.92
4.87
5.64
6.22

4
4.38
5
5
5

Enhanced Shear Near Supports
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BS8110 and Eurocode2 allow greater shears to be resisted by a concrete section which is close to

the

supports of a beam. The enhancement is a function of the 𝑎𝑣 𝑑 ratio where d is the effective depth of
the section and 𝑎𝑣 is the distance from the section considered to the face of the beam support. In
BS8110, the design concrete shear stress 𝑣𝑐, can be enhanced by 2𝑑 𝑎𝑣 where 2𝑑 is greater than
𝑎𝑣. In Eurocode2 the shear which can be resisted by the concrete without shear links, can be enhanced by
2.5𝑑 𝑎𝑣 where 2.5𝑑 is greater than 𝑎𝑣[5, 6]. Eurocode2 allows a slightly higher enhancement of the
shear capacity than BS8110 , so benefits are less in the case of BS8110 compared to Eurocode2 [8]
2.1.5

Spacing Of Links

BS8110
“The spacing of links in the direction of the span should not exceed 0.75d. At right-angles to the span, the
horizontal spacing should be such that no longitudinal tension reinforcing bar is more than 150 mm from a
vertical leg; this spacing should in any case not exceed d”[9]
Eurocode2
In Eurocode2 the spacing is a function of the applied shear. The rules are shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Spacing between Links [5, 6]

Applied Shear

2.1.6

Spacing (mm)
Lateral Spacing Longitudinal Spacing

𝑣 < 𝑣éÅi × 1 5

𝑑 ≤ 800

0.8𝑑 ≤ 300

𝑣éÅi × 1 5 < 𝑣 < 𝑣éÅi × 2 3

0.6𝑑 ≤ 300

0.6𝑑 ≤ 300

𝑣 > 𝑣éÅi × 2 3

0.3𝑑 ≤ 200

0.3𝑑 ≤ 200

Additional Tensile Forces

In Eurocode2 the tensile force in the bottom tension member is given by:
𝐹𝑠 = 𝑀 𝑍 + 1 2 ×𝑉*Æ × cos 𝜃
(7)
where Fs is the Tensile stress of reinforcement, M is the Design ultimate moment, and Z is the Lever arm.
The second term in this equation is related to the shear forces in the links, so Eurocode2 takes into account
the tensile forces which are caused by the bending and shear force in the links.
BS8110 takes into account only the first term in this equation (the bending term) and ignores the tensile force
which is caused by shear force (second term in this equation).
2.2

Deflection

1- The assumptions which are required to define the behavior of a section under any loading condition are
as follows:
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BS8110
In an un-cracked section the reinforcement and the concrete in tension and compression are assumed to
behave elastically. The modulus of elasticity of the reinforcement may be taken as 200 𝑘𝑁/𝑚𝑚 X and for
the concrete may be taken from BS8110-2:1985, Section 3.5
In a cracked section the reinforcement in tension and compression is assumed to behave elastically and
the concrete in compression is also assumed to behave elastically but in the tension region the concrete
is assumed to behave linearly from zero stress at the neutral axis to a limiting stress of 1 𝑁/𝑚𝑚 X at the
centroid of the tensile reinforcement for short term loading and 0.5 𝑁/𝑚𝑚 X for long term loading. [9].
Eurocode2
In an un-cracked section the reinforcement and concrete in tension and compression are assumed to
behave elastically [5]. The modulus of elasticity for the reinforcement can assumed to be 200𝑘𝑁/𝑚𝑚 X .
In a cracked section the reinforcement in tension and compression is assumed to behave elastically and the
concrete in compression is assumed to behave elastically but in tension the concrete stress is ignored. [7].
Where BS8110 assumes that the tensile strength of concrete is approximately 1 𝑁/𝑚𝑚 X and Eurocode2 uses
a significantly higher value than BS8110 [5].
2- Curvature
According to Narayanan [18], see Figure 1 (a parameterized moment-curvature diagram), when 𝑀 𝑏𝑑 X is
in between 0.3 and 0.6, BS8110 gives higher curvature values than Eurocode2. This is because
BS8110 uses a value for the tensile strength of concrete of approximately 1 𝑁/𝑚𝑚 X and Eurocode2
uses a much higher value. In general terms BS8110 and Eurocode2 are more or less equivalent.

Figure 1: Comparison of Curvatures Predicted by BS8110 and Eurocode2 [18]

2.3

Economic Study

The Table 5 shows that the traditionally designed beams, which have been designed using BS8110 and
Eurocode2, the weights of the reinforcement are 38.48 kg and 39.78 kg respectively.
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Table 5: Weight and Cost of Reinforcing Bars in Beam

Beam (1)
BS8110
Beam (2)
Eurocode2

Size
of
bar
6
10
20
6
10
20

No.
Of
bars
23
2
3
28
2
3

Length of
bar (m)
1.178
3.45
3.85
1.178
3.45
3.85

Total
length of
bars (m)
27.094
6.9
11.55
32.984
6.9
11.55

Density
of bar

Weight of
bar (kg/m)

7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8

0.220
0.612
2.45
0.220
0.612
2.45

3.

Details of Materials And Test Procedure

3.1.

Description Of Beams And Loading Arrangement

Total
weight of
bars (kg)
5.97
4.225
28.297
7.27
4.225
28.297

Weight of
beam (kg)

38.48

39.78

Two beams were prepared for the laboratory based test programme with a rectangular cross-section
of 200𝑚𝑚×300𝑚𝑚, an overall length of 3500 mm, an effective span of 3000 mm and a minimum cover of
25 mm.
The two beams were tested using a four point loading arrangement the loading points were located at
distance equal to 662.5 mm from the center line of each support, see Figure 2, the spacing was based on
Kani’s Valley.
a
L-2a
a

L=3000 mm
Beam Dimensions
200 mm
300mm
Cross Section
Figure 2: Details of Beam and Loading Arrangement

3.2.

Design Of Test Beams

The beams were designed using two design approaches i.e. BS8110 Part 1 [1] and Eurocode2 [7]. The first
beam was designed using the approach described in BS8110 and the secondbeam was designed using the
approach in Eurocode2. Table 6 provides details of the three beams.
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Table 6: Beam Specifications

Cross-section

Beam

3.3.

Tensile bars

Spacing of links (mm)

(𝑚𝑚 )

(𝑚𝑚 X )

BS8110

(200×300)

3𝑇20

𝑇6 𝑎𝑡 150

Eurocode2

(200×300)

3𝑇20

𝑇6 𝑎𝑡 100

X

Details Of Reinforcement

Three sizes of reinforcing bars were used and they are as follows:
-

6mm diameter reinforcing bars were used as shear reinforcement in all three beams.

- 10mm diameter reinforcing bars were used as hanger bars for the links in all three beams.
- 20mm diameter reinforcing bars were used as tensile reinforcement in all three beams.
The three bar sizes were tested to obtain the mechanical properties using of the steel. Tables 7, 8 and 9 show
the tensile test results. All reinforcing bars were high yield steel.
Table 7: Tensile Test Results for 6mm Diameter Reinforcing Bars

Test
Test 1
Test 2
average

Maximum load
(𝒌𝑵)
16.61
16.51
16.015

Tensile strength
𝟐

(𝑵/𝒎𝒎 )
588
584.1
567

Young’s modulus
(𝑵/𝒎𝒎𝟐 )
196
194
195

Table 8: Tensile Test Results for 10mm Diameter Reinforcing Bars

Test
Test 1
Test 2
average

Maximum load
(𝒌𝑵)
49
47.98
48.49

Tensile strength
𝟐

(𝑵/𝒎𝒎 )
624
611
617.5

Young’s modulus
(𝑵/𝒎𝒎𝟐 )
197
202
199.5

Table 9: Tensile Test Results for 20mm Diameter Reinforcing Bars

Test
Test 1
Test 2
average

Maximum load

Tensile strength

Young’s modulus

(𝒌𝑵)
203.2
199.47
201.33

(𝑵/𝒎𝒎𝟐 )
647
635.25
641.13

(𝑵/𝒎𝒎𝟐 )
211
205
208
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3.4.

Details Of The Concrete

Six cubes and six cylinders were taken from the concrete mix in order to obtain the concrete crushing
strengths at the time the beams were tested. These results were used to obtain the best estimate of the
flexural/shear capacities of the beams and also the deflection values for the beams i.e. two sets of calculation
were prepared one set assuming the concrete strength to be 30 𝑁/𝑚𝑚 X and the second set using actual
concrete strength obtained from the cubes and cylinders. The material and load safety factors were moved
from all the calculations used to predict the flexural and shear carrying capacities and the deflections of the
beams. Tables 10 and 11 show the results obtained from the cube and cylinder tests carried out at the time
the beams were tested.
Table 7: Concrete Cube Crushing Test Results

Ten day strength

Weight of cube (g)

Cube 1
Cube 2
Cube 3
Cube 4
Cube 5
Cube 6

2417
2518
2442
2421
2420
2400

𝐻(
𝐻X
(mm) (mm)
100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100

𝐻h
(mm)

Applied loading (kN)

100
100
100
100
100
100

182
200.4
195.3
211
180.7
203.4

𝑓Áì
(𝑁/𝑚𝑚 X )
18.2
20.04
19.53
21.1
18.07
20.34

Table 8: Concrete Cylinder Crushing Test Results

Ten day strength

Weight of cube (kg)

Cylinder 1

Diameter
(mm)

high
(mm)

Applied loading (kN)

150

300

214.5

𝑓Á®
(𝑁/𝑚𝑚 X )
12.4

Average cube strength = 19.54 𝑁/𝑚𝑚 X
Average cylinder strength = 12.4 𝑁/𝑚𝑚 X
4.

Results From Laboratory Based Test Programme

4.1.

BS8110 Beam

According to the results from the laboratory based test, the maximum failure load was 80kN and the
maximum deflection at mid span was 11.64 mm. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the applied load
and central deflection of the beam.
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Applied loading kN

Applied Loading - Central Deflection Relationship
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0

2

4

6
8
10
Central deflection mm

12

14

16

Figure 3: Applied Load- Central Deflection Relationship

4.2.

Eurocode2 Beam

The maximum applied load at failure for the Eurocode2 Beam was 95kN and the maximum deflection at mid
span at failure was 24 mm. Figure 4 shows the corresponding applied load - deflection relationship.

Applied loading kN

Applied Loading -Central Deflection Relationship
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0

5

10

15
20
25
Central deflection - mm

30

35

Figure 4: Applied Loading-Central Deflection Relationship
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5.

Conclusion

1. The BS8110 and Eurocode2 beams failed in shear before reaching their ultimate flexural capacity.
2. The Eurocode2 specification is much easier to follow than the specification detailed in BS8110
3. The Eurocode2 specification requires less shear reinforcement than the BS8110 specification
4. BS8110 and Eurocode2 are similar in that
•

The shear stress depends on the effective depth and tensile reinforcement ratio and the concrete
strength

• There is a shear stress below which only minimum shear reinforcement need be provided
5. BS8110 and Eurocde2 are different in that
•

In BS8110 the shear reinforcement does not resist all the applied shear but resists only the shear
in excess of that which can be resisted by the concrete (𝑣 − 𝑣𝑐) [18], where 𝑣 is the design
shear stress and 𝑣𝑐 is the design concrete shear stress. In Eurocode2 the shear must be carried
by the shear links, when the shear links are required

•

The BS8110 specification gives a higher value of 𝑣Á than is obtained from Eurocode2 for C30
concrete

•

Eurocode2 permits significantly higher shears to be resisted by a section than does BS8110

•

The scope of the approach in Eurocode2 is more extensive than the specification used in
BS8110 for instance in Eurocode2 there is no limit placed on the concrete strength and
designer is free to chosen any angle of inclination of the compression strut between 22° and
45° [8].

•

In Eurocode2 the designer can seek out economies in the provision of shear reinforcement.

6. The results from the laboratory tests have shown that the Eurocode2 beam carried a higher load (95𝑘𝑁)
and gave a higher central deflection (24mm) compared to BS8110 beam which failed under a load of 80
𝑘𝑁and a maximum central deflection of 13.5mm.
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ABSTRACT
This research work focuses on the effect of Libyan Kaolin clay particle size on the reheological, surface
and mechanical properties of high density polyethylene (HDPE)/clay nanocomposites. Three polymer
clay nanocomposites (PCNs) using 2 wt.% clay with different particle size (< 75, 75-150 and 150-300
µm) and 2 wt.% polyethylene grafted maleic anhydride (PE-g-MA) were prepared by melt processing
method. The rheological (viscosity and melt flow rate), surface (wettability/hydrophilicity), and
mechanical properties (tensile strength, elongation at break, Young’s modulus, hardness and impact
strength) were investigated. The obtained properties of PCNs were compared with HDPE. A better
enhancement in the rheological properties properties was observed when clay particle size of < 75 µm
was used. It was exhibited lower viscosity and higher MFR value, which provide better processing
properties in comparison to HDPE and other PCNs. PCN with clay particle size of (75-150 µm) had
more wettability and/or hydrophilicity than HDPE and other PCNs. Mechanical properties results
showed significant improvement only in the impact properties as compared to HDPE. In short, PCN
made with Libyan kaolin clay with particle size 75-150 µm appears to has comparatively better overall
properties in comparison to other PCNs.

Keyword—

polyethylene/clay nanocomposites, particle size, rheological properties, mechanical properties, Surface

properties

1.

Introduction

Polymer nanocomposites (PNs) are termed as multiphase systems in which the nanofillers with at least one
dimension in the nanoscale regime are dispersed in the polymer matrix [1]. One of the most promising PNs
is the nanocomposites based on polymers and clay or clay minerals. This a special class of composites known
as polymer/clay nanocomposite (PCN). PCNs have attracted great interest, because they exhibit significant
improvement in polymers properties when compared with virgin polymer or conventional micro- and macrocomposites [2]. Superior mechanical, thermal, electrical, rheological, barrier and optical properties are
achievable with these nanocomposites [3-5]. PNCs are very promising materials for various applications and
their demand increases in modern material industries such as aerospace, automobile, barrier materials,
construction, and biomedical [6-7]. It is noteworthy, that the most important polymers that are employed in
the PCNs are polyethylene, polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, polyamide, polysulfone, polycarbonate,
polyaniline, and poly(ethylene oxide). On the other hand, number of clay types have been used in PCNs
include Kaolinite, Illite, Bentobite, Chlorite, and Montmonillonte.
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Although, Libya rich in clay, there is no attention has been paid to use local clay as reinforcing filler for
PNCs. In our previous work [8], the influence of Libyan Kaolin clay on the impact strength properties of
high density polyethylene (HDPE)/clay nanocomposites was investigated. In that study, the effect of clay
loading, compatibilization, and clay particle size on impact properties of HDPE/clay nanocomposites was
studied. We found that the addition of Libyan Kaolin filler has resulted in an improvement in the impact
strength properties of HDPE. Maximum improvement in the impact strength properties was obtained at low
clay loading (2 wt.%) using clay with particle size 75-150 µm and 2 wt.% PE grafted maleic anhydride (PE-gMA) as a compatibilizer. To gain more understanding about the influence of Libyan Kaolin clay on PCNs
properties, this study aims to investigate the effect of clay particle size on rheological, surface and other
mechanical properties (e.g. tensile strength, elongation at break, Young’s modulus, and hardness) using
HDPE/clay nanocomposites with 2 wt.% clay with different clay particle size and 2 wt.% PE-g-MA. As it
was declared in our previous work [8], we hope that the obtained results will encourage Libyan scientists to
start using of Libyan kaolin clay and other clays in the field of PCNs.
2.

Materials and Methods

2.1.

Materials

HDPE was used as the matrix polymer (SABIC Saudi Arabia, HDPE F00952, melt flow index 0.05 g/10 min
and density 952 g/cm3). PE-g-MA prepared in our lab according to reference [9], was used as a
compatibilizer. Kaolin is supplied by Industrial Research Center Tripoli (collected from Jarmah Member,
Sabha city in Libya). Kaolin was sieved to remove impurities and then passed through different sieves size to
get particle size of (< 75, 75-150 and 150-300 µm). The plate thickness of this type of kaolin ranges from
26.5 to 40.5 nm [11]. p-Xylene (Alfa Aesar 99%) was used to melt HDPE before compounded process.
2.2.

Composite Preparation

HDPE was used as received. kaolin was dried in an air circulating oven at 85 °C for 24 hr. The HDPE of
desire amount was melt in small amount of xylene and then mixed with 2 wt.% kaolin and 2% PE-g-MA in a
separate bowl. The mixture then dried in an air circulating oven at 85°C for 24hr. Then the final mixing was
carried out using twin screw extruder (Brabender) (L/D ratio 48) with screw speed of 70 r.p.m. at
temperature from 140-190 °C (140 °C for zone1, 160 °C for zone 2, 170 °C for zone 3, 180 °C for zone 4,
and 190 °C for zone 5 and zone 6). The extruded composites were cooled in air and then granules to small
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pieces. Specimens for impact strength were prepared in an injection molding (Xplore 12ml) at temperature
230 °C, and injection pressure of 14 bar. Details of the composites and codes are reported in Table 1.
Table 1: Composites composition and codes

No

Composite name

1
2
3
4

HDPE
Composite 1
Composite 2
Composite 3

3.

Characterization

3.1.

Rheological properties

HDPE, wt.
%
100
98
98
98

Clay, wt.
%
0
2
2
2

Compatibilizer
wt.%
0
2
2
2

Clay's
particle
size µm
--< 75
75-150
150-300

Examples of desirable rheological properties may include: viscosity and melt flow rate (MFR). Thus, MFR
and viscosity of the melt were studied using CEAST modular line melt flow models 7024 according to ASTM
D 1238P. The tests were carried out at 190 °C under specified load of 5.0 kg.
3.2.

Wetting properties and surface characteristics

The measurement were carried out using Contact angle ramѐ-hart instrument co. model 200-F4 at room
temperature. 3 µl volume drops of water were deposited on the surface of the HDPE and the three PCNs
with a syringe. Pictures of the water drops were acquired through a digital camera positioned on a static
contact angle analyzer. The θ of the contact angle was measured automatically from the image setup. Each
contact angel value is an average of 5 measurements.
3.3.

Mechanical properties

The tensile strength, elongation at break and young modulus were determined using SATRA tensile tester for
HDPE and the three PCNs. Tensile test were performed at room temperature. Four specimens (73mm4mm-2mm) were tested for each sample under speed test (100mm/min). The hardness of molded HDPE
and all composite materials were determined using a Shore D durometer RayRan in accordance with ISO
868:2003. Hardness value for each sample is an average of 8 measurements. The charpy impact test was
carried out to determine the impact strength of the HDPE, and all composite materials using (CEAST Resil
Impactor tester), with impact energy of 15 J. The specimens for impact test were prepared and notched
according to ASTM (D256-87). Four specimens were tested for HDPE and each composite.
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4.

Results and Discussion

4.1.

Rheological properties

Results of rheological properties of HDPE and the three PCNs are presented in Figures 1 (a,b). The obtained
results indicate that the particle size of Libyan Kaolin clay clearly affects the rheological properties of PCNs.
Generally, the PCNs performance depends on a number of nanoparticles features such as the size, aspect
ratio, specific surface area, volume fraction used, compatibility with the matrix and dispersion [12]. As shown
in Figures 1 (a,b), it is apparent that the addition of Libyan Kaolin to HDPE caused decrease of the viscosity
and thus an increase of the MFR in comparison to HDPE. It is known from the literature [12] that the
organically clay can undergo degradation, which cause radicals formation and result chain scission. This
normally reduces the molecular weight and viscosity and increases the MFR. On the other hand, the decrease
viscosity of PCNs in comparison to neat polymer can be due to the reorientation of the nanoclay [13]. It is
important to know that the high viscosity means a high molecular weight polymer with low MFR. Low
viscosity offers better processing properties, while high viscosity is recommended for better mechanical
properties. It has been reported that the addition of small amounts of nanofiller can enhance the composite
properties and reduce the processing problems [14]. Kerstin et. al. [11] declared that introducing
nanoparticles into the polymer might be a solution to fulfill both requirements: mechanical stability and
simple processability. Therefore, it is important to describe PCNs, not only mechanically and
morphologically but also rheologically as well.
50000

30000
20000
10000
0

a)

MFR g/10min

Viscosity, Pa*S

0.4

40000

HDPE

0.2
0.1
0.0

Composite 1 Composite 2 Composite 3

Composites

0.3

b)

HDPE

Composite 1

Composite 2

Composites 3

Composites

Figure 1: a) Viscosity for HDPE and the three PCNs, b) MFR for HDPE and the three PCNs.

As illustrated in Figures 1 (a,b) HDPE showed to has the highest viscosity and the lowest MFR values in
comparison to the three PCNs. PCN with clay particle size of (< 75 µm) exhibited lower viscosity and higher
MFR, which provide better processing properties in comparison to HDPE and other PCNs. Whereas PCN
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with clay particle size of (75-150 µm) showed higher viscosity and lower MFR in comparison to other PCNs.
Strong interaction between filler particles and the polymer results in immobilized polymer chains on the
surface of the filler, which leads to an increase in viscosity [15]. It seems that PCN with clay particle size of
(75-150 µm) may have the strongest interaction between the clay and HDPE in comparison to other PCNs.
Additionally, PCN with clay particle size of (150-300 µm) displayed viscosity and MFR values which are
intermediate between the values of the other PCNs. These results are in fair agreement with literature
because MFR showed to be inversely proportional to viscosity [16]. However, such a behaviour is explained
by an increase in polymer chain mobility and more free volume obtained in the nanocomposites samples [17].
According to Agboola [18], rheological behaviors of PCNs are strongly influenced by the material structure
and the interfacial characteristics. Mackay et al. [19], suggested that the decrease in viscosity can be related to
the free volume introduced by the clay nanoparticles. The effect of the nanoclay particles on the free volume
depends on the clay/polymer interactions [9]. According to Gholizadeh et al. [20], the addition of nanoclay
decreases the free volume, while opposite tendency was observed by Yu et.al. [21]. To clear this contradiction
further investigations on the effect of the addition of nanoclays to polymer matrices are required.
4.2.

Wetting properties and surface characteristics

Wetting properties and surface characteristics of HDPE and the three PCNs were studied using contact angle
measurements (CAMs). CAMs are often used as an empirical indicator of wettability and interfacial tension.
For polymer production where particulates or fibers are used for reinforcement, colorant, flame retardancy or
stability, understanding the wetting phenomena has considerable value in relation to the material
performance [22]. In practical, wettability and hydrophilicity are closely related phenomena. More wettability
means more hydrophilicity. The results of the CAMs in Figure 2 revealed some information on the wettability
of the HDPE and the three PCNs. Wettability and contact angle are inversely related: the lower the contact
angle, the greater the wettability. The contact angle depends on several factors, such as surface energy,
wettability of the surfaces, viscosity of the liquid, roughness, the manner of surface preparation, and surface
cleanliness [23,24].
The HDPE represented more hydrophobicity behavior, which means less wettability property than the three
PCNs because its contact angle above 90° and the water droplet was tended to ball up and run off the HDPE
surface. HDPE is basically a hydrophobic polymer and thus the high value of contact angle is justifiable. A
surface is hydrophilic if the value of the contact angle is less than 90°, whereas the surface is hydrophobic if
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the value of the contact angle is greater than 90° [30]. The contact angle of HDPE was decreased by the
addition of Libyan kaolin clay in the three PCNs. This means that the wettability and/or hydrophilicity is
increased for the HDPE. This is because the surface of each PCN contains some of the nanoclays [25].
The clay particle size has apparent effect on the contact angle. It decreased from 91.4 (for neat HDPE) to
around 88.3 when clay with particle size of (< 75 µm) was added to the HDPE, while it decreased to about
85.2 when clay with particle size of (75-150 µm) was added to the HDPE. It decreased finally to
approximately 85.9 when clay with particle size of (150-300 µm) was added to the HDPE. This indicates that
PCN with clay particle size of (75-150 µm) had more wettability and/or hydrophilicity than other PCNs. On
the other hand, PCN with clay particle size (< 75 µm) was exhibited lower wettability and/or hydrophilicity
than other PCNs. In short, the ultimate enhancement in the wettability and/or hydrophilicity which observed
when clay with particle size of (75-150 µm) means that the surface of HDPE became more polar in
comparison to the other PCNs. This enhances the above finding and explanation. As declared above, strong
interaction between filler particles and the polymer results in immobilized polymer chains on the surface of
the filler, which leads to an increase in viscosity. Hence, the improvement in wettability and/or hydrophilicity
of PCNs’s surface can be attributed to the enrichment of the HDPE surface with nanoclays. Good
wettability is often a predictor of high quality adhesive bonding. Indeed, wettability is of importance in
adhesion, surface coating, water repellency, and waterproofing [26]. To our knowledge, the effect of clay's
particle size on the wettability and/or hydrophilicity properties of PCNs has so far not been extensively
studied.

Contact angle, q

95

90

85

80

HDPE

Composite 1

Composite 2

Composite 3

Composites

Figure 2: Contact angle for HDPE and the three PCNs.

4.3.

Mechanical properties

Table 2 shows experimental data obtained for some mechanical properties of the HDPE and the three
PCNs. It is important to note that the standard deviations are given in parentheses next to the values of the
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mechanical properties. Experimental results in Table 2 proved that clay particle size can notably affect the
mechanical behavior of HDPE matrix. It was found that tensile strength, elongation at break, Young’s
modulus and hardness decreased, whilst impact strength increased with the addition of clay in all cases.
Table 2: Mechanical properties of HDPE and the three PCNs.
Sample
HDPE
Composite 1
Composite 2
Composite 3

Tensile strength,
MPa
29.68 (3.13)
19.45 (1.06)
19.86 (1.03)
22.11 (1.31)

Elongation at
break, %
2.39 (0.16)
2.30 (0.16)
2.20 (0.05)
2.28 (0.08)

Young's modulus,
MPa
794.23 (2.40)
734.21 (1.91)
760.15 (1.17)
599.79 (5.17)

Hardness
60.4 (1.34)
58.20 (20.20)
57.70 (0.28)
52.70 (0.28)

Impact strength,
KJ.m-2
12.18 (1.57)
25.03 (4.10)
39.13 (5.34)
38.85 (4.36)

The tensile strength of HDPE decreased approximately 34% when clay with particle size of (< 75 µm) was
used (composite 1), while it decreased about 33% when clay with particle size of (75-150 µm) was used
(composite 2). The lowest decrease (about 25%) in the tensile strength of HDPE was observed when clay
with particle size of (150-300 µm) was used (composite 3). In the case of PNs, most studies report the tensile
properties as a function of clay content [27]. This is because the degree of crystallinity is dependent of the
clay content [28]. This is important since the tensile properties are mainly dependent on the crystallinity of
the polymer. Also, composite strength is very much dependent on the interface adhesion quality between the
clay and polymer matrix [29].
Addition of Libyan kaolin clay caused a little reduction in the elongation at break of HDPE. The elongation
at break for HDPE decreased approximately 4%, 8%, and 5% when clay with particle size of (< 75 µm), (75150 µm) and (150-300 µm) were used, respectively. This is because nanoclay particles are stiff materials with
no elongation properties; therefore, their addition can lower composites elongation [30]. Similar findings
were reported by many studies [31,32]. According to Ahmadi et. al. [32], the reduction in the elongation at
break may be attributed to the fact that ductility decreases when stiffness is increased by reinforcement.
The experimental measurements of Young’s modulus (also known as the elastic modulus) of the three PCNs
in Table 2 illustrates that the addition of Libyan kaolin clay caused a reduction in the stiffness of HDPE
matrix. This is because Young's modulus is a measure of the stiffness of a solid material. Particularly,
a stiff material has a high Young's modulus and changes its shape only slightly under loads. The decrease in
the Young’s modulus in composite 1 and composite 2 was approximately 7.6% and 4.3%, respectively. More
reduction in the Young’s modulus (about 24.5%) was observed when clay with particle size of 150-300 µm
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was used. It is well known that the elastic modulus "Young’s modulus" is a stiffness parameter which governs
by the size and amount of the dispersed phase [25].
Table 2 represents also the Shore D hardness results of pure HDPE and its nanocomposites. The hardness
of HDPE decreases with incorporation of nanoclay. The average value of the Shore D hardness is observed
to be ~ 60, 58, 57 and 52 for pure HDPE, composite 1, composite 2 and composite 3, respectively. This
means that the hardness was deceased by 3.6 % for composite 1, 4.5% for composite 2 and 12.7% for
composite 3 as compared to pure HDPE. This indicates that the hardness showed to decrease with
increasing the clay particle size. Hardness is found to be based on the clay loading [33].
Impact strength properties in Table 2 was published and discussed elsewhere [8]. The results show that
particle size has considerable effect on the impact strength properties of HDPE/clay nanocomposite. The
three PCNs showed better impact strength properties than pure HDPE. Maximum impact strength value
(39.125 KJm-2) for the composites was obtained at particle size of 75-150 µm (composites 2). Composite with
particle size of 150-300 µm (composites 3) exhibited impact strength value (38.851 KJm-2) close to that of
composites 2. Proper particle size of kaolin at given filler content probably decreases the level of stress
concentration in the composites with the resultant increase in impact strength. However, the proper particle
size cannot be predicted, it depends on the particle shape, matrix and particle/matrix adhesion [25].
However, quality dispersion of nanoparticles in matrix plays key role for an improvement of impact
properties of nanocomposites [34].
As shown in Figure 3, PCN made with Libyan kaolin clay with particle size 75-150 µm appears to has
comparatively better overall mechanical properties in comparison to other PCNs. It can be noted from the
above results that the addition of 2% of Libyan kaolin clay with different particle sizes to HDPE did not
cause improvement in the mechanical properties, such as strength, elongation at break, Young’s modulus and
hardness. On the other hand, it has resulted in an improvement in the impact strength properties of HDPE.
The properties of PCNs not only depends on the adhesion and compatibility of the organoclay with the
matrix, but also on other factors such as processing conditions and clay loading. For example, George et. al.
[35] studied the effect of kaolin clay particles on the mechanical, morphological and processing features of
kaolin clay reinforced PS/HDPE blends and found that the tensile strength and tensile modulus of PCNs
was increased with 2% clay loading, while the impact strength was increased at 3 % of clay loading.
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Generally, better interfacial bonding imparts better properties to a PCN, such as tensile strength, hardness
and high modulus, as well as resistance to fatigue, tear, corrosion and cracking. Since, the mechanical
properties of PCNs can be altered by various factors: properties of the polymer matrix, clay particle size and
morphology, particle loading and distribution, interfacial adhesion between clay and matrix, etc.. According
to this it seems that the addition of 2% of Libyan kaolin clay seems to be not enough to produce the
expected reinforcement in the PCNs. For example, in the case of biodegradable PCNs, most studies report
the tensile properties as a function of clay loading, as mentioned above. This is because clay content effects
the crystallinity which have an effect on the tensile properties. Moreover, Libyan kaolin clay appears to need
special treatment to obtain clay in nanometer dimensions with narrowed particle size distribution. It is
important to reveal here that nanoclays with smaller particle size distributions exhibit better dispersion in the
polymer matrix. This because smaller particles have a higher surface area for a given particle loading. High
surface area means more contact area available, and therefore have a higher potential to reinforce the
polymer matrix. Therefore, the preparation of PCNs by using clay with smaller and more uniform particle

Composite properties

sizes can lead to nanocomposites with better properties.
Tensile strength, MPa
Elongation at break, %
Young's modulus, MPa
Hardness
Impact strength, KJ.m-2

770
700
630
560
60
40
20
0
HDPE

Composite 1 Composite 2 Composite 3

Composites

Figure 3: Comparison between the mechanical properties of HDPE and the three PCNs.

5.

Conclusions

PCNs were produced using HDPE, 2% Libyan kaolin clays with different particle sizes (< 75, 75-150 and
150-300 µm) and 2% PE-g-MA as a compatibilizer. PCNs were prepared by melt-mixing technique using
mini-twin-extruder. The effects of the kaolin clay particle size on the rheological, wetting and mechanical
properties PCNs were studied. PCN made with Libyan kaolin clay with particle size 75-150 µm appears to
has comparatively better overall properties in comparison to other PCNs. The effects of the kaolin clay
particle size on some desirable rheological properties such as viscosity and MFR was studied. HDPE showed
to has the highest viscosity and the lowest MFR values in comparison to the three PCNs. PCN with clay
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particle size of (< 75 µm) exhibited lower viscosity and higher MFR value, which provide better processing
properties in comparison to HDPE and other PCNs. Whereas PCN with clay particle size of (75-150 µm)
showed higher viscosity and lower MFR in comparison to other PCNs. Additionally, PCN with clay particle
size of (150-300 µm) displayed viscosity and MFR values which are intermediate between the values of the
other PCNs.
Wetting properties and surface characteristics of HDPE and the three PCNs were studied using CAMs. The
contact angle of HDPE decreased by the addition of Libyan kaolin clay in the three PCNs, which resulted in
an improvements in the wettability and/or hydrophilicity. PCN with clay particle size of (75-150 µm) had
more wettability and/or hydrophilicity than other PCNs. On the other hand, PCN with clay particle size (<
75 µm) exhibited lower wettability and/or hydrophilicity than other PCNs. the improvement in wettability
and/or hydrophilicity of PCNs’s surface could be attributed to the enrichment of the HDPE surface with
nanoclays.
Mechanical characterization tests including tensile strength, hardness and impact strength tests have been
performed. The results showed that the addition of 2% of Libyan kaolin clay with different particle sizes to
HDPE did not cause improvement in the mechanical properties, such as strength, elongation at break,
Young’s modulus and hardness. On the other hand, it has resulted in an improvement in the impact strength
properties of HDPE. According to these results, it seems that the addition of 2% of Libyan kaolin clay not
enough to produce the expected reinforcement in the PCNs. Moreover, Libyan kaolin clay appears to need
special treatment to obtain clay in nanometer dimensions with narrowed particle size distribution. In this
regard, more attention will be given to study the effect of clay loading and optimizing the clay particle size
and distribution on the properties of HDPE/clay made by Libyan kaolin clay in future.
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ABSTRACT
In the present work, a composite of Al matrix reinforced with 10% MnO particles has been developed
using stir casting technique. MnO with particles size of range of 53 to 90 µm for composite (A) and 188
to 250 µm for composite (B) as reinforcement and pure Mg powder as wetting agent to improve the
wettability of MnO particulates with molten Al were used for production of Al-MnO composites having
10 wt.% of MnO. The pouring temperature and stirring speed have been set to 750 ̊C and 900 RPM,
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respectively. The main purpose of this work is to study the dependence of MnO reduction on particle size
for fabrication of Al matrix composite via stir casting route. For structural analysis, fundamental material
characterization like SEM, EDX, XRD and OM was carried out for developed composite samples. The
results reveal that an in-situ formed finer alumina (Al2O3) particles and an intermetallic precipitate of AlMn as a result of chemical reaction between molten Al and MnO particles have been observed using SEM
with EDX of both developed composite samples. SEM with EDX analysis has detected that the
composition of reinforcement particles of composite sample of A contains Al and O, which indicates
presence of in-situ generated Al2O3. While the composition of reinforcement particles of composite
samples of B contains high percentage of Mn, high percentage of O and low percentage of Al, which
indicates presence of unreacted MnO and generated in-situ Al2O3 to form in-situ (AlMnOx) intermediate
compound. This has been also confirmed by elemental mapping SEM analysis. SEM analysis of in-situ
AlMnOx particles at high magnification has detected that their structure is porous. Optical micrographs
have shown that a good bonding between particles and the matrix in both developed composite samples
with presence some aggregations of particles and pores. For both developed composite samples, the
amount of (Al-Mn) phases formed in the specimens may be too little to be detected directly from the bulk
specimens by XRD. Phase identification by X-ray diffraction technique verifies of presence Al and Al2O3
phases in composite sample of A, while it verifies of presence Al and MnO phases in composite sample
of B.
Keyword— Al, MnO, Morphology, microstructure, AlMnOx , Al-Matrix Composite.

1.

Introduction

The low density, environment resistance and adequate mechanical and physical properties of Al metal matrix
composites (AMMC’s) make them one of the most interesting material alternatives for the manufacture of
lightweight parts for many types of modern engineering equipments.. Composites are classified by matrix into
metal matrix composites (MMC’s), ceramic matrix composites (MMC’s) and polymer matrix composites
(MMC’s) while by filler type are classified into particle reinforced composite, fiber reinforced composites and
structural composites [1-2], Figure 1.1.

(a)
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Figure 1.1: Classification of composites (a): by matrix type and (b): by filler type (1-2)

Al and its alloy are the most commonly used metal matrix materials in the production of MMC’s because of
their preferred properties such as lightness, corrosion resistance and ductility and easy availability.
Reinforcing of AMC with whiskers, short fibers or particulates of various kinds of ceramic materials such as
SiC, SiO2, Al2O3, MgO, ZnO, BeO, MnO2, TiO2, TiC, etc., provide properties compared to monolithic base
alloy [3]. MMC’s as compared to other MMCs have superior values of refractoriness, compressive strength,
hardness and show excellent wear resistance [2-4-5]. Thermal characterization is one of the prime physical
characterization of composites, which also include electrical, magnetic and optical properties. Heat is
transferred at a higher rate across materials of high thermal conductivity than across materials of low thermal
conductivity [6]. Melt stir casting has a good potential in all-purpose applications as it is a low cost MMC’s
production method. Its advantages lie in its simplicity, flexibility and applicability to large quantity
production. This route is also attractive because, in principle, it allows a conventional metal processing
method to be used, and hence reduces the final cost of the product [7-8]. The particle size and orientation
have greater effect on the properties of the composite. Zhou et al. [9] used Al2O3 with different size to fill
silicone rubber, and reported that nano-sized Al2O3 composite exhibited higher thermal conductivity and
mechanical properties than the micro-sized one. Many researchers have reported that at the same percentage
of reinforcement, smaller particle size leads to lower inter-particle distance and more chances for the
formation of thermal conductive ‘pathway’ [10]. When the average inter-particle distance is in a suitable
range, extensive plastic deformation in the matrix can be easily induced [11–12]. Operating temperature
should be kept at semisolid stage to improve the wettability of reinforcements with the matrix, this is
attributed to interactions among the particles themselves, between solid Al and particles and between
remaining liquid phases of Al with particles [13]. Manganese has been known as an alloying element of Al
alloys which contributes to uniform deformation. The effect of Mn on the mechanical behavior of Al alloys is
investigated by S. W. Nam and D. H. Lee. It was found that as the Mn content increases over 0.5 wt% in Al
alloys, both yield and ultimate tensile strength increased significantly without reduction of ductility. Adding
Mn to aluminum alloys also improves both low-cycle fatigue resistance and corrosion resistance [14]. Release
of manganese (Mn) in the matrix, intermetallic compound of Al-Mn precipitated in the matrix in different
phases. Results showed that the porosity was evident in the micrographs and with increase in Al2O3MnO2wt%, the strength improved and the ductility decreased [15]. Adding Mg improves the wettability of
MnO2 with molten Al and thus increases the amount of reinforcing phase in the composite material [16]. A.
Agarwal, S. Singh and others prepared hybrid composites using both in-situ and ex-situ approaches together
by dispersing powder mixture of alumina (Al2O3) and manganese dioxide (MnO2) in a ratio of 1:1 but with
different sizes, by stir casting method in Al matrix. They investigated and compared the microstructures and
mechanical properties of Al-Al2O3, Al-MnO2and Al-Al2O3(MnO2) composites. Results showed that fine
Al2O3 particles were formed as result of reduction of MnO2 by Al and Mn was released in the matrix, which
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combined with Al to form intermetallic compounds of Al-Mn precipitate in the matrix in different phases of
Al-Mn and reinforce it. It was also found that with increase in wt.% of Al2O3-MnO2, mechanical properties
of the composite enhanced with decrease in ductility, however they reported evidence of porosity in the
micrographs [17].
2.

Manganese Oxide Mesoporous Solids (MOMS)

As we know mesoporous material contain pores with diameters between 2 and 50 nm. These materials are
classified into according to their size by IUPAC. The microporous materials have pore diameters of less than
2 nm and macroporous materials have pore diameters of greater than 50 nm; the mesoporous category thus
lies in the middle. Manganese oxide mesoporous solids (MOMS) are gaining popularity and are characterized
by a high surface area mesoporous and /or microporous mixed oxidic solid [16]. Researchers have found that
the surface area of AlxMnO2 is 711 m2/g, while the mean pore diameter was 3.6 nm. Results showed that the
extreme surface area value of AlxMnO2 is attributed to the existence of an open network interconnected
particles forming features medium height with no preferential orientation [18].
3.

Material Selection

The composite of Al-AlMnOX was fabricated by stir casting method. Pure aluminum (AA-1070) with
99.77% purity is used as the matrix for fabrication of the composite. Table 3.1 gives the chemical
composition of the matrix

Table 3.1: Chemical composition of MatrixAl (wt %)

Si%
Cu%
0.0637 0.0152
Cr%
V%
0.0024 0.0105

Mg% Fe%
0.0017 0.0874
Ti%
Sn%
0.0071 0.0033

Zn%
0.0130
Bi%
0.0023

Ni%
0.0056
Pb%
0.0040

Mn%
0.0026
Al%
99.77

Manganese(II) oxide, also called Manganese monoxide, is used as reinforced material, in the particle size
range of 53 to 90 µm for composite (A) and 188 to 250 µm for composite (B) and with 10% RVR.The
purity of the powder, its density and the size of the particles selected for the present l study is given in the
Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Specifications of MnO powder selected for present study
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Purity %

Density (g/mL) at 25 °C(lit.)

Size of particles selected

99
99

5.45
5.45

(188-250) microns
(53-90) microns

Additive material:
Pure Mg powder was used 1% by weight as wetting agent to increase the wettability of MnO particulates with
molten Al. Mg is added to in order to help wetting of particles in molten Al and to retain the particles inside
the melt [19-20].
4.

Experimental Setup and Fabrication of Composite

The experimental setup consist of conical shaped silicon carbide (SiC) crucible for melting of Al, as it
withstands high temperature up to [1700°C]. The crucible is placed in electric melting furnace made up of
high ceramic alumina around which heating element is wound. The coil which acts as heating element is K
thermocouple (Nickel-Chromium / Nickel-Alumel). Due to the high affinity of Al at liquid stage to react
with atmospheric oxygen, the process of stirring is carried out in closed chamber with an inert gas such as
nitrogen or argon. Closed chamber is formed. Due to corrosion resistance to atmosphere, silver steel is
selected as stirrer shaft material. One end of shaft is connected to 0.05 HP motor, while at the other end
blades are welded. Four blades are welded to the shaft at 90°C. The speed can be varied from (0 - 4000)
RPM. A permanent mould made of cast iron used to pour the fabricated composite. Figure 4.1 shows a setup
of stir casting apparatus developed in the lab.

Figure 4.1: Stir-Casting-Apparatus Set-up

The impurities and thick oxide layers on the surface are removed by mechanical cleaning by grinding on
grinding belt machine, polishing on polishing machine followed by chemical etching by immersing the part in
50% nitric acid aqueous solution at room temperature for 15 min. The part is then rinsed in cold water,
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followed by hot water and blow dried, as suggested by R. Gadag, 2010 and G. Totten, 2003 [21-22] .The
procedure of preparing the composite was carried out by initially setting the temperature at 500°C and then
gradually increasing up to 850°C. The pure Al (purity 99.77 %) matrix was cleaned to remove impurities,
weighed and then kept in the crucible for melting. Nitrogen gas was used as inert gas to avoid oxidation.
Required quantities of 1% pure Mg powder as wetting agent and 10% MnO as reinforcement particles in the
size of range of 53 to 90 µm for composite (A) and 188 to 250 µm for composite (B) are weighed to be
added. In order to remove any gases and moisture present in reinforcing material, MnO is preheated for half
an hour at temperature of 200°C [19-20]. After the matrix completely melts, it was stirred for one minute for
homogeneity. Temperature is set to 630°C which is below the melting temperature of the matrix. While
stirring semisolid Al, a preheated the wetting agent Mg is added followed by preheated particulate MnO.
Dispersion of preheated reinforcements at the semisolid stage of the matrix enhances the wettability of the
reinforcement, thus preventing the particles from settling at the bottom of the crucible [23].Measured flow
rate of reinforcements was about 0.2 gm/s. Dispersion time was taken as 4 minutes. Stirrer rpm is gradually
increased from 0 to 900 RPM with the help of speed controller. Immediately, after completion of dispersion
of particles with continued stirring at semisolid stage, slurry was reheated up to 750°C to make sure slurry is
fully liquid. Total stirring time was 8 minutes. Composite slurry was poured in a cast iron preheated mold.
Preheating of mold at 500°C was done to remove the entrapped gases from the mold which could reduce the
porosity and improve the mechanical properties of composite [20].

5.

Results

The specimen were removed from the mold and taken for morphological characterization. The
morphological studies of the composite were carried out using the following techniques:
5.1.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM/EDX)

The morphology of the composite was observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM),using a SEM-EDX
Oxford INCA 400 model at an acceleration voltage 10 kv. The micrographs were taken at a magnification
of 1000.
Composite A:
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: (a) Un-etched SEM micrograph of Al-10wt.%MnO composite A at 600X and (b) composition of encircled spot by EDX

Figure 5.1 (a) shows un-etched SEM micrograph of Al-10wt.%MnO compositeA at 600X and its chemical
composition of entire area is given in Figure 5.1 (b) at an encircled spot by EDX analysis. Figure 5.1 (a)
indicates white string phase. It also shows dark gray phase. These phases are identified as Al and O, as well as
a virtually non-existent ratio of Mn by EDX in Figure 5.1 (b). Presence of Mn traces in the Al-matrix is
attributed to the result of the reduction of MnO with Al melt. Mn released in the matrix reacts with Al-rich
matrix to make Al2O3 and an intermetallic precipitate of Al-Mn as is suggested by the following chemical
reaction taking place in the (Al-MnO) composite system:
2Al + 3MnO = 3Mn + Al2O3 (1),
Al+Mn = AL(Mn) ppt. (2).
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Figure 5.2: Un-etched elemental mapping SEM micrograph (Al, O and Mn) of Al-10wt.%- MnO composite A at 5000X. at 300X, (a)
Collectively and (b) Separately

Figure 5.3: (a) Un-etched SEM micrograph of Al-10wt.%MnO composite B at 600X and (b) composition of encircled spot by EDX.

Figure 5.3 (a) indicates SEM micrograph of the Al-10wt.%MnO composite B at 600X and its chemical
composition is given in Figure 5.3(b) at a encircled spot by EDX analysis. Figure 5.3 (a) indicates fine bright
particles in the Al matrix identified as Al2O3 particles by EDX in Figure 5.3 (b) and traces of Mn is detected
by EDX which indicates presence of Mn in the Al matrix to make an intermetallic precipitate of Al-Mn.
Presence of Al2O3 and Al-Mn is attributed to the result of the chemical reaction between Mn released in
matrix by reduction of MnO with molten Al and Al-rich matrix itself in the composite system as is suggested
by the reactions referred to in equations (1) and (2).

Figure 5.4: (a) Un-etched SEM micrograph of Al-10wt.%MnO composite B at 600X and (b) composition of encircled spot by EDX

Figure 5.4 (a) shows un-etched SEM micrograph of the reinforcement particle in the matrix of composite B
at 600X and its chemical composition is recorded by EDX in Figure 5.4 (b). EDX analysis indicates presence
of Mn in the Al matrix to make an intermetallic precipitate of Al-Mn.
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Figure 5.5: Un-etched elemental mapping SEM micrograph (Al,O and Mn) of Al-10wt.%-MnO composite B at 600X, (a)
Collectively and (b) Separately

Figure 5.5 illustrates un-etched elemental mapping SEM micrograph (Al, O and Mn) of composite B at 600X.
Figure 5.9 (a) illustrates presence of Al (green), O (cyan) and Mn (Pink) collectively in the matrix. More O
and Mn with little Al are seen to form porous AlMnOx particle, thus confirming Al2O3 (light green)
embedded in an unreacted MnO particle (light pink) in the Al-matrix (green). More O at the matrixreinforcement boundary is clearly visible to appear as dark green Al2O3 layer from matrix side and dark pink
MnO layer from reinforcement side. Distribution of Al, O and Mn is shown in Figure 5.5 (b) separately,
thereby confirming what has been indicated in Figure 5.5 (a).
5.2.

Optical Microscopy

Optical microscopic technique was applied for the analysis of microstructure of the composite samples. The
magnified images of the samples were obtained using a microscope digital camera Leica DM 2500 M.
Optical images of composites were taken at different points of the samples surfaces. All of the analyses were
carried out at room temperature. The maximum magnification obtained with the optical microscope was
about 500X.
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(a)

b)

(c)

Figure 5.6: Un-etched OM of Al-10wt.%MnO composite A at (a): 25X, (b): 100X and (c): 500X

On macroscopic scale at low magnification, at 25X in Figure 5.6 (a), un-etched optical micrograph of Al10wt.%MnO composite A is shown. The density of small dark spots in the matrix is less than those
observed in composite samples of A. In Figure 5.6 (b) at higher magnification of 100X, few small light spots
are inside the bigger particles. Figure 5.6 (c) at higher magnification of 500X indicates big reinforcement
particle containing more small light spots than those indicated in composite samples of A1, which may
indicate formation of porous alumina (Al2O3) particle or agglomerated cluster of alumina particles. It also
shows a good bonding between the particles and matrix.

(b)

b)

(c)

Figure 5.7: Un-etched OM of Al-10wt.%MnO composite B at (a): 25X, (b): 100X and (c): 500X.

Figure 5.7 (a) shows un-etched optical micrograph of Al-10wt.%MnO composite B at 25X. It indicates
reinforcement particles surrounded by small dark spots in the matrix. Small light and dark spots are inside the
bigger particles are visible in Figure 5.7 (b) at higher magnification of 100X, which could be pores and in-situ
formed Al2O3 particles embedded in MnO particles. It also shows an aggregation of the particles. On
microscopic scale, at magnification of 500X in Figure 5.7 (c), big aggregated reinforcement particles
containing small light and dark spots is shown. This could be indication of in-situ formed alumina particles
embedded in MnO particles to form porous in-situ generated intermediate compound (AlMnOX) particle. It
also shows a good bonding between the particle and matrix.
5.3.

X-ray diffraction (XRD)

XRD analysis is based on constructive interference of monochromatic X-rays and a material sample. The
characteristic x-ray diffraction pattern generated in the XRD analysis provides a unique “fingerprint” of the
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crystals present in the sample. In the present analysis as part of morphological characterization, a comparative
XRD analysis is carried out between the Matrix Al and the developed composite.

Figure 5.8: XRD analysis
of pure Al

Figure 5.9: XRD analysis
of composite A

Figure 5.10: XRD analysis
of composite B

The Figure5.8 illustrates the XRD result of the matrix (Al). The result reveals that the main phases present
belong to Al, which is present in the form of phases e.g.,Al(111), Al(200), Al(220) and Al(311).The Figure 5.9
illustrates the XRD result of developed Al-10%MnO composite A. The result shows that the main phases
present belong to Al (largest peaks) and Al2O3 (lower peaks). The Al is present in the form of phases i.e. Al
(111), Al (200), Al (220) and Al (311), while Al2O3 is present only in the form of phases i.e. Al2O3 (104) and
Al2O3 (006) phases. Peaks are identified by using JCPDS software. The peak intensities of Al in the
manufactured composite are changed. There is a significant increase in peak intensities of Al (111) and Al
(200) phases, and slight increase in peak intensity of Al (311) phase. However, the peaks are of only of Al and
Al2O3phases, which confirms that MnO particles have been completely reduced with molten Al forming insitu Al2O3 particles and little amount of an intermetallic (Al-Mn) compound phases that can be detected
directly from the bulk specimen as indicated by XRD.The Figure 5.10 illustrates the XRD result of developed
Al-10%MnO composite B. The result shows that the main phases present are Al (largest peaks) and MnO
(lower peaks). The Al is present in the form of phases i.e. Al(111), Al(200), Al(220) and Al(311). MnO is
present in the form MnO(111) and MnO(200). Peaks are identified by using JCPDS software. The peak
intensities of Al in the manufactured composite are changed. There is a significant increase in peak intensities
of Al(111) and Al(200) phases, and moderate increase in peak intensity of Al(331). Manganese oxide was
indicated in low intensities of MnO(111) and MnO(200) phases. However, there are peaks corresponding to
Al and MnO phases. This confirms that MnO particles have been partially reduced with molten Al forming
little amount of in-situ Al2O3 particles and an intermetallic (Al-Mn) compound phases to be detected directly
from the bulk specimen as indicated by XRD.
6.

Conclusion

Results show that the use of manganese oxide (MnO) as reinforcing ceramic particles in pure aluminum can
produce (Al-Al2O3) or (Al-AlMnOX) in-situ particulate composite via stir casting method. The composite can
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be developed by controlling the particle size.There is appreciable reaction between MnO particles and melted
Al matrix, producing in-situ finer Al2O3 particles and an intermetallic precipitate of Al-Mn compound, which
could be in various phases with uniform distribution in Al to make Al-alloy as matrix.Some portion of Al
diffuses into MnO particles to react with oxygen and generate Al2O3 particles forming MnO porous
intermediate compound (AlMnOX).Fine alumina (Al2O3) particles and an intermetallic precipitate of Al-Mn
as a result of chemical reaction between molten Al and manganese oxide (MnO) particles have been observed
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) of entire area of
both developed composite samples. EDX analysis of the reinforcement particles of developed composite
sample B has detected that their composition contains high percentage of Manganese (Mn) and Oxygen (O)
with low percentage of Al, which indicates presence of unreacted MnO and generated Al2O3 particles. SEM
analysis of in-situ formed AlMnOX particles at high magnification has detected a characterized porous
structure.EDX Analysis of the reinforcement particles of composite sample of A has detected that their
composition contains high percentage of (Al) and (O) without presence of (Mn), which indicates presence of
generated Al2O3 only. This has been also confirmed by elemental mapping SEM analysis.
Optical micrographs have indicated presence of porosities in the both composite samples, but their density
varies from A to B, depending on the reinforcement particles size.Optical micrographs have shown that a
good bonding between particles and the matrix of both developed composite samples.
XRD analysis has indicated that the main phases present in both developed composite samples are Al (largest
peaks). It is present in the form of phases Al(111), Al(200), Al(220) and Al(311), but with various intensities.
Al2O3 (lower peaks) has only been indicated in composite sample of A. It is present in the form of phases
Al2O3(104) and Al2O3(006).MnO (lower peaks) has been indicated in composite sample B,. It is present in the
form of phases MnO(111) and MnO(200) of composite sample B.MnO phases of composite sample B have
shown low intensity peaks, which indicates that less amount of unreacted MnO particles. Amount of
intermetallic compound (Al-Mn) phases formed in the specimens of both developed composites may be too
little to be detected directly from the bulk specimen by XRD.
Thus, the morphological structure analysis using XRD of developed composite samples indicates the
presence of a porous AlMnOX embedded in pure Al matrix in developed composite sample B only.
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ﻛﯿﻔﯿﺔ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ
2
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1ﻣﺪﯾﺮ ﻋﺎم ،ﺷﺮﻛﺔ ﻣﻌﺎﯾﯿﺮ اﻻﺳﺘﺪاﻣﺔ ،اﻟﺠﺒﻞ اﻟﻐﺮﺑﻲ ،ﻟﯿﺒﯿﺎ
2ﻣﺴﺎﻋﺪ ﻣﺪﯾﺮ ﻣﻜﺘﺐ ﺿﻤﺎن وﺿﺒﻂ اﻟﺠﻮدة ،ﺷﺮﻛﺔ اﻻﺗﺤﺎد اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻲ ﻟﻠﻤﻘﺎوﻻت ،طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ ،ﻟﯿﺒﯿﺎ
2

اﻟﻤﻠﺨﺺ
ﺟﺰء ﻛﺒﯿﺮ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ واﻟﺰاﺋﺪة ﻋﻦ اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺎت اﻟﻔﻌﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاد ﺻﺒﮭﺎ ﺗﺘﺤﻮل إﻟﻰ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت ﺻﻠﺪة ﻣﻤﺎ ﯾﺘﺮﺗﺐ ﻋﻠﯿﮫ ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ
ﻋﺎﻟﯿﺔ ﻹﻋﺎدة ﺗﺪوﯾﺮھﺎ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺤﺎﻟﺔ ،وإذ ﺗﻌﺘﺒﺮ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺛﺎﻧﻲ أﻛﺜﺮ ﻣﺎدة اﺳﺘﮭﻼﻛﺎ ً ﺑﻌﺪ اﻟﻤﺎء ﻋﻠﯿﮫ ﻓﻤﻦ اﻟﻤﮭﻢ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻨﮭﺎ ﻗﺒﻞ ﺗﺼﻠﺪھﺎ
أو إﻋﺎدة ﺗﺪوﯾﺮھﺎ وھﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ .ﺣﯿﺚ ﺗﺸﯿﺮ اﻏﻠﺐ اﻟﺪراﺳﺎت إﻟﻰ ﺿﺮورة اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺳﻮاء ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻓﻲ
ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ أو ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻤﺘﺼﻠﺪة ،وﻟﻜﻦ اﻏﻠﺐ ﻣﺼﺎﻧﻊ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺠﺎھﺰة ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ ﻻ ﯾﻘﻮﻣﻮن ﺑﺎﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ھﺬه اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت
أو إﻋﺎدة ﺗﺪوﯾﺮ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ﻟﻌﺪم دراﯾﺘﮭﻢ دراﯾﺔ ﻛﺎﻓﯿﺔ ﺑﺘﻘﻨﯿﺎت إﻋﺎدة ﺗﺪوﯾﺮ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ أو ﻋﺪم اﻗﺘﻨﺎﻋﮭﻢ ﺑﮭﺎ ،ﺑﻞ ﯾﺘﻢ وﺿﻌﮭﺎ
ﻓﻲ اﻷﻣﺎﻛﻦ اﻟﻤﺨﺼﺼﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت وﻣﻦ ﺗﻢ اﻟﺘﺨﻠﺺ ﻣﻨﮭﺎ ﺑﻨﻘﻠﮭﺎ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ اﻟﻌﻤﻮﻣﯿﺔ ،ﻣﻤﺎ ﯾﺘﺮﺗﺐ ﻋﻠﯿﮫ إھﺪار ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻮارد وزﯾﺎدة ﻓﻲ
ﺗﻜﺎﻟﯿﻒ اﻟﺘﺸﻐﯿﻞ ﻧﺎھﯿﻚ ﻋﻦ اﻷﺿﺮار اﻟﺒﯿﺌﯿﺔ اﻟﻨﺎﺟﻤﺔ ﻋﻦ ذاﻟﻚ.
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ﻋﻠﯿﮫ ﻓﺈن اﻟﮭﺪف ﻣﻦ ھﺬه اﻟﻮرﻗﺔ ھﻮ ﺗﺤﺪﯾﺪ أﻓﻀﻞ اﻷﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ ﻟﻼﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺳﻮاء اﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﮭﺎ ﻣﺒﺎﺷﺮة
أو ﻓﻲ إﻧﺘﺎج ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ اﻷﺧﺮى أو إﻋﺎدة ﺗﺪوﯾﺮھﺎ ﻹﻧﺘﺎج رﻛﺎم ﺧﺸﻦ واﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﮫ ﻓﯿﻤﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ ﻓﻲ إﻧﺘﺎج اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ،وﺗﺸﻤﻞ
اﻟﻮرﻗﺔ دراﺳﺔ اﻟﺠﺪوى اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدﯾﺔ ﻣﻦ إﻋﺎدة اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ وﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺘﮭﺎ ﺑﻄﺮق اﻟﺘﺨﻠﺺ ﻣﻦ ھﺬه
اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت .وﺑﻨﺎ ًء ﻋﻞ ذﻟﻚ ﻓﺈن إﻋﺎدة ﺗﺪوﯾﺮ أو اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﻗﺪ ﯾﻮﻓﺮ ﻓﻲ ﺗﻜﺎﻟﯿﻒ إﻧﺘﺎج اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ
اﻟﺠﺎھﺰة وﻛﺬﻟﻚ اﻟﺤﻔﺎظ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﻮارد اﻟﻄﺒﯿﻌﯿﺔ واﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﻞ ﻣﻦ اﻹﺿﺮار ﺑﺎﻟﺒﯿﺌﺔ.
اﻟﻜﻠﻤﺎت اﻟﺪاﻟﺔ :اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ،ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت ،إﻋﺎدة ﺗﺪوﯾﺮ ،أﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة.

1

اﻟﻤﻘﺪﻣﺔ

ﺗﻌﺘﺒﺮ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت اﻷﺳﺎﺳﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﻓﻲ ﻗﻄﺎع اﻹﻧﺸﺎءات ﺣﻮل اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ ﺣﯿﺚ ﯾﺘﻢ إﻧﺘﺎﺟﮭﺎ ﺑﻜﻤﯿﺎت ﻛﺒﯿﺮة ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ ً ﺗﺼﻞ إﻟﻰ 3.8
ﻣﻠﯿﺎر ﻣﺘﺮ ﻣﻜﻌﺐ ] .[1وﺣﯿﺚ أن ﻧﺴﺒﺔ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت ﺗﻘﺪر ﺑــ  %1.5ﻣﻦ إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ اﻹﻧﺘﺎج ﺣﺴﺐ ﻣﺎ ﺗﺸﯿﺮ ﻟﮫ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﺪراﺳﺎت ] ،[3وأن ﻛﻤﯿﺔ
ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ وھﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺗﺼﻞ إﻟﻰ  253ﻣﻠﯿﻮن ﻣﺘﺮ ﻣﻜﻌﺐ ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ ً .وﺑﺎﻟﻨﻈﺮ إﻟﻰ ھﺬه اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺔ ﻓﺎﻧﮫ ﯾﺠﺐ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ
ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ وھﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ أو إﻋﺎدة ﺗﺪوﯾﺮھﺎ ﻟﻤﺎ ﻟﮭﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ اﯾﺠﺎﺑﯿﺔ ﺗﺴﺎھﻢ ﻓﻲ ﺧﻔﺾ ﻣﺴﺘﻮى اﻟﺘﻠﻮث اﻟﺒﯿﺌﻲ واﻟﺤﻔﺎظ ﻋﻠﻰ
اﻟﻤﻮارد اﻟﻄﺒﯿﻌﯿﺔ وﻏﯿﺮھﺎ .إن اﻏﻠﺐ اﻟﺪراﺳﺎت اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ واﻟﻤﺘﻌﻠﻘﺔ ﺑﻤﻮﺿﻊ اﻟﺪارﺳﺔ ﺗﺸﯿﺮ إﻟﻰ ﺿﺮورة اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة أو اﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﻞ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت،
وﺣﯿﺖ أن أﻏﻠﺐ ﻣﺼﺎﻧﻊ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ ﻻ ﯾﻘﻮﻣﻮن ﺑﺎﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ھﺬه اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت أو إﻋﺎدة ﺗﺪوﯾﺮھﺎ ،وأن اﻏﻠﺒﮭﻢ ﻻ ﯾﺴﺘﻔﯿﺪون
اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة اﻟﻤﺜﻠﻰ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ﻟﻌﺪم دراﯾﺘﮭﻢ دراﯾﺔ ﻛﺎﻓﯿﺔ ﺑﻄﺮق اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة أو ﻋﺪم اﻗﺘﻨﺎﻋﮭﻢ ﺑﮭﺎ أو ﻟﻌﺪم
وﺟﻮد اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﻘﻠﯿﻞ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺘﺄﺛﯿﺮات اﻟﺒﯿﺌﯿﺔ .إن ﻛﻞ ﻣﺼﺎﻧﻊ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺠﺎھﺰة داﺧﻞ ﻧﻄﺎق اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﯾﺘﺨﻠﺼﻮا ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت إﻣﺎ ﻣﺒﺎﺷﺮة ﺑﻤﻮاﻗﻊ
اﻟﺼﺐ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎل اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺎت اﻟﺼﻐﯿﺮة أو ﺑﻮﺿﻌﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ اﻷﻣﺎﻛﻦ اﻟﻤﺨﺼﺼﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت داﺧﻞ اﻟﻤﺼﺎﻧﻊ وﻣﻦ ﺗﻢ اﻟﺘﺨﻠﺺ ﻣﻨﮭﺎ ﺑﻨﻘﻠﮭﺎ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ
اﻟﻌﻤﻮﻣﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎل اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺎت اﻟﻜﺒﯿﺮة ،ﻣﻤﺎ ﯾﺘﺮﺗﺐ ﻋﻠﯿﮫ ﺗﻜﺎﻟﯿﻒ ﺗﺸﻐﯿﻞ زاﺋﺪة وﺗﺄﺛﯿﺮات ﺳﻠﺒﯿﺔ وإھﺪار ﻟﻠﻤﻮارد اﻟﻤﺤﻠﯿﺔ ﻏﯿﺮ اﻟﻤﺘﺠﺪدة )اﺳﻤﻨﺖ،
رﻛﺎم ﺧﺸﻦ،رﻛﺎم ﻧﺎﻋﻢ ،ﻣﺎء( ﻧﺎھﯿﻚ ﻋﻦ اﻟﺘﻠﻮث اﻟﺒﯿﺌﻲ .ﻋﻠﯿﮫ ﻓﺈن اﻟﮭﺪف ﻣﻦ ھﺬه اﻟﻮرﻗﺔ ﺗﺤﺪﯾﺪ أﻓﻀﻞ اﻷﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ ﻟﻼﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت
اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺳﻮاء اﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﮭﺎ ﻣﺒﺎﺷﺮة ﻓﻲ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻷﻋﻤﺎل أو اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ أو ﺗﺪوﯾﺮھﺎ ﻹﻧﺘﺎج رﻛﺎم ﺧﺸﻦ واﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﮫ
ﺑﻌﺪ ذﻟﻚ ﻓﻲ إﻧﺘﺎج اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ،واﻟﺠﺪوى ﻣﻦ إﻋﺎدة اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ وﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺘﮭﺎ ﺑﺎﻷﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻟﺤﺎﻟﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﺔ
ﻟﻠﺘﺨﻠﺺ ﻣﻦ ھﺬه اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت ،وﻗﺪ ﻗﻤﻨﺎ ﺑﺈﺟﺮاء ﻣﺴﺢ ﻟﻤﻮاﻗﻊ ﻣﺼﺎﻧﻊ إﻧﺘﺎج اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺠﺎھﺰة ،واﻟﺸﻜﻞ ) (1ﯾﻮﺿﺢ ﺻﻮرة ﺟﻮﯾﺔ ﻟﻌﺪد وأﻣﺎﻛﻦ
ﻣﺼﺎﻧﻊ إﻧﺘﺎج اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺑﻤﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ.
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ﺷﻜﻞ ) (1ﺻﻮرة ﺟﻮﯾﺔ ﺗﻮﺿﺢ ﻋﺪد وأﻣﺎﻛﻦ ﻣﺼﺎﻧﻊ إﻧﺘﺎج اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺑﻤﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ

2

ﻣﻨﮭﺠﯿﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ

ﺗﻢ ﺗﻘﺴﯿﻢ ھﺬا اﻟﺒﺤﺚ إﻟﻰ ﺧﻤﺴﺔ ﻣﺮاﺣﻞ:
اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ اﻷوﻟﻰ :زﯾﺎرة ﻣﯿﺪاﻧﯿﺔ ﻟﻤﺼﺎﻧﻊ إﻧﺘﺎج اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻟﺤﺼﺮھﺎ وﺟﻤﻊ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت واﻟﺒﯿﺎﻧﺎت.
اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﯿﺔ :دراﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت واﻟﺒﯿﺎﻧﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺼﻞ ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ وﺗﺤﻠﯿﻠﮭﺎ وﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺘﮭﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﺪراﺳﺎت اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ.
اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ اﻟﺜﺎﻟﺜﺔ :ﺣﺼﺮ اﻷﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻟﻤﺜﻠﻰ ﻟﻼﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ.
اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ اﻟﺮاﺑﻌﺔ :اﻟﺠﺪوى اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدﯾﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ وﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺔ اﻷﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻟﻤﺘﺒﻌﺔ.
اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ اﻟﺨﺎﻣﺴﺔ :اﻟﺨﻼﺻﺔ واﻟﺘﻮﺻﯿﺎت.
3

ﻣﺼﺎدر ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺑﻤﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ

ﻟﻠﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت ﺗﻨﺘﺞ ﻋﻨﺪ ﻛﻞ ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ إﻧﺘﺎج ،اﺑﺘﺪاء ﻣﻦ ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺨﻠﻂ ﺗﻢ اﻟﻨﻘﻞ واﻧﺘﮭﺎء ﺑﻌﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺼﺐ ،ﻓﻔﻲ ﻛﻞ ﻣﺮﺣﻠﺔ ﻣﻦ ھﺬه اﻟﻤﺮاﺣﻞ ﻗﺪ
ﯾﻨﺘﺞ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت ﻟﻸﺳﺒﺎب اﻟﺘﺎﻟﯿﺔ:
1.3

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻤﺮﻓﻮﺿﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺰﺑﺎﺋﻦ:

ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ﻟﻌﺪم ﻣﻄﺎﺑﻘﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻤﻮردة ﻟﻠﺰﺑﻮن ﻟﻠﻤﻮاﺻﻔﺎت اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻮﺑﺔ أو اﻟﻤﺘﻔﻖ ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ ي ﺗﻢ رﻓﺾ اﻟﺸﺤﻨﺔ وإﻋﺎدﺗﮭﺎ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﺼﻨﻊ ،وھﺬه اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺔ
ﺗﻤﺜﻞ ﻧﺴﺒﺔ ﺻﻐﯿﺮة ﻣﻦ إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ ﻛﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﻔﺘﺮة ﺑﺎﻋﺘﺒﺎر أن اﻏﻠﺐ ﻛﻤﯿﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺗﻮرد ﻟﻠﻤﻮاطﻨﯿﻦ ﺣﯿﺚ أن اﻏﻠﺒﮭﻢ ﻻ
ﯾﻘﻮﻣﻮن ﺑﺈﺟﺮاء اﻻﺧﺘﺒﺎرات ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ ،وان ﺟﻞ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﯾﻊ اﻹﺳﻜﺎﻧﯿﺔ واﻟﺨﺪﻣﯿﺔ وﻏﯿﺮھﺎ ﻣﺘﻮﻗﻔﺔ ،إذ أن اﻏﻠﺐ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻤﻮردة ﻟﮭﺬه اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﯾﻊ
ﺗﺨﻀﻊ ﻟﻼﺧﺘﺒﺎر ﻗﺒﻞ ﺻﺒﮭﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ اﻟﻤﮭﻨﺪﺳﯿﻦ.
 2.3ﻛﻤﯿﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ زادت ﻋﻦ اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻔﻌﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاد ﺻﺒﮭﺎ ﻟﻠﺰﺑﻮن:
اﻏﻠﺐ ھﺬه اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺎت ﻧﺎﺗﺠﺔ إﻣﺎ ﻟﺼﻌﻮﺑﺔ ﺗﻘﺪﯾﺮ اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻮﺑﺔ أو ﻟﻄﻠﺐ ﻛﻤﯿﺔ اﻛﺒﺮ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻔﻌﻠﯿﺔ ﻋﻦ ﻗﺼﺪ ،ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ﻟﺒﻌﺪ اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻓﺔ وﺧﻮﻓﺎ ً ﻣﻦ
ﺗﺄﺧﺮ اﻟﺸﺤﻨﺎت اﻷﺧﯿﺮة وﺣﺪوث ﻓﻮاﺻﻞ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺼﺐ ،وﺗﻤﺜﻞ ھﺬه اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺎت اﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ اﻷﻛﺒﺮ إذ ﺗﺤﺪث ﻋﻨﺪ ﻛﻞ ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ ﺻﺐ ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺒﺎ ً ﻣﻊ اﻟﺘﻔﺎوت ﻓﻲ
اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺔ ﻣﻦ ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ إﻟﻰ أﺧﺮى.
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 3.3إرﺳﺎل اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ إﻟﻰ ﻣﻮﻗﻊ اﻟﺼﺐ ﻟﺴﻮء اﻟﺘﻨﺴﯿﻖ ﻣﻊ اﻟﺰﺑﻮن:
ﺗﻨﺘﺞ ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت ﻟﻌﺪم ﺟﺎھﺰﯾﺔ اﻟﻌﻨﺎﺻﺮ اﻟﻤﺮاد ﺻﺒﮭﺎ أو إرﺳﺎل ﻣﻀﺨﺔ ﺧﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻻ ﺗﺼﻞ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻌﻨﺎﺻﺮ اﻟﻤﺮاد ﺻﺒﮭﺎ وﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ
ﻋﺪم ﺻﻼﺣﯿﺔ ﻣﻮﻗﻊ اﻟﺼﺐ أو ﻋﻮارض أﺧﺮى وھﺬا اﻟﺴﺒﺐ ﯾﻌﺰى ﻟﻌﺪم اﻟﺘﻨﺴﯿﻖ اﻟﺠﯿﺪ.
 4.3أﻋﻄﺎل ﻣﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ وﺣﻮادث ﻣﺮورﯾﺔ ﻋﺎرﺿﺔ:
ﻟﻸﻋﻄﺎل اﻟﻤﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ واﻟﺤﻮادث اﻟﻤﺮورﯾﺔ ﻧﺼﯿﺐ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﺴﺒﺐ ﺑﻮﺟﻮد ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ،ﺗﺤﺪث ھﺬه اﻷﻋﻄﺎل
واﻟﺤﻮادث ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﻗﻠﯿﻞ ﺟﺪاً ،إذ ﻗﺪ ﺗﺤﺪث ﻣﺮة أو ﻣﺮﺗﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺎم اﻟﻮاﺣﺪ إﻻ أن ﺣﺪوﺗﮭﺎ ﯾﺘﺴﺒﺐ ﻓﻲ إﻧﺘﺎج ﻛﻤﯿﺔ ﻛﺒﯿﺮة ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ
وھﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ،وﻗﺪ ﯾﺘﺴﺒﺐ ﺣﺪوﺛﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺗﻠﻒ ﺣﻠﺔ اﻟﺸﺎﺣﻨﺎت اﻟﻨﺎﻗﻠﺔ ﻟﻠﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ.
 5.3ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﺘﺒﻘﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﻮض ﻣﻀﺨﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ:
ﻓﻲ ﺟﻤﯿﻊ اﻟﺤﺎﻻت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺘﻄﻠﺐ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻣﻀﺨﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻟﻌﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺼﺐ ﯾﺘﺒﻘﻰ ﺟﺰء ﺻﻐﯿﺮ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﻮض اﻟﻤﻀﺨﺔ ﺗﺘﺮاوح ﻛﻤﯿﺘﮫ
ﻣﻦ  0.1إﻟﻰ  0.125م 3ﻋﻠﻰ ﺣﺴﺐ ﺣﺠﻢ اﻟﺤﻮض وطﻮل ﺧﺮطﻮم اﻟﻤﻀﺨﺔ.
 6.3ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻧﺎﺗﺠﺔ ﻋﻦ أﺧﺪ ﻋﯿﻨﺎت اﻻﺧﺘﺒﺎرات:
ﻟﻠﺘﺄﻛﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺟﻮدة اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﯾﺘﻢ اﺧﺬ ﻋﯿﻨﺎت ﻣﻨﮭﺎ ﻹﺟﺮاء اﻻﺧﺘﺒﺎرات ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ وھﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ وﻣﻦ ﺗﻢ اﻟﺘﺨﻠﺺ ﻣﻨﮭﺎ ﻛﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت.
 7.3ﻣﺼﺎدر أﺧﺮى:
ﻗﺪ ﺗﻨﺘﺞ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت ﻟﻌﺪة أﺳﺒﺎب أﺧﺮى ﻛﺎﻷﺳﺒﺎب اﻷﻣﻨﯿﺔ واﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﯿﺔ وﺟﺮاء اﻟﻌﻮاﻣﻞ اﻟﻄﺒﯿﻌﯿﺔ ﻛﺎﻷﻣﻄﺎر اﻟﻐﺰﯾﺮة وﻏﯿﺮھﺎ.
 4اﻷﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻟﺤﺎﻟﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﺨﻠﺺ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺑﻤﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ
 1.4اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة اﻟﻤﺒﺎﺷﺮة:
 1.1.4إﻋﺎدة ﺗﻮﺟﯿﮭﮭﺎ ﻟﻤﻮاﻗﻊ أو ﻋﻨﺎﺻﺮ أو أﺻﻨﺎف أﺧﺮى:
ﺟﺰء ﺻﻐﯿﺮ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺎت اﻟﺮاﺟﻌﺔ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﺼﺎﻧﻊ ﯾﺘﻢ إﻋﺎدة ﺗﻮﺟﯿﮭﮭﺎ إﻟﻰ ﻣﻮاﻗﻊ أﺧﺮى ﻗﺮﯾﺒﺔ ﻣﻦ ﻣﻮﻗﻊ اﻟﺼﺐ ،إذ ﻻ ﯾﻮﺟﺪ ﺗﻮاﺻﻞ وﺗﻨﺴﯿﻖ
ﻛﺎﻓﻲ ﻣﻊ ﻣﺼﺎﻧﻊ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺑﻌﻀﮭﺎ اﻟﺒﻌﺾ .وإن أﻏﻠﺐ ﻣﺼﺎﻧﻊ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻻ ﯾﻘﻮﻣﻮن ﺑﻌﻤﻠﯿﺘﻲ ﺻﺐ ﻓﻲ وﻗﺖ واﺣﺪ ،ﻧﻈﺮاً ﻷن أﻏﻠﺐ اﻟﻤﺼﺎﻧﻊ
ﻻ ﺗﻤﺘﻠﻚ إﻻ ﻣﻀﺨﺔ واﺣﺪة .ﺣﯿﺚ ﯾﺘﻢ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ھﺬا اﻷﺳﻠﻮب ﺟﺰﺋﯿﺎ ً ﻧﻮﻋﺎ ً ﻣﺎ ﻟﺤﻞ ﻣﺸﻜﻠﺔ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت إذ ﻟﻢ ﯾﺘﻢ اﺳﺘﻐﻼﻟﮫ ﺑﺎﻟﺼﻮرة اﻟﺼﺤﯿﺤﺔ
اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻀﻤﻦ ﻋﺪم ﺗﻜﻮن اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت.
 2.1.4ﺗﺼﻨﯿﻊ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ:
اﻟﻘﻠﯿﻞ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺼﺎﻧﻊ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻤﺖ زﯾﺎرﺗﮭﻢ ﯾﻘﻮﻣﻮن ﺑﺘﺼﻨﯿﻊ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ ﻣﺜﻞ ﺑﺮدورات اﻟﻄﺮق وﺑﺮدورات اﻟﺤﺪاﺋﻖ وﺑﻼطﺎت
ﺗﻐﻄﯿﺔ اﻟﻘﺒﻮر وﺣﻮاﺟﺰ ﺧﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ ﻛﻤﺎ ھﻮ ﻣﻮﺿﺢ ﺑﺎﻟﺸﻜﻞ ) .(2إﻻ أن ھﺬه اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت ﻟﻢ ﺗﺮﺗﻘﻲ ﻟﻠﻤﺴﺘﻮى اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻮب اﻟﺬي ﯾﻐﻄﻲ ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻛﺒﯿﺮة
ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺰاﺋﺪة ﻋﻦ اﻟﺤﺎﺟﺔ ،إذ ﯾﻠﺠﺄ اﻏﻠﺒﮭﻢ ﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﻗﻮاﻟﺐ ﺻﻐﯿﺮة اﻟﺤﺠﻢ ﻛﻤﺤﺎوﻻت ﺧﺠﻮﻟﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻤﮭﻨﺪﺳﯿﻦ أو اﻟﻤﺸﺮﻓﯿﻦ اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻤﯿﻦ
ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺘﺸﻐﯿﻞ .إﻻ أن ھﺬه اﻟﻘﻮاﻟﺐ ﻻ ﺗﻜﻔﻲ وﻻ ﺗﻠﺒﻲ اﻟﻤﺘﻄﻠﺒﺎت أو ﻻ ﺗﺮﺗﻘﻲ ﻟﻠﻤﺴﺘﻮى اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻮب ﻣﻦ ﺣﯿﺚ اﻟﺠﻮدة .إذ أن اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺼﻠﺪة
ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺼﺎﻧﻊ ﺗﻜﺎد ﺗﻜﻮن ھﻲ ﻧﻔﺴﮭﺎ ﻋﻨﺪ اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﯾﺘﺒﻌﻮن ھﺬا اﻷﺳﻠﻮب أو اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﻻ ﯾﺘﺒﻌﻮﻧﮫ.
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اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺼﻨﯿﻊ ﺑﺮدورات اﻟﻄﺮق واﻟﺤﺪاﺋﻖ

اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺼﻨﯿﻊ ﺑﻼطﺎت ﺗﻐﻄﯿﺔ اﻟﻘﺒﻮر

اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺼﻨﯿﻊ ﺣﻮاﺟﺰ ﺧﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ

ﺷﻜﻞ ) (2اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺼﻨﯿﻊ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ

 2.4اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻏﯿﺮ اﻟﻤﺒﺎﺷﺮة "إﻋﺎدة اﻟﺘﺪوﯾﺮ ﺑﺎﻟﻄﺮق اﻟﻤﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ":

ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل زﯾﺎرة ﻣﺼﺎﻧﻊ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺠﺎھﺰة ﺗﺒﯿﻦ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻣﺼﻨﻌﯿﻦ ﻟﻠﻄﺮق اﻟﻤﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ ﻹﻋﺎدة ﺗﺪوﯾﺮ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﻛﻤﺎ ھﻮ
ﻣﻮﺿﺢ ﺑﺎﻟﺸﻜﻞ ) ،(3ﺣﯿﺚ أن ﻣﺤﻄﺎت اﻟﺘﺪوﯾﺮ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﺔ ﺗﻨﺘﺞ رﻛﺎم ﺧﻠﯿﻂ ﺑﯿﻦ اﻟﺨﺸﻦ واﻟﻨﺎﻋﻢ وﻻ ﯾﻤﻜﻦ اﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﮫ إﻻ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺎت
اﻟﻌﺎدﯾﺔ ،وھﻲ ﺷﺒﮫ ﻣﺘﻮﻗﻔﺔ ﻋﻦ اﻟﻌﻤﻞ أو ﺗﻌﻤﻞ ﺑﻨﺼﻒ طﺎﻗﺘﮭﺎ ﻟﻌﺪم وﺟﻮد اﻟﺼﯿﺎﻧﺔ واﻟﻤﺘﺎﺑﻌﺔ اﻟﺪورﯾﺔ.

ﺷﻜﻞ ) (3ﻣﺤﻄﺔ ﺗﺪوﯾﺮ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻄﺮﯾﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ اﺣﺪ اﻟﻤﺼﺎﻧﻊ

 3.4اﻟﺘﺨﻠﺺ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ

ﻛﻞ ﻣﺼﺎﻧﻊ إﻧﺘﺎج اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺠﺎھﺰة ﺑﻤﺎ ﻓﯿﮭﻢ اﻟﻤﺼﺎﻧﻊ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺴﺘﻔﯿﺪ ﺟﺰﺋﯿﺎ ً ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺗﻘﻮم ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺨﻠﺺ ﻣﻨﮭﺎ ﺑﻨﻘﻠﮭﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ ﺗﺼﻠﺪھﺎ إﻟﻰ
اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ اﻟﻌﻤﻮﻣﯿﺔ ﻛﻤﺎ ھﻮ ﻣﻮﺿﺢ ﺑﺎﻟﺸﻜﻞ ) ،(4وﺑﺎﻟﻨﻈﺮ إﻟﻰ ھﺬه اﻟﻌﻤﻠﯿﺔ ودراﺳﺔ ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺠﮭﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺠﺎﻧﺐ اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدي واﻟﺒﯿﺌﻲ واﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻲ
ﯾﺘﻀﺢ أن ﻟﮭﺎ ﺗﺄﺛﯿﺮات ﺳﻠﺒﯿﺔ ﻛﺒﯿﺮة ﻣﻦ ﺟﻤﯿﻊ اﻟﻨﻮاﺣﻲ ،ﺣﯿﺚ أﺛﺒﺘﺖ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﺪراﺳﺎت أن ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ اﻟﺘﺨﻠﺺ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺑﻨﻘﻠﮭﺎ إﻟﻰ
اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ اﻟﻌﻤﻮﻣﯿﺔ ﺿﻌﻒ ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ إﻋﺎدة اﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﮭﺎ أو ﺗﺪوﯾﺮھﺎ ].[3

ﺷﻜﻞ ) (4اﻟﺘﺨﻠﺺ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ وذﻟﻚ ﺑﻮﺿﻌﮭﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻷرض ﺣﺘﻰ ﺗﺼﻠﺪھﺎ وﻣﻦ ﺛﻢ ﻧﻘﻠﮭﺎ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ اﻟﻌﻤﻮﻣﯿﺔ
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ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ اﻟﻤﺴﺢ ﻟﻜﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ:

ﺗﻢ ﺣﺼﺮ ﻣﺼﺎﻧﻊ إﻧﺘﺎج اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺠﺎھﺰة ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ ﺣﯿﺚ ﯾﻮﺟﺪ ﻋﺪد ﺣﻮاﻟﻲ  74ﻣﺼﻨﻊ ﻹﻧﺘﺎج اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺠﺎھﺰة ،وﺑﻨﺎء ﻋﻠﻰ
اﻟﻤﺴﺢ اﻟﻤﯿﺪاﻧﻲ )اﻻﺳﺘﺒﯿﺎن واﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ اﻟﺸﺨﺼﯿﺔ( اﻟﺬي ﺗﻢ إﺟﺮاءه ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﺸﺮﯾﻦ ﻣﺼﻨﻊ ﻹﻧﺘﺎج اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺠﺎھﺰة ﺗﻢ ﺣﺼﺮ ﻛﻞ ﻣﻦ ﻛﻤﯿﺎت
اﻹﻧﺘﺎج وﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺣﺴﺐ ﻣﺼﺪرھﺎ ﻟﻌﺪد  20ﻣﺼﻨﻊ ﻛﻤﺎ ھﻮ ﻣﻮﺿﺢ ﺑﺎﻟﺠﺪول رﻗﻢ ) .(1وﺗﻢ ﺗﻘﺪﯾﺮ ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت
اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ وﻓﻖ اﻟﻤﺼﺎدر اﻟﻤﺸﺎر إﻟﯿﮭﺎ ﺳﺎﺑﻘﺎ ً ﻟﻌﺪد  74ﻣﺼﻨﻊ ﻛﻤﺎ ھﻮ ﻣﻮﺿﺢ ﺑﺎﻟﺠﺪول رﻗﻢ ).(2
اﻟﺠﺪول رﻗﻢ ) (1ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﻟﻌﺪد  20ﻣﺼﻨﻊ ﺑﻤﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ

ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ
ﻛﻤﯿﺔ إﻧﺘﺎج
اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت
اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ
اﻟﻤﺮﻓﻮﺿﺔ
ﻣﻦ اﻟﺰﺑﺎﺋﻦ

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت
اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ
اﻟﺘﻲ زادت
ﻋﻦ اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺔ
اﻟﻔﻌﻠﯿﺔ

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻧﺎﺗﺠﺔ
ﻋﻦ إرﺳﺎل
اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ إﻟﻰ
ﻣﻮﻗﻊ اﻟﺼﺐ
ﻟﺴﻮء اﻟﺘﻨﺴﯿﻖ

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻧﺎﺗﺠﺔ
ﻋﻦ أﻋﻄﺎل
ﻣﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ
وﺣﻮادث
ﻣﺮورﯾﺔ

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت
ﻣﺘﺒﻘﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ
ﺣﻮض
اﻟﻤﻀﺨﺔ

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت
ﻧﺎﺗﺠﺔ ﻋﻦ
أﺧﺪ ﻋﯿﻨﺎت
اﻻﺧﺘﺒﺎرات

إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ
ﻛﻤﯿﺔ
اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت
ﻟﻜﻞ ﻣﺼﻨﻊ

ﻧﺴﺒﺔ
اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت
ﻣﻦ
إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ
اﻹﻧﺘﺎج

م/3ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ ً

م/3ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ ً

م/3ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ ً

م/3ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ ً

م/3ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ ً

م/3ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ ً

م/3ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ ً

م/3ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ ً

%

78000

67.5

936
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1.6

54000

0

360

7

8
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0.9

42000
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96

3

9
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9
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0.5

4

24000

0
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4

9

40

9
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1.0

5

54000

15

624

16

16

90

26

787

1.5

48000

0

312

8

7

80

9

416

0.9

27000

0

720

3

4

45

9

781

2.9

30000

0

156

4

7

50

9

226

0.8

39000

8

360

3

8

65

9

453

1.2

45000

16

312

3

3

75

9

418

0.9

21000

0

156

3

8

35

9

211

1.0

36000

0

720

7

9

60

15

811

2.3

24000
46200

0
9

312
120

3
16

4
16

40
77

9
19

368
257

1.5
0.6

36000

9

360

4

7

60

2

442

1.2

24000

108

120

7

8

40

19

302

1.3

28800

0

312

4

8

48

9

381

1.3

42000

0

360

4

8

70

9

451

1.1

36000

0

180

3

9

60

9

261

0.7

60000

0

360

4

8

100

25

497

0.8

ر.م

اﻟﻤﻮﻗﻊ

1
2
3

طﺮﯾﻖ اﻟﻜﺮﯾﻤﯿﺔ
 -اﻟﺴﻮاﻧﻲ

6

ﻣﺸﺮوع اﻟﮭﻀﺒﺔ
 ﺷﺎرعاﻟﺨﻼطﺎت

10

ﺳﻮق اﻷﺣﺪ

7
8
9
11
12
13
14

طﺮﯾﻖ وادي
اﻟﺮﺑﯿﻊ

15
16

ﻋﯿﻦ زارة

17
18
19

اﻟﻐﯿﺮان -
ﺟﻨﺰور  -اﻟﻨﺠﯿﻠﺔ

20
3

اﻹﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ )م /ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ(

795000

239.5

7056

121

178.5

1325

315

9235

اﻟﻤﺘﻮﺳﻂ )م/3ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ(

39750

12.0

352.8

6.1

8.9

66.3

15.7

461.7
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اﻟﺠﺪول رﻗﻢ ) (2ﺗﻘﺪﯾﺮ ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ ﻟﻌﺪد  74ﻣﺼﻨﻊ

ﻋﺪد ﻣﺼﺎﻧﻊ إﻧﺘﺎج
اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺠﺎھﺰة
ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ

ﻣﺼﺎدر ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ

ﻟﻤﺼﻨﻊ واﺣﺪ ﻣﻦ واﻗﻊ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ

إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻘﺪﯾﺮﯾﺔ
ﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ
اﻟﺴﻨﻮﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ

ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ ﻛﻤﯿﺔ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت
اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ ً
م / 3ﺳﻨﻮي

م / 3ﺳﻨﻮي

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻤﺮﻓﻮﺿﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺰﺑﺎﺋﻦ

12.0

886.2

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ زادت ﻋﻦ اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻔﻌﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاد ﺻﺒﮭﺎ

352.8

26107.2

6.1

447.7

8.9

660.5

66.3

4902.5

15.7

1164.5

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻧﺎﺗﺠﺔ ﻋﻦ إرﺳﺎل اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ إﻟﻰ ﻣﻮﻗﻊ اﻟﺼﺐ ﻟﺴﻮء اﻟﺘﻨﺴﯿﻖ ﻣﻊ اﻟﺰﺑﻮن

74

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻧﺎﺗﺠﺔ ﻋﻦ أﻋﻄﺎل ﻣﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ وﺣﻮادث ﻣﺮورﯾﺔ ﻋﺎرﺿﺔ
ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﺘﺒﻘﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﻮض ﻣﻀﺨﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ
ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻧﺎﺗﺠﺔ ﻣﻦ أﺧﺪ ﻋﯿﻨﺎت اﻻﺧﺘﺒﺎرات
3

اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻘﺪﯾﺮﯾﺔ ﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ )م /ﺳﻨﻮي(

461.7

34169

ﺗﺸﯿﺮ اﻟﺪراﺳﺎت إﻟﻰ أن ﻧﺴﺒﺔ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺣﻮاﻟﻲ  % 1.5ﻣﻦ ﻧﺴﺒﺔ اﻹﻧﺘﺎج ] ،[3وﻓﻲ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﺪراﺳﺎت اﻷﺧﺮى
 [5] % 0.5-0.4ﻣﻦ إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ إﻧﺘﺎج اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ .وﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺗﺒﯿﻦ أن ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ ﻧﺴﺒﺔ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﻓﻲ
ﻣﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ ﺑﻠﻐﺖ  % 1.2ﻣﻦ إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ إﻧﺘﺎج اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ،واﻟﺸﻜﻞ ) (7ﯾﻮﺿﺢ ﻧﺴﺒﺔ ﻛﻤﯿﺔ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﻣﻦ إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ إﻧﺘﺎج
اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ،ﻛﻤﺎ ﯾﻮﺿﺢ اﻟﺸﻜﻞ ) (8ﻧﺴﺐ ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺣﺴﺐ ﻣﺼﺪرھﺎ ﻣﻦ إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت.
1.2%
ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ ﻛﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺘﺮ اﻟﻤﻜﻌﺐ ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎً
ﻟﻤﺼﻨﻊ واﺣﺪ ﻣﻦ واﻗﻊ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ

ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ ﻛﻤﯿﺔ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ
اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺘﺮ اﻟﻤﻜﻌﺐ ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎً ﻟﻤﺼﻨﻊ واﺣﺪ
ﻣﻦ واﻗﻊ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ

98.8%
ﺷﻜﻞ )(7
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3%

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻤﺮﻓﻮﺿﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺰﺑﺎﺋﻦ )( % 2.6
ﻛﻤﯿﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ زادت ﻋﻦ اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻔﻌﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاد ﺻﺒﮭﺎ )(% 76.4

4%
14%

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻧﺎﺗﺠﺔ ﻋﻦ إرﺳﺎل اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ إﻟﻰ ﻣﻮﻗﻊ اﻟﺼﺐ ﻟﺴﻮء اﻟﺘﻨﺴﯿﻖ ﻣﻊ اﻟﺰﺑﻮن
)(% 1.3

2%
1%

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻧﺎﺗﺠﺔ ﻋﻦ أﻋﻄﺎل ﻣﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ وﺣﻮادث ﻣﺮورﯾﺔ ﻋﺎرﺿﺔ )(% 1.9
ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﺘﺒﻘﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﻮض ﻣﻀﺨﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ )(% 14.3
ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻧﺎﺗﺠﺔ ﻣﻦ أﺧﺪ ﻋﯿﻨﺎت اﻻﺧﺘﺒﺎرات )(% 3.4

76%

ﺷﻜﻞ ) ( 8ﻧﺴﺐ ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺣﺴﺐ ﻣﺼﺪرھﺎ ﻣﻦ إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت

6

اﻷﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻟﻮاﺟﺐ إﺗﺒﺎﻋﮭﺎ ﻟﻼﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ

 1.6إﻋﺎدة ﺗﻮﺟﯿﮫ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻟﻤﻮاﻗﻊ أو ﻋﻨﺎﺻﺮ أو أﺻﻨﺎف أﺧﺮى:

ﯾﺠﺐ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ھﺬه اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺎت إﻣﺎ ﺑﺈﻋﺎدة ﺗﻮﺟﯿﮭﮭﺎ إﻟﻰ ﻋﻨﺎﺻﺮ أﺧﺮى ﻓﻲ ﻧﻔﺲ اﻟﻤﻮﻗﻊ أو إﻟﻰ ﻣﻮاﻗﻊ أﺧﺮى ﻗﺮﯾﺒﺔ إن أﻣﻜﻦ ،ﻓﮭﺬا اﻷﺳﻠﻮب
ﻻ ﯾﺤﺘﺎج إﻻ ﻹدارة ﻣﻨﻈﻤﺔ ﺗﺘﺒﻊ أﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻹدارة اﻟﺤﺪﯾﺜﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﻮاﺻﻞ ،ﺑﺎﺳﺘﻐﻼل ﺟﻤﯿﻊ وﺳﺎﺋﻞ اﻻﺗﺼﺎل اﻟﻤﺘﺎﺣﺔ ﻟﻠﺤﺪ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت ﻗﺪر اﻹﻣﻜﺎن،
وإﻧﺸﺎء اﻟﺨﻄﻂ اﻟﺒﺪﯾﻠﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺨﺎطﺮ ﺑﺎﻻﺳﺘﻌﺎﻧﺔ ﺑﺄﺣﺪ اﻷﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻟﻤﺸﺎر إﻟﯿﮭﺎ أدﻧﺎه ﻛﺨﻄﻂ ﺑﺪﯾﻠﺔ.
 2.6ﺗﺼﻨﯿﻊ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ:
ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺼﺎﻧﻊ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺗﺠﮭﯿﺰ ﻗﻮاﻟﺐ ﻟﺒﻌﺾ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ ذات أﺣﺠﺎم ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻻﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺼﻨﯿﻊ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ ﻣﺜﻞ
اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻋﺪ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ واﻟﻄﺎوﻻت وﺑﺮدورات اﻟﻄﺮق واﻟﺤﺪاﺋﻖ وﻣﻤﺮات اﻟﻤﺸﺎة واﻟﺤﻮاﺟﺰ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ وأﻏﻄﯿﺔ ﻏﺮف اﻟﺘﻔﺘﯿﺶ وﻏﯿﺮھﺎ .وﻋﺪم
اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎر ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت اﻟﺼﻐﯿﺮة ﻓﻘﻂ ،وزﯾﺎدة اﻻھﺘﻤﺎم ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮاﻟﺐ واﻻﺳﺘﻌﺎﻧﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﮭﻨﺪﺳﯿﻦ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﯾﯿﻦ ﻟﺨﻠﻖ أﺷﻜﺎل وﻧﻤﺎذج ﺗﺮﺗﻘﻲ ﻟﻠﻤﺴﺘﻮى
اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻲ .إذ أن ﺳﻌﺮ ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ طﺎوﻟﺔ اﻟﻘﮭﻮة اﻟﻤﺼﻨﻮﻋﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺣﺴﺐ ﻣﻮﻗﻊ اﻷﻣﺎزون ﯾﻘﺪر ﺑـ  880دوﻻر أﻣﺮﯾﻜﻲ ] ،[4إذ ﻻ ﺗﺴﺘﮭﻠﻚ أﻛﺜﺮ
ﻣﻦ  0.125م 3ﻣﻦ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻟﺘﺼﻨﯿﻌﮭﺎ.
 3.6اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻹﺿﺎﻓﺎت اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎﺋﯿﺔ ﻟﻀﺒﻂ ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻤﯿﻮء:
ﺗﻄﻮرت ﺻﻨﺎﻋﺔ اﻹﺿﺎﻓﺎت اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎﺋﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺤﺴﻨﺔ ﻟﺨﻮاص اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ واﻟﺘﻲ ﻣﻦ ﺑﯿﻨﮭﺎ إﺿﺎﻓﺎت ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﻹﻋﺎدة اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺰاﺋﺪة
ﻋﻦ اﻟﺤﺎﺟﺔ ﺑﺘﺒﻄﺌﺔ زﻣﻦ اﻟﺸﻚ ﻟﻔﺘﺮة ﺗﺼﻞ إﻟﻰ  72ﺳﺎﻋﺔ ] ،[5ﻻﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﮭﺎ ﻓﯿﻤﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ ﺑﺨﻠﻄﮭﺎ ﻣﻊ ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﻦ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺔ ﺣﺪﯾﺜﺎً ،وھﺬه
اﻹﺿﺎﻓﺎت ﻻ ﺗﺆﺛﺮ ﺳﻠﺒﺎ ً ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺨﻮاص اﻟﻤﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ وﺗﻌﻄﻲ زﻣﻦ ﺷﻚ أطﻮل وﻣﻘﺎوﻣﺔ أﻋﻠﻰ ] .[7,6,5ﻗﺪ ﺗﺤﺪث ھﺬه اﻹﺿﺎﻓﺎت
ﻓﺎرق ﻛﺒﯿﺮ ﻓﻲ ﻛﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت إذا ﻣﺎ ﺗﻢ أﺧﺪھﺎ ﺑﻌﯿﻦ اﻻﻋﺘﺒﺎر واﺳﺘﻐﻼﻟﮭﺎ اﻻﺳﺘﻐﻼل اﻷﻣﺜﻞ.
 4.6اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻹﺿﺎﻓﺎت اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎﺋﯿﺔ ﻹﻧﮭﺎء ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻤﯿﻮء:
اﺣﺪ اﻷﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻟﻮاﺟﺐ إﺗﺒﺎﻋﮭﺎ ﻹﻋﺎدة اﻟﺘﺪوﯾﺮ ﻟﻼﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت ،ﺑﻌﻤﻠﯿﺎت رطﺒﺔ ﺣﯿﺚ ﯾﺘﻢ إﺿﺎﻓﺔ اﻟﻤﻮاد اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎﺋﯿﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺷﺎﺣﻨﺎت ﻧﻘﻞ
اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺑﺪون اﻟﺤﺎﺟﺔ إﻟﻰ أي ﻣﻌﺪات أﺧﺮى ،وﺗﺨﻠﻂ ﻟﺰﻣﻦ ﻣﺤﺪد ﺣﺴﺐ ﻧﻮع اﻟﻤﺎدة اﻟﻤﻀﺎﻓﺔ وﻣﻦ ﺗﻢ ﺗﻔﺮﯾﻎ اﻟﺸﺤﻨﺔ وﻣﻌﺎﻟﺠﺘﮭﺎ ،ﺣﯿﺚ ﺗﻘﻮم
ھﺬه اﻟﻤﻮاد ﺑﺈﯾﻘﺎف اﻟﺘﻔﺎﻋﻞ ﺑﯿﻦ اﻻﺳﻤﻨﺖ واﻟﻤﺎء وﺗﺤﻮﯾﻞ  1م 3ﻣﻦ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ إﻟﻰ  2400ﻛﺠﻢ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺮﻛﺎم اﻟﺠﺎف ] ،[8,5وھﺬا اﻟﺮﻛﺎم ﯾﻤﻜﻦ
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اﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﮫ ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ  %100ﻓﻲ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻏﯿﺮ اﻹﻧﺸﺎﺋﯿﺔ وﺑﻨﺴﺐ أﻗﻞ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﻠﺤﺔ ،ﺣﺴﺐ درﺟﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺑﺪون ﺗﺄﺛﯿﺮات ﺳﻠﺒﯿﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ
ﺧﻮاص اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ] [8ﻛﻤﺎ ھﻮ ﻣﻮﺿﺢ ﺑﺎﻟﺸﻜﻞ ).(5

ﺷﻜﻞ ) (5اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻹﺿﺎﻓﺎت اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎﺋﯿﺔ ﻹﻧﮭﺎء ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻤﯿﻮء ﻹﻧﺘﺎج رﻛﺎم ﺧﺸﻦ

 5.6إﻋﺎدة اﻟﺘﺪوﯾﺮ ﺑﺎﻟﻄﺮق اﻟﻤﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ:

ھﺬا اﻷﺳﻠﻮب اﺣﺪ اﻷﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻟﻤﮭﻤﺔ ﻟﻠﺤﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺗﻜﻮن اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ ،ﻓﺈذا ﻟﻢ ﯾﺘﻢ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت ﺑﺘﻄﺒﯿﻖ اﻷﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻟﻤﺸﺎر إﻟﯿﮭﺎ أﻧﻔﺎ ً
ﻓﺈﻧﮫ ﻻ ﺧﯿﺎر إﻻ اﻟﻠﺠﻮء إﻟﻰ اﻷﺳﻠﻮب اﻟﻤﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﻲ ﻟﻔﺼﻞ ﻣﻜﻮﻧﺎت اﻟﺨﻠﻄﺔ إﻣﺎ ﻛﻠﻲ وإﻣﺎ ﺟﺰﺋﻲ ،ﻻﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻣﺎ ﻗﺪ ﺗﻢ ﻓﺼﻠﮫ ﻣﻦ رﻛﺎم ﺧﺸﻦ ﻹﻧﺘﺎج
ﺧﺮﺳﺎﻧﺎت ﺟﺪﯾﺪة وﺑﻨﻔﺲ ﻛﻔﺎءة اﻟﺮﻛﺎم اﻟﻌﺎدي وإﻣﺎ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ اﻟﺮﻛﺎم اﻟﻨﺎﻋﻢ ﻓﻲ إﻧﺘﺎج ﺧﺮﺳﺎﻧﺎت ذات ﺟﻮدة ﻣﻨﺨﻔﻀﺔ ،أو اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺎء
ﻣﺒﺎﺷﺮة ﻟﻠﺨﻠﻂ أو ﺑﺨﻠﻄﮫ ﺑﻜﻤﯿﺎت أﺧﺮى .وﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﯾﺘﻀﺢ أن ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﺪوﯾﺮ اﻟﻤﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ ﻣﻜﻠﻔﺔ وﻟﻜﻨﮭﺎ أﻗﻞ ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺘﺨﻠﺺ ﻣﻦ
ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺑﻨﻘﻠﮭﺎ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ اﻟﻌﻤﻮﻣﯿﺔ .واﻟﺸﻜﻞ ) (6ﯾﻮﺿﺢ ﺑﻌﺾ ﻣﺤﻄﺎت ﺗﺪوﯾﺮ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ.

ﺷﻜﻞ ) (6إﻋﺎدة ﺗﺪوﯾﺮ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻄﺮق اﻟﻤﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ

7

اﻟﺨﻼﺻﺔ:

ﻛﻤﺎ اﺷﺮﻧﺎ ﺳﺎﺑﻘﺎ ً أن اﻏﻠﺐ ﻣﺼﺎﻧﻊ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺠﺎھﺰة ﺗﺘﺨﻠﺺ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺑﻨﻘﻠﮭﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ ﺗﺼﻠﺪھﺎ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ
اﻟﻌﻤﻮﻣﯿﺔ ﻣﻤﺎ ﯾﺘﺮﺗﺐ ﻋﻠﯿﮫ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺘﺄﺛﯿﺮات اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدﯾﺔ واﻟﺒﯿﺌﯿﺔ واﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﯿﺔ ،ﺣﯿﺚ أن ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ اﻟﺘﻜﻠﻔﺔ اﻟﺘﻘﺪﯾﺮﯾﺔ ﻟﻨﻘﻞ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ
إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ اﻟﻌﻤﻮﻣﯿﺔ ﺣﻮاﻟﻲ  5,550د.ل/ﺳﻨﻮي ﻟﻜﻞ ﻣﺼﻨﻊ ﻛﻤﺎ ھﻮ ﻣﻮﺿﺢ ﺑﺎﻟﺠﺪول ) ،(3وﺑﺎﻟﺮﻏﻢ ﻣﻦ أن ھﺬه اﻟﻘﯿﻤﺔ ﻟﯿﺴﺖ ﻛﺒﯿﺮة إﻻ أن
اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺑﺄﺣﺪ اﻷﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻟﻤﺸﺎر إﻟﯿﮭﺎ ﯾﻨﺘﺞ ﻋﻨﮫ أرﺑﺎح إﺿﺎﻓﯿﺔ ﻛﺒﯿﺮة ﻛﻤﺎ ھﻮ ﻣﻮﺿﺢ ﺑﺎﻟﺠﺪاول
).(8،7،6،5،4
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اﻟﺠﺪول رﻗﻢ ) (3ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ ﻧﻘﻞ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺑﻌﺪ ﺣﺎﻟﺔ ﺗﺼﻠﺪھﺎ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ اﻟﻌﻤﻮﻣﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ

ﻛﻤﯿﺔ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت
اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ
اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﻓﻲ
ﻣﺪﯾﻨﺔ طﺮاﺑﻠﺲ

ﻣﺼﺎدر ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ

3

م
ﻛﻤﯿﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻤﺮﻓﻮﺿﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺰﺑﺎﺋﻦ
ﻛﻤﯿﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ زادت ﻋﻦ اﻟﻜﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻔﻌﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاد ﺻﺒﮭﺎ

ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ ﻧﻘﻞ
اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ
اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺼﻨﻊ
إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ اﻟﻌﻤﻮﻣﯿﺔ

ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ
ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ
ﺗﺸﻮﯾﻦ
اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت

3

3

د.ل  /م

د.ل  /م

ﺿﺮﯾﺒﺔ
اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ
اﻟﻌﻤﻮﻣﯿﺔ

إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ
اﻟﺘﺨﻠﺺ
ﻣﻦ
اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت

3

3

د.ل  /م

إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ ﻧﻘﻞ اﻟﻤﺘﺮ
اﻟﻤﻜﻌﺐ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت
اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﻣﻦ
اﻟﻤﺼﻨﻊ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ
اﻟﻌﻤﻮﻣﯿﺔ
د.ل

د.ل  /م

12

143.942

353

4240.727

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻧﺎﺗﺠﺔ ﻋﻦ إرﺳﺎل اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ إﻟﻰ ﻣﻮﻗﻊ اﻟﺼﺐ ﻟﺴﻮء
اﻟﺘﻨﺴﯿﻖ ﻣﻊ اﻟﺰﺑﻮن

6

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻧﺎﺗﺠﺔ ﻋﻦ أﻋﻄﺎل ﻣﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ وﺣﻮادث ﻣﺮورﯾﺔ ﻋﺎرﺿﺔ

9

107.280

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﺘﺒﻘﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﻮض ﻣﻀﺨﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ

66

796.338

ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻧﺎﺗﺠﺔ ﻣﻦ أﺧﺪ ﻋﯿﻨﺎت اﻻﺧﺘﺒﺎرات

16

189.159

0.455

0.455

11.111

72.722

12.020

5,550.169

اﻟﺘﻜﻠﻔﺔ اﻟﺘﻘﺪﯾﺮﯾﺔ ﻟﻨﻘﻞ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ اﻟﻌﺎﻣﺔ
اﻟﺠﺪول رﻗﻢ ) (4ﻗﯿﻤﺔ اﻷرﺑﺎح ﻣﻦ إﻋﺎدة ﺗﻮﺟﯿﮫ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻛﺄﺣﺪ أﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ

ﺳﻌﺮ اﻟﺒﯿﻊ

ﻛﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ
3

د.ل/م

371

150

ﺻﺎﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻮﻓﯿﺮ *

3

م

د.ل/ﺳﻨﻮي
60,081

* ﺻﺎﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻮﻓﯿﺮ ﻋﺒﺎرة ﻋﻦ إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ ﻗﯿﻤﺔ ﺑﯿﻊ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﺎد ﺗﻮﺟﯿﮭﮭﺎ ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺗﻮﻓﯿﺮ ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ ﻧﻘﻞ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ.

اﻟﺠﺪول رﻗﻢ ) (5ﻗﯿﻤﺔ اﻷرﺑﺎح ﻣﻦ ﺗﺼﻨﯿﻊ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ ﻛﺄﺣﺪ أﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ

ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ ﺗﺼﻨﯿﻊ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺞ

ﺳﻌﺮ اﻟﺒﯿﻊ

ﻋﺪد اﻟﺒﺮدورات اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺔ

ﺻﺎﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻮﻓﯿﺮ *

م/3ﺳﻨﻮي

د.ل/ﻗﻄﻌﺔ

د.ل/ﻗﻄﻌﺔ

ﻗﻄﻌﺔ/ﺳﻨﻮي

د.ل/ﺳﻨﻮي

462

1.813

6

8795

42,378

ﻛﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ

* ﺻﺎﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻮﻓﯿﺮ ﻋﺒﺎرة ﻋﻦ إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ ﻗﯿﻤﺔ ﺑﯿﻊ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺗﻮﻓﯿﺮ ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ ﻧﻘﻞ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ.

اﻟﺠﺪول رﻗﻢ ) (6ﻗﯿﻤﺔ اﻷرﺑﺎح ﻣﻦ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻹﺿﺎﻓﺎت اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎﺋﯿﺔ ﻟﻀﺒﻂ ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻤﯿﻮء ﻛﺄﺣﺪ أﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ

ﻛﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ

ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ اﻹﺿﺎﻓﺎت اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎﺋﯿﺔ

م/3ﺳﻨﻮي

د.ل/ﺳﻨﻮي

380

4,747

ﺳﻌﺮ اﻟﺒﯿﻊ
3

د.ل/م

150

ﺻﺎﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻮﻓﯿﺮ *
د.ل/ﺳﻨﻮي
56,780

* ﺻﺎﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻮﻓﯿﺮ ﻋﺒﺎرة ﻋﻦ إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ ﻗﯿﻤﺔ إﻋﺎدة ﺑﯿﻊ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺗﻮﻓﯿﺮ ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ ﻧﻘﻞ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ.
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اﻟﺠﺪول رﻗﻢ ) (7ﻗﯿﻤﺔ اﻷرﺑﺎح ﻣﻦ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻹﺿﺎﻓﺎت اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎﺋﯿﺔ ﻹﻧﮭﺎء ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻤﯿﻮء ﻛﺄﺣﺪ أﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ

ﻛﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ

ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ اﻹﺿﺎﻓﺎت
اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎﺋﯿﺔ

ﻗﯿﻤﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﺮ اﻟﻤﻜﻌﺐ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺮﻛﺎم اﻟﺨﺸﻦ اﻟﻤﻌﺎد
ﺗﺪوﯾﺮه

ﻛﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﺮﻛﺎم اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺼﻞ ﻋﻠﯿﮫ
3

م/3ﺳﻨﻮي

د.ل/ﺳﻨﻮي

م /ﺳﻨﻮي

د.ل/م

380

1,899

380

20

ﺻﺎﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻮﻓﯿﺮ *

3

د.ل/ﺳﻨﻮي
10,261

* ﺻﺎﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻮﻓﯿﺮ ﻋﺒﺎرة ﻋﻦ إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ ﻗﯿﻤﺔ اﻟﺮﻛﺎم اﻟﺨﺸﻦ اﻟﻨﺎﺗﺞ ﻣﻦ إﻋﺎدة ﺗﺪوﯾﺮ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺗﻮﻓﯿﺮ ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ ﻧﻘﻞ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ.

اﻟﺠﺪول رﻗﻢ ) (8ﻗﯿﻤﺔ اﻷرﺑﺎح ﻣﻦ إﻋﺎدة اﻟﺘﺪوﯾﺮ ﺑﺎﻟﻄﺮق اﻟﻤﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ ﻛﺄﺣﺪ أﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ

ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ اﻻﺳﺘﺜﻤﺎر

ﻣﺼﺎرﯾﻒ
اﻟﺼﯿﺎﻧﺔ

م/3ﺳﻨﻮي

د.ل/ﺳﻨﻮي

د.ل/ﺳﻨﻮي

453

8,000

800

ﻛﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ

ﻛﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﺮﻛﺎم اﻟﻤﻌﺎد ﺗﺪوﯾﺮه
اﻟﺮﻛﺎم اﻟﺨﺸﻦ

اﻟﺮﻛﺎم اﻟﻨﺎﻋﻢ

ﻗﯿﻤﺔ اﻟﺮﻛﺎم اﻟﻤﻌﺎد ﺗﺪوﯾﺮه
اﻟﺮﻛﺎم اﻟﺨﺸﻦ

م/3ﺳﻨﻮي
362

اﻟﺮﻛﺎم اﻟﻨﺎﻋﻢ

ﺻﺎﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻮﻓﯿﺮ *

3

د.ل/م
181

25

د.ل/ﺳﻨﻮي
12

7,980

* ﺻﺎﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻮﻓﯿﺮ ﻋﺒﺎرة ﻋﻦ إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ ﻗﯿﻤﺔ اﻟﺮﻛﺎم اﻟﺨﺸﻦ واﻟﻨﺎﻋﻢ اﻟﻨﺎﺗﺞ ﻣﻦ إﻋﺎدة ﺗﺪوﯾﺮ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺗﻮﻓﯿﺮ ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ ﻧﻘﻞ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ.

8

اﻻﺳﺘﻨﺘﺎﺟﺎت واﻟﺘﻮﺻﯿﺎت:

ﺗﺒﯿﻦ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ أن اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ وھﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﺳﻮاء ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﮭﺎ ﻣﺒﺎﺷﺮة أو اﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺼﻨﯿﻊ
اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ اﻷﺧﺮى أو ﺑﺘﺪوﯾﺮھﺎ ﻟﮫ اﻟﻌﺪﯾﺪ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ اﻻﯾﺠﺎﺑﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﻤﻜﻦ ﺗﻀﻤﯿﻨﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻨﻘﺎط اﻟﺘﺎﻟﯿﺔ:
•

اﻟﻤﺤﺎﻓﻈﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﻮارد اﻟﻄﺒﯿﻌﯿﺔ ﻏﯿﺮ اﻟﻤﺘﺠﺪدة ﻋﻦ طﺮﯾﻖ اﻟﺤﺪ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺤﺎﺟﺔ إﻟﻰ إﻧﺘﺎج اﻻﺳﻤﻨﺖ واﺳﺘﺨﺮاج اﻟﺮﻛﺎم.

•

ﺧﻠﻖ اﻟﻤﺰﯾﺪ ﻣﻦ ﻓﺮص اﻟﻌﻤﻞ.

•

اﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ ﺷﺮاء اﻟﻤﻮاد اﻟﺨﺎم ،وﺑﺬﻟﻚ اﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ ﻧﻘﻞ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﻟﺐ اﻟﻌﻤﻮﻣﯿﺔ ،ﻣﻤﺎ ﯾﺘﺮﺗﺐ ﻋﻠﯿﮫ ﺗﻮﻓﯿﺮ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﻤﺼﺮوﻓﺎت.

•

اﻟﻤﺤﺎﻓﻈﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺒﯿﺌﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﻞ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺴﺎﺣﺔ اﻷراﺿﻲ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﺔ ﻟﺪﻓﻦ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﻔﺎت.

•

اﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﻞ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻐﺒﺎر اﻟﻨﺎﺗﺞ ﻋﻦ ﺗﺪوﯾﺮ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﺼﻠﺪة.

•

ﺑﺎﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ  1ﻣﺘﺮ ﻣﻜﻌﺐ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺎزﺟﺔ ﯾﻨﻘﺬ ﺣﻮاﻟﻲ  200ﻟﺘﺮ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺎء.
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ABSTRACT
In nowadays, research in nanoscale science has been greatly developing and obtaining more interests.
Numerous research activities in the last two decades focus on exploring nanoscience, understanding the
fundamentals, and developing technical solutions. Materials in nanoscale showed remarkable and superb
properties that are completely different from those when the material in the bulk condition. This makes
nanotechnology to hold a great promise in effecting profound scientific, medical, energy, economic and
even cultural change on society. Almost all countries are placed long and short term strategic plans as to
obtain more experience and carefully examine the potential implications of nanotechnology and its
strategic benefits. Consequently, research indicators on this technology indicate that some developing
countries compete with the world's largest countries in the control of this technology. This paper,
however, provides an introduction to the nanotechnology, and also discovers the current status of the
research on this particular field globally and in the Arabic region. The real status of the scientific research
on the nanotechnology in Libya correspondingly is realised. Steps required by the Libyan authorities and
research principles to fill in the gape in this area are also expressed.
Keyword—

1.

Nanotechnology; Nanoscience; Research in Nanotechnology; Nanotechnology Applications.

Introduction

Nanotechnology has become a competitive scientific technology that most of developed countries competed
to control. The research and development in this particular field of technology has impacted every aspect of
modern human life. More and divers areas of research have been continuously increasing and gaining the
interest of researchers and scientists to apply this kind of technology and benefit from [1]; e.g. energy;
agriculture; petroleum industry; food industry; and probably the strongest field is medicine and healthcare.
Nanotechnology refers to the science and technology of which a matter is controlled in a nanoscale. It is
commonly attributed for the technologies leading to produce nanoscale materials at nanometre dimension
(10-9 m) [2, 3]. The nanoscale is consensually considered to cover the range of 1 to 100nm. According to the
US National Nontechnology Initiative (NNI), the nanotechnology is ‘the understanding and control of matter at
dimensions between approximately 1 and 100 nanometres, where unique phenomena enable novel applications. Encompassing
nanoscale science, engineering, and technology, nanotechnology involves imaging, measuring, modelling, and manipulating matter
at this length scale’. Yet, numerous definitions of nanotechnology have migrated and expanded with the passage
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of time. For instance, in [4], the definition is expressed as ‘nanotechnology is the design, characterization, production
and application of materials, devices and systems by controlling shape and size of the nanoscale’. While in [5], a slightly
different nuance is given by ‘the deliberate manipulation, precision placement, measurement, modelling and production of
matter at the nanoscale in order to create materials, devices and systems with fundamentally new properties and functions’.
Another different definition, though floating around, is introduced in [6] that is ‘the design, synthesis,
characterization and application of materials, devices and systems that have functional organization at least one dimension on the
nanometre scale’. Obviously, the definitions, however, should provide some form of proactive engineering to
the term nanotechnology. Nevertheless, to avoid the debate about the definition as it is not the particular
scope of this paper, it would be better to suggest that a certain technology can be considered nanotechnology
only if it involves all of the following three attributes: first, research and technology development at the
atomic, molecular or macromolecular levels, in the scale of approximately 1–100 nm range; second, creation
and use of structures, devices and systems that have novel properties and functions because of their small
and/or intermediate size; and finally, an ability to control or manipulate on the atomic or the nanoscale [7].
This paper provides an introduction to the basic principles and applications of nanotechnology. It also
discovers the current status of research on this particular field globally and in Arabic countries. The real
situation of the scientific research on nanotechnology in Libya is finally concluded, and steps required by
authorities and research principles to motivate the research in this area are expressed.
2.

Importance of Nanotechnology

Nanotechnology is considered as a powerful tool and technique in medical technology as well as almost every
filed life. This kind of technology develops so fast; while its applications diverse to touch all branches of
science, engineering and industries. The momentum of nanostructures stems from the fact that new materials
with absolutely new properties can be developed. Properties of a matter depend strongly on how atoms are
arranged in space; e.g. if atoms in coal (Carbon) is rearranged, it could make diamond. Therefore,
nanotechnology holds great opportunities for innovation in, virtually, every industry and application. New
materials and advanced devices of a desirable properties and functions can be developed for numerous
applications using this technology. The main aspects that make nanotechnology attractive to researchers are
the fact that it is relatively cheap, can be manufactured in bulk with lower energy; the ability to control the
material’s properties by controlling its particles size and structural form as well as controlling the conditions
and methods of preparation; and relatively safe in terms of use for people and environment [8]
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3.

Influence of Size on the Materials’ Properties

Owing to the small size of the building blocks (particle, grain, or phase) nanomaterials demonstrate unique
mechanical, optical, electronical, and magnetic properties [3]. Properties of nanomaterials depend on [9]: fine
grain size and size distribution (<100 nm); the chemical composition of the constituent phases; the presence
of interfaces, more specifically, grain boundaries, hetero-phase interfaces, or the free surface; and lastly
interactions between the constituent domains.
Changes in the size-dependent properties of a matter are observed due to the fact that wave-like properties of
electrons inside the matter and atomic interactions are influenced by the size of materials at the nanometre
scale. Confinement of the DeBroglie wavelength of charge carriers inside nanomaterials could also lead to
quantization effect [3]. As the size decreases, the ratio of atoms on the surface increases. Such atoms are high
energy surface atoms and very reactive. This also creates a high surface to volume ratio leading to a
tremendous improvement in chemical properties. Platinum nano particles, for example, are efficient catalysts
for many reactions whereas platinum bulk sheets are sufficiently inert [8, 9]. Large surface to volume ratio
means subtle changes to the surface due to addition of numerous atoms or molecules leading to dramatic
alterations of physical properties. Number of fields,including magnetism, luminescence and
renewable/alternative energy to sensors as well as photo-catalysis, will benefit from capitalizing on the
surface–volume relationship. The possible enhancement of physical properties is therefore due to quantum
size and clustering interface effects [10]. Figure 1 shows how surface volume ratio changes with particle size.

Figure 1: The surface volume ratio changes with particle size.

4.

Nanofacture

There is a wide variety of technologies that have the potential to produce nanomaterials with different
degrees of quality, speed and cost. Yet, grain size, shape and structure of the required nanomaterials are the
main factors restrict the selection of the technology [11]. Almost all of these techniques fall into the main
categories described in Figure 2. The top-down methods mostly require large (and also expensive, needs
considerable concentrations of capital) installations [11]. Traditionally, scaling-down processes are based on
process that include grinding or etching and utilise an ultraprecision engineering. Mechanical stiff parts are
used to ultra-precisely shape objects. While on the other hand, for semiconductor processing a very highquality thin films are deposited, either physical vapour deposition (PVD) or chemical vapour deposition
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(CVD), with nanometre control, perpendicular to the plane of a substratum [11, 12]. Sophisticated
technologies, e.g. exposure to a plasma, or ions implantation, are employed to modify existing surfaces of
materials [12].

Nanofacture
Soft

Growth (bio-inspired)

Moleculer manufacturing (pick
and place)
Self-assembly
(bottom-down)

Hard (top-down)

semiconductor processing
(additive and subtractive

Precision engineering
(subtractive)

Figure 2: Different modes of nano-manufacture (nanofacture).

The other approach is known as molecular manufacturing; also known as “pick and place” or bottom-tobottom methods, literally construct things atom-by-atom [11, 12].
The third approaches, known as bottom-up or self-assembly, are based on creating objects that capable of
spontaneously assembling into useful structures. Precursors are gathered in random positions and
orientations, and supply energy to allow them to sample configuration space. Once the precursors are in
position, the bonds connecting them are strengthened and the final object is fixed permanently [11, 12].
5.

The Current Situation of Research in Nanotechnology

To study the development trends of the research in nanotechnology, the outcomes of nanotechnology related
research is examined. Indicators; namely, funding, publications and patents are presented, investigated and
analysed. The results of such studies would also help policymakers in assessing their past policies, forecasting
future trends based on the previous and contemporary trends[14], and take new valuable actions to succeed.
5.1.

Globally

Governmental funding plays a critical role in establishing and stimulating nanotechnology research and
development (R&D). Based on the Global Funding of Nanotechnologies & its Impact report [15], since 1997
the United States (US), followed by most countries in the European Union (EU), and other countries have
announced series of policies and heavy funding to support academia for the field of nano-innovation R&D.
Since then, as denoted in Figure 3, this budged was gradually increasing. Remarkably, the US outspends every
country else. Yet Japan and Russia have managed to take a temporary lead in 2000-2003 before fall back.
Also, it points out that the funding trend in EU grows gradually; while on the other hand faster growth rates
are observed in Asia.
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Figure 3: Funding of nanotechnologies by country [15]

Such funding is expected to positively reflect on the nanotechnology related R&D activities. This can be
observed in the number of nanotechnology related articles and the number of granted patents annually.
These two figures are mainly considered when examining the outcomes of R&D activities [14]. Visibly,
scientific articles are the major source of knowledge production and transfer from academic research to
industrial applications and developing innovations [14].
In this work, statistics of published scientific articles are obtained from the Thomson Reuters Web of
Science (WoS) which are usually used for retrieving and analyzing academic research outputs [15].
Additionally, to avoid confusion and for better understanding only the top 5 countries are considered for the
period of 2010-2017 as represented in Figure 4. It reveals that China possesses the highest rate of growth
with about 47% while the US comes second with mostly half growth rate. Remarkably, India, South Korea
and Iran rank in the list with growth rate of about 24%.

Figure 4: The number of nanotechnology article in 2010-2017
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Nevertheless, number of articles need to be carefully analysed when used as an indicator for nanotechnology
developing. Obviously, it is related to other figures such as population, stage of development, percentage of
R&D expenditures, and some other important factors. Therefore, to reliably analyse data, another index is
deployed to study the growth of nanotechnology research globally; i.e. the local share of nano-articles to total
articles published by each country. Figure 5 shows the top 5 shares (%) in 2010-2017. It represents that Asian
countries have the highest share in this indicator, and almost all of them have shares higher than the world
average (9.5%). Iran and Saudi Arabia have consistincreasing share and achieved their highest shares in 2017.
Both have experienced huge growth in the published nano-articles by giving propriety to nanotechnology
research. Noticeably, Bahrain is in this particular list indicating the level of interest paid to this technology.

Figure 5: The local share in nanotechnology articles in 2010-2017

It is worth mentioning that although US is ranked2ndin published nano-articles, it possesses an average share
of around 6 % in 2010-2017. While India ranked 6thin this list explaining the reason they both are not
appearing in Figure 5.To further analyse the global development in nanotechnology, patents number is
employed as a technology and innovation indicator. Patent data were retrieved from the United States Patent
and Trademarks Office (USPTO) and European Patent Organisation (EPO). Figure 6 represents the
nanotechnology patents granted in the USPTO in 2010-2017. It shows that US ranks 1stby possessing 60% of
all nanotechnology patents. Noticeably, South Korea has consistent increasing patents and ranked 2ndin 2017
moving Japan 3rdwith a gap of 500 patents.

Figure 6: Nanotechnology related patents in USPTO
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The EPO also shows that US possesses the highest patents granted in 2010-2017 as denoted in Figure 7.
Apart from France and Japan, the gap between each country and other is visible.

Figure 7: Nanotechnology related patents in EPO

5.2.

The Arabic countries

Similarly, the current situation of research in the field of nanotechnology in Arabic countries is explored
using both the number of publications and corresponding local share. It is worth mentioning that trusted
resources about the exact funding spend on nanotechnology related R&D by most Arabic governments is
not available. Hence only publications number and local share are explored. Additionally, due to the fact that
published articles are very small in contrast to that published globally, the accumulative number in 2000-2017
is used instead, as denoted in Figure 8. Saudi Arabia has the highest accumulative number with more than
8000 articles, followed by Egypt with about 7750 articles. The rest are all either around 1500articles or
reasonably lower; whereas Libya stands in the back with less than 100 articles.

Figure8: Published nanoarticles in Arabic countries, total in 2000-2017

The local share is also calculated for every single Arabic country and represented in Figure 9. It appears that
Saudi Arabia leads the list with about 8% share; Qatar comes 2ndwith 6%. UAE, Iraq, Bahrain, Kuwait and
Egypt have close shares of about 5%. Libya has no share calculated as a trusted total number of articles is not
available.
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More, apart from Saudi Arabia patents granted in USTPO by Arabic countries is as small as less than 8, see
Figure 10. In fact Saudi Arabia has been ranked 12th globally in USPTO.

Figure 9 Local share of nano articles in the Arabic countries

Statistics from EPO showed similar results to that of the USPTO indicating that research activities in
nanotechnology is still in early stages in Arabic countries. However; Saudi Arabia represents the best
performance and possesses advanced position globally.

Figure10: Arabic nanotechnology related patents in USPTO

To further analyse the current situation in Arabic countries, the Global Innovation Index (GII) [16] in 20132017 is discovered. This would also provide detailed metrics about the innovation performance in Arabic
countries. Table 1 represents the ranking of GII of top 10 Arabic countries. It illustrates that UAE ranks first
mostly in 2013-2017. Particularly it possesses the 35thglobally in 2017. Qatar also showed good performance
in that it moved from the 50thglobally in 2016 to 49thSaudi Arabia also develops gradually, although its rank
decayed from 49thin 2016 to 55thin 2017 globally moving to 3rdin the Arabic GII list. Kuwait, Bahrain and
Morocco have systematic improvement in the GII globally. The table indicates that the some Arabic
countries keen interest in innovation. In fact, innovation is the main pillars for a high-productivity knowledge
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economy. It is worth mentioning that these countries have made important progress by localization of
nanotechnology research in universities and research bodies as well as establishing specialized research
centres in the field of nanotechnology. For instance, Saudi Arabia established 6 institutes specialised in
nanotechnology and at least three companies in the field of Nanotechnology industries; while almost all
universities have departments educate nanoscience and nanotechnology. Egypt also possesses the highest
number of specialized organizations, institutions and research centres in Arabic countries; i.e. more than
10[17].
Table 1: Global rankings of Arabic countries in GII.

Country

6.

Arabic countries GII ranking
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

UAE

38

36

47

41

35

Qatar

43

47

50

50

49

Saudi Arabia

42

38

43

49

55

Kuwait

50

69

77

67

56

Bahrain

67

62

59

57

66

Morocco

92

84

78

72

72

Tunisia

70

78

76

77

74

Oman

80

75

69

73

77

Lebanon

75

77

74

70

81

Jordan

61

64

75

82

83

Development of Nanotechnologyin Libya

Pessimistically, the concern for this technology in Libya, formally, is not yet clear. Despite the attempts from
scholars, research centres and universities to concretize it; yet these efforts are solitary and not
comprehensive. Figure 8 showed that only around 85 articles were published globally. Governmental actions
are urged to initiate programs that involve different institutions, focuses on the R&D, the creation of human
capacity, the provision of infrastructure. Steps need to be taken may include but not limited to:
•

Establish clear and objective policies as well as national initiative with obvious objectives and visions for
excellence in this particular field to create a favorable investment environment;

•

Establish and implement an objective plan for scientific and technological research and innovation in
the field of nanoscience and technology. The plan should include the foundations of joint cooperation
to maximize the benefit from the scientific and human resources available in R&D centres, institutes
and universities;
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•

Provide the necessary long term resources for the constitution of capacities; and suitable funds toward
R&D to motivate the development in this field;

•

Encourage (i.e. by funds, special policies and targeted intermediaries) to involve scientists, researchers,
and scholars in the nanotechnology field, and establish clusters or networks to adapt and develop
rapidly;

•

Promote management in mediators to focus on linking academic and industrial organisations together,
in order to motivate collaborative research and innovation;

7.

Conclusions

This work has provided a brief introduction to the nanotechnology, including definition, the basic principles,
applications, and manufacturing methods. It is also expanded to identify the global pattern of
nanotechnology related indicators, i.e. articles number, patents number and GII, in a developmental context
in 2010-2017. Based on the analysis, the results reveal that the most of developed countries have made a
considerable funding to support and encourage academia for the R&D in the field of nanotechnology. The
USA and china have the highest indicators; while countries in Asia, generally, have showed the fastest
growing rate. The study also showed that some Arabic countries have dramatically improved nanotechnology
indicators. Namely, Saudi Arabia has identified increasing trend and systematic development in most
indicators studied. Qatar, UAE, Kuwait, Bahrain and Egypt have also experienced developing trends. On the
other hand Libya stands back in almost all indicators. Libyan policy makers must take serious actions to
initiate strategies, make funds available and initiative programs that involve institutions focus on R&D,
creation of human capacity, and the provision of infrastructure to encourage scientists and researchers to
develop their related nano-activities.
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ABSTRACT
Compaction is the process of mechanically densifying a soil which increase its density to meet engineering
requirements. Unstable soils can create significant problems for pavements or structures ,therefore soil
stabilization techniques are necessary to ensure the good stability of soil so that it can successfully sustain
the load of the superstructure especially in case of soil which are highly active, also it saves a lot of time
and millions of money when compared to the method of cutting out and replacing the unstable soil. This
research describes a study of the effect of adding steel slag and lime on the engineering properties of a
sandy soil. A series of laboratory experiments have been implemented and varieties of samples were made
by mixing steel slag and lime with soil. different percentages of steel slag and lime were used as
stabilization materials. Test results show that adding steel slag and lime can improve the properties of
compacted sandy soil, and has a great effect on the behavior of compaction of stabilized soil, the
maximum dry unit weight increased gradually at the low addition ratios and the maximum increase
occurred at steel slag and lime content equals to 25% and 15% respectively.
Keyword— Steel Slag, Compaction, Sandy Soil

1.

Introduction

The availability of build able land is fast drifting away each day due to scarcity of lands with good natural
bearing capacity. This leads to construction of building on poor soils which eventually lead to structural
foundation failures. It has become very imperative to improve soil or the quality of grounds by the adoption
of suitable improvement methods depending on the materials available . however, during soil or ground
improvement, cost effectiveness is one of the major factors. Consequent upon this, there is paramount need
to adopt the use of admixture during steel slag/soil improvement or stabilization. However, steel slag which
is a waste product from steel production could replace some proportions of sand/soil. This admixture not
only replaces some proportions of soil for cost effective soil improvement. this review work exposes those
qualities and applications that make steel slag a good replacement or not during mixing with soil, to find out
how improvement and for a more economic approach for stabilization soil. The present review also gives
researchers and geotechnical engineering a clue on the application of steel slag and the limit for its usage.
Different methods can be used to improve and treat the geotechnical properties of the problematic soils
(such as strength and the stiffness) by treating it in situ , these methods include dandifying treatments (such
as compaction or preloading). The chemical stabilization of the soils (soft fine-grained soils) is very important
for many of the geotechnical engineering applications such as pavement structures, roadways, building
foundation, channel and reservoir linings, to avoid the settlement of soft soil.
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Many materials and items discarded by organizations, companies and people have the potential to be reused
for their original purposes or for new ones. Reuse discarded materials and items allows companies to get the
most out of it. Additionally, reusing products conserves natural resources and saves valuable landfill space.
Use of environment friendly materials in any industry is of paramount importance. limited waste landfill
space, increasing cost of waste disposal in combustion facilities and landfills, depletion of the natural
resources, and the need for sustainable development have all amplified the need to reuse the materials that
were once regarded as wastes as substitutes for natural resources. In 2002, 50 million metric tons of steel slag
was estimated to be produced worldwide [1] and 12 million tons was estimated to be produced in Europe [2].
Currently, the world annual production of steel slag is estimated to range between 90-135 million metric tons.
Approximately 15 to 40% of the 10-15 million metric tons of steel slag generated in the United States in 2006
was not utilized [3] and a larger percentage of the 0.35-0.45 million metric tons of steel slag estimated by
Akinwumi et al. [4].
GGBS or GGBFS (Ground Granulated Blast Furnace Slag) is a waste product drawn by the rapid cooling of
molten iron slag. It is obtained from steel manufacturing process. In order to make use of GGBS, an attempt
has been made for adopting it in soil stabilization. From the previous studies, it is clear that the GGBS
induces the strength of cement and is extensively used as cement additives. This can be implemented in the
soil for stabilization.
Addition of these wastes in stabilization technique makes proper utilization of these wastes and solves the
problem of disposal. Steel slag is a by-product produced during the conversion of iron ore or scrap iron to
steel.
Numerous studies have been conducted by various researchers for the use of steel slag to improve the
engineering properties of weak soils .
The use of steel slag has been established in a number of applications in the construction industry. Slag can
be applied as a material in cement, as road base course material due to large bearing capacity and excellent in
wear resistance [5] as aggregate material for the asphalt concrete mixture [6] as fine and coarse aggregates in
cement concrete mixture [7] and as improvement weak soil due to high angle of internal friction and high
particle density.
Osinubi, et al. [8] studied the effect of using Blast Furnace Slag (BFS) to stabilize a lateritic soil to be used as
hydraulic barrier. It was observed that inclusion of BFS increased the CBR value to 10% of the soil treated
with 9% BFS and it became suitable for the use as hydraulic barrier.
Oormila and Preethi [9] examined the properties of black cotton soil stabilized using fly ash (FA) and Ground
Granulated Blast Furnace Slag (GGBFS).Different percentages of FA and GGBFS were added. They found
that the stabilizers have significantly improved the index properties of the soil and to achieve the maximum
CBR value, the soil was blended with 20% GGBFS.
Golakiya and Savani [10] investigated the effect of Electric Arc Furnace Dust (EAFD) and Dolime fine
addition on black cotton soil to improve geotechnical properties. Electric arc furnace dust generated during
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steel production and considered as hazardous waste. Dolomite stone is a type of lime stone and additive for
slag formation. During the crushing process of Dolomite stone, fine particle is generated known as Dolime
fine and regarded as industrial waste. They found that addition of 30% EAF dust and 12% Dolime to the
black cotton soil had shown a good result.
Akinwumi [11] who studied soil improvement using electric arc furnace (EAF) steel slag. Various percentages
of pulverized steel slag were applied to the soil. It was observed that pulverized steel slag improved the
plasticity, uncured strength and drainage characteristics of the soil at the optimum percent of slag 6%.
Biradar, et al. [12] investigated the effect of using Fly ash and Steel slag to stabilize clay soils. Fly ash and Steel
slag were mixed at different percentages 0, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50% by weight of the soil to obtain the
optimum percentage of admixture required. The study results showed that addition of steel slag and fly ash
decreased the consistency limits and increased the CBR value of the soil.
2.

Objective

The objective of the study is to improve the proctor compaction test properties of the soil, through the
addition of steel slag and lime as stabilizers to become able to withstand the loads located
3.

Experimental Work

Proctor compaction tests are conducted using equipment and procedures. The soil is brought to a desired
moisture content and compacted in layers in the selected mold. After compaction, the moist unit weight and
moisture content are determined and the dry unit weight calculated. These procedures are repeated at a
sufficient number of moisture contents to establish a relationship between dry unit weight and moisture
content at compaction. This data, when plotted, represents a curvilinear relationship known as the
compaction curve or moisture-density curve. The values of maximum laboratory dry unit weight (Υd-max)
and optimum moisture content are determined from the compaction curve.
3.1.

Materials

-

Water

Tap water was used for mixing and increase moisture content.
- Soil
Soil was collected from Sirte and used in this research. The soil was stored in dry place and passed through
U.S. sieves and the results of sieve analysis (D 6913) test are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Particle Size Distribution of Tested Soil

According to the sieve analysis results and Unified Soil Classification System soil experimented in this work is
classified as granular materials , and the type of soil is SP : sand poorly graded.
- Steel Slag – Blast Furnace Slag (GGBS) :Steel slag was collected from Libyan iron and steel company (Misurata) and used in this research. Six ratio 5,
10, 15, 20, 25 and 30%, by weight of the soil used. The steel slag samples were crushed to reduce its particle
size down to less than 0.425 mm.
- Lime
Commercially available lime which was used in this study, passed through sieve No 200 and mixed with soil
in varying percentages 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30%.
3.2.

Sample Preparation

To prepare sand soil . it was first oven –dried at 105ºC approximately 24 hours. Then , it was taken out of the
oven and compacted. After that, 5000 gm of these soil were taken and mixed with lime, steel slag in varying
percentage 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30%. The lime and steel slag were passed through sieve No 200 before to be
mixed with soil.
4.

Results and Discussion

4.1.

Compaction Test on Non-Treated Soil

Figure 2 shows the results of standard proctor test on the natural soil , which shows a typically shaped curve
with a single peak, with maximum dry density of 1.95 g/cm3cmh at optimum moisture content of 11%.
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Figure 2: Standard Proctor Test Results on Natural Soil

4.2.

Standard Proctor Test on GGBS Treated Soil

In order to investigate the effect of addition of steel slag on optimum water content and maximum dry unit
weight of the selected soils, a series of standard proctor tests on GGBS treated soils 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30%
GGBS content by weight of selected soil were conducted according to ASTM D(698). Selected soil was dried
in a oven and mixed until uniform color was observed before compaction. Figure 3 shows the effect of
replacing GGBS on the soil with the investigated percentages, which shows that at the beginning of GGBS
replacement, the maximum dry unit weight increased gradually. The highest value of dry unit weight was
obtained at GGBS content equal 25%. On the contrary, increasing the GGBS content more than 25%
(GGBS>25%) decreased the maximum dry unit weight of stabilized soil.
It is clear also from the figure that the optimum water content varied with GGBS content. The optimum
water content fluctuated with the increase of GGBS content. This can be attributed to the change of surface
area of treated soil than that in natural sandy soil.
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Figure 3: Standard Proctor Test Results on Soil With Various GGBS Content

4.3.

Standard Proctor Test on Lime Treated Soil

Figure 4 shows the effect of adding Lime on compaction characteristics of the tested soil samples. it is clear
that the effect of replacing five different percentage of lime to soil had nearly similar results, However, the
replacement of lime to sandy soil was important to develop the behavior of stabilized soil. It also shows that
at the beginning of replacing lime the maximum dry unit weight is almost stay the same, then the maximum
dry unit weight was achieved at lime content equal 15% dry unit weight of stabilized soil then decreased by
replacing more lime.
It is also from the below result that the optimum water content varied with lime content. The optimum water
content fluctuated with increasing of lime content.
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Figure 4: Standard Proctor Test Results on Soil With Various Lime Contents

Figure 5 shows that the values of the max dry unit weight of soil increase with the increase of the both
additives ( GGBS and lime) and the highest values of dry unit weight (γdmax ) is obtained at GGBS content
equal to 25% and 15%for lime. Furthermore the replacement of GGBS has a marked effect on the increase
of max dry unit weight of soil comparing with the replacement of lime at the different tested percentages.

lime

Figure 5: Comparison Between The Effect of Percentage of Additives on Maximum Dry Unit Weight
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From Figure 6 it is obvious that the highest value of the optimum moisture content is obtained at natural soil
, and the lowest at GGBS ratio (15%).

Optimum Moisture content
WC

12
10
8
Steel Slag
lime
Natural

6
4
2
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Additives %
Figure 6: Comparison between the effect of percentage of additives on optimum moisture content

5.

Conclusions

An extensive laboratory testing program was carried out to investigate the effect of addition of the steel slag
and lime on the compaction characteristics of a sandy soil. The obtained results from both additives and
were compared the following conclusions are made. The replacement of steel slag to sandy soil has a marked
effect on the behavior of compaction of stabilized soil. The maximum dry unit weight increased gradually at
the beginning of replacement of steel slag and the maximum dry unit weight increased by about 4.655%
when the steel slag content increased from 5% to 25%. Increasing the steel slag content more than 25%
(GGBS>25%) decreased the maximum dry unit weight, where steel slag content equal to 30% the maximum
dry unit weight of treated soil decreased significantly by about 9.57% than that at 25%. The optimum water
content varied with steel slag content. the optimum water content fluctuated with the increase of steel
content. The comparison between the effect of both replacement shows that steel slag is more effective than
lime on the improvement of the max dry unit of the soil, while the effect of the both replacement on the
OMC is almost the same at different used percentages. In addition of that steel slag has advantage of its low
cost and easy availability in large quantities.
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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the failure of cylindrical pressure vessels and examines their integrity in the
presence of cracks using von-Mises (Distortion Energy) yielding criterion and fracture mechanics
methodology. The design Code of ASME-VIII section-2 was used to determine safe thickness and
maximum allowable working pressure. The fracture stress, the critical stress intensity factor, the critical
crack length and maximum pressure were determined. The results showed that yielding criterion with
factor of safety of "2" for materials proposed in this study are applicable to design and construct pressure
vessels under considered internal pressure and vessel size. The study revealed that cracked pressure
vessels can be fit for service under some conditions of crack size and internal pressure. It can be
concluded that pressure vessels that are safe under yielding theories could be safe as well where the crack
exists under restricted conditions of the applied internal pressure, shell thickness, and material property.
Keyword— Fracture mechanics, pressure vessels, structural integrity, yielding criterion.

1.

Introduction

The continued and prolonged use of pressure vessels for power plants, nuclear reactor vessels, storage vessels
for liquefied gases such as LPG or chemical reactions, industrial processing, and oil refineries storage tanks
requires them to withstand severe conditions of pressure, temperature, and other environments. Such
environmental conditions include corrosion, neutron irradiation, and hydrogen embrittlement. Pressure
vessels are required to operate at a temperature as high as 600 C to as low as -20C, with design pressures as
low as 0.1MPa to as high as 15MPa [1]. To ensure safe design, installation, operation, and maintenance, the
pressure vessels must be in accordance with codes such as American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel code. Therefore, great emphasis should be placed on analytical and
experimental methods for determining their operating stresses [2]. When the pressure vessel is exposed to
internal pressure, the material comprising the vessel is subjected to stresses acting in all directions. The
normal stresses resulting from this pressure are functions of the radius and the shape of the pressure vessel,
open ended cylinder, closed end cylinder as well as the applied pressure [3].
Furthermore it also needs to understand the significance of these stresses on the structural integrity of the
pressure vessel by considering the material properties of the vessel [4]. In this context a major achievement in
the theoretical foundation of the linear fracture mechanics was the introduction of the stress intensity factor
(SIF) as a parameter for the intensity of stresses close to the crack tip. The stress intensity factor (Ka) is
compared with the critical stress intensity factor KIC (material fracture toughness) to determine whether or
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not the crack will propagate. This fracture parameter depends on size, shape and location of the defect; the
applied load and geometry of the structure [5]. The presence of cracks on the walls of a pressure vessel can
severely reduce the strength of the vessel and can cause sudden failure at nominal tensile stresses less than
the material’s yield strength [6]. Therefore, to ensure the integrity of a structure when a crack is present, the
designer should understand and adequately apply the mechanics of fracture, particularly the relation between
applied stress, the flaw size and the fracture toughness.
For the purpose of developing the design philosophy and the related operational limitations of various
approaches, the yielding strength of the vessel is used as the criterion of failure [7]. In this context, failure
theories of Von-Mises, Tresca, and maximum principle stress in conjunction with software and finite element
method are widely adopted to design pressure vessels [8]. In addition, the numerical analysis of thin walled
pressure vessel design parameters, material properties and temperature are found effective tools, and the
maximum stress criteria is in good agreement with Von-Mises criteria for the failure of pressure vessels [9].
The analysis method applied in this work is the thin-walled pressure vessels theory for a ratio of inner radius
to wall thickness r/t>10.
2.

Materials

The materials selected for pressure vessels for the present work are shown in Table 1[10-11].
Table 1. Mechanical properties and chemical composition of materials used.

Material
SS 316L
A 283GR.C
SS 304N
A106-GR.C

σuts
MPa
482
455

σy
MPa
172
207

C
%
0.03
0.24

Cr
%
16
-

Ni
%
14
-

Cu
%
0.2

Mn
%
2
0.9

Mo
%
2.5
-

Si
%
0.75
0.4

551
485

241
276

0.03
0.30

18
0.4

8
0.4

0.4

2
0.67

0.15

0.75
0.1

3.

Pressure Vessel Design Procedure

3.1.

Stresses Developed in Thin-Walled Pressure Vessels

Thin-walled pressure vessels provide an application of the analysis of plane stress condition. The stresses
developed due to the hydrostatic pressure are longitudinal stress (axial) σL and hoop stress σh in the
circumference direction. The analysis of stresses in thin-walled pressure vessels will be limited to cylindrical
pressure vessels as these are used widely and easy to manufacture in contrast to spherical vessels. For a
cylindrical pressure vessel shown in Figure 1 with length "L", radius "r" and thickness "t", the stress σL in the
axial direction of a cylindrical vessel with closed ends is[12]:
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p.r
2.t

sL =

(1)

The hoop stress σH, acts in the vessel wall in the circumferential direction can be written as:

sH =

p.r
t

(2)

Note that the hoop stress is twice the axial stress.

σH
r

σH
σL

σL

σL
L

σH

Figure 1: Longitudinal and hoop stresses in a cylindrical closed-end vessel.

3.2.

Code Selection

There are many engineering standards which give information on the design. It is emphasized that any
standard selected for manufacture of the pressure vessels must be followed and complied with in entirety and
the design must not be based on provisions from different standards [13]. The ASME is normally followed
cross the world, but other national or international standards may also be used. For this design, ASME VIII
(division 2) "Construction of Pressure vessel Codes" are selected.
3.3.

Implementation of ASME Code (section VIII-division 2)

The minimum thickness or maximum allowable working pressure of cylindrical shells shall be the greater
thickness or lesser pressure as given by (3) or (4).
1.

Circumferential Stress (Longitudinal joints)

When the thickness does not exceed one-half of the inside radius, or P does not exceed 0.385SE, the
following formulas shall apply [14]:
𝑡=

QÔ
‰*'t.%Q

or

𝑃=

‰*Ç
ÔÑt.%Ç
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Where R is the inside radius, t is the shell thickness, E is the welded joint efficiency, S is the material strength,
P is internal pressure.
2.

Longitudinal Stress (Circumferential joints)

When the thickness does not exceed one-half of the inside radius, or P does not exceed 1.25SE, the following
formulas shall apply[14]:
𝑡=

QÔ
X‰*Ñt.)Q

or

𝑃=

X‰*Ç

(4)

Ô't.)Ç

4.

Failure Assessment Analysis

4.1.

Yielding Criterion

Yielding criterion of Von-Mises is applied in order to assess the integrity of the pressure vessels considered in
this study. In von-Mises theory of failure, the yielding occurs when the von-Mises stress σv is equal to the
yielding stress [15]:
s v = s 1 2 - s 1.s 2 + s 2 2 = s y

(5)

Where, σ1=σH is hoop stress, and σ2=σL is longitudinal stress, and σy is yielding strength.
4.2.

Fracture Mechanics Criterion

The cracked cylindrical pressure vessel subjected to a longitudinal crack considered for the present work is
shown in Figure 2.
σh =p.r/t

σh = p.r/t
Figure 2: A cylindrical pressure vessel with a longitudinal crack.

The corresponding fracture stress σf (MPa) required propagating the crack is [16]:
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sf =

K Ic

p .a c

(6)

Where, KIc (MPa.√m) is the material fracture toughness, and "a" is the crack length. This can also be rewritten in terms of the applied stress intensity factor (Ka), and the crack propagates when:
Ka =

4.3.

p.r
. p .a ³ K Ic
t

(7)

Software Developed

A computer program has been constructed and used to assess the integrity of cracked and uncracked
pressure vessels. The program is based on the von-Mises theory and fracture mechanics method by
considering the von-Mises stress, yielding strength, critical fracture toughness and critical crack depths.
Figure 3 shows the front window of the program where the input data are: crack depth (a), internal pressure
(p), shell thickness (t), vessel radius (r), and (KIc). The output results are the von-Mises stress (σv) which is
compared with the yielding strength, and fracture stress (σf) as a function of the fracture toughness and crack
depth, and applied stress intensity factor (Ka).

Output

Figure 3: A view for the input and output data of the program.
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5.

Results and Discussion

Figure 4 shows the von-Mises stress (σv) as a function of vessel diameter for different shell thicknesses. The
figure shows very conservative results with factor of safety greater than one (σy > σv). It is shown that the
yielding does not occur for all materials considered in this study for vessels diameters of 200 to 1000 for shell
thickness 3mm to 20mm under designed pressure varies between (14.5psi-130.5psi) 100 to 900KPa.
300

t=3mm

250

t=5mm

σv , Mpa

200

t=10m
m
t=15m
m
t=20m
m

150
100
50
0
0

250

500

750

1000

D , mm
Figure 4: The von-Mises stress (σv) as a function of vessel diameter and thickness.

Figure 5 shows pressure vessels yield criterion using factor of safety of 2. For shell thickness of 5mm or
greater, all used materials are safe for diameters from 200mm to 1000mm, while vessels with shell thickness
of 3 mm are safe as long as the diameter less than 800mm.

n=2

200

t=3mm
t=5mm

σv , Mpa

150

t=10mm
t=15mm

100

t=20mm
σy-SA106

50

σy-SS304
σy-SA283

0

σy-SS316L

0

200

400
600
D , mm

800

1000

Figure 5: Pressure vessels yield criterion using factor of safety of 2.
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Figure 6 shows the assessment of the pressure vessel in terms of applied stress intensity factor (Ka) and the
material fracture toughness (KIc) of SS A-F304N with material strength of 241.2MPa and fracture toughness
of KIc=119MPa.√m, for a crack length (a = 0.5 t). It is shown that thin pressure vessels with 3 and 5 mm
thickness can be run safely under a considered pressure of (1 to 9 bar) for vessel diameters less than 600mm
for a crack depth less than 0.5t. For thicker vessels, bigger vessels can be made from this type of material.

400

t=3
mm
t=5
mm
t=10
mm

Ka , Mpa.√m

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

200

400
600
D , mm

800

1000

Figure 6: The applied stress intensity factor as a function of vessel diameter for a=0.5t.

Figure 7 shows the assessment of the cracked pressure vessel made of SS F304N of material strength of
241.2MPa and kIc=119MPa.√m, based on a crack depth (a=0.2t). The assessment is considered safe when
values of the applied stress intensity factor (Ka) are less than the fracture toughness of the material (kIc).
Therefore, vessels with diameters ranges from 200mm to 1000mm are safe as long as their thickness is
greater than 10mm. However, thinner vessels having 3 and 5 mm thickness can be operated safely under a
pressure considered for vessel diameters less than 720mm for a crack depth less than 0.2t.

Ka , Mpa.√m

250

t=3mm
t=5mm
t=10mm
t=15mm
t=20mm
Kic

200
150
100
50
0
0

200

400

600
D , mm

800

1000

Figure 7: Applied stress intensity factor as a function of vessel diameter for a=0.2t.
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Figure 8 shows the applied stress intensity factor for cracked pressure vessels of (a = 0.5 t), made of SS316L
of kIc=112 MPa.√m. It is shown that cracked vessels are safe as long as the crack depth is less than 0.5t for
specific vessel diameter and thickness. For example, cracked vessels with diameters of 600mm are safe with
thickness greater than 5mm.
400
350

t=3mm

Ka , Mpa.√m

300

t=5mm

250

t=10mm

200

t=15mm

150

t=20mm
Kic

100
50
0
0

200

400
600
D , mm

800

1000

Figure 8: Applied stress intensity factor as a function of vessel diameter for a=0.5t.

Figure 9 shows the applied stress intensity factor for cracked pressure vessels of (a=0.2t), made of SS316L
with KIc=112MPa.√m. It is obvious that the majority of Ka values are below the horizontal line of KIc which
means these vessel sizes are safe except for thin vessels (t=3, 5mm) with large vessel diameter (D=700,
1000mm).

Ka , Mpa.√m

250
200

t=3mm

150

t=10mm

t=5mm
t=15mm

100

t=20mm
Kic

50
0
0

200

400
600
D , mm

800

1000

Figure 9: Applied stress intensity factor as a function of vessel diameter for a=0.2t.
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Figure 10 shows the fracture stress as a function of crack length. This figure is used in conjunction with
Figures 11 and 12 to determine the fracture stress required to propagate the crack, critical crack length and
maximum pressure. The SS304 steel vessel having diameter of 1000mm, shell thickness of 15mm and 20mm
is safe under maximum pressure of 9bar when the crack length is less than 6mm. For vessels of 10mm
thickness, the largest acceptable crack length is 3mm. However, vessels with shell thickness of 5mm are not
safe under a pressure of 9bar, unless the pressure is reduced below 5bar for (a<2mm). For vessel diameters
of 500, the shell thickness of 5mm is safe as long as the crack length is less than 3mm at the maximum
pressure used.
80

SS304
SS316L

σf, MP

60
40
20
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

a, mm
Figure 10: Fracture stress as a function of crack length for steel used.

Hoop stress (MPa)

for D=1000mm
100
80
60
40
20
0

t=5mm
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t=15 mm
3

5

7

9

t=20 mm

Pd (bar)
Figure 11: Hoop stress as a function in design pressure for vessel diameter of 1000mm.
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Hoop stress (MPa)

for D= 500mm
50
40
30
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20

t=10 mm
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t=15 mm

0
3

5

7

9

t=20 mm

Pd (bar)

Figure 12: Hoop stress as a function in design pressure for vessel diameter of 500mm.

For SS316L, a vessel with diameter of 1000mm and the shell thickness of 5mm is safe if pressure reduced
below 6bar and the crack length is less than 1.5mm. For 10mm thickness the largest acceptable crack length
is 2mm under pressure of 9bar. However, for pressure less than 6bar cracked pressure vessels with diameter
of 1000mm and shell thickness of 15mm and 20mm are safe as long as crack length is shorter than 7.5mm
and 10mm respectively. For vessel diameters of 500 with shell thickness of 5mm is safe as long as the crack
length is less than 2mm at the maximum pressure. While for 10mm thickness the vessel is safe as long as the
crack length is less than 5mm.
6.

Conclusions

This research investigated the effects of design parameters in terms of material strength and internal pressure
on the integrity of pressure vessels. Both yielding criterion of von-Mises, and fracture stress theory were used
to assess the integrity of pressure vessels. The von-Mises stress (σv) method showed that all materials used in
this study are safe for dimensions and thicknesses considered and ensures factor of safety greater than one.
However, for factor of safety of 2 only a very thin vessel with t=3mm and D>800mm is subjected to
yielding. In the presence of a crack with the length of (0.2t) vessels with diameters greater than 700mm
associated with thickness less than 10mm become unsafe. However, vessels with diameters ranges from
200mm to 1000mm with thickness of 15mm and 20mm are safe under considered conditions.
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ABSTRACT
The bonding that exists between the old concrete and the new concrete depends largely on the quality of
substrate surface preparation. The accurate representation of substrate surface roughness can help
determine very precisely the correct bonding behavior. In this work, the experimental program aimed to
investigate the bond strength between two plain concretes, the first one is a concrete substrate as existing
concrete, the second one is a new concrete overlay. Four types of original concrete substrate surface
preparation were used: as-cast (without surface preparation) as a reference, wire-brushed, grooves and
drilled holes. Adhesion strength is quantified at 30 days based on the results of the slant shear test and
splitting cylinder tensile test, as well as shrinkage test which was made after 56 days of casting the new
overlay concrete. The results generally indicate that the surface roughness of the concrete substrate is very
much required to obtain superior mechanical bond of the composites; whereby the concrete with grooves
and drilled holes substrate providing the most superior mechanical bond.
Keyword— Bond strength; New concrete overlay; Original concrete substrate; Slant shear test; Splitting tensile test; Surface
roughness; Shrinkage.

1.

Introduction

Developed infrastructure is a vital factor of economic growth and the prosperity of human life in many
countries around the world. Many structures which make up the entire infrastructure and especially those
made of reinforced concrete, such as buildings, bridges and pavements, etc. be suffered from severe
deterioration. In the structural elements, these problems lead to cracks and breakdown in the concrete
elements due to aggressive environmental impact such as exposing to different types of salts, freezethaw cycles and increase in unexpected live loads, etc. [1].
Nowadays, the most important and main challenges facing civil engineers are saving and rehabilitation of
degraded constructions, as well as, developing and enhancing the durability and efficiency of these
constructions. Furthermore, rehabilitation and repairing methods of the concrete are beneficial to the owner
as compared to rebuilding [2]. The idea of rehabilitating and strengthening of the concrete structures is to
apply a new concrete layer over an existing concrete to increase the resistance of the structural component
and thereby increase the durability over time [3]. The linkage between the existing and new concrete layers is
often weak [3,4]. Bonding quality of these layers is the main successful objective of the restructuring process
being repaired. Furthermore, the successful development and performance of the structure directly depend
on the roughness of the surfaces [5,6].
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It has been recently observed that a numerous number of concrete structures existing in some regions around
the world which had been repaired are still facing the risks of collapse and failure. It has been observed that
the main reasons for this failure are the chemical bonding and interaction between the two layers materials.
In addition, the physical and mechanical bonding depends on the porosity and roughness of the surfaces, as
well as the shear and tensile strengths between two surfaces [7].
The problem of study lies in the inefficiency of bonding between the existing and new concrete layers at the
maintenance of concrete structures, as a result of the surrounding environmental conditions, such as the
difference in temperature as well as excessive loads. For this reason, many researchers interested in the repair
of concrete structures have conducted several experiments to bond the existing and new concrete layers. The
results were varied due to the difference in the use of bonding material, the method of bonding the existing
concrete, the smoothness of the surface to be repaired, environmental effects and differences of expansion
and shrinkage between both concretes. Therefore, the study will seek to increase the bond between the
existing and new concrete when changing the roughness of existing concrete. Thus, reducing the use of
chemical additives which are used to improve adhesion between existing and new concrete, especially since
the use of such materials are considered a high cost. In addition, identifying the best mechanical methods that
improve adhesion, will reduce the cost of repair, strengthening the structural elements and extending the age
of the concrete members.
2.

Materials and Methods

2.1.

Materials

Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) that complies with the requirements of BS EN 197-1:2011 was used. The
physical properties and chemical compositions of OPC is provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical compositions and physical properties OPC.

Chemical composition (mass %)
Items
Value
Silicon dioxide (SiO2)
20.14
Aluminum oxide (Al2O3)
5.91
Ferric Oxide (Fe2O3)
2.99
Calcium oxide (CaO)
62.9
Magnesium Oxide (MgO)
1.59
Sodium oxide (Na2O)
0.18
Potassium oxide (K2O)
0.88
Sulfur oxide (SO3)
2.11
Phosphorus oxide (P2O2)
0.9
LOI
0.4

Physical properties
Items
Specific gravity
Specific surface area(m2/g)
Strength activity index at 3 days (MPa)
Strength activity index at 28 days MPa

Value
3.15
2977
26
44

Coarse aggregate of different maximum size viz; 19 mm, 14 mm was obtained from the quarries of Al-Alus in
Al-Kums area. The coarse aggregate has a specific gravity of 2.72, water absorption of 0.41 % and bulk
density of 1530 kg/m3. Natural sand with maximum size of 1.2 mm, used as a fine aggregate was collected
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from Zlitan area. The fine sand has a fineness modulus of 2.7, specific gravity of 2.66 and water absorption
of 0. 85 %.
2.2.

Mix Proportion

Each of the composite specimens consists of the same material, i.e existing (concrete substrate) and new
concrete overlay were designed as normal concrete. The design method used for normal concrete mixtures is
based on absolute volume method, and the target strength of the normal concrete used was approximately 30
MPa. Samples representing the existing and new concrete were prepared using the mix proportions shown in
Table 2.
Table 2. Mix proportions for plain concrete.

Items
Quantity (kg/m3)
2.3.

Cement
396

Water
185

Fine aggregate
425

Coarse aggregate
1344

Preparation and Processing of Samples

In order to gain proper bond strength the surface must be prepared prior to performing the overlay. In this
study, each test specimen consisted of two equal layers of thickness; normal strength concrete (plain concrete
substrate) will be used as original substrate material which represents the existing concrete, the other layer is
also composed of the same type of concrete (the difference in casting time) which represents the new
concrete (plain strength concrete overlay). Original concrete substrate specimens are placed in lubricated half
piece of specimen mold. After casting, the fresh specimens were left at room temperature in their molds for
24 hours. After one day, the specimens were demoulded, cleaned from suspended parts of concrete or oil or
any particles and dust, and cured for 28 days in a water curing tank. At 28 days of casting and curing in the
water, specimens were taken out from the water tank for surface preparation. Four types of concrete
substrate surface preparation were used: as-cast (without surface preparation) (CS) as a reference, wirebrushed (WS), grooves (GS), and drilled holes (DS), as shown in Figure 1. After surface preparation, all the
concrete substrate specimens were left to dry for 1 month. Thus, the total period applied to the concrete
substrate specimens before casting the new concrete as a repair material was 58 days. Before casting the new
concrete overlay, the concrete substrate specimens were saturated in the water for one day, followed by 25
minutes of drying. The concrete substrate specimens were then placed into their moulds; in the case of the
slant shear and shrinkage samples, the slanting side was facing upward to be overlaid with the new concrete
overlay. For the tensile splitting samples, the substrate halves with different surface roughness were placed
vertically at one side of the cylindrical moulds, and the moulds were then filled with new concrete (Figure 2).
The composite specimens were left at room temperature in their molds for 24 hours. After 24 hours, the
specimens were demoulded, and cured in water (for slant shear and tensile splitting samples) for 30 days. The
specimens for the shrinkage test were left at room temperature until the testing days.
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Figure 1: Different surface roughness of concrete substrate specimens. (a) as-cast (b) grooves (c) drilled holes (d) wire-brushed.

Figure 2: Specimens preparation. (a) Slant shear test specimen (b) Splitting tensile test specimen (c) shrinkage test
specimen.

2.4.

Testing of Specimens

The study of the surface quality is quantified by slant shear test, splitting cylinder tensile test and shrinkage
test.
Slant shear test has been selected for being sensitive to roughness. The adopted geometry for the slant shear
specimens was a 15 cm ᵡ15 cm ᵡ 30 cm prism with the interface line of 30° to the vertical (Figure 3). The
specimens were tested under compression using the standard procedure for the testing of cubes of
compressive strength according to ASTM C 882 standard [8].
The nominal shear strength between the concrete over layer can be calculated as follows.
Slant shear strength (MPa) =

(1)

Where:
F is the maximum force recorded (in N), and A is the area of the slant surface (in mm2). The slant surface
area can be taken as a nominal value of 150 ᵡ 150/sin 30°.
The splitting tensile test was conducted to determine the bond strength between two layers of concrete,
according to ASTM C496 [9]. In the present study, new concrete overlay was cast and bonded with the
concrete substrate specimens to form a cylindrical composite cylinder (300 mm height ᵡ 150 mm diameter) as
shown in Figure 4. The splitting tensile strength was calculated using the following equation:
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Splitting tensile strength (MPa)

(2)

Where:
F is the maximum force recorded (in N), and A is the area of the bond plane (in mm2). The bonded area can
be taken as a nominal value of 300 *150 = 45,000 mm2.
As for shrinkage test, three composite specimens with dimensions of 12 cm×12 cm×35 cm were prepared.
After casting the new concrete overlay as shown in paragraph no 2.3, approximately 24 hours after shrinkage
test composite specimens cured at room temperature in their molds, they were demolded as ASTM C596 [9].
After composite specimens removed from the mold, using a super glue, stainless steel discs were adhered
onto all four surfaces of each composite specimen centred about the length and width, where the
measurement direction was perpendicular to the specimen composite specimen axis as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 3: Slant shear test set-up.

Figure 4: Splitting tensile test set-up.

Figure 5: The shape and dimensions of the shrinkage test sample.

The initial shrinkage reading was taking after 6 days of curing in the air. All specimens were exposed to
drying conditions up to 56 days. Initial shrinkage reading was taking using stain gauge and length comparator
complying with ASTM C596 (the gauge length is 100 mm). The drying shrinkage measurements were taken at
the periods of exposure of 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 and 56 days, and the results of average for
each of two opposite surfaces reading of three specimens were taken.
3.

Results and Discussions
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3.1.

Slant Shear Test Properties

Over the year, slant shear test is the most common type of tests to determine the bonding strength under
combined state of compression and shear stresses. This test has become the most acceptable method and has
been officially adopted in many international standards.
The experimental slant shear strength test results were shown in Table 3. As demonstrated in Table 3, the
average slant shear bond strength was the highest in the grooved surface (12.26 MPa) and then wire brush
and drill holes surfaces which were 7.79 MPa, 7.15 MPa respectively. Compared with the control specimen
which represented by CS, the slant bond strength increases in the order of as cast surface (CS), drilled holes
(DS), wire-brushed (WS) and finally grooved (GS) as shown in Figure 6. The relative percentage increases in
bond strength were found to be around 81.9 % for DS, 95.9 % for WS and 210.4 % for GS.
Table 3. Slant shear strength and failure modes for different types of surface treatment.

Surface
preparation
As-cast

Wire brush

Drill holes

Grooves

Sample
No.

Max.
force
F (kN)

CS1

155.6

Comp.
stress
(MPa)
6.92

CS2

59.7

2.65

1.33

CS3

14.4

7.18

WS1

323.3
461.3

20.5

10.3

WS2

275.3

12.2

6.12

WS3

312.6

13.9

6.95

DS1

156.9

6.97

6.97

DS2

199.6

8.87

8.87

DS3

5.61

5.61

GS1

126.3
482.7

21.5

10.7

GS2

656.8

29.2

14.6

516.5

23

11.5

Shear Stress
τ (MPa)

τ Average
(MPa)

S.D.

C.V.

Failure
mode

3.99

2.9

0.75

A

7.79

2.17

0.28

A

7.15

2.17

0.28

A

12.26

2.02

0.17

B

3.46

GS3
τ = Slant shear bond strength; S.D. = standard deviation C.V.= Coefficient of variation.
A = Interface failure; B = Interface failure with partially substrate failure.

Thus, the different roughness surfaces improve the slant bond strength by between 81.9 and 210.4 %, with
the grooved surface presenting the highest value of increase; i.e. the most efficient. Hence, this confirms that
the surfaces with different roughness provide significant improvement in slant bond strength of the
composites in comparison to the control. The minimum acceptable slant bond strength which set out in the
ACI Concrete Repair Guide in the range of 6.9–12 MPa [10]. Thus, the results obtained show that the
surfaces treated in this study are actually required in order to fulfill the minimum prescribed slant bond
strength of the composite. In conducting the slant shear test on the studied specimens, the failure modes can
be classified into two types, type (A) is the interface failure; type (B) is the interface failure with partially
substrate failure. The observations refer that the control specimen, drilled holes and wire-brushed exhibit
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type A failure; i.e. a total interfacial failure or complete de-bonding of the composite, while the grooved
surface reveals a type (B) failure mode which is interface failure with partially new concrete overlay failure.
Hence, low slant bond strength shown in the specimens with different roughness mentioned is compatible
with failure mode of these specimens. However, the highest slant bond strength shown by the grooved
surface is compatible with the observed failure mode; i.e. Interface failure with partially substrate failure.

Figure 6. Relative increase in slant shear bond strength for the different types of surface treatment.

3.2.

Splitting Tensile Test Properties

The splitting tensile test supplies measure of the indirect tensile capacity of the composite interface. The
splitting tensile test results are shown in Table 4, whereas the percentage increase in the splitting tensile
strength of the different types of surface treatment relative to that of the reference composite is shown in
Figure 7. The results show that different types of surface treatment were able to significantly increase the
splitting tensile strength of the composites when compared to the control composite (SC). Compared with
the control composite, with the use of rough interface surface, the splitting tensile strength significantly
increased for example, with about 1.44 %, 4.02 % and 7.62 % for WC, DC and GS, respectively. Hence, the
grooved surface was the most efficient types of surface treatment, as it gave the highest increase in the
splitting tensile strength among the composites in comparison with the reference composite, which indeed
agree with the trend for slant bond strength results given and explained previously. Two types of failure
modes of the splitting tensile test can be spotted, namely A = pure interface failure; B = interface failure with
partially substrate failure. Obviously, the results reveal the relationship between the types of surface
treatment and splitting bond tensile strength and the failure mode in the splitting tensile test. The
observation show that the control composite (as-cast) and wire-brushed surfaces exhibit type (A) failure; i.e. a
pure interface failure, while both the grooved and drilled holes surfaces reveal a type (B) failure mode which
is interface failure with partially new concrete overlay failure. Based on the ACI concrete repair guide [10],
which shows the classification of minimum acceptable bond tensile strength, whereby all of the results
obtained in this study were excellent, since the splitting bond tensile strength was higher than 2.1 MPa.
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Table 4. Splitting tensile strength and failure modes for different types of surface treatment.

Surface
preparation
As-cast

Wire brush

Drill holes

Grooves

Sample
No.

Max. force
F (kN)

T Average
(MPa)

S.D.

C.V.

Failure
mode

447

Ten. strength T
(MPa)
9.5

CS1
CS2

473

10.03

9.71

0.28

0.029

A

CS3

452.7

9.6

WS1

451

9.57

WS2

480

10.18

9.85

0.3

0.03

A

WS3

462

9.8

DS1

488.8

10.37

DS2

475.6

10.1

10.1

0.21

0.021

B

DS3

469.5

9.96

GS1

477

10.2

GS2

481

10.4

10.45

0.35

0.034

B

510

10.8

GS3
T = Splitting tensile strength; S.D. = standard deviation C.V.= Coefficient of variation.
A = Pure interface failure; B = Interface failure with partially substrate failure.

Figure 7. Relative increase in splitting tensile strength for the different types of surface treatment.

3.3.

Shrinkage (Volume Changes)

When shrinkage is restrained, permanent tensile stresses develop in the new concrete that result in the
formation of tensile cracks in the new concrete material itself, or in splitting at the interface of the new
concrete overlay and the concrete substrate. Since most of the repair materials, including new concrete are
applied to an older concrete substrate that has negligible shrinkage, new concrete overlay with very low
shrinkage potential should be chosen to minimize the compatibility problems between concrete overlay and
substrate concrete. Shrinkage values for the different types of surface treatment whether the direction of the
measurement is perpendicular to the long axis or short axis of specimen, are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.
In both cases and at all measurement durations (i.e. at 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 and 56 days), it
can be observed that the composite specimens with grooved and drilled holes surfaces showed low
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shrinkage compared with the control and wire-brushed surfaces composites. The significant reduction in
shrinkage values for composite specimens with grooved and drilled holes surfaces could be attributed to the
strong overlap between old concrete substrate and new concrete overlay (penetration of the concrete
material into the grooves and holes) leading to prevents the new concrete overlay from the movement.
Shrinkage values for the different types of surface treatment at 56 days are demonstrated in Figure 10.
Compared with the control composite, with the use of rough interface surface, shrinkage values significantly
decreased for example, with about 48 % and 24 % and for DC and GS, respectively, and when calculating
the shrinkage values with the direction of the long axis, about 53 %, and 43 % and 32 % for DC, GS and
WS, respectively with the direction of the short axis of composite specimen. However, according to Emmons
et al. [11], shrinkage values of repair materials in excess of 0.05%, and 0.1% at 30 days are considered to
represent moderate and high levels of drying shrinkage, respectively, that can potentially result in premature
failures, whereby all of the shrinkage values obtained in this study were less than the mentioned values.

Figure 8. Shrinkage values for the different types of surface treatment; The direction of the measurement is perpendicular to the long
axis.

Figure 9. Shrinkage values for the different types of surface treatment; The direction of the measurement is perpendicular to the
short axis.
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Figure 10. Shrinkage values for the different types of surface treatment at 56 days.

4.

Conclusions

Based on the results and observations, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• The surface roughness suggested in this study; i.e. wire-brushed, grooves and drilled holes significantly
affect adhesion with new concrete overlay, since all concrete substrate surface preparation methods
revealed higher bond strengths compared with that of the as-cast (control specimen).
• Grooved and drilled holes surfaces were the preparation method of the substrate surface that presented
the highest values of bond strength in shear and in tension, from all the considered techniques.
• Based on ACI Concrete Repair Guide, the results obtained show that the surfaces treated in this study are
indeed required in order to achieve the minimum prescribed slant bond strength of the composite.
• All the results obtained from the split tensile strength test shows that new plain concrete overlays have
excellent bond quality, since the splitting bond tensile strength was higher than 2.1 MPa.
• The observations of failure mode in the slant shear test show that the control specimen, drilled holes and
wire-brushed exhibit a total interfacial failure, while the grooved surface reveal interface failure with
partially new concrete failure. In addition, the failure mode in the split cylinder tensile strength test show
that the control composite (as-cast) and wire-brushed surfaces exhibit a pure interface failure, while both
the grooved and drilled holes surfaces reveal interface failure with partially new concrete overlay failure.
• The composite specimens with grooved and drilled holes surfaces showed low shrinkage compared with
the control and wire-brushed surface composites. However, all the shrinkage values obtained in this study
were less than the permissible limit according to Emmons et al. (0.1% at 30 days).
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ABSTRACT
The earthquake ranks as one of the most destructive natural disasters recorded all over the world. It has
taken millions of lives and caused vast damages to infrastructures through the ages. Since the earthquake
forces are random in nature and unpredictable, the engineering tools are needed to be sharpened for
analyzing structures under the action of these forces. This paper deals with the comparison of static and
dynamic analysis of four RC multistory building models with different height in high seismic zone. The
considered structure is modeled as 5, 10, 15 & 20 story structure and analyzed by commercial software
Autodesk ROBOT Structural Analysis 2018. Equivalent Lateral Force (ELF) Procedure is used for static
analysis and Response Spectrum (RS) Procedure is used for dynamic analysis. All the analyses are
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conducted according to ASCE7-10. Then results are compared based on different parameters such as:
Displacement, Story Drift, Base Shear, Story Shear and Story Moment. Finally, a comparative study has
been carried out between static and dynamic analysis. It was found that ELF procedure provides higher
displacement, story drift and base shear compared to RS procedure. Based on the findings of the study it
is recommended to use dynamic analysis (RS) instead of static analysis (ELF) specially in high rise
building.
Keyword— Equivalent lateral force; response spectrum; static analysis; dynamic analysis; displacement; story drift; base shear.

1.

Introduction

Nowadays, it is very popular for constructing low to high-rise buildings in the world due to increasing
population that is required to resist the lateral dynamic loads caused by earthquake. Earthquake effects are
more intense than wind effects. From past intense disaster, it can be proved that many structures are totally
damaged because of earthquakes, that is natural and unpredictable, which gives intense ground shaking.
Therefore, earthquake analysis and design are very important in today’s world. There are various types of
structural analysis used to analyse high-rise buildings subjected to seismic load such as Equivalent Lateral
Force (ELF) procedure, Response Spectrum (RS) procedure, Time History Analysis etc. In the present study,
ELF & RS procedures have been carried out according to ASCE7-10.
A research work was carried out on two methods of seismic analysis namely static and dynamic for14 story
RC building under Equivalent static and dynamic loads according to Egyptian code 2012. (Mahmoud and
Abdallah, 2014). Another study (Tafheem et al., 2016) investigated the seismic performance of a 10 story
reinforced concrete moment resisting framed building under static and dynamic loading as per Bangladesh
National Building Code (BNBC 2006). Furthermore, a study was carried out on the seismic analysis of two
reinforced concrete moment resisting frame buildings (G+10 and G+25) using ELF and RS (Kakpure and
Mundhada, 2017).
The objective of this study is to make a comparative study between static (ELF) and dynamic (RS) analysis by
investigating a reinforced concrete multi story building with different heights located in high seismic zone
according to ASCE7-10.For this purpose, four models with different heights are modelled and analysed using
ROBOT 2018 and the results are compared together based on five parameters: Displacement, Story Drift,
Base Shear, Story Shear and Story Moment.
2.

Project Description

For this study, a regular reinforced concrete building is considered as shown in Figure 1. The floor area of
the structure is 625 sqm (25m x 25m) with 5 bays along each side (each span 5m). The structure is modelled
four times as 5, 10, 15&20 storied structure. Height of each story is 3m.
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Figure 1: Plan view of considered structure

For the structures with different height, different dimensions are taken for structural elements. Table 1 shows
the dimensions taken for different structural elements in this study.
Table 1: Dimension of structural elements

Column
b (cm)
h (cm)

Structure

Story

5 Story

1 to 5

40

1 to 5
6 to 10
1 to 5
6 to 10
11 to 15
1 to 5
6 to 10
11 to 15
16 to 20

50
40
60
50
40
70
60
50
40

10 Story
15 Story

20 Story

Shear Wall Thickness
(cm)

Slab Thickness
(cm)

40

30

17

50
40
60
50
40
70
60
50
40

35
30
40
35
30
45
40
35
30

17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

While designing any building, different loads acting on it play a major role. An error in estimation of these
loads can lead to the failure of the structure. Therefore, a careful study of loads that are acting on the
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structure becomes necessary. The loads in particular area must be selected properly and the worst
combination of these loads must be evaluated.
The dead load in a building should be comprised of the weight of all walls, partitions, floors, roof and should
include the weight of all other permanent constructions in that building. Based on the materials used in the
building, the dead load (DL) is calculated as 2.96 KN/m2. Live Load (LL) is taken 1.92 KN/m2 according to
ASCE 7-10. The structure is assumed to be located in high seismic area, Los Angeles, USA. The seismic
parameters used in this study are taken according to ASCE 7-10 and are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Seismic parameters

Site Class
Acceleration Parameter for 1-sec Period, S1
Acceleration Parameter for short Period, Ss
Risk Category
Importance Factor, I
Long-Period Transition Period, TL
Response Modification Factor, R

D
0.857g
2.442g
III
1.25
8s
4.5

3.
Modeling and Analysis
All the structures with different heights are modeled and analyzed by ROBOT 2018 using Equivalent Lateral
Force Procedure (ELF) as static analysis and Response Spectrum Procedure (RS) as dynamic analysis
according to ASCE7-10. Figure 2 shows the modelling of different structure in software.

Figure 2: Modelling of different structures in ROBOT
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4.

Results and Discussion

After performing static and dynamic analysis for all the structures with different height, the obtained results
were compared based on five factors i.e. Displacement, Story Drift, Base Shear, Story Shear and Story
Moment as shown in Table 3, 4 and 5.
Table 3: Comparison of static and dynamic analysis results for structures with different height

Analysis
Type
Static (ELF)

Dynamic
(RS)

Story
20
15
10
5
20
15
10
5

Displacement

Story Drift

X (mm)

Y (mm)

X (mm)

Y (mm)

626.1
278.0
88.3
9.8
230.2
136.1
54.1
6.2

626.9
278.3
88.4
9.8
233.0
137.3
54.4
6.2

41.8
24.3
11.2
2.3
21.6
16.7
9.6
2.0

41.9
24.4
11.2
2.3
21.6
16.7
9.6
2.0

Base Shear (KN)
28,955.96
26,146.06
22,929.92
13,249.58
24,612.55
22,224.15
19,490.45
11,262.14

Table 4: Comparison of story shear by static and dynamic analysis

Story Shear (KN)
Story
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5

5 Story
Static
Dynamic
(ELF)
(RS)

4,416.53

4,169.75

10 Story
Static
Dynamic
(ELF)
(RS)

4,221.94
7,996.56
11,326.96
14,216.65
16,669.60
18,807.60
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4,407.09
7,983.76
10,705.45
12,836.90
14,588.58
16,140.21

Static
(ELF)

15 Story
Dynamic
(RS)

3,423.83
6,581.28
9,475.63
12,110.39
14,489.29
16,739.76
18,728.39
20,460.20
21,940.73
23,176.18
24,232.81

4,252.66
7,399.56
9,451.15
10,761.86
11,679.13
12,518.70
13,459.21
14,558.22
15,813.74
17,174.57
18,614.09

20 Story
Static
Dynamic
(ELF)
(RS)
2,974.31
4,210.68
5,760.18
7,362.71
8,360.33
9,394.46
10,777.60
10,564.48
13,014.92
11,127.95
15,194.91
11,323.35
17,191.20
11,361.80
19,007.36
11,432.03
20,647.19
11,705.20
22,114.70
12,298.83
23,491.35
13,293.21
24,694.82
14,649.53
25,730.36
16,228.88
26,603.67
17,900.87
27,321.05
19,549.00
27,923.85
21,137.28
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4
3
2
1

7,949.75
10,599.66
12,366.27
13,249.58

7,323.97
9,448.09
10,729.12
11,262.14

20,494.13
21,736.31
22,543.54
22,929.92

17,477.58
18,523.31
19,205.56
19,490.45

25,045.93
25,625.99
25,986.35
26,146.06

19,990.81
21,130.25
21,897.39
22,224.15

28,377.28
28,691.40
28,878.64
28,955.96

22,538.90
23,627.42
24,326.07
24,612.55

Table 5: Comparison of story moment by static and dynamic analysis

Story Moment (KN.m)
Story
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

5 Story
Static
Dynamic
(ELF)
(RS)

1,697.47
16,305.02
41,172.74
73,650.71
111,089.01

782.95
13,937.24
36,257.31
64,569.95
96,363.00

10 Story
Static
Dynamic
(ELF)
(RS)

1,622.68
15,739.27
41,008.96
76,100.49
119,693.23
171,674.31
228,848.50
290,884.32
356,452.89
424,255.66

803.25
14,722.66
39,114.70
71,297.33
109,344.04
152,899.15
199,482.62
249,383.45
301,995.35
356,609.80

Static
(ELF)

15 Story
Dynamic
(RS)

1,315.93
12,800.99
33,657.25
63,096.80
100,342.28
145,699.15
196,804.40
253,761.11
315,801.32
382,173.93
453,606.01
526,714.78
602,145.28
679,205.10
757,244.76

806.09
14,219.26
36,764.99
65,007.07
96,465.39
130,303.77
164,477.01
199,630.81
236,174.80
274,740.72
316,857.23
361,504.58
409,858.20
461,923.30
517,266.35

20 Story
Static
Dynamic
(ELF)
(RS)
1,143.16
791.00
1,1136.82
14,077.26
29,416.71
36,541.46
55,426.77
64,715.80
88,619.46
95,841.93
129,431.64
128,513.13
175,905.76
159,936.16
228,288.50
189,837.86
286,041.15
217,799.96
348,636.52
243,860.43
416,982.90
268,966.56
488,064.27
292,969.36
562,671.32
317,602.45
640,303.13
344,371.08
720,476.17
374,719.91
804,326.29
410,516.61
888,352.36
451,154.66
973,660.53
497,472.17
1,059,839.85
549,152.21
1,146,519.18
605,417.63

Figure 3 & Figure 4 show the displacement for different structures by static and dynamic analysis. From the
figures it can be observed that the displacement obtained by static analysis (ELF) is higher than that obtained
by dynamic analysis (RS) for all structures. Static analysis gives 58.1% to 172% higher displacement than
dynamic analysis. It can be also noticed that the difference in displacement calculated by static and dynamic
analysis increases with the increase of height of the structure.
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Figure 3: Displacement in X Direction by Static and Dynamic Analysis

Figure 4: Displacement in Y Direction by Static and Dynamic Analysis

Figure 5& Figure 6show the story drift for different structures by static and dynamic analysis. According to
the code ASCE 7-10 the story drift for this study is limited to 45 mm. It can be noticed that the story drift
for all structures is within permissible limit. The figures show that the story drift calculated by dynamic
analysis is lower than static analysis, where it gives 15% to 94% less drift. It can be noticed that the difference
increases gradually with the height of the structure. This indicates that static analysis may lead to
uneconomical design as it gives higher drifts.
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Figure 5: Drift in X Direction by Static and Dynamic Analysis

Figure 6: Drift in Y Direction by Static and Dynamic Analysis

Figure 7 indicates the base shear for different structures by static and dynamic analysis. From this figure
along with Table 3 it can be noticed that the base shear obtained from dynamic analysis is about 85% of
static analysis. A study (Mahmoud and Abdallah, 2014) showed that the total base shear obtained from static
analysis is about 8% higher than that of dynamic analysis. On the other hand, another study (Tafheem et al.,
2016) found that the total base shear obtained from static analysis is about 17% higher than that of dynamic
analysis. Similarly, in the present study, it has been found that in case of static analysis, the base shear is
17.6% higher than that of dynamic analysis.
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Figure 7: Base Shear by Static and Dynamic Analysis

Figure 8 shows the story shear for different structures by static and dynamic analysis. From the figure it can
be observed that the story shear obtained by static analysis (ELF) is higher than dynamic analysis (RS) for all
stories of all structures except for top stories of 10, 15 & 20 storied structure, where dynamic analysis gives
slightly higher story shear compared to static analysis. It can also be noticed that the difference in story shear
obtained by static and dynamic analysis gradually decreases with the increase of height for 5 and 10 storied
structure, while for 15 and 20 storied structure the difference in story shear is high in middle stories and
decreases in upper& lower stories. Maximum difference in story shear is 17.6% for 5 & 10 storied structure
while the difference is 40.5% & 79.8% for 15 & 20 storied structure respectively.
Figure 9 shows the story moment for different structures by static and dynamic analysis. From the figure it
can be clearly noticed that the difference in story moment obtained by static and dynamic analysis gradually
decreases with the increase of height of the structure. It can also be observed that the story moment obtained
by static analysis (ELF) is higher (upto 116.8%) than dynamic analysis (RS) for all structures except for some
top stories of 15 & 20 storied structure, where dynamic analysis gives higher story moment (upto 26.4%).
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Figure 8: Story Shear for5, 10, 15 & 20 storied structure by Static and Dynamic Analysis
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Figure 9: Story Moment for5, 10, 15 & 20 storied structure by Static and Dynamic Analysis

5.

Conclusions

From the results of the study it is found that Response Spectrum Analysis is an important dynamic analysis
tool and it does not require high level of modelling and in the same time it provide better results compared to
static analysis. Although Response Spectrum Analysis (dynamic)preferred over Equivalent Lateral Force
Procedure (Static), it is very important to engineers and researchers to understand that the RS analysis is an
approximate method and has limitations, as it is restricted to linear elastic analysis only. For more accurate
and exact results, other advanced dynamic analysis tool such as Non-linear time history analysis can be used,
but this method is more complex and time consuming. Finally, in terms of practical application, it is
recommended to use dynamic analysis (RS) instead of static analysis (ELF) specially in high rise building, as it
requires less computational efforts while it gives reasonably better results, leading to more economic and safe
design.
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ABSTRACT
Flow fluid between moving parts is providing the damping force. Such characteristic can be utilized to
build fluid dampers for a wide variety of vibration control systems. Most previous works have studied the
application of fluids damper in pistons/cylinders actuator, where the kinetic energy of a vibrating structure
can be dissipated in a controllable fashion. The reduction of the friction can cause a sudden jump in the
velocity of the movement. Stick-slip friction is present to some degree in almost all actuators and
mechanisms and is often responsible for performance limitations. To overcome this problem, this report
investigates the capability of designing a fluid damper that seeks to reduce the friction in the device by
integrating it with a McKibben actuator. It is also reduced the total weight of such damper. In this paper,
the concept of McKibben actuator has been reviewed, the modelling of device made is also presented.
Also, the model has been validated experimentally. It is founded that the model predicts the behavior of
the test rig with accuracy 85%. Also, the total weight could be reduced to 50% from the original weight.
Keyword— Viscus fluid, Stick-slip friction, McKibben actuator.

1.

Introduction

A vibration isolator is a device inserted between the source of vibration and the primary device to reduce
unwanted vibration [1]. The basic constituents of anti-vibration devices are the resilient load-supporting
means and the energy dissipation means or the damping elements. Damping force exists if there is a relative
velocity between two ends of the damper, and it refers to three types which are coulomb, viscus and material
damping. In a coulomb damping, energy is absorbed via sliding friction (friction between rubbing surfaces
that are either dry or have insufficient lubrication) [2]. Viscous damping is an energy loss occurs in liquid
lubrication between moving parts or in a fluid forced through a small opening by a piston [3, 4]. A material
damping where the material is deformed due to an applied force, and some energy is absorbed and dissipated
by the material due to the friction between the its internal planes [5].
The majority of anti-vibration devices have studied the application of fluids damper in piston and cylinder
actuator, where the kinetic energy of a vibrating structure can be dissipated in a controllable fashion.
Although the friction has a positive effect in the damping devices, the dry sealing friction makes a vibration
transmission to the equipment; this tiny vibration may cause poor accuracy for sensitive devices [6]. Friction
could have a bad effect on the system when applied force is close to overcoming the static friction. The
behaviour is called stick-slip motion. Stick-slip motion occurs at close to zero velocity and is in the form of a
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sudden jerking motion. Typically, the static friction coefficient between two surfaces is larger than the kinetic
friction coefficient. If an applied force is large enough to overcome the static friction, the friction reduces
from static to dynamic friction. The reduction of the friction can cause a sudden jump in the velocity of the
movement. Stick-slip friction is present to some degree in almost all actuators and mechanisms and is often
responsible for performance limitations [7]. Using a McKibben actuator instead of a hydraulic actuator could
reduce the friction in the device. Such actuator has advantages over cylinder and piston dampers for instance:
high power/weight ratio and low cost, also there is no stick-slip phenomena in such actuator [8]. This report
investigates the possibility of designing a fluid damper by using a McKibben actuator instead of piston and
cylinder actuator.
2.

McKibben Actuators

The McKibben actuator is a device that converts fluid pressure to force; it consists of an internal rubber tube
inside a braided mesh shell. When the inner tube is pressurized, the internal volume of the actuator changes
causing the actuator to expand or contract axially as shown in Figure 1. The McKibben actuator is usually
used to mimic the behaviour of skeletal muscle [9]. It is also used in medical equipment [10] and industrial
applications [11]. Although the working fluid in a McKibben actuator is usually air, there are some
applications using water as a working fluid, especially in exoskeleton devices and devices working in a water
medium, such as an actuator for an underwater robot introduced by Kenneth et al. [12]. Shan et al.
developed a variable stiffness adaptive structure based upon fluidic flexible matrix composites (F2MC) and
water as the working fluid [13]. The fibres in an F2MC actuator can be placed at any one angle or
combination of angles. This material can be designed to bend and it also provides a greater axial force.
The advantages of the McKibben structure tubes are that it uses inexpensive and readily available materials,
and it can easily be integrated into a structure. A McKibben actuator also offers others advantages such as
being light weight and with low maintenance costs when compared to traditional cylinder actuators [13]. A
comparison of the force output of a pneumatic McKibben actuator and a pneumatic cylinder was made, and
the result shows that the McKibben actuator produces a higher ratio of power to weight than the pneumatic
cylinder actuator [8].
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Figure 1: Concept of McKibben actuator.

3.

Modelling of McKibben Actuator

To predict the behaviour of the test rig under static load, there is no effect of viscous damping of the valve,
and the test rig could be modelled similar to a McKibben actuator. The variable parameters of this device
are: a force applied to the test rig, internal pressure of the McKibben tube, type of internal material, and
length of the McKibben tube. There are several techniques used for predicting the behaviour of this actuator
and to provide a relationship between variable parameters. The technique of energy analysis, where input
work (Win) is equal to the output work (Wout), will be used in this research. It is assumed the shape of the
McKibben tube is cylindrical. By neglecting the effect of the inner tube at this stage, the input work is done
on this actuator by applying compressed air; this air moves the inner rubber surface, so the work is:
𝑑𝑊£1 = 𝑃 2 𝑑𝑉

(1)

Where: dV volume change, and P' gauge pressure. The output work from this pressure is tension in the
actuator, which leads to a decrease in the length of the tube:
𝑑𝑊fìÇ = −𝐹𝑑𝐿

(2)

Where: F axial force, and dL axial displacement. From the principle of virtual work, we could reach to the
next expression [13]
𝐹 = 𝑃2

hÊW 'Õ W
)31W

(3)

Where: n number of turn, and b uncoiled length of fibre. Now, the effect of elastic energy of inner tube will
be accounted. So,
𝑑𝑊£1 = 𝑑𝑊fìÇ + 𝑉€ 𝑑𝑊

(4)

Where: Vr the volume is occupied by the inner tube, and W is the strain energy density function. From the
previous analysis of input work and output work:
𝑃 ′ 𝑑𝑉 = −𝐹𝑑𝐿 + 𝑉€ 𝑑𝑊

(5)

To determine the strain energy density of the inner tube, the rubber tube will be assumed to behave as a
Neo–Hookean solid. The strain energy function of the actuator W could be expressed as a function of the
first invariant of strain [14].
𝑊=

45
X

𝐼( − 3
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µr is the shear modulus for infinitesimal deformations [14], and I1 strain invariants which could be expressed:
𝐼( = 𝜆(X + 𝜆XX + 𝜆Xh

(7)
Ê

¿

ß

ß

λi (i=1,2,3) are the principle stretches. 𝜆( = Ê , 𝜆X = ¿

and

𝜆h =

(
8j 8W

.

Where L and D, are instantaneous length and diameter, while L0 and D0, are initial length and diameter of the
tube, respectively. The diameter of the tube could be expressed in terms of length of tube [12]:
𝐷X =

Õ W 'ÊW

(8)

3W 1W

Therefore, strain energy density of inner tube W is determined by using the equation:
𝑊=

45 ÊW
X

ÊWß

+

Õ W 'ÊW

+

¿ßW 3W 1W

¿ßW ÊWß 3W 1W
ÊW Õ W 'ÊW

−3

(9)

The derivative strain energy density regarding the length:
Æ9
ÆÊ

=

45 XÊ
X

ÊWß

+

'XÊ
¿ßW 3W 1W

+

'X¿ßW ÊWß 3W 1W Õ W 'XÊW

(10)

Ê | Õ W 'ÊW W

Therefore, the force output of the actuator could be expressed:
𝐹 = 𝑃2

hÊW 'Õ W
)31W

+

V5 45 XÊ
X

ÊWß

+

'XÊ
¿ßW 3W 1W

+

'X¿ßW ÊWß 3W 1W Õ W 'XÊW
Ê | Õ W 'ÊW W

(11)

The equation illustrates that there are four variable parameters of this device: an applied force, internal
pressure, and the length of the tube and type of internal material.
4.

Experimental Work

The rig used in this research is shown in Figure 2; it consists of a McKibben tube, valve and accumulator.
The McKibben tube is sealed at one end, and it is able to carry load at this tip, while the tube is attached to
an accumulator via a valve at another end. Pressurizing the McKibben tube could be achieved at the top of
the accumulator. By applying force to the end of the volume of actuator is changed, consequently the
pressure inside tube is increased. Then, the fluid is able to flow in and out of the tube, and energy is
eliminated through the viscous effect of the controlled valve. The total weight of such device is less than the
half weight of similar piston/cylinder damper, the same results were found in previous researches [12-13].
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Pressure gauge
Accumulator
Valve

McKibben tube

Static Loads
Figure 2: Test rig.
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To validating of the model, the isotonic test was carried out in this report. The actuator was loaded to known
load, then internal pressure was increased 0.5 bar increments, and the internal pressure P, length of tube L are
recorded. Changing in the pressure is causing to chaining length of the actuator. So, these parameters are
governed by equation 11.
The length of McKibben actuator was 0.12m with diameter 0.011m. when uncoiled fibre the Length was
0.138m. Such actuator has 2.15 turns. The inner tube was made by rubber with thickness is 0.0003m and
Shear modulus is 0. 6MPa.The procedures were examined at two constant loads which are 25N and 50N.
Figure 3 shows the experimental results which are compared with the modelling results at a constant load.
The figures show the model gives acceptable results in comparison with experimental data. Although there
are differences between the modelling results and experimental results, the accuracy of this model is above
85%.
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Figure 3: Model and experimental result of rig: a) force is 25N; b) force is 50N.
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To minimize these differences, it is important to consider the realistic shape rather than ideal cylindrical
shape, also to account the force losses in the system due to friction between fibres and friction between the
inner tube and outer tube.
Moreover, it is noticed, the model is shown to have less accuracy at low pressure, and the error is bigger
when applying higher loads. To minimize such error, the end effects of the tube should be captured. The end
effects changes in the output of the force at the length limits. When the actuator is reaching the length
saturation Ls (length saturation), the stretching will be occurring in the fibres; therefore, the output force will
be dependent on stiffness of the fibre material. While the force is zero if the length of actuator is less than
minimum length Lm, this model is shown in next equations [15].

𝐹=

𝑃′

hÊW 'Õ W
)31W

+

V5 45 XÊ
X

0

ÊWß

+

'XÊ
¿ßW 3W 1W

+

'X¿ßW ÊWß 3W 1W Õ W 'XÊW
Ê | Õ W 'ÊW W

+ 𝐾õ 𝐿 − 𝐿Ž

𝐿 > 𝐿I
𝐿 < 𝐿I

(12)

Where: Kf stiffness of fibre material.
5.

Conclusions

Flow fluid is considered as one of the most superior means of control of vibration, and there are many of
applications which profit from the characteristics of viscus fluid, which have been employed successfully.
However, a conventional fluid damper has dry sealing frictions which cause a vibration transmission to the
equipment. To reduce the friction in a device, a McKibben actuator could be used instead of a hydraulic
actuator. Also, using such actuator could be reduced more than half of total weight of devices. A model of a
McKibben actuator has been developed and then, it is validated experimentally. The model predicts the
behaviour of the test rig with accuracy about 85%.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study about the Libyan Geodetic Datum 2006 (LGD2006) where a triangulation
network has been established in a medium-elevation area in Libya. The network is consisted of braced
quadrilaterals of 45 km lines in direction of meridians and 7 km lines in direction of parallels. The network
distances and angles were accurately measured and then the coordinates were computed. In addition,
coordinates of the major traverses points were measured using static GPS observation technique for
several hours to ensure the maximum accuracy. GPS measurements were conducted using the World
Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS84). Inverse geodetic methods were used to compare the achieved results
with those of the Libyan ordinance survey. The results show that the best fit datum for medium-elevation
areas (300-500m) in Libya is LGD2006 whereas WGS84 is best for low-elevation areas.
Keyword— :LGD2006, triangulation, static GPS, accuracy, inverse geodetic problems.

1.

Introduction

1.1.

Background

As the surface of the earth is irregular and complex, for many centuries geodesists tried to determine the
shape of the earth. They found that the most complex model of the earth is the geoid and the simplest model
is the ellipsoid. This has led to many different reference ellipsoids around the world. Each country takes the
newest reference ellipsoid as its reference datum for surveying purposes. Using an incorrect datum to express
coordinates can result in position errors of hundreds of meters. As a result, countries modify the global
datums to best fit their topographic relief by minimising the geoid undulations. The resulted new datum is
known as the local datum [7].
European datum of 1950 (ED1950) had been used in Libya in late fifties and early sixties of last century. This
datum best fits Europe not North Africa. European-Libyan datum of 1979 (ELD1979) is another datum that
has been used in Libya. Nowadays the Libyan Geodetic Datum of 2006 (LGD2006), which is based on the
international ellipsoid of 1924, is the most used datum for surveying applications in Libya [5].
Several researches found that the used ellipsoid for Libya fits only the northern part of the country because
of deformations in the datum and that the used ground control points had been established by different
companies using different measuring methods.
1.2.

Aim and Objectives
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The overall aim of this paper is to investigate the accuracy of using the LGD2006 for the medium-elevation
areas in Libya. This aim will be assessed through investigating the following objectives:
•
Choosing study area where ordinance survey ground control points are available.
•
Establishment of a triangulation network of braced quadrilaterals of 45 km lines in direction of
meridians and 7 km lines in direction of parallels.
•
Using static GPS to measure the coordinates of Laplace station.
•
Using geodetic formulas to compute distances and comparing results with those obtained by field
observations.
•
Establishment of new accurate ground control points to be used in other surveying applications.
2.

Test site and Apparatus Used

2.1.

Test Site

The test site is located in a medium-elevation area (300 to 400m above mean sea level) close to the city of
Tarhuna. The site is between longitudes of 13° 30′ E and 13° 54′ E and latitudes of 31° 21′ N and 31° 52′ N.
The test site is shown in Figure 1 while Figure 2 illustrates the topography of the site.
This site was chosen according to its elevation and to availability of two ground control points from the
ordinance survey of Libya. These control points are called GPS 12-3 and GPS 12-4 and are located close to
the site. Their coordinates are in LGD2006.
2.2.

Apparatus Used

The instruments used in this research are:
•
•
•
•

1′′ Total station from Trimple
Prism
Leica dual frequency GPS receiver
Communication equipment

3.

Trials, Results and Analysis

3.1.

Observation Techniques

A total number of two accurate ground control points were available from the ordinance
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Figure 1: Test site (source: Google earth)

Figure 2: Topography of the test site

survey of Libya. These points were collected using static GPS with an estimated accuracy of 0.0068 m. These
points were used as starting points to establish the network's other points. The number of established control
points is 8 and were called CP1 to CP8 . In-between, points were called X1, X2, ……………., Xn . Figure 3
depicts the established control points.

Figure 3: Established control points
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The lines' length of the established triangulation network is 45km in the direction of meridians and 7km in
the direction of parallels. These lengths were chosen so that the curvature of the earth will be taken into
account. The chosen shape of the network is the braced quadrilateral. The control point GPS 12-4 was
occupied by the total station and back sight was taken on GPS 12-3 to determine the true north. Then using
the total station, the coordinates of all points, azimuths of lines and lengths of network lines were computed.
In addition, static GPS observation technique, for several hours, was used to get the coordinates of the
control points in WGS84.
3.2.

Results and Discussion

The obtained coordinates for the control points in LGD2006 (UTM6º) and in WGS84 are shownin Table 1.
Table 1: coordinates of control points

Coordinates of network points in LGD2006
(UTM6º)
point Id
GPS12-3
GPS12-4
CP1
CP2
CP3
CP4
CP5
CP6
CP7
CP8
3.2.1

Easting (m)
356678.648
357214.163
359198.744
366328.401
368067.873
369830.714
362699.684
360936.841
370308.386
363177.398

Northing (m)
3578390.064
3578344.043
3579582.980
3580205.442
3560281.212
3540088.677
3539466.102
3559658.352
3534617.252
3533994.688

Coordinates of network points in WGS84
Latitude (φ)
32° 19' 57.82" N
32° 19' 56.58" N
32° 20' 38.92'' N
32° 21' 02.28" N
32° 10' 16.13'' N
31° 59' 21.40'' N
31° 58' 58.15'' N
32° 09' 52.84'' N
31° 56' 22.78'' N
31° 55' 59.56'' N

Longitude (λ)
13° 28' 38.18" E
13° 28' 58.68" E
13° 30' 11.68'' E
13° 34' 44.03" E
13° 36' 00.50'' E
13° 37' 17.63'' E
13° 32' 46.33'' E
13° 31' 28.68'' E
13° 37' 40.67'' E
13° 33' 9.52'' E

Ellip. Hgt (m)
410.66
402.41
400.12
402.12
418.49
468.53
541.94
488.91
492.14
489.86

Transformation of Cartesian coordinates to geodetic coordinates

As the used coordinate system in the network is the Cartesian system and the ellipsoid represents the
geodetic coordinate system, it's necessary to represent the relationship between the two systems
mathematically according to the theory of cylindrical conformal projection as follows [6]:
φ = 𝑓 𝑋, Y , λ = 𝑓 𝑋, Y , 𝑋 = 𝑓 φ, λ , 𝑌 = 𝑓 φ, λ
Conformal projection has two projection parameters, forward and reverse.
1- Forward (direct) parameters to get Cartesian coordinates
The assumptions put by Kruger to solve the projection equation are to keep the longitudes constant function
and to make latitudes variable function as follows:
𝑋 = 𝑋t + 𝐶X λX + 𝐶) λ) + 𝐶% λ% + 𝐶Ò λÒ + 𝐶(t λ(t + ⋯
𝑦 = 𝐶( λ + 𝐶h λh + 𝐶y λy + 𝐶Ø λØ + 𝐶w λw + 𝐶(( λ(( + ⋯
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2- Reverse (inverse) parameters to get geodetic coordinates
φ = 𝐵i + 𝐶′X 𝑦 X + 𝐶′) 𝑦 ) + 𝐶′% 𝑦 % + 𝐶′Ò 𝑦 Ò + ⋯
λ = 𝐶′( 𝑦 + 𝐶′h 𝑦 h + 𝐶′y 𝑦 y + 𝐶′Ø 𝑦 Ø + 𝐶′w 𝑦 w + ⋯
where 𝐶( , 𝐶X , 𝐶h , 𝐶) , 𝐶y , … are the forward parameters and
𝐶′( , 𝐶′X , 𝐶2h , 𝐶′) , 𝐶′y , … are the reverse parameters
In addition, Bidshivalf theory was used to get the reverse parameters as following [4]:
𝑃′t = 1 , 𝑄′t = 0
𝑃′( = 𝑑𝑥 , 𝑄′( = 𝑦
𝑃′X = 𝑃′(X − 𝑄′(X

, 𝑄′X = 2𝑃′( 𝑄′(

𝑃′h = 𝑃′( 𝑃′X − 𝑄′( 𝑄′X , 𝑄′h = 𝑃′( 𝑄′X + 𝑄′( 𝑃′X
𝑃′1 = 𝑃′( 𝑃′1'( − 𝑄 2( 𝑄 2 1'( , 𝑄′1 = 𝑃′( 𝑄′1'( + 𝑄′( 𝑃′1'(
The values of 𝑃′( , 𝑃′X , 𝑃′h , … 𝑃′1 are substituted back into the following formula to transform Cartesian
coordinates to geodetic ones:
1

𝑞 = 𝑞t +

𝐶′¬ 𝑃′¬

→

𝐶′¬ 𝑄′¬

→

𝑞 = 𝑞t + 𝐶′( 𝑃′( + 𝐶′X 𝑃′X + 𝐶′h 𝑃′h + ⋯

¬B(
1

𝐿 = 𝐿t +

𝐿 = 𝑙t + 𝐶′( 𝑄′( + 𝐶′X 𝑄′X + 𝐶′h 𝑄′h + ⋯

¬B(

𝑞t = 𝑙𝑛

1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛φ 1 − 𝑒 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛φ
1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛φ 1 + 𝑒 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛φ

Í

Latitude can be obtained from the following new formula developed by the geodesist Bidshivalf
𝐵 = 2 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛

1 − 𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑛𝐵t
1 + 𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑛𝐵t

Í

. 𝐸𝑥𝑝 𝑞

−

𝜋
2

Where C' represents the reverse parameters, L represents the longitude, B is the latitude and B0 is the central
latitude.
The process is iterative so a Matlab program was developed to perform the conversion of coordinates from
Cartesian to geodetic and the reverse process with the possibility to change datums as required. The program
has been tested using the ordinance survey control point (GPS 12-3), the discrepancies in coordinates were
close to zero and they were as a result of using 8 parameters in the program while the ordinance survey used
only 5 parameters.
The Matlab program was used to convert the LGD2006 (UTM6º, International Hayford1924) network
coordinates to geodetic coordinates, the results are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Network Cartesian and geodetic coordinates in LGD2006 (UTN6º)

point Id
GPS12-3
GPS12-4
Control Point 1
Control Point 2
Control Point 3
Control Point 4
Control Point 5
Control Point 6
Control Point 7
Control Point 8
3.2.2

Longitude (λ)
13.47727320 º
13.48296802 º
13.50386317 º
13.57951374 º
13.60075344 º
13.62217705 º
13.54681925 º
13.52524994 º
13.55264639 º
13.62796417 º

Latitude (φ)
32.33272965 º
32.33238317 º
32.34380816 º
32.35029741 º
32.17081670 º
31.98894569 º
31.98249019 º
32.16434433 º
31.93321194 º
31.93966278 º

Easting (m)
356678.648
357214.163
359198.782
366328.427
368067.856
369830.460
362700.774
360938.280
370307.987
363178.325

Northing (m)
3578390.064
3578344.043
3579582.981
3580205.404
3560281.184
3540092.809
3539470.353
3559658.728
3534622.442
3533999.995

comparing obtained results and ordinance survey results using geodetic formulas

The reverse geodetic formulas were used to compute the lengths of network lines to compare them to those
of the ordinance survey to determine the accuracy of LGD2006 in medium-elevation areas.
To compute the distance between two points, first a number of parameters has to be calculated as following
[6]:
𝑎X − 𝑏X
𝑏X

𝑒2 =

𝑓𝑓 =
𝑊( =
𝑀=

𝜑X − 𝜑(
,
𝜌

, 𝑒=

𝑎X − 𝑏X
𝑎X
,
𝐶
=
𝑎X
𝑏

𝐿𝑚 =

,

𝑝𝑖
180

, 𝑓𝑚 =

𝜑( + 𝜑X
,
2∗𝜌

𝜆X − 𝜆(
𝜌

(1 − 𝑒 X 𝑠𝑖𝑛X 𝜑( ) , 𝑊X =

𝑁
1+𝐻

, 𝜌=

(1 − 𝑒 X 𝑠𝑖𝑛X 𝜑X )

, 𝑁=

𝐶
1+𝐻

,

𝐻 = 𝑒 2X ∗ 𝐶𝑂𝑆 X (𝑓𝑚)

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑( . 1 − 𝑒 X
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑X 1 − 𝑒 X
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑(
, 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑢X =
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑢( =
,
𝑊(
𝑊X
𝑊(
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑X
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑢X =
𝑊X
𝑃 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑢X . 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑤 , 𝑞 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑢( . 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑢X − 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑢( . 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑢X 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑤
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑢( =

𝑐𝑜𝑡 𝑥( = 𝑐𝑜𝑡 𝑢X . 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ∆𝑤 , 𝑐𝑜𝑡 𝑥X = 𝑐𝑜𝑡 𝑢( . 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ∆𝑤
𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝑞 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑥( . 𝑡𝑎𝑛 ∆𝑤
𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝑞(
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑥X . 𝑡𝑎𝑛 ∆𝑤
𝑡𝑎𝑛 ∆𝛽(X =
=
, 𝛽X( =
=−
𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝑝
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑥( − 𝑢(
𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝑝(
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝑥X − 𝑢X )
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𝛽X( = 𝛽(X ± 180 + ∆β
Using the above parameters, distances can be computed using two methods, one for short distances and the
other is for long ones.
1- Geodetic formulas for short distances
𝑍 = 𝐿𝑚 . 𝑁 . 𝐶𝑂𝑆(𝑓𝑚) 1 + 1 − 9. 𝑒 2X + 8. 𝐻 X .
X

𝑄 = 𝑓𝑓. 𝑀 1 − 𝑒 2 − 2𝐻 X .

𝑓𝑓 X
𝐿𝑚 . 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑓𝑚)
−
24
24

𝑏X
1 + 𝐻 X 𝐿𝑚. 𝐶𝑂𝑆(𝑓𝑚)
−
8
12
𝑆=

X

X

𝐿𝑚. 𝐶𝑂𝑆(𝑓𝑚)
8

−

X

𝑍X + 𝑄X

2- Geodetic formulas for long distances
If the azimuth is less than 45º, the formula used is: tan 𝜎 =
If the azimuth is more than 45º, the formula is: sin 𝜎 =

ýJv Ä
ô¦ð LjW

ðNv OW
ðNv LjW

=

ô¦ð ìW .ðNv ∆»
ðNv LjW

Where:
𝑒, 𝑒′: first and second eccentricity M: meridional radius of curvature
𝑢( , 𝑢X : reduced latitude of the point N: radius of curvature in the prime vertical
𝛽(X , 𝛽X( : forward and back azimuth∆β: convergence of meridians
∆𝑤: difference between longitudesp , q: lines lengths from spherical triangle
S: measured short distance on ellipsoidσ: measured long distance on ellipsoid
Another Matlab program was developed using the above formulas to solve the reverse geodetic problems of
short and long distances using LGD2006. The results are presented in Table3.
Table 3: Distances between network points using LGD2006

Distance

𝑆%'h
𝑆h')
𝑆)'y
𝑆y'%
𝑆)'Ø

points

𝝋

𝝀

Point(cp6)
Point(cp3)
Point(cp3)
Point(cp4)
Point(cp4)
Point(cp5)
Point(cp5)
Point(cp6)
Point(cp4)

32.16434433
32.17081670
32.17081670
31.98894569
31.98894569
31.98249019
31.98249019
32.16434433
31.98894569

13.525249944
13.600753444
13.600753444
13.622177055
13.622177055
13.546819250
13.546819250
13.525249944
13.622177055
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Distance
measured by
total station

Reverse
formulas for
short distances

Reverse
formulas
for long
distances

7158.019

7157.938

7157.939

20269.338

20268.990

20268.991

7158.155

7158.091

7158.092

20269.055

20268.500

20268.502

5492.236

5492.220

5492.220
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𝑆Ø'Ò
𝑆Ò'y

Point(cp7)
Point(cp7)
Point(cp8)
Point(cp8)
Point(cp5)

31.93966292
31.93966292
31.93321203
31.93321203
31.98249019

13.627964358
13.627964358
13.552646394
13.552646394
13.546819250

7158.112

7158.076

7158.077

5492.129

5492.086

5492.086

Using the same Matlab program the distances were computed using the WGS84 datum, the results are shown
in Table 4.
Table 4: Distances between network points using WGS84

Distance

𝑆%'h
𝑆h')
𝑆)'y
𝑆y'%
𝑆)'Ø
𝑆Ø'Ò
𝑆Ò'y
3.3

points

𝝋

Point(cp6)
Point(cp3)
Point(cp3)
Point(cp4)
Point(cp4)
Point(cp5)
Point(cp5)
Point(cp6)
Point(cp4)
Point(cp7)
Point(cp7)
Point(cp8)
Point(cp8)
Point(cp5)

32.16467923
32.17115206
32.17115206
31.98927792
31.98927792
31.98282194
31.98282194
32.16467923
31.98927792
31.93999427
31.93999427
31.93354290
31.93354290
31.98282194

𝝀

13.52463410
13.60014078
13.60014078
13.62156647
13.62156647
13.54620554
13.54620554
13.52463410
13.62156647
13.62735433
13.62735433
13.55203324
13.55203324
13.54620554

Distance
measured
by total
station

Reverse
formulas for
short distances

Reverse
formulas
for long
distances

7158.019

7157.908

7157.909

20269.338

20268.888

20268.889

7158.155

7158.056

7158.057

20269.055

20268.401

20268.402

5492.236

5492.195

5492.195

7158.112

7158.042

7158.043

5492.129

5492.062

5492.062

Discussion of results

The field measurements by the total station is considered as a reference for the purpose of comparison.
Comparing the field observations by the total station using the reverse geodetic problems, ordinance survey
measurements using LGD2006, and GPS measurements using WGS84, it's clear from Table 3 and Table 4
that there are some differences between the above mentioned measurements. The distances using LGD2006
are closer to reference distances. From Table 3, the biggest difference between reference distances and short
distances computed by reverse geodetic problems is 55cm which is between control points 5 and 6 and the
smallest difference for short distances is 16mm which is between control points 4 and 7.For long distances
using LGD2006, the results are almost the same for short distances. When WGS84 datum was used to
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compute the distances, either short or long, using geodetic problems (Table 4), the differences between the
resulted distances and the reference ones are bigger than those obtained when using LGD2006 datum. The
biggest difference is 65cm between control points 5 and 6 and the smallest difference is 41mm between
control points 4 and 7.
4.

Conclusion and recommendations

A triangulation network was established on a large lot of medium-elevation land using UTM6º (zone 33) and
a number of field and office trials and tests were conducted to check the accuracy of LGD2006 in mediumelevation areas. The results show that the best fit datum for areas of elevations 300 to 500m is the LGD2006
and WGS84 is best for areas of low elevations.
Based on the research findings, the following recommendations are being made for possible future work.
•

Another study should be made on high-elevation areas to check the suitability of LGD2006 in
those areas.

•

Continuing studies on the ellipsoid used in Libyan datum and its conformance with the geoid.

•

Using static GPS to establish high accuracy first class ground control point in all regions of Libya.
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ABSTRACT
Roadways play a main role in the development of the countries and societies by providing the essential
links between the different parts of the country, to facilitate the transport of goods and movement of
people. Compaction is one of the most critical factors associated with the performance of asphalt
pavements. When the asphalt content is too high, the compact of mixture might too easily, moreover
resulting in low air voids. When the asphalt content is too low, the compact of mixture may be stiff and
difficult to the specified density .Asphalt pavements are constructed with initial air voids of 6-8 %
depending on the type of mixture and pavement layer. Asphalt mixtures has high air voids content during
constructed, it is expected to reduce and this densification can be considered as a predominant cause of
rutting during initial periods of traffic. Due to air voids reduction, the material becomes stiffer leading to
increase rut resistance. Such increase could also be contributed due to age hardening of the material.
Inadequate compaction is one of the leading causes of early deterioration and failure of these pavements.
The purpose of this paper is to review the importance and the effect of air voids on asphalt pavement
lifespan. The result indicated poor compaction of the mix will leave a high percentage of air voids making
it susceptible to moisture infiltration and cracking. Conversely, over compaction may cause mixes to have
very low air voids making it subject to asphalt bleeding in hot weather environments.
Keyword— Asphalt Pavements, Air Voids, Fatigue , Rut Resistance.

1.

Introduction

Road pavements are one of the largest infrastructure components in most of the developed nations of the
world and vitally important to a country’s economic development. The construction of a high quality road
network directly increases a country’s economic output. Roads are constructed to provide fast and safe access
between important cities, the construction process will have the added effect of stimulating the construction
market[1]. Everything in the life has limited age. For road pavements, wearing surfaces have a life expectancy
of between 10-20 years [2]. Asphalt concrete pavements have a short life cycle [3].
Fatigue damage is one of the primary distresses in asphalt concrete pavements besides thermal cracking and
rutting [4].Asphalt consists of four main materials: bitumen, aggregate, fillers (fine particles) and air. Asphalt
without sufficient air entrapped in the layer will deform under traffic and result in a rutted and rough surface.
Field air voids represent the amount of entrapped air in an asphalt layer that has been placed on-site. The
objective of asphalt mix design is to achieve an asphalt mix with the lowest practicable air voids without
compromising long term performance. Too many air voids and the asphalt becomes permeable to water and
air, which causes reduced service life. Too few air voids and the asphalt becomes rutted and deformed under
trafficking [5].
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Porous asphalt is designed to provide the optimum functional and structural performance particularly the
mixture’s permeability, modulus and durability. However, these properties are not proportional. High air void
content provided in the mixture will improve the permeability but reduces its modulus and durability [6].
2.

Compaction Importance and Pavement Performance

Construction of high quality roads can help minimize pavement distresses such as rutting, cracking, and other
forms of distresses, and improve the long-term performance of the pavement [7].Compaction is one of the
most important factors affecting the performance of asphalt pavements. The asphaltic layer is the most
susceptible layer as it is in direct contact with the environment and traffic [8].The volume of air in a
pavement is important because it has a profound effect on long-term pavement performance [9].
Compaction is the process by which the asphalt and aggregate are compressed into a reduced volume. It is
generally conceded that the compaction of asphalt concrete is one of the most critical factors associated with
the performance of flexible pavements [10].
2.1.

Stability

Stability can be defined as the resistance to deformation of an asphalt concrete pavement when subjected to
traffic loadings under a variety of environmental conditions.A stable pavement maintains its shape and
smoothness under repeated loading. In general, the stability increases as density increases with air voids
decrease [13]. In this case stability is reduced by five or more points for each percent decrease in air voids
[10].
2.2.

Durability

The durability of asphaltic concrete has been defined as the resistance to weathering and the abrasive action
of traffic (These factors can be the result of weather, traffic or a combination of the two). Good durability
can be described as the ability to provide long-term performance without premature cracking or ravelling [10]
[13]. The durability of asphalt concrete is largely a matter of the durability of the asphalt cement. Reduction
in penetration or increase in viscosity with time. Research has shown that for a given asphalt the rate at which
an asphalt hardens is related to the total air voids in the asphalt concrete. If the volume and interconnection
of voids in a pavement is such that water is transmitted to the base course, the pavement may fail due to loss
of strength in the base material [13].
2.3.

Rutting

Figure 1 shown that at low air voids (less than 2%) the binder almost totally fills the void space between the
aggregate particles, so that the mix acts as a fluid and is less resistant to rutting when subjected to heavy
traffic. Poorly compacted mixes also have less resistance to rutting due to a weaker structure under traffic.
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Figure 1: Relative Rutting Rate vs Air Voids

2.4.

Fatigue Life

The air void content is important on the fatigue behaviour of asphalt concrete. Previous studies results show
that high air void contents produce mixes with comparably short fatigue lives. These data suggest that
variations in air void content create greater changes in fatigue life [13].Laboratory investigations indicate that
the fatigue life of asphalt concrete could be reduced by 35 percent (or more) for each one percent increase in
air voids [10].Fatigue life or resistance to cracking under repeated load, is directly proportional to the
compaction level, Figure 2 shows results of fatigue testing. In this case an increase of air voids from 5% to
8% has resulted in a 50% reduction in fatigue life[15].

Figure 2: Relative Fatigue Life vs Air Voids

2.5.

Strength or Stiffness

Stiffness has been shown to be dependent upon density. The investigators presented the stiffness increases
with density suggesting that a more dense mixture results in greater load supporting capabilities of the
material [13]. The structural strength of an asphalt mix as measured by its stiffness or modulus, is also related
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to compaction level. Figure 3 shows strength relative to 5% air void. In this case an increase in voids from
5% to 8% has resulted in a 20% reduction in stiffness or load carrying capacity [15].

Figure 3: Relative Strength vs. Air Voids

2.6.

Flexibility

The flexibility of an asphalt paving mixture is defined as the ability of an asphalt pavement to adjust or the
ability of the mixture to conform to long-term variations in base and sub grade elevations. In general, those
mixtures of acceptable stabilities with high asphalt contents and high air voids will produce mixtures with the
greatest flexibility without cracking [13].
Sometimes the need for flexibility conflicts with stability requirements. For example, an open-graded mixture,
which is generally more flexible, is designed to be water permeable. A dense graded mix is relatively
impermeable, but is less flexible. Both can affect stability.
3.

Factors effecting compaction

The purpose of compacting asphalt pavements is to density the asphalt concrete and thereby improve its
mechanical properties as well as to provide a watertight segment for the underlying materials in the pavement
structure [13].
Asphalt compaction is a densification process during which air voids are reduced and compaction in the field
is commonly performed using vibratory compactors through the application of combined static and dynamic
forces. It is necessary to reduce the air void content of asphalt as the properties of the pavement depends on
its density [14].
Impact compaction relies on a high impact force. Most premature failures of asphalt pavement are concerned
with poor compaction [12].
4.

Design air voids
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Air voids are small airspaces or pockets of air that occur between the coated aggregate particles in the final
compacted mix. A certain percentage of air voids is necessary in asphalt mixes to allow for some additional
pavement compaction under traffic and to provide spaces into which small amounts of asphalt can flow
during this compaction [15].Air-voids have significant influence on the properties of asphalt pavement, they
causes the fatigue damage under repeated load and aggravates the strength of asphalt mixture, causing the
macro crack appears in asphalt pavement [16].
Porous asphalt mixture is an open graded gradation that consists of low composition of fine aggregates to
allow the mixture to have large quantity of interconnected air voids. These interconnected voids forms
capillary channels for the water to flow through and reduce the water runoff from the pavement surface. This
shows that the presence of air voids (interconnected and isolated voids) within the mixture is the most
significant factor that influences its permeability [17].
Too much air voids also can cause the mixture having excessive aging and stripping problems , that
submergence of flexible pavement in moisture over a period of time can damage the fatigue life considerably
before design life is achieved [18]. On the other hand, inadequacy of air void within the mixture will lead to
the loss in permeability and clogging problem [6].
Least fine materials mixture has caused the mixture to become sensitive towards the changes in voids content
as shown by the sudden drop in resilient modulus and large increase in permeability and abrasion loss at high
voids content. fine aggregate mixture indicates it is more durable and resilient to deformation but produces
low coefficient of permeability. Therefore, any combination of materials (aggregate composition and binder)
used should possess strong cohesion and adhesion properties so that a stabilized mixture can be achieved but
simultaneously maintaining an open structure of the porous mixture [6].
The range of design air void values in laboratory compacted asphalt mixes is included in asphalt mix design
standards. Different types of asphalt include different design air voids as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Design air voids [9]

Mix Type
L
H
V

Marshal Method Mix Design
Air Voids range %
3.8 - 4.2
4.9 - 5.3
5.9 - 6.3

Asphalt with high design air voids (H) is used for locations with heavy traffic volumes where there is
potential for further compaction of the asphalt mix after placing. (V)asphalt has higher design air voids and is
used for heavily trafficked intersections where there is significant potential for further compaction of the
asphalt mix after placing. As a result of the higher air voids.
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Asphalt with lower design air voids ( L) is used for locations with light traffic volumes where there is very
little further compaction of the asphalt mix after placing. This type of asphalt achieves high levels of
durability and fatigue resistance as a result of the lower air voids and provides long service life. That air void
content was the most significant factor affecting on pavement performance [19]. Clearly, the in-place air
voids and therefore the in-place density have a significant impact on the pavement life [20].
5.

Importance of Air Voids

The asphalt should be flexible enough to resist distress. Also, compaction locks the asphalt-coated aggregate
particles together to achieve stability and provide resistance to different types of deformation while
simultaneously reducing the permeability of the mixture and improving its durability [14].
Previous research has shown that air-voids have significant influence on the strength and durability of asphalt
mixture [16].There is considerable evidence that dense graded mixes should not exceed 8 percent nor fall
below 3 percent air voids during their service life. This is because high air void content (above 8 percent) or
low air void content (below 3 percent) can cause the following pavement distresses [9].
It was also observed that the frequency of loading inversely affected the fatigue life of the asphalt concrete
mixture. In other words as the rate of loading was increased the life of the pavement was decreased
[18].Reducing in density could result in reduced the air voids for asphalt mixture ,therefore could have the
opposite effect leads to a loss of fatigue life and serviceability of the pavement [19].
Achieving good density of the hot mix asphalt optimizes all desirable mix properties. The result showed that
as the percent of air voids increased the number of load cycles to failure representing fatigue life decreased.
Thus fatigue decreases with increasing air voids.
6.

Conclusions

The quality of compaction is important to the performance of asphalt pavement . Air voids are generally
described as the most effective parameter to explain the behavior of the mix. High level of air voids always
results in a high expectations of moisture flow within mixtures.
Most premature failures of asphalt pavement are concerned with poor compaction. Increase of air voids in
asphalt mixture by 1% than that of design may cause 35% decrease of pavement fatigue life and double the
permeability [12].
Previous study showed that a 1% increase in air voids (above the base air void level of 7%) tends to produce
about a 10% loss in pavement life [21]. The results clearly reflect the importance of air voids when drilling in
the AC layer. From the figures we can see that looking at the 4% central air voids can reduce the gradual
response of the material [22].
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ABSTRACT
Leaf spring is an important mechanism of suspension system in vehicles that is still widely used. In
automotive industry, the motivation is to increase the capability to produce vehicles of inordinate quality
at best prices. For saving the natural resources, reducing the weight of vehicle is constantly the priority of
car manufacturing. While decreasing the weight of an automobile, engineering designers should consider
the strength of materials and the size of components. This deigned leaf spring is built up of several plates
with steel material, but the steel leaf spring has an excessive weight .The weight of leaf spring may perhaps
be reduced by using strength materials, and reducing the thickness of leafs. The purpose of this paper is to
study the deformations and stresses of the current design of leaf spring under static and dynamic loading
conditions. The system of this leaf spring is designed to minimize the vibration forces that a vehicle
confronts when moving on a surface. This leaf spring has been sketched via Pro-Engineer software, and
analyzed through ANSYS. As a result of the conducted stress study, the deformations due to the static and
dynamic loading are determined along the leaf spring. The main point of the analysis study is to improve
the quality of this design for a leaf spring with a longer life, and achieve a big reduction in vibration forces;
for the cost reduction, modification is carried out by varying the thickness of spring leaves; and an
optimization study is accompanied to satisfy the allowable values of deformation and the factor of safety
by changing the size of meshing elements. Altogether analytically calculated values of deformations and
stresses are someway comparable to the values obtained from ANSYS.
Keyword—

1.

Leaf spring, Modeling, FEA, Deformation, Safety factor.

Introduction

When an engineering designer desires stiffness, negligible deflection is an adequate approach, as long as it
does not destruct function. Elasticity is often required and is regularly provided by solid bodies with specific
geometries. These bodies can give flexibility to the degree the designer strives for. This flexibility varies
linearly or nonlinearly with applied loads. For the significance of machinery to engineering designers, springs
have been comprehensively investigated. Furthermore, there are world-wide rapid developments of massproduction techniques for making low cost ingenious springs .Mostly, springs areassorted as flat springs, wire
springs, or special designed springs. Flat springs are compartmentalized into cantilever and elliptical shapes
[1]. Leaf springs are widely used for the suspension system in cars and commercial vehicles to absorb
vibrations and shocks. The spring is made of multi leaves with different lengths. The spring leaf is designed
of an arc-shape. The inner leaf is the tallest blade and bent from both ends to form two holes where the
spring should be attached to the frame of the vehicle. The outer blades are shorter than the inner blades, and
those blades are all held up using bolts and rebound clips. The spring is attached from its centre to the axle of
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the vehicle. Importantly, the spring should be fixed from the front eye of the master blade to the vehicle’s
frame and freely in vertical motion from the rear [2]. For simplicity of the calculations, the bending stresses
and deformations in laminated leaf springs are determined from formatted standard equations for simply
supported beams. The main components (master leaf, graduated leaf, eye, camber, span, central clamp,
rebound clips) of a semi-elliptic leaf spring are shown in figure 1.

Figure 13 Semi-elliptic leaf spring [2].

1.1.

Literature Survey

Some of the pervious studying papers that have done an excellent contribution are mentioned in this
paragraph. Sarika Yede and Sheikh [3] modelled and finite element analysed a leaf spring made of different
materials. The study concluded that from the comparison of different materials that glass fibre is better than
composite material and EN-45 Steel. Amitkumar Magdum [4] analysed leaf springs using finite element
methods considering the dynamic effect on stability of vehicle. The work concluded that the best harmonic
response of a spring depends on the different materials and loads. The capacity to absorb energy is more in
composite materials and less in steels. Shiva Shankar and Vijayarangan [5] designed and fabricated a
composite mono leaf spring and tested it under loading conditions, and compare edit to the steel spring.
They concluded that more stresses are occurred in the steel spring than they are in the composite spring
when subjected to the same loading condition. Also, they found out that the natural frequency is higher in
the composite spring. Mahesh Khot and Sameer Shaikh [6] carried out a FEA analysis and did an
experimental study on a leaf spring made of a composite material and found out that this material can offer
advantages in strength, light weight relative to conventional metallic materials. Trivedi Achyut andBhoraniya
[7] performed static and dynamic analysis on leaf Springs, the research concluded that with respect to
conventional steel leaf spring composites having high strength to weight ration. Also, composites have less
weight than conventional steel leaf spring. G Harinath Gowd and E Venugopal Goud [8] modelled a leaf
spring and carried out a static analysis using ANSYS software and they concluded that the maximum stress is
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developed at the inner side of the eye sections. They recommended that the selected material must have good
ductility, resilience and toughness to avoid sudden fracture for providing safety and comfort to the
occupants. S. Karditsas, and others [9] have shown design process using finite element method (FEM) and
simulation and tested a parabolic 2-leaf-spring for front axles of heavy duty under operating conditions. The
stress limitations were exceeded and approximately uniform stress distribution was achieved along the length
of the two leaves.
1.2.

Problem Statement

This deigned leaf spring is built up of several plates with steel material, but the steel leaf spring has an
excessive weight. The weight of leaf spring may perhaps be reduced by using strength materials, and reducing
the leaf thickness. Another worry, due to the concentration of stresses at the sudden change of cross sections
of the spring geometry, failure might occur at the eyes of the spring and at the portions around the central
hole of the spring. Hence, stress analysis study is needed to be carried out on the entire geometry of the leaf
spring.
1.3.

Objectives of This Work

Firstly, a mathematical model will be developed for studying the deformations and stresses of the current
design of leaf spring under loading conditions. Secondly, this leaf spring will be sketched via Pro-Engineer
software, and analysed through ANSYS. The main point of the stress investigation is to improve the quality
of this design for a leaf spring with a longer life, and achieve a big reduction in vibration forces. Thirdly, for
the cost reduction, modification swill be carried out by varying the thickness of spring leaves. Fourthly, an
optimization study will be accompanied to satisfy the allowable values of deformation and factor of safety by
changing the size of meshing elements. Lastly, the results will be verified by comparison of the solution of
analytical analysis and FEA.
2.

Materials and Methods

The most common material that has been used widely in the world for the leaf spring industry is
conventional steel. The advantages of using Steel are local availability, low cost, high strength. The selected
material for the designed laminated leaf spring has mechanical properties such as Young's modulus of
200GPa, tensile strength of 880MPa,yield strength of 600MPa, Fatigue of 275MPa, and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3
[10].
2.1.

CAD Modelling via Pro/Engineer

Pro/E is a suite of programs that are used in the design, analysis, and manufacturing of a virtually unlimited
range of products. Its field of application is generally mechanical engineering design, although recent
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additions to the program are targets at ship building and structural steel framework as well [11]. In this
current paper, a computer model creation using the powerful design tool (Pro/Engineer) is to be carried out
for a laminated leaf spring. The geometry of the spring has dimensions of (number of spring leaf(n=4),
Length of span of the spring (2L=1000 mm), thickness of leaf (t = 10mm), width of leaf (b = 220mm)).
Assuming that the total load of 140 KN is applied on the spring, and the material assigned to the leaf spring
has an allowable deflection of (49.72mm). Figure 2 shows the 3D solid model of the leaf spring that sketched
via Pro/Engineer, this model is to be exported for a simulation via ANSYS software.

Figure 2: Pro-E model of the designed leaf spring

2.2.

Finite Element Analysis via ANSYS

Finite element method (FEM) is a numerical method for solving differential equations that describe many
engineering problems. One of the reasons for FEM's popularity is that the method results in computer
programs versatile in nature that can solve many practical problems with a small amount of training.
Capitalizing on an engineer knowledge of mechanics, reinforcing an engineer knowledge, and solving
problems that can only be tackled numerically on the computer, using software tools like ANSYS, Pro/E,
Solid Works [12]. The goal of numerical simulation is to make predictions concerning the response of
physical systems to various kinds of excitation and, based on those predictions, make informed decisions. To
achieve this goal, mathematical models are defined and corresponding numerical solutions are computed.
The main elements of numerical simulation and associated errors are summarized among these five stages:
physical reality, mathematical model, numerical solutions, predictions and decision [13].
2.3.

Simulation Steps in ANSYS
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All real-life structures are three-dimensional. It is engineers who make the approximation as a onedimensional (e.g., beam) or a two-dimensional (e.g., plane or plane solid) structure. When the stresses on a
plane normal to one of the axes are approximately zero, then the solid is assumed in the state of plane stress.
Similarly, when the corresponding strains are zero, the solid is in the state of plane strain [11].
In this current work, the leaf spring can be assumed to be solved as a beam element, using different sizes of
elements. A static structure study is to be carried out using ANSYS 15 beginning with assigning the
engineering data of the material used in this design, and going through the following steps.
2.3.1

Geometry and Boundary Conditions

When starting a static structure study in ANSYS, geometry has to be defined. The Pro-E model of a leaf
spring is imported to ANSYS. The boundary conditions are to be specified. Figure 3 shows the static
structure of the spring, where fixed supports are applied at both eyes and load (F= 7868.3 Ibf) is vertically
applied as shown in figure 3.
2.3.2

Finite Element Discretization

We can discretize the geometry of the domain, depending on its shape, into a mesh of more than one type of
element (by shape or order). For example, in the approximation of an irregular domain, we can use a
combination of rectangles and triangles. However, the element interfaces must be compatible in the sense
that solution is continuous [14]. For this case of study, the geometry of the leaf spring can be meshed by
creating rectangle meshing type with element size of 0.3 in, 44950 elements, and 221503 nodes. . Figure 4
shows the finite element discretization of the laminated leaf spring.
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Figure 3: Static structure of laminated leaf spring

Figure 4: Finite element discretization of the leaf spring
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3.

Theory and Calculation

Laminated leaf spring can be assumed to be a beam of layers, which is fixed from one end and loaded from
the other end. Figure 5shows a simple cantilever type leaf spring. Considering a cantilever beam with the
same length of span (2L), width (b),and thickness (t) of the designed leaf spring and subjected to the load
(F)[2].

Figure 5: Simple cantilever type leaf spring [2]

3.1.

Stresses and Deformation Equations

From the basic equations of bending stress and deflection of beam, the maximum bending
stress( 𝜎éÅi ),maximum deflection (𝛿éÅi ),Von Mises stress ( 𝜎ƒ ), and factorof safety (F.S) can be
calculated from the followingformulas [1], [2].
.
𝜎éÅi =
𝛿éÅi =
𝜎ƒ =

%SÊ
1 Õ ÇW
) S Ê|
1 T• Õ Ç |

X
𝜎éÅi X + 3𝜏éÅi
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𝑓. 𝑠 =

VW

(4)

VZ

Where: maximum shear stress in the beam ( 𝜏éÅi = 𝐹/𝐴 ), A is the cross section of the beam (A= b*t), 𝜎X
is the yield stress,and Ya isYoung's modulusfor the material as previously specified.
4.

Results and Discussion

From the beam equations that introduced in the previous section, the applied load is varied by an increment
of 500 N, the corresponding maximum stresses, Von Misses Stresses and deformations are determined; the
maximum load that this current leaf spring can bear without failing based on safety factor is 17500 N. Those
equations are coded to the equations window of the Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software, and then
solved. Table 1 shows the relations among the applied load (F),the maximum stress( 𝜎éÅi ), Von Mises
stress (𝜎ƒ ), maximum deflection (𝛿éÅi ), and factor of safety o (F.S) for the leafspring.
Table 1: Variation stresses and deformations with load

F(N)
7000
9500
10500
11500
12500
13500
14500
15500
16500
17500
4.1.

𝜎éÅi ( Pa )
2.386E+08
3.239E+08
3.580E+08
3.920E+08
4.261E+08
4.602E+08
4.943E+08
5.284E+08
5.625E+08
5.966E+08

𝛿éÅi ( m )
0.01989
0.02699
0.02983
0.03267
0.03551
0.03835
0.04119
0.04403
0.04688
0.04972

𝜎ƒ ( Pa )
2.387E+08
3.239E+08
3.580E+08
3.921E+08
4.262E+08
4.603E+08
4.944E+08
5.285E+08
5.626E+08
5.967E+08

F.S
2.514
1.852
1.676
1.53
1.408
1.303
1.213
1.135
1.066
1.005

ANSYS Simulation Solution

Based on the design parameters that have been specified for the leaf spring and from table 1 the critical
applied load can be assumed to be 17500 N.
4.1.1

Distribution of Stresses, Deformations, and Factor of Safety

For thickness of 10 mm with mesh size of 0.3in, the stresses are calculated using the tool of beam results in
ANSYS, all analysis results are illustrated in the following figures. Figure 6, shows the variation of Von Mises
stresses caused to the leaf spring, and figure 7 is shown the corresponding total deformation in the leaves of
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the spring. For verification of this numerical results, firstly the maximum deformation and stress occurred at
the areas around the force's applied point, which is the centre of the leaf, secondly the concentration of the
stress accumulated at the eyes of the leaf spring.

Figure 6: Von-Mises stress distribution (unites in psi)

Figure 7: Total deformation distribution (unites in inches)
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The safety factor for each element of this design is plotted in figure 8, since the safety factor is affected
directly by the maximum stress, the minimum factor of safety occurred at the stress concentration areas of
the spring. The numerical solution supports the design of the spring proposed in this work with safety factor
of 1.8, which is good enough to be used in the car applications, with a convincing lifespan.

Figure 8: Safety factor distribution for the leaf spring

4.1.2

Design Parameter Variation

The leaf thickness is one of the important design parameter that should be varied in favour of reducing
weight. ANSYS has a powerful simulation tool for changing the parameters, and the corresponding solutions
can provide such a great visualization that helps the engineers for making their decisions. In this work as it’s
shown in table 2, stresses, deformations, safety factors are determined for each different value of the leaf
thickness. From the table 2, its noticeable that as the thickness is increased, the better safety factor is
achieved .However, engineers, should be worried about the weight and cost of the product.
Table 2: Variation thickness with stress, deformations, and Safety factors

Thickness
(mm)
10

Mesh Element
size(in)
0.3

Von-Mises
Stress (psi)
19636

Deformation
(in)
0.068416

Safety
Factor
1.8466

15

0.3

9406

0.02281

3.8549

25

0.3

6876.6

0.015006

5.2729
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4.1.3

Convergence Study

A convergence study is performed by varying the size of mesh element. Increasing the size of meshing
element will reduce the number of equations that ANSYS solve. Therefore, the computer with higher
specifications is required for less running waiting time. The disadvantage of increasing element meshing size
is that it is not possible to create a mesh that precisely covers the entire area for a complicated geometry. This
approximated solution will lead to deviations from the exact solutions. At the moment, the version of the
simulator used in this work is academic and not able to perform a concise advanced study, but the principle
of the converge study is applied by increasing the size of element for meshing the entire geometry of the leaf
spring. The stresses and deformations are determined as it’s shown in table 3. The mesh size of 0.3 with
44950 elements and 221503 nodes is the optimal meshing size among the options stated in this particular
work in table 3.
In future studies, the mesh size should be reduced to its minimum to find the exact solutions, and to obtain a
better decision for competitive design. The recommendedanalysis to complete this convergence study for
obtaining more satisfying results is to reduce the element size of meshing by 0.1 in. Thiswould increase the
number of elements and nodes.In each step, run the solve tool to collect the results, and repeat this step until
a no change in results is noticed. Consider the last mesh to be optical for your design andadvanced studies.
The numbers of elements and nodes might exceed millions, so keep in mind that high computer
specifications are needed.
Table 3: Convergence study

5.

Meshing Size (in)

Stress (Psi)

Deformation (in)

0.5

16146

0.0080364

1

14600

0.0079407

2

17108

0.0079639

Conclusions

In leaf spring world industry, reducing weight, and increasing strength are always the main matter in order to
yield a competitive product. For that reason, the weight of leaf spring was reduced by using strength steal
material, and reducing the thickness of leaves of the desired laminated spring. The geometry of spring was
modelled using Pro/E and statically structurally analyzed using ANSYS. The Finite element analysis was the
selected method for stress and deformation distributions. The thickness of the spring was varied with stresses
and deformations. Based on a convergence study for the accuracy of the results obtained from FEM, the
meshing element size is selected to be 0.3 inches for this current condition.
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The theoretical results and finite element method solutions are somehow deviated, so an experimental
solution is recommended for future studies. Finally, the optimal design steel leaf spring was made up of four
plates with thickness of 10 mm, span of 1000 mm, and width of 220 mm. The steel material that is used in
this spring should have a yield stress of 600Mpa and subjected to a load less than 17500 N. If heavier loads
are desired, we recommend using a composite material that is lighter and has a better stiffness, though the
cost reduction should be questioned.
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ABSTRACT
It is well known to all of us that water plastic bottles waste has become a major problem to the
environment. At the same time, incorporating the fibres in concrete like polypropylene is advantageous as
they improve its properties. Nowadays self compacting concrete (SCC) has become very common in
casting concrete due to its high flow properties and attained the required strength.
The aim of this research is to study the effect of addition of shredded waste water plastic bottles to the
constituents of SCC and comparing the results with those resulted from employing polypropylene fibre
available in the market to the mix.
In the study, SCC was produced at constant water content of 0.4 with the addition of constant superplasticizer of 2% of cement weight, four fibre contents of 0.05, 0.075, 0.1 and 0.125 of the cement weight
were employed to the mix, and then fresh and hardened properties of concrete were measured. From the
results obtained, it was clearly observed that fresh and hardened properties of SCC can be obtained by
using fibres produced from recycled water plastic bottles, and that off course will help in minimizing the
pollution of environment.
Keyword— Self compacting concrete, polypropylene, plastic bottles and super-plasticizer

1.

Introduction

Fibre has been used in concrete for many years because of their advantages; they increase concrete strength
and sometimes prevent sudden failure in concrete. Natural and manufactured fibres are used in concrete to
improve its properties [1]. Natural fibre of plants like Bamboo was added to concrete and resulted in little
increase of its compressive strength and higher modulus of elasticity compared with reference concrete [2].
Manufactured fibres have been also used in concrete like, steel, glass, carbon, and Petrochemicals products
fibres like polypropylene (PP), polyethylene (PET), polyester and nylon are also used in concrete production
industry, and they improve its properties. Steel fibres are the most common fibres used in concrete they are
available in the market with different lengths and shapes [3]. For instant, increase of steel fibres addition in
concrete from 0.5% to 2% by volume resulted in an increase of concrete strength [4]. Moreover, flexure
strength of concrete beams was increased by using steel fibres at percentages of 0.75 % and 1.5% by volume
at 7, 14 and 28 days [5]. Fibre glass was also employed in concrete production at 0.03% by volume and
resulted in an increase of concrete compressive and flexure strength up to 30% [6]. Polyethylene fibre was
used in Indonesia in the production of self compacting concrete (SCC), percentages of up to 0.15 % of mix
volume were used in concrete, however flow of concrete was decreased but still in the range and hardened
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concrete compressive and impact strength were good when fibre added in the range of 0.05 to 0.1%[7].
Polyethylene shredded fibres from water drinking bottles at slices of 2*10 mm are added to the concrete at
0.16 and 0.325 % of concrete volume, the results of hard concrete showed that compressive and flexure
strength have been increased compared with reference concrete[8]. It is obviously that using fibres in
concrete generally improves its properties which leads to the need to study both natural and manufactured
fibres, moreover study of using of waste materials like drinking water bottles showed good results in concrete
production but still a lack of such study on its effect on self compacting concrete, in this research the effect
of such fibres on concrete will be done.
2.

Materials Used

Port land cement used in concrete production was imported from Albourg Factory - Zliten, cement fineness
of 3100 cm2/g, soundness of 1.5mm and specific gravity of 3.15. Its properties were satisfied by British
specifications [9]. Water used in this work was drinkable and satisfied by Libyan specifications [10].
Superplasticizer(SP)(Degasetpc7070) from (Yapichem) company was added to concrete mix at 2% of the
cement weight, and its properties are accepted by European specification [11]. The used fine aggregate in the
study was also imported From Zliten quarries, its gradation is accepted by the British standards BS 882:1992
[12], and has specific gravity of 2.65 and absorption of 0.0124. Coarse aggregate was imported from local
quarry to produce SCC, it was passed from 20mm sieve and retained on 14, 10 and 5 mm sieves, and it was
comply to the British standards BS 882:1992 [12]. Coarse aggregate has specific gravity of 2.67 and
absorption of 0.0136. Aggregate gradations, specific gravity and absorption tests were carried out at the
Alkhums School of engineering concrete lab. PP fibres (Monofilament Fibres, Sika) are available in the
market were used in the study [13], PET fibres were produced from shredding of drinking water bottle,
Figures 1 and compared with PP, Figure 2 (They are PET and PP from left to right).
3.

Methodology of the research

Nine different mix proportions were designed in the study after defining the required water cement ratio
(w/c=0.4) ratio and SP required to give high workability for SCC without segregation and that was obtained
from experimental work of trial mixes in the lab. The first mix did not contain any fibre, and then PP and
PET fibres were employed each at 0.05, 0.075, 0.1 and 0.125 %. Fresh concrete first produced by normal
mixer in the concrete lab, slump flow test for SCC and J ring tests were carried out according to the British
specifications [14, 15], all fresh concrete mixes were able to pass through the bars of J-Ring and gave the
required workability for Self compacting concrete. After that concrete was casted in three 100 mm cubes and
three prisms of 400*100*100 mm and left in their moulds, no vibration was employed for SCC. After 24
hours concrete samples were extracted from their moulds and left merged in water. Finally, after 28 days,
compressive and flexure strengths of SCC were measured.
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4.

Results and Discussion

4.1.

Fresh properties of concrete

Table 1 shows fresh concrete spread diameter test results of reference and the highest fiber content mixes of
0.125%. It is clear that all mixes are in the range of SCC suggested by the specifications. A decrease of 7.38%
in spread diameter was observed when PP fiber was added and just 4.7% decrease when PET employed, this
result can be attributed to the high surface area of fiber when added to the mix. On the other hand, the
increase of T500 value when fiber proves that the cohesion and viscosity of concrete is better which prevents
concrete segregation. Table 2 shows the results of J-Ring test of fresh concrete. It is obviously that as the
fiber added the passing resistance increases from 5.8 up to 9.2, and this is logic because of the effect of fiber
which prevents the material from passing easily.
4.2.

Hardened properties concrete

Figure 3 presents the relation between SCC compressive strength and fiber percentage in the mix. It is clear
that as the fiber increases concrete compressive increases until percentage of 0.075%. The same results were
obtained in the relation between flexure strength and fiber content as shown in Figure 4. However the trend
in both tests started going down the percent of 0.1% still higher than the reference mix. However PP fiber
resulted in higher concrete strength in both tests the difference is very small and can be neglected. These
results agreed with other investigations presented in the introduction for normal concrete. Moreover, since
this study was carried out on self compacting concrete, this can be considered a good result because SCC
needs high flow which still available even the fiber content reached 0.125%.
4.3.

Preparation of Figures and Tables
Table 1: Slump test results of reference and higher fibre content mixes

Fibre (%)

Mix
Reference
PP
PET

Diameter(mm)

Specification
(mm)

Time T500
(sec)

Specification
(mm)

0

745

650-800

1.9

2-5

0.125

690

650-800

2.13

2-5

0.125

710

650-800

2.02

2-5

Table 2: J-Ring test results of reference and higher fibre content mixes

Mix

Fibre
(%)

Diameter
(mm)

Specification
(mm)

Time
T500

Specification
(mm)

Value
(mm)

Specification
(mm)

(sec)

Ref.

0

710
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PP
PET

0.125

665

650-800

2.36

2-5

9.2

0-10

0.125

680

650-800

2.17

2-5

9.0

0-10

Figure 1: Preparing of PET from plastic bottles

Figure 2: Comparison between PET (left) and PP (right) fibres
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50
40
30

ref

20

pp

10

pet

0
0

0.05

0.075

0.1

0.125

Fibre content (%)

Figure 3: Compressive strength vs. fibre content

Flexure strength (MPa)

6
5
4
3

ref

2

pp
pet

1
0
0

0.05

0.075

0.1

0.125

Fibre content (%)

Figure 4: Flexure strength vs. fibre content

5.

Conclusions

The main objective from the investigation was achieved, as the fibres excluded from waste drinking water
bottles resulted in better concrete properties comparing with that of no fibre. Moreover, waste bottles fibres
when compared with manufactured fibres available in the market for building objectives resulted in the same
results without losing the advantages of self compacting behaviour of fresh concrete. Moreover, recycle of
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drinking water bottles will result in many advantages, minimizing concrete cost, land areas needed and
pollution as this material is not degradable.
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to study the maturity method to predict the compressive strength of a local concrete.
This method is a non-destructive test of the concrete and can be used to know the time to remove
concrete formwork. The method depends on time and the concrete temperature factor on the
compressive strength of the concrete by using mathematical equations to predict the value of compressive
strength. In the study two Portland Cement concrete mixtures were used, of grades C35 and C45, the
compressive strength was tested at 6 hours and 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 days at different curing temperature
20, 30, 40 and 50 °C. The concrete strength was predicted by the maturity based on the Carino and
Hansen equations, also the Datum temperatures for each mixture without which the concrete gained no
strength was calculated. The laboratory results were compared with the theoretical results obtained from
the equations of Carino and Hansen. The value of predicted compressive strength for concretes was
accurate at early ages and highest or accurate in the later ages depending on the factors of the equations
used.
Keyword— Compressive strength, Maturity, Datum temperatures

1.

Introduction

Increasing cost of construction has necessitated use of accelerated construction schedules to achieve
economic benefits. Contractors need to know the strength of a structure or roadway in order to meet
deadlines for formwork removal, a knowledge of in-situ concrete strength can reduce construction time and
cost by efficient movement of forms. Furthermore it also establishes safe time for formwork removal to
avoid catastrophic failure of structures with consequent danger to human life.
The strength development of concrete achieved in structural elements will be different from the strength of
specimens that cured under standard curing condition, even though they are the same mixture for the
following reasons [1]:
Ø Differences in maturity
Ø Differences in compaction and curing
Ø Water and cement migration within the cast element
The differences between the strength of concrete specimens cured under standard curing conditions and that
of in-situ strength obtained even though they are the same mix make it difficult to decide whether the quality
of concrete supplied to the site was of the required quality. Therefore, it is necessary to determine whether
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the structural element is adequately strong enough to withstand the intended loading, and allowing the
contractor to remove the formwork. The methods listed below are some of the most popular and widely
used methods of estimating the early-age concrete strength development during construction for formwork
striking purposes [1]:
Ø Cured Specimens Alongside The Structure, Tables of Formwork Striking Times, Temperature Matching
Curing Bath, Maturity Method, Penetration Tests, Break-Off Tests, Pull-Out Tests, Rebound-Hammer
Test and Coring Test
1.1.

The Maturity Methods

The term ‘maturity or maturity index’ can be defined as a ‘temperature-time factor’ that describes the
combined effect of temperature and time on the development of concrete strength. The method developed is
based on the principle that concretes cast from the same mix that have equal maturity will have equal
strength regardless of their actual temperature-time history.
The maturity method is one of the most reliable methods of assessing early-age in-situ concrete strength,
particularly for fast-track construction applications. Many methods have been proposed to determine the
maturity of concrete empirically [2,3]. In recent years, however, many methods have been developed based on
the concept of activation energy and the Arrhenius law[2] on the rate of reaction. This method has a wide
variety of applications in the precast concrete industry that include the assessment of strength of prestressed
heat accelerated concrete elements[2,3].
Maturity method in determining the time needed for the concrete to achieve adequate strength to permit the
release of the pre-stressing force.
The in-situ concrete maturity can be determined using one of the following procedures:
1. Analyzing in-situ temperature recordings using maturity functions.
2. Using electronic maturity meters.
3. Using a commercial maturity probe, which is based on the evaporation of a volatile liquid.
The maturity index is determined from the temperature history of concrete by a maturity function; such as
the Nurse-Saul or the Arrhenius formulation proposed by Freiesleben Hansen and Pedersen[2]. Once the
maturity index or the equivalent age at a reference temperature, is determined the strength development of
concrete cured at other than reference or standard curing temperature can be determined as well.
The index maturity of concrete at standard curing temperature; can then be used to determine the strength of
concrete using the strength-maturity correlations of concrete cured at standard temperature. The strengthmaturity correlations is developed by statistically analyzing the strength data of cubes, which are cast from the
same mix and cured isothermal at the reference temperature. The maturity testing procedure is described in
Figure (1).
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Figure (1): Maturity testing procedure [2]

The Maturity method saves time and money by the accurate prediction of concrete strength to remove
formworks, cut and saw timing and open pavement to traffic. This method saves money by reducing the
samples required to test. The strength of concrete estimation is also important to the new construction of
buildings and roads. Maturity is useful for operating timing of pre-stressed concrete. The method can
estimate the strength of concrete at any age.
The negative side of the maturity method is that a complete hydration should continue without ceasing
otherwise predictions will be incorrect. This method will not take into account some field actions, like
inadequate vibration and insufficient curing. Every mixture has its own unique maturity. So strength maturity
curve should be established for every individual mixture[2,3].
The equations used to predict the strength are based on Nurse-Saul maturity below:
𝑀 = ∑𝑡0(𝑇 − 𝑇0 )∆𝑡
(1)

M=

ý
t

T-Tt ∆t Where:

M = Maturity index, °C-hours (or °C-days),
T = Average concrete temperature, °C, during the time interval Dt,
T0 = Datum temperature (usually taken as -10 °C),
t = Elapsed time (concrete age in hours or days),

Dt = Time interval (hours or days).
The Strength-Maturity Relationship Proposed by Carino
Carino,S Strength- Time Relationship

𝑆 = 𝑆∞

𝐾𝑇 (𝑡−𝑡 0 )
1+𝐾𝑇 (𝑡−𝑡 0 )

(2)

Where:
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S∞ = Limiting strength, N/mm2
t = Age, hours
KT = Rate constant is equal to Arrhenius equation:

𝐾𝑇 = 𝐴𝑒

−𝐸
+
𝑅𝑇

'

(3)

-û

K z = Ae [\
Where:
A = A constant
E = Activation energy, J/gmol
R = Universal gas constant, 8.3144 J/gmol-K
t0 = Age when strength gain begins, hours
The parameters S∞, KT and t0 in equation (2) are determined by best-fit curve fitting to strength vs. age data
obtained by experiential tests to a concrete cured at different constant temperature. Moreover, the equation
is used to determine concrete datum temperature and activation energy[5], which will be discussed in the
activation energy section.
In 1982, Knudsen[6] , earlier than Carino, devised a similar equation to represent the degree of hydration of
cement rather than concrete strength.
Carino,S Strength- Maturity Relationship:

𝑆 = 𝑆∞

𝐾(𝑀−𝑀0 )
1+𝐾(𝑀−𝑀0 )

(4)

Where:
S∞ = Limiting strength, N/mm2
M = Maturity, °C-hours
K = A rate constant
M0 = Maturity when strength gain begins, °C-hours
Freiesleben Hansen and Pedersen Strengh-Maturity Relationship[7, 8]
The equation is a Three Parameter Exponential (TPE) and was proposed in 1985[2], based on the assumption
that the strength development should be similar to the curve and relationships of heat of hydration. The
Freiesleben Hansen and Pedersen is as follows:

𝑆 = 𝑆∞ 𝑒

𝜏 𝛼
𝑀

−' *

(5)

Where:
S∞ = Limiting strength, N/mm2
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M = Maturity index, °C-hours
τ = Characteristic time constant
α = Shape parameter
Note that changing the value of the time constant preserves the same general shape of the curve while
shifting it to the left or right. According to Carino changing the value of the shape parameter alters the shape
of the curve in such a way that when α increases then the curve has a more pronounced S shape.
In 1977, Freiesleben Hansen and Pedersen[7] proposed an equivalent age function to compute a maturity
index from the recorded temperature history of the concrete based on the well known Arrhenius equation.
The earliest mention of the use of the Arrhenius equation, to describe the effects of temperature on the early
rate of hydration of cement, was in 1962 by Copland et al[9].
The nonlinear proposed function is as follows:
−𝐸

𝑡𝑒 = ∑𝑡0 𝑒 𝑅

1
1
−
1
273 +𝑇 273 +𝑇 𝑟

)

∆𝑡

(6)

Where
te = The equivalent age at the reference temperature,
E = Apparent activation energy, J/mol,
R = Universal gas constant, 8.314 J/mol K,
T = Average absolute temperature of the concrete during interval Dt, Kelvin, and
Tr = Absolute reference temperature, Kelvin.
2.

Aims and Objectives

The main aim of this paper is to estimate strength development of concrete using the maturity method.
3.

Experimental Work

To obtain normal strength concrete of target mean strengths of C35 as classified by European standard BS
EN 206-1:2000, the proportions were obtained using the BRE method (mix design of normal concrete)[10].
The mix percentage of the material are shown in Table1.
Table (1): Mix Percentage of The Material to be Used C 35

Cement
1
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0.549

sand
1.346

Coarse aggregate
2.617
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The strength development under 20, 30, 40 and 50 °C, and were investigated.
4.

Materials

All the materials used in all parts of this same study mentioned in detail and will respond as follows:
4.1.

Cement

Portland cement type I class 42.5N was used in this study. The cement was supplied by Zliten Factory.
4.2.

Aggregate

4.2.1

Coarse Aggregate:

The coarse aggregate used was graded aggregate comprise crushed dolerite stone with a nominal size ranging
from 5 to 20 mm. Sieve analyses were carried out in accordance with BS 882:1992[11], in order to check
whether the size distributions of the aggregate satisfy the limits required in the standard. The sieve analysis
test of aggregates was done on each size alone (20, 10) mm, both sizes of aggregate were mixed (The mixing
ratio is 50% for each size) to improve the concrete mix, The sieve analysis test of the mixed aggregates was
matching specifications.
4.2.2

Fine Aggregate

Natural sand from Sirte has been used. The sieve analysis test of fine aggregates was done on natural sand
and fine aggregate up to 5mm, both sizes of aggregate were mixed to improve the mix although each of them
was matching specifications. The mixing ratio is 30% size 5mm fine aggregate & 70% sand. the sieve analysis
results was matching specifications.
5.

Curing

After casting, the concrete specimens were wrapped in cling film then submerged in water tanks set at 30, 40
and 50 °C curing conditions. Except for 20 °C as the lab temperature was 20 ± 2 °C. The specimens were
covered with damp hessian and plastic sheeting, the next day, i.e. 24 hours after casting, the specimens were
demoulded and placed back in their initial curing conditions up till the time of testing.
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6.

Experimental Results and Data Analysis

6.1.

Strength Development Concrete at Different Curing Temperatures

The strength development under 20, 30, 40 and 50 °C curing regimes for concretes, with strength error bars
based on three replicate samples is shown in Figure (2).
At an early age the strength development of the concrete at high curing temperatures is greater than at low
curing temperatures. This is attributed to an increase in the hydration reaction rate. However, at a later age,
the strength achieved at high curing temperatures was reduced. The strength development under 20, 30, 40
and 50 °C curing regimes will be used to determine the activation energy and datum temperature of the
concrete under investigation according to the ASTM C1074.

Compressive strength (N/mm2)

50

50 0C
40

40 0C
30

30 0C
20 0C

20

10

0
0.25

1

2

4

8

16

32

64

Age (days)

Figure (2): Compressive Strength for C35 Concrete

6.2.

Estimation Compressive Strength by The Maturity Method

The maturity method can be used to predict compressive strength of any concrete structural element. In this
study slab of grade C35 was cast, the slab size was 35 x 35 x 25 cm and cured outdoors in order to simulate
behavior of concrete in-site. The temperature history of the slabs was recorded in order to use to predict the
compressive strength by the maturity method. Beside that the actual compressive strength was measured
using concrete cubes cured close to slabs, the compressive strength measured from the age of 6 hours up to
64 days.
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6.3.

Recording The Concrete Temperature

The temperature history of the concrete slab was measured and recorded by a digital thermometer UT321,
thermocouple were put inside the concrete in the time of casting and the device was connected to the
computer to record the temperature automatically. The recording was to the duration until the slab
temperature become the same as the air temperature. Figure (3) shows the temperature history of the slab.
36

34

Temperature

32

30

28

26

24

22
0.25

0.5

1

2

4

6

8

10

Age (Days)

Figure (3): Temperature History of The Slab

6.4.

The Use of Maturity Functions to Predict Concrete Strength Development

The temperatures histories were converted into predicted strength development, using Carino equation and
the Three Parameter Equation (TPE) suggested by Freiesleben Hansen and Pedersen equation. Predicted
strengths were then compared with the actual strength of cubes cured in order to investigate the accuracy of
the equations.
A summary of the stages used to predict the strength of the concretes:
o Determine the activation energy and the datum temperature.
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Determination of model parameters for maturity functions, Strength-age parameters based on the
Carino’s equation and the Freiesleben Hansen and Pedersen equation for concrete cured under
standard 20 oC conditions.
The parameters S∞, k and t0 of Carino’s equation and S∞, τ and α of the Three Parameter Equation
suggested by Freiesleben Hansen and Pedersen for the Arrhenius equivalent age function, producing the best
fit for the experimental data at standard 20 °C, have been calculated. The regression analysis values are listed
in Tables (2), and (3) for the concrete grades of 35.
o

•

Carino Equation :
Table (2): Parameters Based on Carino Equation (Strength-Age Relationships)

Parameters
S∞ (N/mm2)
k (days-1)
t0 (days)
R2

•

20 0C
44.6443
0.2000
1.4832E-016
0.9819

Hansen Equation :
Table (3): Parameters Based on Hansen Equation (Strength-Age Relationships)

Parameters
S∞ (N/mm2)
(days)
a
R2

20 0C
55.5283
3.4769
0.5500
0.9931

Note:
o
Carino (NS) means that the strength-maturity relationship that has been described by Carino with
maturity calculated according to the Nurse-Saul equation is used.
o
Carino (Arh) means that the strength-age relationship that has been described by Carino with
equivalent age calculated according to expression suggested by Freiesleben Hansen and Pederson using the
Arrhenius equation is used.
o
Hansen (NS) means that the strength-maturity relationship that has been described by Freiesleben
Hansen and Pederson with maturity calculated according to the Nurse-Saul equation is used.
o
Hansen (Arh) means that the strength-age relationship that has been described by Freiesleben
Hansen and Pederson with equivalent age calculated according to expression suggested by Freiesleben
Hansen and Pederson using the Arrhenius equation is used.
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The activation energy and datum temperature determined according to the ASTM C1074, the datum
temperature value is 5.5 °C and the activation energy values determined from the two methods (ASTM
standard and TPE) as in Table 4.
Table (4): Apparent Activation Energy Based on Carino and TPE Methods

Activation energy (kJ/mol) based on
Carino method
TPE method
15.84
30.06

Figure (4) shows that the only function predict the strength quit well up to age of 8 days is Carino (Arh), at
later ages the strength over estimated. The other function predict the strength well up to the age of 1 day only
and overestimated the strength for the other ages.
50
Hansen( Arh )

Compressive Strength (MPa)

40

Hansen ( NS )
Carino ( NS )

30

Carino ( Arh )
Actual

20

10

0

0.25

1

2

4

8

16

32

64

Age ( Days )

Figure (4): Predicted Compressive Strength Based on The Carino and TPE Equation.

Changing the values of datum temperature in the maturity equation between the determined values 5.5 OC
and recommended values by the standard that -11 OC, shows that Hansen (NS) function accurately predict
the strength up to 8 days. The other equation overestimated the strength at all ages as shown in figure (5).
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50
Carino ( Ns ) and To = -11
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Hansen ( Ns ) To = -11
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Figure (5): Predicted Compressive Strength Based on The Carino and TPE Equation.

7.

Conclusions:

Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions are drawn:
Ø At early age (1- 4 days) the strength development under 20, 30, 40 and 50°C curing regimes for the
concrete cubes increases as the temperature increase. From the age of 8 to 64 days the strength
development the strength development decreases as the temperature increase
Ø The study has shown that Carino (Arh) function is able to predict the compressive strength with
sufficient accuracy up to the age of 8 days.
Ø The study has shown that equation Hansen (NS) considered very accurate to predict the compressive
strength using determined datum temperature up to the age of 8 days.
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ABSTRACT

While preparing this paper many of companies are subjecting to the hazards resulted from the incorrect
design and manufacturing of pressure vessels (leakage or Explosion), those used in the storage of
dangerous liquids or pressurized fluids. The main objective of using the pressure vessels are used as
containers to contain many of materials such as: liquids, air, gases, chemical compounds and fuel,
moreover pressure vessels considered as important prop in petroleum and chemical industries especially as
storages for oil and chemical components. The main goal of this paper to shed light on the importance
processes of the Mechanical Design and Analysis of Vertical Pressure Vessels, also to give scratch to
prevent this hazard using. The used model is very close shape to the used vessels in such companies. The
design of vertical pressure vessel is carried out using the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Codes. ASME section VIII and Division 1 are normally used in design. Various components of
the pressure vessel are designed by calculating the appropriate design factors like thickness of the shell,
head, stress analysis etc. to validate the design result the pressure vessel is modelled and analyses in Solid
works software. The engineering geometrical drawings and Finite Element Analysis (FEA) have been
achieved on the targeted model of Vertical Pressure Vessel by using very moderate computer programs to
give results agreed and compatible with correct choose of ASME codes. Throughout this paper, the
permissible pressures are very considered as well as determination the wall thickness of the vessel is firmed
to reach the acceptable maximum stresses. Furthermore, the design of targeted pressure vessel has been
achieved under the range of ASME codes and engineering standards to reach the allowable designing
boundaries.
Keyword— Pressure vessels; ASME codes; Standards; Maximum stresses; Solid works software.

1.

Introduction

Pressure vessels are one of the main equipment those widely used in industrial facilities. The pressure vessels
defined as cylindrical or spherical vessels those designed to store or hold pressurized liquids, gases or fluids
with a differential pressure between inside and outside.
Usually, the inner pressure is higher than the external pressure, except in some cases. The fluid inside these
vessels may undergo a change in state as in the case of steam boiler or may combine with other reagent as in
the case of chemical reactor. The reservoirs designed such that no leakage can occur, also deal with
operational levels of high pressure and high temperatures[1]. The pressure vessels are differ in terms of
capacity, heat and pressure, some of these vessels may contain more the half million barrels of crude oil, the
temperatures sometimes more than 200oC specially in asphalt tanks and high viscosity products, the
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temperatures may slope down to 14oC especially in tanks store hydrocarbons materials such as propane,
butane and others, so it is necessary to understand the types of reservoirs and their components as well as the
appropriate storage methods[2]. Pressure vessels usually are cylindrical or spherical with semi-spherical covers
(domes) and cylindrical tanks. Cylindrical vessels very wide in use and very simple to manufacture and ease in
use such as boilers, heat exchangers, refineries …etc. According to the importance of pressure vessels, many
of published researches achieved especially in Designing and Analysis of Stresses on the reservoirs as well as
the exact use of designing standards, methods of numerical analysis and the mathematical simulation models
to identify different collapse occur on reservoirs.
(Apurva R)[3] and friends have used ASME codes to design and analysis of pressure vessel by using
maximum permissible pressure to find the factor of safety to obtain the finest design, furthermore, the Finite
method element used to study the stresses distribution those deal to reservoir failure. (B. Thakkar and S.
Thakka)[4] are designed and constructed in accordance with ASME codes Section VIII, Division 1 by
changing internal pressure values of the vessel to obtain the premium design and determination of critical
points of collapse in vessel's body. (V. Kumar)[5] used the ANSYS program to design and analyze the loads
on the installation fits of horizontal pressure vessel to determine the high stresses concentration between the
stiffeners and the wall of the tank, the results were compared with permissible strain of design. (Maharishi J.
Bhatt)[6] Studied the design of connecting the nozzle with the tank wall, also to connect this nozzle with
upper or lower cover according to ASME codes Section VIII, Division 1. Generally speaking, this paper
includes the steps designing calculations to support the nozzle with the tank body and connecting regions.
2.

History of ASME Codes for Pressure Vessel

Pressure vessels store energy and as such, have inherent safety risks. Many states began to enact rule and
regulations regarding the construction of steam boilers and pressure vessels following several catastrophic
accidents that occurred at the turn of the twentieth century that resulted in large Loss of life. By 1911 it was
apparent to manufacturers and users of boilers and pressure vessels that the lack of uniformity in these
regulations between states made it difficult to construct vessels for Interstate commerce. A group of these
interested parties appealed to the Council of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers to assist in the
formulation of standard specifications for steam boilers and pressure vessels. (The American Society of
Mechanical Engineers was organized in 1880. As an educational and technical society of mechanical
engineers.) After years of development and Public comment, the first edition of the Code, ASME Rules of
Construction of Stationary Boilers and for Allowable Working Pressures, was published in 1914 and formally
adopted in the Spring of 1915. The first Code rules for pressure vessels, entitled Rules for the Construction
of Unfired Pressure Vessels, followed in 1925. From this simple beginning the Code has now evolved into
the present eleven Section document, with multiple subdivisions, parts, subsections, and Mandatory and nonmandatory appendices.
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Almost all pressure vessels used in the process industry in the United States are designed and constructed in
accordance with Section VIII, Division 1. A pressure vessel is a closed container designed to hold gases or
Liquids at a pressure different from the ambient pressure. The end caps fitted to the cylindrical body is called
heads. Pressure vessels are used in a variety of applications. These include the industry and the private sector.
Steel pressure vessel in the industrial sector, pressure vessels are designed to operate safely at a specific
pressure and temperature, technically referred to as the "Design Pressure" and "Design Temperature". A
vessel that is inadequately designed to handle a high pressure constitutes a very significant safety hazard.
Because of that, the design and Certification of pressure vessels is governed by design codes such as The
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code in North America, the Pressure Equipment Directive of the EU
(PED), Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS), CSA B51 in Canada, AS1210 in Australia and other international
standards like Lloyd's, German is cher Lloyd, Det Norske Veritas, Stoomwezen etc. Pressure vessels can
theoretically be almost any shape, but shapes made of sections of spheres, cylinders and cones are usually
employed. More complicated shapes have historically been much harder to analyse for safe operation and are
usually far harder to construct. Theoretically a sphere would be the optimal shape of a pressure vessel.
Unfortunately the sphere shape is difficult to manufacture, therefore more expensive, so most of the pressure
vessels are cylindrical shape with 2:1 semi elliptical heads or end caps on each end. Smaller pressure vessels
are arranged from a pipe and two covers. Disadvantage of these vessels is the fact that larger diameters make
them relatively more expensive. Generally, almost any material with good tensile properties that is chemically
stable in the chosen application can be employed. Many pressure vessels are made of steel.
3.

Using Method of (ASME Section II & VIII, Div1) Calculation

3.1.

Selection of Materials by using (ASME Section II: A,D)

The (Section II: A, D) is used to determine selected materials with full description, it permits to use codes for
components with different constructions[3].
The main component of any vessel is metal shells with different dimensions on bottom, top and wall. All
these dimensions should be suitable with codes under the authority of the designer himself.
3.2.

Design of Vessels by using (ASME Section VIII, Div1)

This code (standard) is used for designing vertical tanks (vessels), according to minimum requirements of
design without any failure of tank parts. The specialized code for the vessels those used within range of (0.1
MPa to 20 MPa) and for this range most of vertical vessels are selected [9]. The cylindrical pressure vessel
composed of: (Shell – Head – Nozzles – Base support).
3.2.1

Shell Design

he ASME codes presents basic rules while designing shells. It is clear that the thickness of these shells is main
consideration, the welding operation on vessels is necessary too. The used thickness equations are:
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- In case of circumference stresses (longitudinal welding)
Where:

(p < 0.385 𝑆𝐸)t ð =

b^
ó!'t.%b

Pð =

,

ó!ÇR
^Ñt.%ýR

- In case of longitudinal stresses (circumference welding)
Where:

(𝑝 < 1.25 𝑆𝐸)

𝑡Ž =

QÔ
X‰*Ñt.)Q

,

𝑃Ž =

X‰*ÇR
Ô't.)ÇR

Where:
ts = Shell thickness.
P = Designing pressure.
Ps = Maximum pressure.
R = Internal Radius.
S = Maximum allowable stress.
E = Coefficient of connection of welding.
Note that: E = 1.0 if radiated test is used, meanwhile E = 0.7 is used if non-radiated tests are used
3.2.2

Heads Design

Most of used closing heads are curved to resist pressure, reduce thickness and cost reduction. There are many
types of closing heads and mostly used is semi-elliptical head. In this type the base diameter to the high =
x
_

=

)
(

The head cover will consist of two main parts are shown in Figure 1:
Spherical radius = (L = 0.9D)
Radius of the neck = (ri = 0.17D)
t_ =

bx
Xó!'t.Xb

,

P_ =

Xó!ý
xÑt.Xý`

Where:
th = head thickness.
P = Designing pressure.
Ph = Maximum pressure.
S = Maximum allowable stress.
D = Internal diameter of tank body.
E = Coefficient of connection of welding.
3.2.3

Figure 1. Semi-elliptical Heads

Nozzles Design

During providing the pressure vessels with nozzles, it is important to support these nozzles to avoid or
prevent any failure. The type of nozzle is shown in Figure 2
𝑡1 =
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Ar =dn*ts*f
As = Dn(Ts-ts)-2Tn(Ts-ts)
An = 2[ 2.5(Ts)*(Tn - tn) ]
Ar< (As+An)
ds = dn + 2(tn)
x = rn + Tn , y = 2.5*Ts
dn = Dn – 2 (Tn + Corrosion Allowance)

Figure 2. Nozzle

where:
Dn = External nozzle diameter
dn = Internal nozzle diameter
ds = Diameter of nozzle on tank wall
f = correction coefficient = 1
ts = Required thickness of tank
Ts = Actual body thickness
tn = Required nozzle thickness
Tn = Actual nozzle thickness
rn = Radius of internal hole
Ar = Area of nozzle hole
As = Area of connecting region
An = Area of nozzle wall
3.2.4

Figure 3. The support
leg

Support Base Design

During designing of high vessels, the support bases, size, volume, weight, wind and earthquake should be
taken into consideration. In this work the legs support were used.The support legs are shown in Figure 3.
The number of legs depends on the size of the tank and the size of stored material in the tank. The
dimensions of the legs and stresses can be calculated as:
- Longitudinal stresses
Sa =
-

Q
t_

X

cos α k( +6k X +

H L
L t_

cos α k y +6k % +

H L
(K y + 6K % )
L t_

K h + 6K )

Circumference stresses
Sô =

Q
t_

X
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Note that the longitudinal Stress always positive values (k2, k4, k6, k8) mean while the compressional strain
(k1, k3, k5, k7) negative values [11].
4.

Design Calculations and Results

The studied vessel with internal pressure not exceeding (1.55 MPa) and internal temperature not exceeding
(100 oC). Table 1 shows the initial material used in vessel.
Table 1: Initial material used in vessel

Part
Tank Shell
Head Cover
Tank Nozzle
Support Base
Support Legs
4.1.

Material
SA 515 – Gr 70
SA 515 – Gr 70
SA 106 Gr (B)
SA 515 – Gr 70
SA 106 Gr (B)

Vessel Shell Calculations
Table 2: Properties and dimensions of vessel shell

Internal Pressure
Internal Temperature
External Pressure
Shell Length (L)
Internal Tank Diameter (Di)
Material Type
Permissible Material Stress
Link Efficiency
Corrosion Permeability
Density of Material
4.1.1

1.55 MPa
100 oC
0.103 MPa
4000 mm
1500 mm
SA 515 – Gr 70
137.9 MPa
1.0
3 mm
/cm3

Vessel Shell Thickness

Where:
𝑃 < 0.385 ∗ 𝑆 ∗ 𝐸 = 1.55 < 0.385 ∗ 137.9 ∗ 1
𝑃𝑅
𝑡Ž =
+ 𝑐. 𝑎
𝑆𝐸 − 0.6𝑃
1500
1.55 ∗
2
𝑡Ž =
+ 3 = 11.48 𝑚𝑚
137.9 ∗ 1 − 0.6 ∗ 1.55
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(𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑡Ž = 12 𝑚𝑚)
4.1.2

Maximum Pressure on Vessel Shell

𝑆𝐸𝑡
𝑅 + 0.6𝑡Ž
137.9 ∗ 1 ∗ 12
𝑝Ž =
= 2.19 𝑀𝑃𝑎
1500
+ 0.6 ∗ 12
2
𝑝Ž =

4.1.3

Vessel Shell Mass

𝜋 ∗ 𝐷tX − 𝐷£X
∗𝐿
4
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 = 228004.22 𝑐𝑚 h
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 ∗ 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 228004.22 ∗ 7.73 = 1762.472 𝐾𝑔
4.1.4

Liquid Mass at Vessel Shell

𝜋 ∗ 𝐷£X
∗𝐿
4
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 = 7068583.47 𝑐𝑚 h
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 ∗ 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =

Liquid Density=1.00 g/cm3

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 7068.58 𝐾𝑔
4.2.

Head Calculations
Table 3: Properties and dimensions of head cover

Head cover type
Internal Tank Diameter
Material Type
Permissible Material Stress
Link Efficiency
Corrosion Permeability
Internal Spherical Radius
Head High
4.2.1

Semi-Elliptic
1500 mm
SA 515 – Gr 70
137.9 MPa
1.0
3 mm
1350 mm
375 mm

Required Head Thickness

𝑃𝐷
+ 𝑐. 𝑎
2𝑆𝐸 − 0.2𝑃
𝑡‚ = 11.44 𝑚𝑚
(𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑡‚ = 12 𝑚𝑚)
𝑡‚ =
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4.2.2

Maximum Pressure at the Head

𝑃‚ =
𝑃‚ =
4.2.3

2𝑆𝐸𝑡
𝐷 + 0.2𝑡‚

2 ∗ 137.9 ∗ 1 ∗ 12
= 2.2 𝑀𝑃𝑎
1500 + 0.2 ∗ 12

Mass of Head

2
∗ 𝜋(𝐿𝑜 X − 𝐿𝑖 X ) ∗ ℎ
3
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 = 25559.99 𝑐𝑚 h

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 ∗ 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 25559.99 ∗ 7.73
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 197.58 𝑘𝑔
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑤𝑜 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 197.58 ∗ 2 = 395.16 𝑘𝑔
4.2.4

Liquid Mass at Head

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =

2
∗ 𝜋(𝐿𝑖 X ) ∗ ℎ
3

2
∗ 𝜋 135X ∗ 37.5 = 1431388.153 𝑐𝑚
3
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 ∗ 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦

h

Liquid Density=1.00 g/cm3

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 1431.388 𝐾𝑔
𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑑 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑤𝑜 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 2862.776 𝑘𝑔
4.3.

Nozzle Calculations
Table 4: Properties and dimensions of tank nozzle

Nozzle Length
External Nozzle Diameter
Material Type
Permissible Material Stress
Link Efficiency
Corrosion Permeability

http://cest2018.elmergib.edu.ly/
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4.3.1

Required Nozzle Thickness

𝑃𝑅
𝑆𝐸 − 0.6𝑃
203
1.55 ∗ (
)
2
𝑡1 =
= 1.5 𝑚𝑚
117.9 ∗ 1 − 0.6 ∗ 1.55
(𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑇1 = 10 𝑚𝑚, 𝑡𝑠 = 12 𝑚𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑠 = 22 𝑚𝑚
𝑡1 =

4.3.2

Nozzle Reinforcement

dn = Dn – 2 (Tn + Corrosion Allowance)
dn = 203 – 2(10+3) , dn =177 mm
ds = dn + 2(tn)
ds = 177+2(1.5) , ds = 180 mm
Ar = dn* ts*f
Ar =177*12*1 , Ar =2124 mm2
As = Dn (Ts-ts)-2Tn(Ts-ts)
As = 203*(22-12)-2*10*(22-12) , As = 1830 mm2
An = 2[ 2*1/2(Ts).(Tn - tn) ]
An = 2[ 2.5(22).(10 – 1.5) ] , An = 935 mm2
Ar< (As+An)
2124< (1830+935)
x = Rn + Tn
x = (177/2) +10 , x= 98. 5 mm
y = 2.5*Ts
y = 2.5*22 , y = 55 mm
4.3.3

Mass of Nozzle

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =

𝜋 ∗ 𝐷1X − 𝑑1X
∗𝐿
4
− 17.7X
∗ 20 = 1551.95 𝑐𝑚 h

𝜋 ∗ 20.3 X
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =
4
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 ∗ 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
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𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 11.99 𝑘𝑔
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑤𝑜 𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒𝑠 = 11.99 ∗ 2 = 23.99 𝑘𝑔
4.3.4

Total Mass of Pressure Vessel

Total mass of vessel parts = 130.9+23.99 + 395.16 + 1762.472 = 2312.5 kg
Total liquid mass = 2862.7763+7068.58 = 9931.36 kg
Total mass (Tm)= 9931.36+2312.5 = 12243.9 kg
4.4.

Design of Pressure Vessel Support
Table 5: Properties and dimensions of vessel support

Material Type
Permissible Material Stress on installation
sheet
Permissible Material Stress on support
Link Efficiency (E)
Number of supporting Legs (n)
Spherical Radius (L)
Designed Pressure (P)
Lower cover Thickness (th)

SA 106 – Gr (B)
137.9 MPa
117.9 MPa
0.6
4
1350 mm
55.1 MPa
12 mm

Total mass = 𝑇é = 12243.9 𝑘𝑔
𝑇»¤ = 12243.9 ∗ 9.81 = 120112.3 N

Túõ 120112.3
=
n
4
Q = 30028.1N
H = 155 mm ,
2A= 2B = 300 mm
Q=

cos α = 0.95
xp B (.Ò

,

c = AB = 150

q a
(yt
(hyt
B(.Ò∗
∗
BX.(X II
a ý`
(hyt
(X

From charts 1,2,3,4 values of K1 to K8 can be defined [11].
K1=0.055
K2=0.02
K3= 0.06
K4=0.02
K5=0.015
K6=0.01
K7=0.02
K8=0.01
4.4.1 Calculations of supporting leg dimensions

𝑄 = 30028.1 𝑁
𝑄
r
𝐸∗𝑆 = =3 W W
𝐴 ) (¿Ì '¿Ï )
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0.6 ∗ 117.9 = 3
)

httXÒ.(
( ¿Ì W 'ØyW )

𝐷f = 79 𝑚𝑚
5.

Finite Element Analyses

The FE analysis starts with an axisymmetric analysis of pressure vessel. Solid works software is used for the
three dimensional modeling of solid structures. The element is defined by eight nodes having three degrees of
freedom at each node i.e. translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions. The finite element model consists of
hemispherical heads, cylindrical shell and legs support. In boundary condition, the vessel is supported at the
end corners and internal pressure of 1.55MPa is applied at the inner surface. The boundary condition for
hemispherical and end connection pressure vessels are shown in the figure. All parts of vessel have been
drawn after finishing all designing calculations. All the drawings drawn by Solid Works Program. The vertical
pressure vessel assembly are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Vertical pressure vessel assembly

Figure 5. Von-Miss Stresses

The main purpose of simulation is to determine critical points, stresses concentrations resulted by internal
pressure and the distributions of stresses at different regions on vertical pressure vessel with four legs
support. The results are shown in Figure 5,6 and 7.

Figure 6. Displacements on vertical pressure vessel
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6.

Conclusions

It is very clear that the pressure vessels are integrated system in terms of parts and competence. Mechanical
design of pressure vessel had been done using Solid Works software. During the designing of Pressure
vessels, it is very important to design each part of these vessels individually to obtain more accurate design.
All the pressure vessel components are selected on basis of available ASME standards and the manufactures
also follow the ASME standards while manufacturing the components. The designing simulation concludes
that the stresses concentration regions concentrated on the regions that connect between the bottom of the
tank and the fixing base as well as the regions of fixing of the nozzle on the tank body. Also the designing
simulation concludes that the most affected regions to displacement by internal pressure are the away regions
from fixing points (i.e., farther away from installation points the higher displacement value.)
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ABSTRACT
Pipe network is a hydraulic network containing several or many inter-connected branches where fluid
(water) flows through it. This paper presents a design methodology for a supply water pipe network for
Al-Hadeka district at Garaboulli-Libya. The proposed network provides water to 150 residential units
with an average occupation density of 7 persons per unit. The main objective is to determine the flow rate
and pressure head at each individual section of the network in addition to water demand of the region.
The governing differential equations were formulated based on the continuity and the energy equations.
Hardy Cross Method and EPANET Software were implemented to perform the calculations. Two cases
were analyzed and investigated, namely, gravity flow and forced flow. Results of both cases were
interpreted and compared. There is a good agreement between the results of both methods, in terms of
flow velocities in pipes and pressure heads. These values lie in the allowable range in accordance with the
known standards and specifications for water distribution networks. The use of the available software,
EPANET, for analysis saves time and effort and gives acceptable results of appropriate precision.
Keyword— Pipe network, Hardy Cross, EPANET, Gravity flow, Forced flow.

1.

Introduction

Water distribution networks serve many purposes in addition to the provision of water for human
consumption. Piped water is used for washing, sanitation, irrigation and fire fighting. Networks are designed
to meet peak demands; in parts of the network this creates low-flow conditions that can contribute to the
deterioration of microbial and chemical water quality. The purpose of a system of pipes is to supply water at
adequate pressure and flow. However, pressure is lost by the action of friction at the pipe wall and pipe
accessories and fittings such as valves, elbows…etc. The pressure loss is also dependent on the water
demand, pipe length, gradient and diameter. Several established empirical equations describe the pressure–
flow relation ship and these have been incorporated into network modelling software packages to facilitate
their solution and use. Traditionally, a water distribution network design is based on the proposed street plan
and the topography. Various equations have been used in this study as the continuity equation and the energy
equation. Hardy Cross Method and EPANET Software was used to perform the calculations required. The
hydraulic analysis for the network is applied to two cases, gravity flow and forced flow. Extensive research
work on supply water networks has been carried out in literature. For example, studies as shown in references
[1], [2], [3], [4]& [5]. Generally, they focused on designing and analyzing supply water pipe networks by Hardy
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Cross method and EPANET software. Flow rates and pressure heads at each node and junction in the
network are calculated and determined. Comparison of results were also interpreted and discussed.
2.

Site Overview

The site is located in Al-Hadeka district at Al-Garaboulli city, with an area of 31125 m2 and 150 housing
utilities as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Site Overview for Al-Hadeka district at Al-Garaboulli city.

According to population surveys in Libya , in the year 2014 , it was found that the family member average is 7
persons , this was done with the help of population private data of the previous years , this comprehensive
population scanning is done regularly every 10 years, amongst the methods used for future population
scanning is the Geometric Method. Accordingly, population of this area is approximated to be 1050 persons
and Water consumption rate is 270 Litre/day/person, so that the total water demand is about 284𝑚 h /day
[6].
3.

Design Methodology

3.1.

Hardy Cross Method

Hardy Cross method is an effective method in pipe networks analysis. The Hardy Cross method of analysis is
a simplified version of the iteration linear analysis. This method is mainly based on assuming reasonable
starting values for water flow rates inside network pipes and their directions according to the proposed loops.
Then, the values of flow rates should be adjusted iteratively in order to reach to an optimum and precise
approximation. Moreover, the head loss in pipes is evaluated simultaneously. In order to apply this method,
the site is divided into many subdivisions and loops as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Schematic drawing for pipe network nodes, junctions and loops.

3.2.

EPANET Software

EPANET Software, as shown in Figure 3, performs extended period simulation of hydraulics and pipe
network analysis. Moreover, it is designed to be applicable also to pressurized pipe networkers. A pipe
network consists of pipe, nodes (pipe junctions), pumps, valves and storage tanks or reservoirs. EPANET
evaluates the flow rates of the water in each pipe, the pressure at each node. EPANET provides an
integration environment for editing network input data, performing hydraulic analysis, and viewing the result
in a variety of formats, these include colour- coded network maps, data tables, time series graphs, and
contour plots. EPANET was developed by the Water Supply and Water Resources Division of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
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(a) Present study pipe network.

(b) EPANET software interface.

Figure 3: Pipe network analysis by EPANET

3.3.

Solution Procedure

Following are the steps carried out to model water distribution network using Hardy Cross method and
EPANET;
Step 1: Draw a network representation of distribution system.
Step 2: Edit the properties of the objects that make up the system. It includes editing the properties and
entering required data in various objects like reservoir, pipes, nodes and junctions.
Step 3: Describe how the system is operated.
Step 4: Select a set of analysis option.
Step 5: Run a hydraulic analysis program/software.
Step 6: View the results of the analysis which can be viewed in various forms i.e. in the form of tables or
graphs.
In addition, the pipe network design and operating conditions for this study according to known standards
and specifications,[6] are as follows;
•

Flow velocity inside pipes ranges from (0.1 to 1.5) m/s.

•

The allowable pressure at nodes ranges from (1.5 to 3) bar.

•

Pipe diameters range from (32 to 110) mm.

• Pipe material is HDPE can withstand pressure up to 6 bar.
In order to simplify the analysis, some assumptions are also considered as follows;
•

Secondary losses inside pipe network fittings and other accessories are assumed to be negligible.
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• Pipes are located at the same level inside the study area.
Storage tank capacity of 900 m3 provides water to site at least for 3 days in case of emergency.
4.

Results and Discussion

The hydraulic analysis for the pipe distribution network is applied to two design scenarios, namely, gravity
flow case and forced flow case (using a pump).
4.1.

Case I: (Gravity Flow)

In the first case the water level on the reservoir is located just 2 meters above ground surface. Results of
Hardy Cross method are shown in Table1 and Table 2.
Table1: Output results of water flow rates in pipes.

Table 2: Head values at each node.

Link ID

Q
(m3/s)

Q
(L/s)

Q
(m3/day)

Node ID.

Head (m)

Pipe 1

0.001808

1.808

156.2112

1

1.97

Pipe 2

0.000726

0.726

62.7264

2

1.85

Pipe 3

0.000572

0.572

49.4208

3

1.76

Pipe 4

0.000572

0.572

49.4208

4

1.72

Pipe 5

0.000483

0.483

41.7312

5

1.76

Pipe 6

0.00011

0.11

9.504

6

1.75

Pipe 7

0.000351

0.351

30.3264

7

1.79

Pipe 8

0.00141

1.41

121.824

8

1.74

Pipe 9

0.000816

0.816

70.5024

9

1.73

Pipe 10

0.000154

0.154

13.3056

10

1.63

Pipe 11

0.000377

0.377

32.5728

11

1.21

Pipe 12

0.000373

0.373

32.2272

12

1.11

Pipe 13

0.000223

0.223

19.2672

13

0.33

Pipe 14

0.000615

0.615

53.136

14

-0.87

Pipe 15

9.1E-05

0.091

7.8624

Pipe 16

0.000619

0.619

53.4816

Pipe 17

0.000528

0.528

45.6192

Pipe 18

0.00062

0.62

53.568

Pipe 19

0.00062

0.62

53.568

Pipe 20

0.00322

3.22

278.208
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Results from EPANET software are shown in Table 3. Flow rates at each pipe, flow velocity, unit head loss
and friction factor are determined.
Table 3: EPANET output results for case I.

Link ID
Pipe 1
Pipe 2
Pipe 3
Pipe 4
Pipe 5
Pipe 6
Pipe 7
Pipe 8
Pipe 9
Pipe 10
Pipe 11
Pipe 12
Pipe13
Pipe 14
Pipe 15
Pipe 16
Pipe 17
Pipe 18
Pipe 19
Pipe 20

Flow rate
(m3/day)
156.21
61.95
48.44
48.44
42.61
10.49
30.32
121.79
71.26
13.51
32.13
33.64
18.62
53.05
7.95
53.47
45.52
53.48
53.48
278.00

Velocity (m/s)
0.40
0.22
0.27
0.17
0.27
0.12
0.19
0.32
0.27
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.10
0.48
0.12
0.50
0.65
0.77
0.49
0.34

Unit Headloss
(m/km)
2.87
1.27
0.82
0.82
2
0.13
1.10
1.83
1.63
0.07
0.40
0.43
0.16
8.75
0.85
8.88
19.82
26.63
8.88
1.26

Friction factor
0.025
0.030
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.034
0.034
0.026
0.029
0.034
0.035
0.034
0.041
0.029
0.041
0.029
0.029
0.028
0.029
0.024

From above results, Table 2 clearly shows that at node no. 14, the value of pressure head is negative. This
means that the pressure at this node is less than atmospheric pressure which in turn implies that water will
not reach the node and hence it is clear that the height of the elevated reservoir in case I, is undersized.
Therefore, the water reservoir should be located at higher elevation. For this purpose, the tank is elevated at
20 m above ground surface level, this is considered as case II.
4.2.

Case II: Gravity Flow using Elevated Tank

Because of the negative pressure in the case I, the tank height will be change to 20 m above ground. The
obtained results of both Hardy Cross and EPANET are shown and compared in Table4 and Table 5.
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Table 4: Comparison of results for pressure head in case II.

Node ID

Head,H-C (m)

Head, Epanet (m)

Error, %

1

19.98278

19.97

0.06397

2

19.89224

19.85

0.212357

3

19.83574

19.76

0.381859

4

19.81069

19.72

0.457766

5

19.84119

19.76

0.409176

6

19.8304

19.75

0.405418

7

19.86057

19.79

0.355338

8

19.83201

19.74

0.463942

9

19.82799

19.73

0.494182

19.76803

19.63

0.698249

19.45122

19.21

1.240142
2.022568

10
11
12

19.50449

19.11

13

18.81528

18.33

2.579171

14

17.88649

17.13

4.22941

Table 5: Comparison of results for flow rates in case II.

Link ID
Pipe 1
Pipe 2
Pipe 3
Pipe 4
Pipe 5
Pipe 6
Pipe 7
Pipe 8
Pipe 9
Pipe 10
Pipe 11
Pipe 12
Pipe13
Pipe 14
Pipe 15
Pipe 16
Pipe 17
Pipe 18
Pipe 19

Q(m3/day) H-C
156.2112
62.7264
49.4208
49.4208
41.7312
9.504
30.3264
121.824
70.5024
13.3056
32.5728
32.2272
19.2672
53.136
7.8624
53.4816
45.6192
53.568
53.568
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Q(m3/day) Epanet
156.21
61.95
48.44
48.44
42.61
10.49
30.32
121.79
71.26
13.51
32.13
33.64
18.62
53.05
7.95
53.47
45.52
53.48
53.48

Error, %
0.000768
1.237756
1.984589
1.984589
2.10586
10.5397
0.021104
0.027909
1.07457
1.5362
1.359416
4.38387
3.359077
0.161849
1.11416
0.02169
0.217452
0.164277
0.164277
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It should be noted that no negative pressure head values are noticed. The assumption of elevating the water
tank to a height of 20 m is reasonable and logic. Moreover, the comparison between the results from Hardy
Cross method and EPANET shows a good agreement between results of both methods.
4.3.

Case III: Forced flow Using Pump

Another alternative for solving the problem of negative pressure in case I, is based on using a ground water
tank equipped with a pump station. In this case, water is forced to flow into the pipe distribution network
ensuring suitable water demands and pressure heads values at pipes’ nodes. Figure 4 shows the characteristics
curve for the chosen pump to be used in the system and analyzed by EPANET Software simulation..

Figure 4: Characteristic curve of the chosen pump.

Table 6 and Table 7 show the results for case III when a pump is considered in the pipeline.
Table 6: Results for demand and pressure head at each node for case III.

Node ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

http://cest2018.elmergib.edu.ly/

Demand (m3/day)
0
23
0
0
19
0
38
0
0
38
0
61
0
99

Head (m)
20
19.87
19.78
19.74
19.79
19.78
19.82
19.77
19.76
19.66
19.24
19.13
18.35
17.15
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Table 7: Results for flow rate, velocity, unit head loss and friction factor for case III.

Link ID
Pipe 1
Pipe 2
Pipe 3
Pipe 4
Pipe 5
Pipe 6
Pipe 7
Pipe 8
Pipe 9
Pipe 10
Pipe 11
Pipe 12
Pipe13
Pipe 14
Pipe 15
Pipe 16
Pipe 17
Pipe 18
Pipe 19

Flow rate
(m3/day)
156.21
61.95
48.44
48.44
42.61
10.49
30.32
121.79
71.26
13.51
32.13
33.64
18.62
53.05
7.95
53.47
45.52
53.48
53.48

Velocity m/s
0.40
0.22
0.27
0.17
0.27
0.12
0.19
0.32
0.27
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.10
0.48
0.12
0.50
0.65
0.77
0.49

Unit Headloss
m/km
2.84
1.28
0.93
0.93
1.73
0.46
1.16
1.86
1.59
0.48
0.57
0.61
0.49
8.74
0.89
8.94
19.89
26.78
8.92

Friction factor
0.025
0.030
0.031
0.031
0.032
0.038
0.034
0.026
0.029
0.042
0.037
0.033
0.042
0.029
0.041
0.029
0.029
0.028
0.029

In the case of water supply from ground tank using a pump, case III, it is found that the pressure head at the
end of each junction (node) and corresponding value of flow rate are acceptable and ensure providing water
to consumers. Furthermore, it can be noticed that the velocities at each pipe in Table 7 are within the
recommended range stated in the relevant standards.
5.

Conclusions

In this paper, Hardy Cross Method and EPANET software were used to perform the required calculations
and the hydraulic analysis for the network under study, Al-Hadeka district at Garaboulli city –Libya. Two
Scenarios were proposed, gravity flow and forced flow. For gravity flow, Case I, water level in the storage
tank is assumed to be 2 meters above the ground. Results show that there is a deficiency in providing the
required water quantities at some nodes in the network. In order to correct the situation, storage tank
elevation is adjusted to 20 meters above ground, case II. Results indicate that the flow rates and pressure
heads among the junctions of the pipe networks are acceptable and lie in the allowable values.
Another alternative is to apply a pump in the network, case III, forced flow. As expected, there is a better
output results in terms of flow rates, velocities in pipes and pressure heads at the required points of demand.
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The obtained values were found to be within the allowed ranges in accordance with the specifications and
standards for water distribution networks. Finally, the use of available software for analysis saves time and
effort and gives results of appropriate precision.
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ABSTRACT
New formulas for empennage weight estimation and for takeoff weight estimation, in conceptual design
phase are derived for a tactical unmanned aerial vehicle (TUAV). Formulas are derived by analyzing
existing UAVs of the weighs from 100 to 500 kg, and which have similar characteristics. Based on
statistical trends, obtained from analyzed existing UAVs, takeoff weight is estimated from mission
specification, and given payload weight. Software tools are developed in Matlab to facilitate takeoff and
component weight calculations. The least square method is applied to analyze statistical data in order to
develop trend functions which correlate TUAVs empty weight and takeoff weight. Existing formulas,
developed for general aviation, for empennage and takeoff weight estimations are applied to TUAV and
promising one are selected and adjusted to TUAV conceptual design phase. Empennage weight is related
to geometrical parameters, maximum speed, and takeoff weight of the TUAVs
Keyword—

1.

TUAV, Empennage, takeoff weight, conceptual design phase.

Introduction

The dependence on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV’s) in last decade grow significantly especially for
combat missions, and the demand for UAV’s is greatly increased. UAV’s play an important role in fields like,
information superiority, collateral damage, urban area fighting and precision strikes against high payoff
targets. UAV’s evolved to include size growth of strategic UAV’s for carrying more payload weight, and long
time endurance, and minimize tactical UAV’s size. The most important parameter which dictates all other
design parameter is estimation of the UAV's weight. Since there are no enough reliable sources for such
estimation, the main goal of this paper is to establish empirical relationships which will lead to reliable
empennage weight estimation of the UAV's, with emphasis on tactical UAV's. Only conceptual design phase
is considered to be effort of relatively small group of engineers and specialists. This phase is also the cheapest
it should provide the answer if the vehicle is possible to design and what characteristics will it have. It is also
only paper phase requiring no special equipment and research. Outer geometry of the vehicle is also defined
in this phase.[1]
Since conceptual design phase cost least, it is wise to perform it thoroughly and to postpone crucial decisions
as late as possible since all subsequent phases are continuation of this phase. This research will contribute to
this problem by deriving equations for empennage weight estimation.
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2.

Materials and Methods

Models of conventional tactical UAVs weights between 100 to 450 kgs are chosen for empennage weight
estimation.[2] The parameters values of these UAVs are input into Matlab program to get the results on
charts, the results are evaluated for UAV weights 220 kg as takeoff weight to find out the suitable empennage
weight.
2.1.

Jay Gundlach Method:[1]

The formula used by Gundlach is established for both small and big aircrafts by changing 𝑤Å value according
to the aircraft type. Wa ranges between 3.5–8 lb/ft2 for supersonic fighters and between 0.8 – 1.2 for small
aircrafts. As shown in figure (1).

Figure (1) Jay Gundlach empennage weight estimation

𝑊𝑒𝑚𝑝 = 𝑤Å × 𝑆‚ + 𝑆ƒ ,

𝑤Å = 0.8: 1.2 lb/ft2

(1)

Wemp, empennage weight, SH and SV, surface areas of horizontal and vertical stabilizer.
2.2.

Usaf Method:[3]

The equations suggested by United States air force (Usaf) for finding empennage weight estimation should be
applied to aircrafts with performance doesn’t exceed 300 knots speed.

2.2.1

Horizontal Tail:
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𝑊‚ = 127×

𝑤f 𝑁t
10y

t.ÒØ

𝑆‚
×
100

(.X

𝑙‚
×0.289×
10

t.)Òh

𝑏‚
×
𝑡‚

t.y t.)yÒ

(2)

Where, Wo, takeoff weight of UAV, SH and SV, surface areas of horizontal and
vertical stabilizer, LH and LV, horizontal and vertical stabilizer arm (distance
between center of gravity and aerodynamic center), b, the wing span, t, tail
thickness, Nz, ultimate load factor,
Figure (2) explain the relationship between takeoff weight and horizontal tail weight

Figure (2) Usaf horizontal tail weight estimation

2.2.2

Vertical Tail:

𝑊ƒ = 98.5×

𝑤f 𝑁t
10y

t.ÒØ

𝑆ƒ
×
100

(.X

𝑏ƒ
×0.289×
𝑡ƒ

t.y t.)yÒ

(3)

By substitution in equation (3) for V-tail weight estimation we get the results shown in figure (3), figure (4)
show the results got for equation (4).
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Figure (3) Usaf vertical tail weight estimation

Figure (4) Usaf empennage weight estimation

2.3.

Torenbeek Method:[4]

The following equation is applied to light transport aircrafts which has dive speed less than 200 knots.
(4)
𝑊ÍéÄ = 0.04× 𝑁t × 𝑆ƒ + 𝑆‚ X t.Øy
Where, Wemp is empennage weight. SH and SV are surface areas of horizontal and vertical stabilizer, and Nz is
ultimate load factor.
Torenbeek equation (4), is a simple equation and it is completely depends upon the areas of both horizontal
and vertical tails and ultimate load factor.
By substitution in Torenbeek equation (4) we get the results shown in figure (5):
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Figure (5) Torenbeek empennage weight estimation
2.4.

Raymer Method:[3]

The following equations from Raymer are established for general aviation aircrafts.
2.4.1

Horizontal Tail:

Raymer equation for horizontal tail weight estimation is:
𝑊‚ = 0.016× 𝑁t ×𝑊ÆY

t.)()

×𝑞 t.(%Ò ×𝑆‚t.Òw% ×

100×𝑡/𝑐
𝑐𝑜𝑠Λ

't.(X

(5)

t.t)h
𝐴
×𝜆't.tX
‚
𝑐𝑜𝑠 X 𝛬‚
Where, SH and SV, surface areas of horizontal and vertical stabilizer, b, the wing span, ∁ is mean aero dynamic
chord, VH, Tail volume coefficient, VV, Vertical Tail volume coefficient, t, tail thickness, Nz, ultimate load

×

factor, A, aspect ratio, q, dynamic pressure, 𝛬, sweep angle at 25% MAC, 𝜆, taper ratio.
Figure (6) show the relationship between takeoff weight and horizontal tail weight according to equation (5).
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Figure (6) Raymer horizontal tail weight estimation
2.4.2

Vertical Tail:

𝑊‚ = 0.073× 1 + 0.2×
×

𝐻Ç
× 𝑁t ×𝑊ÆY
𝐻ƒ

100×𝑡/𝑐
𝑐𝑜𝑠Λ

't.)w

×

t.hØ%

𝐴
𝑐𝑜𝑠 X 𝛬‚

×𝑞 t.(XX ×𝑆‚t.ÒØh
t.hyØ

(6)

×𝜆t.thw
‚

From equation (6) we got the results shown in figure (7),

Figure (7) Raymer vertical tail weight estimation

Figure (8) explain the results for empennage group, (horizontal and vertical), weight estimation from Raymer.
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Figure (8) Raymer empennage weight estimation

2.5.

Kundu Method:[5]

Horizontal and vertical tails are lifting surfaces. The empennage does not have an engine or undercarriage
installation.
Both the horizontal and vertical tails plane mass estimations have a similar form but they differ in the values
of constants used.
The equation used here is established for Civil Aircraft.
t.ØÒ
(7)
𝑀ÍéÄ = 0.0213× 𝑀Çf ×𝑁t t.)Ò ×𝑆»
×𝐴× 1 + 𝜆 t.) / 𝑐𝑜𝑠Λ×𝑡/𝑐 t.)
𝑀ÍéÄ - empennage mass,𝑀Çf - takeoff weight mass
For nonmetals are used, if there is reduction in mass due to lighter material, then the mass is reduced by that
factor. If there is a 10% mass saving, then:
ME nonmetal = 0.9 × ME all metal
Figure (9) show the results got from equations (7) and (8) for empennage weight estimation.

Figure (9) Kundu empennage weight estimation
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2.5.1

Horizontal Tail:

𝑀x = 0.02×𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 × 𝑀Çf ×𝑁t
2.5.2

t.)Ò

t.ØÒ
×𝑆»
×𝐴× 1 + 𝜆

t.)

/ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Λ×𝑡/𝑐 t.)

(8)

Vertical Tail:

𝑀ƒ = 0.0215×𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 × 𝑀Çf ×𝑁t

t.)Ò

t.ØÒ
×𝑆»
×𝐴× 1 + 𝜆

t.)

/ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Λ×𝑡/𝑐 t.)

(9)

For V-tail configurations, use kconf= 1.1 for a T-tail, 1.05 for a midtail, and 1.0 for a low tail.
Where, Wo, takeoff weight of UAV, Wemp, empennage weight, SH and SV, surface areas of horizontal and
vertical stabilizer, S, wing reference area, LH and LV, horizontal and vertical stabilizer arm (distance between
center of gravity and aerodynamic center), b, the wing span, ∁ is mean aerodynamic chord, VH, Tail volume
coefficient, VV, Vertical Tail volume coefficient, t, tail thickness, Nz, ultimate load factor, A, aspect ratio, q,
dynamic pressure, 𝛬, sweep angle at 25% MAC, 𝜆, taper ratio.
2.6.

Kroo Method:[6]

Kroo introduces two formulas for both horizontal and vertical tails.
2.6.1

Horizontal Tail:

The horizontal tail weight, including elevator, is determined similarly, but the weight index introduces both
exposed and gross horizontal tail areas as well as the tail length (distance from airplane c.g. to aerodynamic
center of the horizontal tail). The method assumes that the elevator is about 25% of the horizontal tail area.
(10)
𝑁t ×𝑏‚ h ×𝑊f ×𝑚𝑎𝑐×𝑆‚t.y
𝑊‚ = 5.25×𝑆‚ + 0.8×10'% ×
𝑡‚
X 𝑦 ×𝑙 ×𝑆 (.y
× cos
‚
‚
‚
𝑐‚
Figures (10),(11), and (12) explain the results of equations (10) and (11) for horizontal, vertical, and
empennage weight estimation byKroo method.
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Figure (10) Kroo horizontal tail weight estimation

2.6.2

Vertical Tail:

The rudder itself may be assumed to occupy about 25% of SV and weighs 60% more per area. The weight of
the vertical portion of a T-tail is about 25% greater than that of a conventional tail; a penalty of 5% to 35% is
assessed for vertical tails with center engines.
(11)
𝑁t ×𝑏ƒ h 0.8 + 0.44× 𝑊f /𝑆€Í¤
𝑊V = 2.62×𝑆ƒ + 15×10'% ×
𝑡‚
× cos 𝑦‚ X
𝑐‚

Figure (11) Kroo vertical tail weight estimation
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Figure (12) Kroo empennage weight estimation

3.

Results and Discussion:

3.1.

Empennage Weight Formulas Selection:

For empennage weight estimation many formulas were used for finding the estimated empennage weight,
and the results were explained on charts to get the best one. The formulas used for empennage weight mostly
were founded for general aviation aircrafts and because of presence a lot of tail group shapes and designs. So
in some cases we see unreasonable and extreme results for empennage weight estimation, but in some few
cases we got acceptable results such as in Jay Gundlach, Torenbeek and Usaf formulas.
Empennage group has no specific design criteria, because some UAVs have special empennage shapes, some
of them have no horizontal tail instead they have delta wing, in some cases the vertical tail is much bigger
than the horizontal tail and in some case there are two vertical tails.
3.2.

New Formula for Empennage Weight Estimation:

These equations of our work for horizontal and vertical tails weight estimation are modified of Cessna
equations. They should be applied to small size and low performance aircrafts which has maximum speed
less than 350 km/hr. [7], [8].
3.2.1

Horizontal Tail:

The equation from Cessna for horizontal tail weight estimation, originally established for general aviation
aircrafts. The new equation (12) now is valid for UAV’s.
(12)
1.46× 𝑊𝑜 t.ÒÒØ × 𝑆‚ t.(t( ×𝐴t.(hÒ
‚
𝑊‚ =
𝑙𝑏
t.XXh
57.5×𝑡€
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Where, Wo is takeoff weight, SH and SV, surface areas of horizontal and vertical stabilizer, b, the wing span, ∁
is mean aerodynamic chord, VH, Tail volume coefficient, VV,Vertical Tail volume coefficient, t, tail thickness,
Nz, ultimate load factor, A, aspect ratio, q, dynamic pressure, 𝛬, sweep angle at 25% MAC, 𝜆, taper ratio.

Figure (13) chart for the new equation for horizontal tail weight estimation

3.2.2

Vertical Tail:

The equation from Cessna for vertical tail weight estimation, originally established for general aviation
aircrafts. My equation (13) now is valid for UAV’s.
𝑊ƒ =

0.039×𝑊ft.y%Ø ×𝑆ƒ(.X)w ×𝐴t.)ÒX
ƒ
15.6×𝑡€t.Ø)Ø × 𝑐𝑜𝑠Λ(/)

t.ÒÒX

𝑙𝑏

(13)

Figure (14) show the results from equation (13) for vertical tail weight estimation by the new equation.

Figure (14) chart for the new equation for vertical tail weight estimation
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Figure (15) Empennage group

4.

Conclusions

Various weight design formulas are applied to estimate empennage weights of UAVs. Since these formulas
are developed for manned aircrafts (which are much heavier than tactical UAVs) they sometimes give
unacceptable estimations (to high values or to small values than it could be expected by common
sense).Modification in coefficients of the available formulas is done in order to get better fit UAV design
process. These modified formulas are the main contribution of this paper. Application of these formulas
estimates more accurately empennage weight of the UAVs. Two suggested formulas for empennage weight
estimation including horizontal and vertical tails are introduced.
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